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Foreword

The 1st International Conference on Calcined Clay for Sustainable Concrete has
become a milestone in terms of reviving the use of calcined clays as supplementary
cementitious materials (SCMs) in the production of cement worldwide. We have
seen an increasing number of publications made by various research groups in
different regions, all focused on improving the sustainability of cementitious
materials and their application.

Although SCMs like slag and fly ash will continue to be used, their use shall be
more limited as the energy generation becomes less carbonized and the industry
shifts to more sustainable practices. Calcined clays are proven to abundant in almost
every corner of the world, so they become the most promising source of additional
SCMs which can make a substantial contribution to lower further the environmental
impact of cement and concrete.

This book of proceedings of the 2nd International Conference on Calcined
Clay for Sustainable Concrete presents a snapshot of the intense work carried out
by different research groups since 2015. It brings together written versions of the
more than 80 presentation and posters delivered at the conference. A broad range
of themes are addressed by practitioners and researchers, from cement hydration to
concrete durability and environmental impact. This book provides an excellent
account of the state of the art on the subject with a truly international perspective.

Topics covered are clay geology, hydration of blended cement, performance and
durability, alkali-activated binders, economic and ecological impacts and field
applications.

The Editors would like to thank the authors for the outstanding contributions and
the sponsors and various other organizations for their contributions and help in
making these proceedings and conference a success. The 3rd International
Conference is already planned to take place in India in 2019.

Aurélie R. Favier
Fernando Martirena
Karen L. Scrivener
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Calcined Clay-Cement Stabilisation –
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Abstract. This work extends the investigations on calcined clay-cement blends
to soil stabilisation works as obtained for other pozzolans. Samples of calcined
clay (CC) were prepared from a natural kaolinite clay source from south-west
Nigeria and were blended with Portland cement (PC) in CC:PC ratios of 0:1
(control), 1:3, 1:1, 3:1 and 1:0 to stabilise samples of lateritic soils from two
sources. For each blend, combined stabilisers’ percentages of 0, 2.5, 5, 7.5 and
10 of the soils’ dry weight were adopted. The physical properties of the soils
placed them in the A-1-a and A-2-6 AASHTO classes with fineness moduli
(FM) of 4.33 and 2.18 respectively, indicating that the A-2-6 soil is finer, while
the corresponding exchangeable cations (ECs) were 1.678 meq/100 gms and
1.738 meq/100 gms; these indicating that the A-2-6 soil has higher capacity for
pozzolanic reactions. The 28-day unconfined compressive strength (UCS) tests
on the stabilised soils samples show that the 1:1 and 1:3 blends were better
stabilisers; this translating to environmental friendly alternatives to cement. The
effects of these blends were more pronounced for the A-2-6 soil being the finer
and with higher EC of the two soils. The two blends showed enhanced per-
formance on the A-2-6 soil up to 10% binder content with UCS being 120% and
160% of control for 1:1 and 1:3 blends respectively. For the A-1-a soil, the edge
over control was limited to 5% and 7% binder contents for the 1:1 and 1:3
blends respectively. The FM and ECs of the parent soil were raised as factors
with potentials of affecting the performance of CC:PC blends as soil stabilisers.
The paper calls for further work on lateritic soils from other sources to clearly
establish the impact of these factors on their strengths when stabilised with CC:
PC blends.

1 Introduction

Calcined clay (CC) as a pozzolanic material have been successfully used to replace
Portland cement (PC) in concrete works. It is discovered to improve concrete strengths
and inhibits porosity with optimum performance occurring at about 10% cement
replacement [1–4]. Similarly, it enhances resistances to alkali-silica reaction and
chemical attacks (chlorides and sulphates) with optimal performances at 10 to 15%
replacement [2, 3]. The use of CC-limestone blend in Portland cement mortars have also
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been investigated. The 5%–10%–85% (limestone-CC-ordinary Portland cement) blend
reported the highest compressive strengths [5]. The strengths after 1, 7, 28 and 90 days
of curing were 105%, 120%, 120% and 93% of control (0% additive) respectively.

Though investigations on the use CC in concretes are still progressing, it becomes
necessary to also extend these to soil stabilisation. Pozzolans such as fly ash and silica
fume have been investigated in like manner. Moreover, with the intensified global drive
at mitigating detrimental CO2 emissions (including those from cement production),
continuous attempt at exploring alternatives to cement becomes necessary. A review of
literature on CC showed that there is limited work on its use in soils. It had been
considered as a more suitable pozzolan in alkaline activation for deep soft soil
improvement [6], used as material for soilcretes in jet grouting and for producing
compressed bricks [4]. This paper investigates the behaviour of CC-PC blends in the
stabilisation of lateritic soils. It proceeded to discuss these behaviours in the light of the
attributes of the parent soils.

1.1 Pozzolan-Cement Soil Stabilisation

The essence of stabilising soils is to increase strength and make them suitable for their
intended use. Hydration reaction initiates as cement is added to soil samples in the
presence of moisture. Cementitious materials are formed, these fills the soil’s voids and
provides bonding [7, 8]. As curing progresses, more cementitious materials are formed
from further cement hydration and from interaction between the excess lime of earlier
cement hydration and the soil’s aluminosilicates [8, 9]. The calcium ions of the excess
lime interact with the double layer of the soil’s particles in a cation exchange reaction
leading to dissolution of the soil’s double layer and interaction with the soil’s alumi-
nosilicates to produce more cementitious materials. This is secondary hydration reac-
tion [8, 9]. The cation exchange capacity of soils measures the exchangeable positive
ions held within the double layer of their particles. This determines the amount of
cementitious products formed from the secondary hydration reaction, and, by exten-
sion, the stabilised strength of the soil.

Stabilisation of soil samples with pozzolan-cement blends was further discussed by
[8, 9] who studied the microstructure of fly-ash-cement-soil system. The results showed
formation of small clusters instead of the large clusters of soil-cement matrix. The
pozzolan’s particles disperse the matrix into smaller clusters, increasing the specific
surface in the process. This provides the precursor for more hydration products from the
initial and secondary hydration reactions, resulting to increased stabilised strength.
Pozzolanic dispersions are inferred to be more active in soils of small particle sizes [8, 9].

2 Method

Two burrow sites of lateritic soils were used. Soils of dissimilar physical characteristics
were deliberately chosen such that the effect of using CC with PC can be captured
across soils of different properties. Disturbed samples were obtained from these sources
and labelled A and B respectively.
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The soil samples were subjected to index properties tests (particle size and con-
sistency tests) and classified using the AASHTO soil classification system. Tests were
in tandem with [10]. Moreover, from the particle size analysis, the fineness modulus
(FM) was determined. This measures the fineness of the particles of the lateritic soils.
FM is the sum of the cumulative percentages retained on sieves of aperture 150 lm,
300 lm, 600 lm, 1.18 mm, 2.36 mm and 4.75 mm divided by 100. In addition, the
lateritic soil samples were subjected to chemical analysis test using X-Ray Fluores-
cence. The exchangeable cations (ECs) were also determined from the cation exchange
capacity test.

Kaolin clay was obtained from a natural deposit in Abeokuta, southwest Nigeria
and calcined at 700 °C for 1 h as guided by authors’ previous works [11, 12]. The
resultant calcined clay (CC) was blended with general purpose Portland Cement
(PC) and used as stabilisers on the lateritic soils in total percentages of 2.5, 5.0, 7.5 and
10 of the soil mass. Five blend ratios were established for each total percentage - 0:1,
1:3, 1:1, 3:1 and 1:0 respectively; twenty different CC-PC-soil matrices in all. Soils
stabilised with 0:1 blend (PC-only) serve as control. The matrices were tested for their
strengths.

The procedures of [10, 13] were adopted for the unconfined compression strength
(UCS) test. The test specimens were prepared by remoulding them at their respective
optimum moisture contents (earlier obtained from Standard Proctor compaction tests).
The remoulded were extruded into cylindrical shapes, 50 mm (diameter) by 100 mm
(length), coated with paraffin wax and cured in air at room temperature for 28 days
before the test. Tests were repeated two more times and averages were obtained. The
unstabilised soil samples (0% binder) were also tested.

3 Results

3.1 Physical Properties of the Lateritic Soils

Lateritic soil sample A was dark-reddish brown sandy clay material. Sample B was
light-reddish brown gravelly clay with specks of creamy colourations. Particle size
(Table 1) show sample A as fine with over 50% of it passing the 425 µm sieve and
sample B gravelly (less than 15% passing 425 µm sieve). Fineness modulus
(FM) confirms sample A as finer (FM = 2.18) compared to sample B (FM = 4.33).
Moreover, these test results classify the soils as A-2-6 (sample A) and A-1-a (sample B).

Table 1. Physical properties of the lateritic soil samples

Soil
sample

%Passing
sieve no
10 (2 mm)

%Passing sieve
no 40 (425 µm)

%Passing sieve
no 200 (75 µm)

Fineness
modulus

Liquid
limit (%)

Plastic
limit (%)

Plasticity
index (%)

Group
index, GI

AASHTO
classification

Sample A 84% 52% 30% 2.18 39. 8 19. 3 20. 5 2 A-2-6

Sample B 36% 12% 2% 4.33 47. 9 41. 6 6. 3 0 A-1-a
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3.2 Chemical Properties of the Lateritic Soils

Typical of lateritic soils, the soils predominantly consisted of oxides of aluminium and
silicon (Table 2). The A-2-6 soil also has exchangeable cation (EC) capacity of
1.738 meq/100 gm. This was higher than the corresponding EC for the A-1-a soil
(1.678 meq/100 gm).

3.3 Unconfined Compression Strength (UCS)

The 28-day UCS were presented in Table 3 and Fig. 1(a, b). The UCS at 0% binder
were 0.93 ± 6.85 MPa and 0.94 ± 8.29 MPa for A-2-6 and A-1-a soils respectively.
Of the five CC-PC blends, stabilisation with 1:1 and 1:3 blends generally produced
strengths that compared favourably with those of control (PC-only or 0:1 blend). For
the A-2-6 soil, the 1:3 blend produced the highest strengths. The stabilised strength was
2.31 ± 7.35 MPa at 2.5% stabiliser content and this rose to 5.89 ± 8.38 MPa at 10%
stabiliser content. The 1:1 blend produced stabilised strength of 2.97 ± 8.73 MPa at
2.5%, rising to 4.47 ± 4.99 MPa at 10%. The strengths produced using the PC-only
(0:1) trailed behind those of the 1:1 and 1:3 soils (Fig. 1a) with 1.11 ± 6.94 MPa at
2.5%, increasing to 3.69 ± 8.06 MPa at 10%. Thus, at the 10% stabiliser content, the
strengths achieved with 1:3 and 1:1 blends were 159.6% and 121.1% of the strength of
the 0:1 mix.

Table 3. Mean 28-UCS for the stabilised lateritic soils (MPa)

CC:PC ratios Combined binder%

A-2-6 A-1-a

0 2.5 5 7.5 10 0 2.5 5 7.5 10

1:0 0.93 ± 6.85 1.52 ± 4.50 1.51 ± 7.59 1.22 ± 7.12 1.12 ± 8.26 0.94 ± 8.29 1.61 ± 4.92 1.73 ± 7.79 1.69 ± 8.18 1.86 ± 7.79

3:1 0.93 ± 6.85 0.97 ± 9.74 1.76 ± 5.89 2.13 ± 8.29 3.36 ± 7.79 0.94 ± 8.29 2.37 ± 9.43 2.62 ± 7.41 3.19 ± 8.16 3.54 ± 8.34

1:1 0.93 ± 6.85 2.97 ± 8.73 3.19 ± 4.03 3.58 ± 9.18 4.47 ± 4.99 0.94 ± 8.29 2.80 ± 7.79 3.43 ± 8.18 3.78 ± 2.05 4.70 ± 5.44

1:3 0.93 ± 6.85 2.31 ± 7.35 4.63 ± 6.13 4.98 ± 7.79 5.89 ± 8.38 0.94 ± 8.29 4.72 ± 7.32 5.22 ± 7.13 6.24 ± 7.76 7.05 ± 9.27

0:1 0.93 ± 6.85 1.11 ± 6.94 1.98 ± 6.94 2.56 ± 9.09 3.69 ± 8.06 0.94 ± 8.29 1.23 ± 6.48 3.36 ± 7.26 6.66 ± 8.16 10.56 ± 6.85

Table 2. Chemical properties of the lateritic soil samples

Chemical constituents A-2-6 soil A-1-a soil

SiO2 53.85 41.26
Al2O3 29.01 40.02
Fe2O3 6.03 4.32
CaO 4.15 1.55
MgO 0.04 0.00
SO3 0.10 1.58
K2O 0.10 0.08
Na2O 0.07 1.06
P2O5 0.04 0.00
LOI 6.66 10.25
Total 100.05 100.12
EC (meq/100 gm) 1.738 1.678
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The stabilised strengths of A-1-a using 1:3 blend were 4.72 ± 7.32 MPa at 2.5%
and 7.05 ± 9.27 MPa at 10%. The corresponding strengths for the 1:1 stabilisation
were 2.80 ± 7.79 MPa and 4.70 ± 5.44 MPa respectively. Adopting the PC-only
blend yields stabilised strengths of 1.23 ± 6.48 MPa at 2.5% and this rose rapidly to
10.56 ± 6.85 MPa at 10%. Thus, unlike the case of the A-2-6 soil, the edges main-
tained by the application of the 1:1 and 1:3 over PC-only stabiliser were sustained up to
about 5% and 7% stabiliser contents respectively (Fig. 1b). Thus, up to these levels, the
1:1 and 1:3 blends were beneficial in both reducing cement use and improving soil
strength.

This work presented 1:1 and 1:3 blends as better alternatives to PC-only blend.
Their use affords the reduction in the contents of cement for stabilisation by as much as
50% without compromise on the stabilised strengths. More importantly, the reported
UCS for these blends (Table 1) met the 1.8 MPa minimum specification for bases of
flexible road pavements designed for heavy traffic [14]. These present positive outlooks
for environmental health.

The differences in the outcomes of 1:1, 1:3 and 0:1 blends on the two soils is
attributed to differences in particle size (fineness modulus) and exchangeable cation
(EC) capacity. The A-2-6 soil has lower FM (2.18), indicating that it is finer. As a
result, pozzolanic dispersion effects were more pronounced in the face of
pozzolan-cement stabilisation [8, 9]. This translates to increased specific surface for
formation of more hydration products. Moreover, the EC is higher
(1.738 meq/100 gm), ensuring that cation exchange activities and the secondary
hydration reactions are more pronounced with this soil. This explains why the poz-
zolanic edge of the 1:1 and 1:3 blends over PC-only stabiliser was sustained up to 10%
stabiliser content for the A-2-6 soil. However, for the A-1-a soil, the edge was not
sustained beyond 5% and 7% respectively for the 1:1 and 1:3 soil. The coarser particles
(high FM of 4.33) and low EC (1.678 meq/100 gm) did not encourage pozzolanic
dispersion and secondary hydration as much as it occurred for the A-2-6 soil.

(a) (b)

Fig. 1. Compressive strength as function of combined binder percentage.
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4 Conclusion

The use of calcined clay (CC) to partly replace general purpose Portland cement
(PC) in soil stabilisation was investigated. Typical A-1-a and A-2-6 soils were sta-
bilised and their resultant strengths measured. The study shows that CC:PC blends of
1:1 and 1:3 were better stabilisers than PC-only stabiliser. This implies that, without
compromising strength, savings on cement usage by as much as 50% and a reduction of
associated CO2 emission, probably in the same order, is achievable with calcined clay.
Moreover, the impact of this pozzolan as blended with cement can be influenced by the
physical and chemical attributes of the parent soil. Further works intends to study more
soil samples, especially those belonging to other classes, for similarity or otherwise in
the observed trends in this work.
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Sulfate Resistance of Cement Mortar
Containing Metakaolin

Abdelsalam M. Akasha(✉) and Jamal M. Abdullah

Department of Civil Engineering, Sebha University, Sebha, Libya

Abstract. Many of an extensive researches have been carried out by Libyan
Industrial Research Center in natural row materials in south region of Libya [1]
and the results found that there are many of material can be used as building
material, one of these materials which widespread over large area is Kaolin
clay.

From that point of view civil Eng. Dep. at Sebha university-Libya start
thinking of using Kaolin clay as a building material and a team work has been
formed to carry out a deep research study work on possibility of using the local
natural pozzolana in south of Libya as a partially replacement of Portland cement.
Previous laboratory study [2] which carried out by the team work proved that
there is a possibility to use south Libya natural Kaolin clay as partial replacement
of OPC after calcination and milling to get active calcined clay (Metakaolin).

Metakaolin being used very commonly as pozzolanic material or as supple‐
mentary cementing materials in mortar and concrete, and has exhibited consid‐
erable influence in enhancing the mechanical and durability properties of mortar
and concrete as well as utilization of natural calcined clay has widely spread
attention in the world to minimize the Portland cement consumption and manu‐
facturing of which being environmentally damaging, in addition to its economic
advantage.

Metakaolin when mixed with cement the silica of the pozzolana combines
with the free lime released during the hydration forms additional cementitious
C-S-H gel. This paper investigates the effect of metakaolin (MK) cement replace‐
ment on the resistance of mortar to sulfate attack for two different metakaolin
quarries. Four MK replacement levels were considered in the study: 0%, 10%,
15%, and 20% by weight of cement for two quarries. After the specified initial
moist curing period, mortar specimens were immersed in 5% sodium sulfate
solution for a total period of one year. The degree of sulfate attack was evaluated
by measuring expansion of mortar prisms, compressive strength reduction and
observation of appearance of deterioration that usually accompanying with sulfate
attack. All metakaolins examined in this study led to increases in strength and
resistance to sulfate attack in comparing with controls samples or according to
standard limits.

Keywords: Metakolin · Sulfate resistance · Expansion · Compressive strength ·
Visual inspection
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1 Experimental Program

1.1 Materials

1.1.1 Sources for Metakaolin
The clay soil (Pozzolana) used in this study was collected from two different locations
near to Sebha city (Sebha and Temenhint sites) (Table 1).

Table 1. Chemical composition percentage of calcined clays

Oxides Samples calcined clay
Sebha (A) Temenhint (B)

SiO2 53.42 70.33
Al2O3 40.84 25.32
Fe2O3 0.975 1.05
Total SiO2, Al2O3, Fe2O3 95.20 96.70
SO3 0.033 0.016
MgO 0.130 0.140
CaO 0.100 0.080
Na2O 0.220 0.350
K2O 0.160 0.366
L.O.I 0.880 0.760

The collected stones were generally in dry condition with blocky structure and in
order to obtain MK the stones were crushed and calcined at 800 °C for a period of 2.0 h.
After the calcination process, the calcined clay stones were cooled then milled to pass
on 150 μm sieve.

1.1.2 Cement
Locally available ordinary Portland cement (ASTM Type I).

1.1.3 Standard Sand
The standard used sand is locally siliceous sand.

1.1.4 Sodium Sulfate
Anhydrous sodium sulfate (Na2So4) was used.

1.2 Mixture Details

Seven mortar mixtures were prepared and used in this study as shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. Mix proportions of blended cement

Sample/Mix Symbol Clacined clay MK (%) Portland cement (%)
Control Sample CS 0 100
Sebha sample (A) AI 10 90

AII 15 85
AIII 20 80

Temenhint sample (B) BI 10 90
BII 15 85
BIII 20 80

1.2.1 Specimens Preparation
The water-cementitious ratio (w/b) was fixed at 0.49 by mass without plasticizer. For
compressive tests, 50.0 mm cubes and for expansion test and visual inspection
25 * 25 * 285 mm prisms were prepared. The cubes and prisms are cured one day in
molds by covering with wet cotton. After demolding, specimens were immersed in lime
water until day of testing.

1.2.2 Sulfate Solution
According to ASTM C1012 each liter of solution is contained 50.0 g of Na2SO4. The
solution should be stored at 23.0 ± 2.0 °C. The pH of the solution must be determined
before use and the solution is rejected if the pH range is outside 6.0 to 8.0.

2 Test Procedure

2.1 Cubes

The first group of cubes stored in water tank for an initial moist curing period of 3, 7,
28,180 and 365 days. The second group is cured for 28 days in water then immersed in
sulfate solution for period of 6 and 12 month. The results of compressive strength are
used to determine the Strength Activity Index (SAI) accordance to ASTM C618 as
follows:

SAI = A∕B ∗ 100 (1)

Where A is the compressive strength of test mixture, and B is compressive strength
of control mixture.

Determination the Compressive Strength Reduction (CSR) for cubes immersed in
sulfate solution comparing to that stored in water for the period of 6 and 12 months was
done using the next formula:

CSR =
𝝈

m
− 𝝈

s

𝝈
m

∗ 100 (2)
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Where σm is the average compressive strength (in MPa) of three cubes cured in water
and σs is the average compressive strength (in MPa) of three cubes immersed in 5%
sulfate solution.

2.2 Prisms

The length change measured by using the length comparator in accordance with Spec‐
ification ASTM C 490. Length change is calculated accordance to ASTM C1012 at any
age as follows:

ΔL =
Lx − Li

Lg

× 100 (3)

Where ∆L is the change in length at x age, %, Lx is the comparator reading of
specimen at x age, Li is the initial comparator reading of specimen at the same time and
Lg is the nominal gage length, or 250 mm as applicable.

3 Result and Discussion

3.1 Pozzolanic Activity

Pozzolanic activity is determined by strength activity indexes (SAI) which must be
greater than or equal 75% according to ASTM 618-03 as shown on Table 3.

Table 3. Strength activity index

Samples AI AII AIII BI BII BIII
SAI % at 7 days 105.73 93.97 113.77 102.76 87.30 93.26
SAI % at 28 days 104.77 103.15 116.03 116.99 104.27 106.83

3.2 Compressive Strength Reduction CSR

CSR is another reliable measurement to indicate the sulfate attack as shown in Fig. 1.
Loss in strength during the exposure period can be as the result of cracking caused

by expansion of ettringite and gypsum formation and/or the loss of C-S-H. Metakaolin
suffered less strength loss than the control mortar as shown in Fig. 1. The compressive
strength reduction ratio is varying from 2.14% to 24.23% for 6 months period and from
15.86% to 62.03% for 12 months period. The max. value of CSR at both periods was for
control sample (CS). The best result is achieved by replacing 20% of cement by MK of
sample BIII sample AIII respectively.
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Fig. 1. Compressive Strength Reduction (CSR)

3.3 Expansion Test Results

From the results given in Fig. 2. all MK mortar series (except AI) fall below the standard
limit 0.05% and 0.1 for 6 months period of ASTM C 1157 and ASTM C 595. The lowest
expansion values were obtained by using 20% of MK of sample AIII and BIII which
achieved an expansion of 0.033% and 0.034% respectively which lower than the control
sample by 78% and 77% respectively.

Fig. 2. Expansion of prism mortars after 6 and 12 months

After 12 months of exposure to sulfate solution only CS and AI fail to comply with
requirements of ASTM C 1157 of expansion limit 0.1%. The lowest values were
achieved also by using 20% of MK of samples (AIII and BIII) which gained an expansion
of 0.049% of both samples which lower than the control sample by 89%. The reasons
which can be given for the increase in the sulfate resistance in mortar with MK are that
the pozzolanic reaction between the MK and calcium hydroxide (CH) released during
cement hydration, witch consume part of (CH). Thus the quantity of expansive gypsum
formed by the reaction of calcium hydroxide will be less in MK mortar than in plain
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mortar at specified level. Furthermore, the formation of secondary C-S-H by the pozzo‐
lanic reaction, although less dense than the primary C-S-H gel is effective in filling
segmenting large capillary pores and increase the impermeability of the mortars [2–8].

3.4 Visual Inspection

A visual inspection of specimens as shown in Fig. 3 revealed the deterioration of the
prismatic samples under sulfate attack.

Fig. 3. Visual inspection of prismatic samples of one year period

The presence of MK is beneficial regarding appearance of cracks or any signs of
deterioration associated with sulfate attack, since it could delay or avoid formation of
ettringite or gypsum which lead to expansion, cracking and deterioration of mortar
samples.

Under sulfate attack, using of Sebha and Tenminhint MK with ratio of 20% as partial
replacement to cement significantly delayed occurring of any visible cracks and kept
the mortar prisms intact up to the 12 months.

4 Conclusions

This study presents the results of the effect of MK cement replacement on the resistance
of mortar to sulfate attack. Based on the results obtained from this study, the following
conclusions can be drawn:

1. The chemical analysis of all samples collected from two quarries is complied with
ASTM C618 and the natural pozzolan (Metakaolin) can be classified as N class
accordingly.

2. Metakaolin replacement of cement (10 to 20%) was found effective in improving the
resistance of mortar to sulfate attack. The use of optimum value of MK replacement
level which 20% for every quarry reduced effectively the sulfate expansion at the
end of 6 month by 58–77% and by 69–89% at the end of 12 month in comparing
with the control mortar.
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3. Most of results of MK mortar expansion results comply with expansion limits of
ASTM C 1157 standard performance specification for hydraulic cement and ASTM
C595 Standard Specification for blended hydraulic cement.

4. Deteriorations such which usually associated with sulfate attack to mortar sample
can be delayed or prevented by using 10 to 20% of metakaolin that produced by fired
kaolin clay collected from two studied locations.

5. Metakaolin suffered less strength loss than control mortar. The use of 10–20 MK of
two quarries reduces the compressive strength reduction when kept in sulfate solu‐
tion.

6. For more confirmation of these results, sulfate testing should continue for a period
of 18 month or until mortar bars have expanded beyond the length of the comparator.
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Abstract. The utilization of calcined clay as a pozzolanic material for concrete
has received a lot of attention in recent years because of its sustainability and
worldwide availability. The performance of concrete made using a locally
sourced high kaolinite clay was examined to determine suitability for use in
local transportation projects. For this work, the local clay was tested to deter-
mine optimal calcining temperature, limestone blend, and sulfate content using
isothermal calorimetry (R3 method). The clay was calcined at 600 °C, 700 °C,
800 °C, and 850 °C. The effects of material reactivity as measured by
calorimetry were compared to the chloride binding capacity.

1 Background

The utilization of calcined clay as a pozzolanic material for concrete took place as a
supplementary cementitious materials (SCM) to react with portlandite (CH) that is
produced from Portland cement hydration. The consumption of CH has a strong effect
on improving concrete strength, sulfate resistance and alkali silica reaction (ASR) [1].
The reactivity of calcined clay is strongly affected by the calcining temperature [2].

2 Aim

The purpose of this paper is to find the correlation between the calcined clay reactivity
and chloride binding. The chloride binding process is considered a long process that
could take more than 6 to 8 weeks in preparing the paste samples and 2 to 4 weeks for
chloride binding. Using the R3 method to find the calcined clay reactivity and correlate
the reactivity to chloride binding reduces the testing process to 12 days. The R3 method
takes between 12 to 14 days depending on the reactivity of the calcined clay and it is
considered a rapid indicator for SCM reactivity [3].
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3 Method

3.1 Chloride Binding

The chloride binding testing method used is similar to Tang and Nillson chloride
binding testing method [4]. The testing was performed on cement paste samples with
15% calcined clay (600, 700, 800 and 850 °C) replacement as SCM after curing for 8
weeks. The paste samples were prepared using a vacuum paste mixer [5] with a water
to cement ration of 0.5. The paste was mixed at a mixing speed of 400 rpm in two
periods, each period was 90 s with a 10 s rest period in between. During the rest
period, the sides of the mixer and the blade were scraped to insure proper mixing. The
hydrated cement paste was vertically cut into 3 mm thick disks to avoid bleeding effect
and a portlandite solution was used as lubricant to avoid carbonation of the cement
paste. After that, about 25 grams of cement paste were placed in 100 ml chloride
solution of different concentrations (0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 1.0 and 3.0 M). The bound chloride
was calculated using Eq. 1.

Cb ¼ 35:45Vðc0� c1Þ
W

ð1Þ

Where
Cb: bound chloride content (mg/g of cement paste sample).
V: volume of solution (ml).
c0, c1: initial and final chloride concentration (ml/l).
W: weight of dry sample (g).

3.2 Particle Size Distribution

This test was performed in the cement and calcined clay to analyze the particle size
distribution of the cementitious materials using HORIBA LA-950 laser particle size
distribution analysis. The samples were diluted in ethanol to avoid hydration.

3.3 Isothermal Calorimetry

Isothermal calorimetry was used to measure the effect of different calcining temperature
of clay on cement paste reactivity. The cement paste was prepared using the same
method mentioned in Sect. 3.1 and after the mixing was completed, around 15 g of
paste were filled in glass ampules and placed in isothermal calorimetry testing unit with
a testing temperature of 23 °C and the heat flow was recorded for 7 days.
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3.4 R3 Method

The testing method is well explained in Snellings paper [3]. The calcined clay was
mixed with portlandite. The portlandite to SCM ratio was 3 to 1. Gypsum was added
depending on the alumina content in the calcined clay to maintain SO3/Al2O3 of the
paste to 1. KOH is used to maintain the paste alkalinity at a fixed concentration of
0.5 M. The water to solids ratio was fixed at 0.9. The paste was mixed in a vacuum
cement mixer. The mixing process included two periods of mixing at a speed of
400 rpm for 90 s and between the two periods the mixer sides and blade were scraped.
After that 11 g of paste were placed in glass ampules then in to the isothermal
calorimetry, which was fixed at a temperature of 40 °C for 12 to 14 days.

4 Results

4.1 Chloride Binding

The chloride binding test results are shown in Fig. 1. The results show that using
calcined clay as SCM increases chloride binding, especially at high concentrations. The
test results show that 800 °C calcining temperature provides the highest chloride
binding results.

4.2 Particle Size Distribution

The particle size distribution test shows that the median particle size for the calcined
clay was about 17 µm with a standard deviation of 20 µm. The type I/II cement has a
median particle size of 3 µm with a standard deviation of 8.5 µm. The particle size
distribution is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 1. The chloride binding test results
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4.3 Isothermal Calorimetry

The test results showed that using calcined clay increased the paste energy and as the
calcining temperature increases, the reactivity of the paste increases. As shown in
Fig. 3 calcined clay at 850 °C had slightly the highest energy and the controlled sample
had the lowest energy.

Fig. 2. Particle size distribution for calcined clay and type I/II Portland cement

Fig. 3. Isothermal calorimetry test results for calcined clay and controlled cement paste samples
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4.4 R3 Method

The test results could give an indication of the reactivity of the calcined clay in the first
three days, depending on the materials reactivity, due to the high temperature of the
calorimetry. The results were analyzed using 10 days of isothermal calorimetry, since
the change in heat transfer was insignificant.

The R3 results show that 800 °C calcined clay has the highest heat transfer after that
850 °C, 700 °C and 600 °C in order as shown in Fig. 4.

5 Conclusion

• The correlation between the R3 test results and chloride binding was noticed.
• The calcined clay reactivity could be considered as an indicator for chloride binding

in case of using calcined clay as SCM.
• The isothermal calorimetry 7-day test results at 23 °C didn’t show much correlation

with either the chloride binding or the R3 test results.
• The chloride binding in high free chloride concentrations is strongly noticed to be

higher than the controlled sample, especially at 800 °C calcined clay samples.

Fig. 4. R3 isothermal calorimetry results for calcined clay at 600, 700, 800 and 850 °C
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Abstract. Four new calcined kaolinitic clays as source of supplementary
cementitious materials to production of cement with high level of clinker
replacement were assessed in this research. Anhydrous cements were charac-
terized by particle size distribution (PSD), specific surface (BET) and thermo-
gravimetric analysis (TGA). The pastes were assessed by X ray diffraction
(XRD), TGA and mercury intrusion porosimetry (MIP). The behavior of blends
was too assessed by compressive strength in standard mortars. The specific
surface of LC3 cement depends mainly on the specific surface of calcination
product of clay, which depend as well on the mineralogical composition of the
raw material and the calcination temperature. Results indicated an agreement
with the kaolinite content in the original clay, pozzolanic reactivity and the
performances of blended cements. The research showed the potentialities of
cuban clay deposits from different geologic origin to be used in the production
of ternary blended cements with similar performances to the Portland cement.

1 Introduction

Previous research have demonstrated the potential of thermal activation of clays with
kaolinite contents of only 40% to obtain a high reactivity pozzolanic material [1, 2].
However, the simple substitution of clinker for this pozzolanic material is only practical
up to 30%, which in many cases as in Cuba, where energy costs have a strong influence
on the costs of calcination, this option is not economically viable [3]. Development of a
new family of cements named LC3 (Limestone Calcined Clays Cement), allows to
increase the clinker replacement levels and maintains or improve the performance of
Portland cement (PC) with high clinker content [4, 5], which compensates for
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calcination costs while decreasing environmental impact and costs production with
respect to the PC [5, 6].

In Cuba took place the first industrial trial for the calcined clay production to be
used as pozzolan in LC3 cement manufacture [5]. The main limitations for the gen-
eralized production of LC3 in the country is the lack of knowledge about the charac-
teristics and availability of kaolinitic clays with potential to be used as raw material in
the production of Supplementary Cementitious Materials (SCMs). Currently, clays
resources available are limited to satisfy the characteristics demanded by the ceramic
industries, refractories and the white cement production, which require deposits of high
kaolinite and low iron content, considerations that are not limiting for the production of
SCMs [7]. Reason why the study of clays with high levels of impurities, but its
kaolinite content justifies their use as source of SCMs, is a need for the new cemen-
titious system manufacture. The aim of this paper is to assess four new cuban kaolinitic
clays as source of SCMs to production of cement based on clinker- calcined clay and
limestone.

2 Methods

Four kaolinitic clays (LL, LS, YG, CG) from different deposit of different geological
origin were selected. Tables 1 and 2 presents the chemical and mineralogical com-
position of the composite samples performed by X-ray Fluorescence (XRF) and X-ray
Diffraction (XRD), respectively. Clay minerals content in the raw material was
determined by Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA) from the mass loss during clays
dehydroxylation, between 350 °C and 850 °C, and reported as equivalent kaolinite
(KE). Clays were calcined at 750 °C and 850 °C. After calcination were grounded in a
ball mill. Pozzolanic reactivity of the calcined clays was assessed by R3 test [8].

Seven LC3 blended system (LC3-LL 750, LC3-LL 850, LC3-LS 750, LC3-LS 850,
LC3-YG 750, LC3-YG 850, LC3-CG 850) were prepared by mixing of the calcined
clays, clinker, pulverized limestone and gypsum, processed previously by separate
grinding. The LC3 systems refers to cements with 45% of substitution of clinker by
30% of calcined clay and 15% of limestone, with a clinker content of 49% and 6% of
gypsum. Differences of each blend set in the clay composition and calcination tem-
perature. The chemical composition of the components is presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Chemical composition of the original clays, clinker, gypsum, limestone and PC

SiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 CaO MgO SO3 Na2O K2O TiO2 P2O5 Others LOI

LL 61,40 18,86 9,61 0,07 0,15 0,02 0,26 0,90 0,62 0,13 0,24 7,80
LS 50,88 25,23 12,58 0,28 0,95 0,02 0,08 0,32 0,98 0,05 0,33 8,39
YG 46,58 20,06 14,41 2,94 0,74 0,04 0,11 0,06 1,12 0,13 0,87 12,74
CG 39,55 31,58 12,68 0,05 0,53 0,13 0,14 0,17 0,52 0,04 0,38 14,37
Clinker 20,81 5,01 4,37 65,70 0,90 0,34 - - - - - 0,50
Gypsum 8,10 2,03 1,97 30,27 2,81 31,39 - - - - - 20,91
Limestone 3,02 0,94 0,49 51,49 0,71 - - - - - - 41,74
P-35 20,37 4,55 3,08 62,91 1,15 2,49 - - - - - 3,49
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Anhydrous cements were characterized by particle size distribution (PSD) and specific
surface (BET). A qualitative assessment of the hydration of pastes was carried out by
XRD. Bound water, portlandite and calcite content was determined by TGA. Mercury
Intrusion Porosimetry (MIP) was used to assess pore structure of LC3 pastes with
calcined clays at 850 °C. Standard mortars were cast in order to determine the strength
development of the LC3 blends according to NC-506 [9]. A Portland cement named
P-35 as reference was used.

3 Results

3.1 Reactivity of Calcined Clays

Higher pozzolanic reactivity and lower values of specific surface were obtained for
calcined clays at 850 °C (Table 3). Anomalous behavior for YG at 850 °C seems to be
related with the rough decrease of the specific surface. In general, the pozzolanic
reactivity is in agreement with KE content.

Table 2. Mineralogical composition of the clay samples

Origin Clay
minerals 1:1

Clay minerals
2:1

Associated
minerals

Kaolinite
content,
%

LL Hydrothermal Kaolinite Muscovite Quartz,
hematite,
goethite

42,16
LS Hydrothermal Kaolinite,

nacrite
Vermiculite,
montmorillonite

57,78

YG Redeposited Kaolinite,
nacrite,
halloysite

Vermiculite Calcite, quartz,
goethite, anatase

46,13

CG Weathering Kaolinite,
halloysite

Kaolinite –

montmorillonite
Gibbsite, quartz,
hematite,
goethite

81,06

Table 3. Cumulated heat and specific surface for calcined clays at 750 °C and 850 °C

LS LL YG CG

Calcination
temperature, °C

750 850 750 850 750 850 850

Cumulated heat
released at 132 h
(J/g)

125,88 137,85 97,00 101,31 118,82 62,43 167,42

Specific surface
(m2/g)

57,08 46,11 19,06 11,61 50,18 5,41 28,86
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3.2 Particle Size Distribution and Specific Surface of Anhydrous
LC3 Blends

LC3 blended system shows similar particles size distribution (Fig. 1). As observed the
curve practically are superposed, which it is caused, by the similar preparation con-
ditions of the raw materials. However, more difference, in the specific surface of LC3

system is observed (Fig. 2a). The specific surface of the LC3 blends is directly pro-
portional to the specific surface of the calcined clays (Fig. 2b). Decrease of specific
surface for samples could not be explained by assuming particle coarsening. Lower
specific surface for similar particle size distribution is obtained when grinding clays
after calcination. Grinding after calcination have little effect on overall specific surface,
as compared with calcination temperature. Therefore, the specific surface of the LC3

blended system can be controlled by the activation temperature of clays. In addition,
decrease of the specific surface from 750 °C to 850 °C seems to be too related with the
presence of clay minerals type 2:1 and associate phases. The presence of calcite and
vermiculite in YG and vermiculite and montmorillonita in LS sample cause break down
at high calcination temperature decreasing specific surface, whereas LL contains more
stable minerals (moscovite, quartz) to the analyzed temperatures.

3.3 Characterization of the LC3 Pastes

The XRD patterns (Fig. 3) for the LC3 system show at 2 days the formation of
ettringite, hemicarboaluminate (Hc) and a formation growing of portlandite (CH). The
presence of Hc is associated at early reaction of the aluminates and calcium carbonate.
The peaks assigned to this phase are more intense for LC3 with calcined clays with
higher availability of reactive alumina (higher KE content). At 28 days decrease the
peaks of Hc and monocarboaluminate (Mc) are observed, indicating the advance of the
reaction between the aluminates and limestone. Ettringite formation is stabilized at 28
days due to the formation of Hc and Mc allowing a higher sulphate availability.
Reduction of the peaks assigned to the CH of 2 to 28 days is a qualitative evidence of
the advance of the pozzolanic reaction. Practically imperceptible CH peaks is observed
in the paste that contains more reactive calcined clay CG (LC3

–CG 850).

Fig. 1. Particle size distribution of LC3 blended systems
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For all blended cements, the amount of bound water increases and portlandite
content decrease from 2 to 28 days (Fig. 4a). Both are a clear evidence of the poz-
zolanic reaction in the LC3 pastes. Decrease of the calcite content (Fig. 4b) from 2 and
28 days show the participation of the calcite as active component in the pozzolanic
reaction to form Hc and Mc. Results are in correspondence with the pozzolanic
reactivity of the calcined clays determined by the R3 test (Table 3). In general, the
portlandite consumption and bound water at 2 and 28 days are higher in LC3 pastes
containing calcined clays with higher KE content.

Figure 5 presents the results of pore size distribution of the LC3 at 2 and 28 days of
hydration. In all LC3 pastes is reduced the total porosity due to the hydration progress.

Fig. 2. (a) Specific surface and particles size distribution of the LC3 blends. (b) Relation
between specific surface of the LC3 blends and the specific surface of the calcined clays

Fig. 3. XRD patterns of the LC3 paste at 2 days (left) and 28 days (right) of hydration. Et
(Ettringite); Hc (Hemicarboaluminate); C4AF (Ferrite); Mc (Monocarboaluminate); CH (Port-
landite); CC (Calcite); Q (Quartz)
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The accumulated porosity seems to be related to the pozzolanic reactivity of the dif-
ferent calcined clays. The reduction of the accumulated porosity and the pore structure
refinement are associated to the increase in the volume of hydration products due to the
formation of AFm and AFt phases as observed by XRD. Later phases present low
density, which contributes very efficiently to the pore structure refinement.

3.4 Performance of the LC3 Mortars

Compressive strength in standard mortars of the LC3 blends with calcined clays at
850 °C is presented in Fig. 6. At 3 days, LC3 blends exhibit lower compressive
strength than the reference. However, from 7 days the behavior among the different
series begins to be differentiated. The best results are observed for LC3-LS 850 and
LC3-CG 850, which at 28 days reach and improve, respectively, the reference. Dif-
ference between the blended systems is accentuated in relation directly proportional to
the calcined clays reactivity.

Fig. 4. (a) Relation between Portlandite content and bound water to 2 (2d) y 28 (28d) days of
hydration for LC3 series with calcined clay to 850 °C. (b) Calcite content at 2 (2d) y 28 (28d)
days of hydration

Fig. 5. Cumulated porosity as a function of pore entry radius at 2 and 28 days obtained by MIP
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4 Conclusion

Pozzolanic reactivity is consistent with the clay minerals content reported as equivalent
kaolinite. For a similar particle size distribution, the specific surface of the LC3 blended
is determined by the specific surface of the calcined clay, which depends on calcination
temperature and the mineralogical composition of the original clay. The formation of
AFm and AFt phases enhance the reduction of the pore structure. Bound water and
portlandite consumption are in agreement with the pozzolanic reactivity of the calcined
clays. LC3 blended systems mortars exhibit compressive strength similar to Portland
cement. Results shows the good potential of the clay deposits studied, to be used as a
source of MCS in the LC3 in Cuba.
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Abstract. The growing interest in calcined clays as Supplementary Cementi‐
tious Materials (SCMs), from sources other than relatively pure industrial grade
clay deposits, demands the development of new tools for the identification and
evaluation of the potentialities of a given clay deposit as a source of raw materials
for the production of SCMs. In this paper, a methodology for the preliminary
assessment of kaolinitic clay deposits as a source of SCMs is presented and
discussed. As a case study, the chemical and mineralogical composition of several
non industrial grade kaolinitic clay deposits, identified and classified according
to the proposed methodology, is related to the pozzolanic reactivity of their calci‐
nation products. The developed methodology allows to establish preliminary
selection criteria based on the chemical composition of the raw material
(% Al2O3 > 18,0; Al2O3/SiO2 > 0,3; LOI > 7,0; % CaO < 3,0; % SO3 < 3,0).
Comparison of the potentialities between the different clay deposits is determined
from its relative position in a plot that relates the content of Al2O3 and the weight
loss within the range of temperatures that corresponds to the thermal decompo‐
sition of clay minerals, which are, in turn, the main parameters affecting the
pozzolanic reactivity of calcination products. The presence of thermally active
non clay minerals in the sample may also affects negatively the pozzolanic reac‐
tivity. Through the observed results, the developed methodology proves to be a
practical and useful tool for the identification and evaluation of kaolinitic clay
deposits as a source of pozzolans.

1 Introduction

At a global level, the production of pozzolanic materials from calcined clays focuses
primarily on the use of industrial grade kaolin, ignoring the possibilities offered by low
grade kaolinitic clay deposits with high degree of impurities, highly abundant in tropical
and subtropical areas, where their identified and hypothetical resources exceed billions
of tons [1]. This is partly because the current approach for the categorization of kaolinitic
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clay deposits and estimation of their reserves responds to criteria derived mainly from
the ceramics, paper or pigment industries, where selection parameters are very rigorous
as regards to the absence of mineral impurities that may affect color and plasticity [2,
3]. The absence of selection criteria adapted to the evaluation of the potentialities of clay
deposits as a source of raw materials for obtaining pozzolanic materials, limits their
identification and exploitation on an industrial scale. In this way, the present work is
directed towards the development and application of a procedure for the preliminary
evaluation of the potentialities of clay deposits as a source of SCM.

2 Analysis and Discussion

Given the relative heterogeneity of chemical and mineralogical composition of clay
deposits, it is necessary to identify those essential parameters that influence the behavior
of the clays as source of pozzolans. From the results of several research it can be
concluded that the most important parameter in the pozzolanic reactivity of calcined
clays is their content of clay minerals, more specifically their content of minerals from
the kaolinite group, which must be equal to or higher than 40% by weight [4, 5]. A
material whose theoretical composition is 40% by weight of minerals of the group of
kaolinite and 60% of quartz as an inert material will have a theoretical composition with
no less than 15.80% Al2O3, an Al2O3/SiO2 ratio of approximately 0.20 and LOI values
of no less than 5.58. Based on this calculated values for chemical composition and also
in practical experience on the analysis of the different kaolinite clays included in this
research (Table 1) and other clay materials reported in previous studies [6, 7], the
following parameters could be stablished as empirical selection criteria:
Al2O3 ≥ 18.00%; Al2O3/SiO2 ≥ 0.30 and LOI ≥ 7.00%. In this analysis, it is also neces‐
sary to take into account the influence of the accompanying minerals in the pozzolanic
reactivity of the final product. For the case of calcite, a negative effect on the pozzolanic
reactivity has been reported at calcination temperatures above 800 °C, related to the
formation of vitreous phases rich in Ca, Si and Al, of low specific surface area. This
phenomenon has been extensively reported in the field of ceramic materials, where it is
frequent to add small amounts of calcite to the kaolinite clays to increase the density of
the calcination product. Negative effects on the degree of calcination of the final product
have also been observed by the authors of this work for samples with relatively high
pyrite content. In addition, both the decomposition of sulfides and the decomposition of
sulfates during thermal activation generate undesirable SO3 emissions into the atmos‐
phere, with a negative environmental impact. Therefore, it is proposed to limit the
allowed maximum values of SO3 and CaO to 3.0%. Thus, the chemical composition
criteria for accepting or rejecting a clay deposit as source of SCM are as follows:
Al2O3 ≥ 18.00%; Al2O3/SiO2 ≥ 0.30, LOI ≥ 7.00%, SO3 ≤ 3.0% and CaO ≤ 3.0%.
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Table 1. Chemical composition of analyzed clays

Sample SiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 CaO MgO SO3 Na2O K2O Others LOI
MN 57,79 18,71 7,07 1,85 1,80 0,02 2,68 0,65 0,88 8,57
PZ 48,40 29,50 16,50 0,40 1,00 1,10 - 0,70 0,70 8,60
KW 48,00 36,40 0,85 0,14 0,11 0,03 0,02 0,48 0,56 13,41
IW 58,68 19,25 5,04 1,29 2,50 0,17 0,19 6,12 1,05 5,71
MW 63,15 20,09 3,96 1,15 2,27 0,51 2,22 0,54 0,22 5,90
LL 61,40 18,86 9,61 0,07 0,15 0,02 0,26 0,90 0,99 7,80
LS 50,88 25,23 12,58 0,28 0,95 0,02 0,08 0,32 1,26 8,39
YG 46,58 20,06 14,41 2,94 0,74 0,04 0,11 0,06 1,84 12,74
CG 39,55 31,58 12,68 0,05 0,53 0,13 0,14 0,17 0,94 14,37
A 46,96 31,66 5,81 0,14 0,06 0,02 0,02 0,11 0,82 14,44
B 60,33 18,44 6,49 1,03 1,95 0,01 1,64 1,41 1,40 7,38
C 64,34 15,44 9,91 0,08 0,48 0,01 0,15 0,65 1,52 7,49
D 63,95 23,15 1,49 0,07 0,09 0,00 0,02 0,02 0,73 10,53
E 64,61 20,45 4,64 0,15 0,39 0,01 0,03 0,93 0,81 8,03
F 55,75 15,01 5,98 7,09 1,22 0,55 0,58 2,00 1,72 10,31
G 53,78 31,83 8,89 0,91 0,03 0,00 0,00 0,50 1,90 10,84
H 54,74 18,32 4,91 0,41 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,22 1,29 4,66
I 43,25 38,71 1,53 0,10 0,00 0,01 0,12 0,06 3,52 11,70

For the quantification of clay minerals, the weight loss associated with dehydroxy‐
lation in the temperature range between 350 and 850 °C [8] is taken as the main criterion.
Although some 2:1 clay minerals continue their dehydroxylation process at temperatures
above 850 °C, for kaolinite clays the use of calcination temperatures above 850 °C is
unusual, since the beginning of the recrystallization processes occurs at temperatures
close to 900 °C. On the other hand, limiting the analysis interval to lower temperatures,
although allows to quantify most of the contribution of 1.1 clay minerals, discriminates
the possible contribution of other clay phases present in the analyzed material and makes
the method unsuitable for 2:1 clays. However, even with high accuracy thermal analysis
and careful data treatment it is very difficult to separate the individual contribution to
the weight loss of each one of the clay minerals presents in the sample. Based on the
fact that contributions to weight loss and pozzolanic reactivity is higher for minerals of
the kaolinite group, and by assuming that weight loss in the temperature range between
350 and 850 °C are mainly related to kaolinite, the total content of clay minerals could
be reported in terms of kaolinite equivalent (KEQ), as calculated by Eq. 1, where 0.1396
is the weight fraction corresponding to hydroxyl groups in kaolinite. Ultimately, the
structural disorder is directly proportional to the loss of structural hydroxyls and directly
related to the pozzolanic reactivity of the calcined clay.

%KEQ =
m(350◦C) − m(850◦C)

m(200◦C) * 0.1396
⋅100 (1)

In the quantification of weight losses, it is also necessary to consider the possible
interference caused by the overlapping of the decomposition reactions of associated non-
clay minerals. Among the most frequent associated non-clay minerals in clay deposits
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are carbonates, sulphides, sulphates and hydroxides. These non-clay minerals, although
decomposed in a relatively narrow range of temperatures, may have a significant influ‐
ence on weight losses. However, as in relation to other clay and non-clay minerals, the
minerals of the kaolinite group have a relatively high content of Al2O3 (~39.50%), it is
proposed to correlate the results derived from the quantitative analysis by weight losses
with the content of Al2O3 in the sample, to correct the possible interferences of the non-
clay minerals. This could be expressed in the form of a graph represented in Fig. 1, in
which the Al2O3 content is related to weight losses. Diagonal line in the graph indicates
the linear relationship between both parameters for minerals of the kaolinite group and
also indicates the maximum value that the weight losses associated with the clay
minerals can take in relation to the content of Al2O3. For samples whose composition
places them below diagonal line, their content of clay minerals, expressed as %KEQ, is
obtained by extrapolating their location to the line, from a line parallel to the axis of the
Al2O3 content. The location of samples above diagonal line indicates the presence of
thermally active non-clay minerals in the range of 350 to 850 °C (carbonates, sulphates,
sulphides, hydroxides). In this case, weight losses should be corrected to avoid overes‐
timation of the content of clay minerals.

Fig. 1. Representation of several clay samples in a Al2O3 vs LOI plot

Taking into account the characteristics of the sample as a function of the content of
clay minerals, the graph represented in Fig. 1 could be divided into four zones, each one
with distinctive characteristics. Region I includes those clays with relatively high kaoli‐
nitic clay contents (KEQ > 60%), and therefore, excellent potentialities of being used
as a source of SCM. These clays may or may not contain relatively high amounts of
iron-rich phases; therefore, this region of the diagram includes, but is not limited, to the
so-called industrial grade kaolin. Samples in Region II are also representative of kaoli‐
nitic clays with good potentialities as a source of SCM, but with lower kaolinite contents
(40% < KEQ < 60%). In these zones of the diagram the vast majority of kaolinitic clay
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deposits yet to be evaluated should be located. Zone III of the diagram refers to those
clays with low kaolinite content (KEQ < 40%), but with relatively high content of 2:1
clays. It should be noted that, although this type of material does not generally meet the
minimum selection criteria proposed for kaolinitic clays, it could be exploited as an
alternative source of SCM in countries where the presence of kaolinitic clay deposits is
relatively scarce [9, 10]. Finally, zone IV of the diagram includes clay deposits
containing variables amounts of kaolinitic clay minerals, but with an appreciable content
of non-clay minerals that decompose in the same temperature range than clay minerals,
such as carbonates, sulphates or sulphides. Therefore, in the thermal activation of the
clays included in zone IV of the diagram must take into account the occurrence of
potentially negative processes and the calcination strategy must be designed accord‐
ingly.

As an example of application of the proposed methodology, position of several clay
samples are included in Fig. 1, including three high grade samples of Kaolinite (KW),
Illite (IW) and Montomorillonite (MW) that were used as reference patterns. As could
be observed, for clays with kaolinite content higher than 40% there is an almost linear
correlation between content of Al2O3 and LOI in the 350–850 °C temperature range,
with the noticeable exceptions of samples with relatively high content of CaO (samples
F and YG), where LOI are also related to decomposition of carbonate like minerals.

3 Conclusion

Selection criteria based on chemical composition (%Al2O3 > 18; Al2O3/SiO2 > 0,3;
LOI > 7,0; low % CaO and SO3), allows a rapid screening of suitable clay deposits on
a given area.

Correlation of weight loss with %Al2O3 allows a rapid assessment of the potentialities
of clay deposits as a source of raw materials for the production of SCMs.
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Abstract. In this study, the influence of the calcined kaolinite content of cal-
cined clay on the hydration of Limestone Calcined Clay Cement (LC3-50) is
investigated. It is shown that with the increase of the calcined kaolinite content
of the calcined clay, the clinker hydration degree decreases. The amount of
reacted metakaolin increases with the calcined kaolinite content, leading to
higher formation of C-A-S-H. However, for the LC3-50 with the highest-grade
calcined clay, the formation of carboaluminate hydrates is limited. For this
blend, the porosity is well refined at 3 days of hydration and does not signifi-
cantly change later on.

1 Introduction

In order to reduce CO2 emissions of cement production, the use of Supplementary
Cementitious Materials (SCMs) is the most promising approach. However, most of
common SCMs used nowadays (slag, fly ash) are not able to face the global increase of
cement production around the world. Only two SCMs are widely available and can be
massively used: calcined kaolinitic clays and limestone. In Limestone Calcined Clay
Cements (LC3), these two SCMs are combined in order to benefit from their synergy [1].
The clinker content is reduced to 50% in LC3-50 blends. Excellent strengths are obtained
for these blends, with an increase of strength with the calcined kaolinite content of the
calcined clay [2]. Moreover, higher strengths than plain PC were measured for blends
with a calcined kaolinite content � 40%. In this paper, the phase assemblage during
hydration is studied in order to understand these strength results. To reach this objective,
X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) was combined with Scanning ElectronMicroscopy (SEM) and
a global mass balance to get the whole phase assemblage of the LC3-50 blends, espe-
cially the reaction degree of metakaolin and the amount of C-A-S-H formed. Mercury
Intrusion Porosimetry (MIP) was used to characterize the porosity.

2 Materials and Methods

Three clays were used in this study. The kaolinite content was determined by Ther-
mogravimetric Analysis (TGA) from the mass loss over kaolinite dehydroxylation from
about 400 °C to 650 °C. In order to take into account the efficiency of calcination, the
calcined kaolinite content is introduced as the difference of kaolinite before and after
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calcination. It corresponds to the part of kaolinite which is calcined, i.e. the reactive
part. The physical characteristics and the XRF chemical composition of the clays used
in this study as well as the limestone and cement are shown in Table 1.

In addition to reference PC system, LC3-50 systems were cast, with 30% of cal-
cined clay, 15% of limestone, a clinker content reduced to 50% and 5% of gypsum.

XRD-Rietveld was used to determine the consumption of clinker phases and
limestone, and also to quantify the formation of crystalline hydration products, such as
AFt, AFm phases and portlandite. The amount of reacted metakaolin was determined
by mass balance. Each compound of the reacted phases is redistributed to a series of
hydration products. The reacted metakaolin is the free variable of the system. Its correct
amount is found when the phase assemblage prediction is similar to what is obtained
experimentally.

3 Results

3.1 Phase Assemblage

Figures 1 and 2 show the global phase assemblage of PC and the three LC3-50 blends
containing 17.0%, 50.3% and 95.0% of calcined kaolinite at 3 and 28 days of
hydration, respectively. A C-A-S-H density of 2.0 was used to get the volume occupied
by this phase [3]. For PC system, monosulfate forms whereas carboaluminate hydrates
are present in LC3-50 blends. At 3 days of hydration, the total volume of solid is higher

Table 1. Physical characteristics and XRF chemical composition of the three calcined clays, the
clinker and limestone

Calcined clay 1 2 3 Cement Limestone

Calcined kaolinite content (%) 95.0 50.3 17.0 – –

Dv,50 (µm) 5.1 10.9 5.9 8.4 7.2
BET Specific surface (m2/g) 9.6 45.7 18.7 0.9 1.8
SiO2 52.0 44.9 68.4 19.3 0.1
Al2O3 43.8 32.3 17.5 5.7 –

Fe2O3 0.3 15.4 8.9 3.6 –

CaO – 1.3 0.6 63.6 55.0
MgO – 0.8 0.7 1.6 0.2
SO3 0.1 0.1 – 3.2 –

Na2O 0.3 0.4 0.1 0.2 0.1
K2O 0.1 0.2 2.3 1.2 –

TiO2 1.5 2.4 0.8 0.3 –

P2O5 0.2 0.4 0.1 0.2 –

MnO – 0.1 0.1 0.1 –

Others 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.3 –

LOI (at 950 °C) 1.5 1.7 0.5 0.8 42.6
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for plain PC than for LC3-50 blends. At 28 days of hydration, the difference is much
less important.

For LC3-50 blends at 28 days, Fig. 2 shows that with the increase of the calcined
kaolinite content of calcined clay, the amount of unreacted clinker increases, i.e. the
degree of hydration of clinker decreases. The portlandite consumption due to the
reaction of the metakaolin of the calcined clay also increases with the calcined kaolinite
content. This leads to the slightly higher formation of C-A-S-H. The ettringite content
is similar for all blends because it depends on the initial sulfate content of the systems,
which is constant. The amount of carboaluminate hydrates is expected to increase with
the calcined kaolinite content of calcined clay, due to the higher amount of aluminates
provided to the system. However, this amount is actually the lowest for the blend with
the highest calcined kaolinite content. The total volume of hydrates is similar for both
LC3-50 (50.3%) and (95.0%) blends.

3.2 Porosity

MIP results at 3 days of hydration in Fig. 3 show that there is a significant refinement
of pore connectivity for LC3-50 blend with 95.0% of calcined kaolinite in calcined clay
compared with PC. The LC3-50 (50.3%) shows similar pore refinement to plain PC.

Fig. 1. Phase assemblage at 3 days of hydration for PC and LC3-50 blends with (17.0%),
(50.3%) and (95.0%) of calcined kaolinite in the calcined clay.
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From 3 to 28 days of hydration, the pore connectivity is not further refined for the LC3-
50 with 95.0% of calcined kaolinite in calcined clay, as shown in Fig. 4. However, for
the blend containing 50.3% of calcined kaolinite, a significant refinement is observed.
These two LC3-50 blends seem to reach a maximal refinement of pore connectivity,
already observed in other studies [4, 5]. The refinement of pore connectivity for LC3-50
blends compared with PC is even observed for the blend containing only 17.0% of
calcined kaolinite.

Fig. 2. Phase assemblage at 28 days of hydration for PC and LC3-50 blends with (17.0%),
(50.3%) and (95.0%) of calcined kaolinite in the calcined clay
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Fig. 3. MIP at 3 days of hydration for PC and LC3-50 blends containing (17.0%), (50.3%) and
(95.0%) of calcined kaolinite in the calcined clay

Fig. 4. MIP at 28 days of hydration for PC and LC3-50 blends containing (17.0%), (50.3%) and
(95.0%) of calcined kaolinite in the calcined clay
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4 Conclusion

The increase of the calcined kaolinite content of calcined clay leads to a decrease of the
clinker hydration degree, more metakaolin is consumed, leading to the formation of
higher amount of C-A-S-H. Significant refinement of porosity is observed for LC3-50
systems compared with PC, even for the blend containing only 17.0% of calcined
kaolinite in calcined clay.
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Abstract. The amount of reacted metakaolin is determined using two methods:
mass balance and thermodynamic modeling. It is found that mass balance is the
most promising method. Thermodynamic modeling gives slightly underesti-
mated results at late ages.

1 Introduction

The use of calcined clays allows to reduce the clinker content of cement and leads to a
decrease of the CO2 emissions related to cement production. A more eco-friendly
approach is provided by Limestone Calcined Clay Cements (LC3) which permits a
higher clinker substitution [1]. The use of clays with modest kaolinite content is very
promising for a massive use in cement due to their wide availability, good performance
and low cost [2]. Metakaolin is the reactive phase present in the calcined clay. The
determination of the reaction degree of metakaolin in calcined clay blends is the goal of
this study. This is a key factor to better understand the influence of the grade of
calcined clay, i.e. the metakaolin content of the calcined clay, on the properties of
calcined clay blends. Two methods are used in this paper: mass balance and thermo-
dynamic modeling.

2 Materials and Methods

Three calcined clays were used in this study: a fairly pure metakaolin from North
America containing 94.2% of metakaolin, a calcined clay from Southeast Asia with
46.5% of metakaolin and a calcined clay from South Asia with only 15.0% of meta-
kaolin. LC3-50 blends were studied, composed of 50% clinker, 5% gypsum, 30%
calcined clay and 15% limestone. The phase composition of the three calcined clays is
shown in Table 1.

The XRF of the calcined clays, limestone and cement are shown in Table 2.
For both mass balance and thermodynamic calculations, the amount of phases

consumed during hydration (clinker phases, limestone, gypsum) is considered. This
phase consumption is then redistributed amongst the hydration products. The meta-
kaolin phase is the free variable of the system. Its reacted amount is varied from 0 to
100% of reaction, and the real amount of reacted metakaolin is obtained when similar
results to experimental outputs of phase assemblage are obtained.
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For mass balance, similar to Durdzinski’s recent study [3], the consumption of iron,
magnesium, silicon, sulfur, aluminum and calcium oxides is used to form
Fe-hydrogarnet, hydrotalcite, C-A-S-H, ettringite, monocarboaluminate and portlandite
phases, respectively. The aluminium incorporation in C-A-S-H is taken into account by
measuring the Al/Si atomic ratio by Scanning Electron Microscopy in Energy Dis-
persive X-Ray Spectroscopy mode (SEM-EDX).

For thermodynamic modelling, the Gibbs Free Energy Minimization Software
(GEMS) is used, with the Cemdata 14 database [4, 5].

3 Results

With the incremental increase of the amount of reacted metakaolin, more aluminum
and silicon are provided to the system. This leads to the increase of the consumption of
portlandite, and the increase of the formation of C-A-S-H and monocarboaluminate, as

Table 1. Phase composition of the three calcined clays

Calcined clay 1 2 3
Origin of clay North America South-east Asia South Asia

Metakaolin 94.2 46.5 15.0
Anatase 1.2 0.6 0.2
Hematite – 10.0 3.9
Illite – – 36.2
Mullite 4.6 1.2 –

Quartz – 0.8 32.2
Rutile – – 1.5
Amorphous 0 40.9 11.0

Table 2. XRF composition of the calcined clays, cement and limestone

Calcined clay 1 2 3 Cement Limestone

SiO2 52.0 44.9 68.4 19.3 0.1
Al2O3 43.8 32.3 17.5 5.7 –

Fe2O3 0.3 15.4 8.9 3.6 –

CaO – 1.3 0.6 63.6 55.0
MgO – 0.8 0.7 1.6 0.2
SO3 0.1 0.1 – 3.2 –

Na2O 0.3 0.4 0.1 0.2 0.1
K2O 0.1 0.2 2.3 1.2 –

TiO2 1.5 2.4 0.8 0.3 –

P2O5 0.2 0.4 0.1 0.2 –

MnO – 0.1 0.1 0.1 –

Others 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.3 –

LOI (at 950 °C) 1.5 1.7 0.5 0.8 42.6
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shown as example in Fig. 1 for LC3-50 (46.5%) at 28 days of hydration. The amount of
ettringite, hydrotalcite and Fe-hydrogarnet is independent of the amount of reacted
metakaolin since its formation is controlled by the sulfur, magnesium and iron avail-
ability, respectively. For this system, the amount of reacted metakaolin is determined
by comparing the portlandite content obtained experimentally by XRD-Rietveld
(dashed line in Fig. 1). The same procedure is used for thermodynamic modelling.

This procedure was then applied to the different calcined clay blends and for
different ages. Figure 2 shows the amount of reacted metakaolin in calcined clay for the
three different LC3-50 systems at 1, 3, 7, 28 and 90 days of hydration obtained by mass
balance and thermodynamic modelling. The amount of reacted metakaolin increases
with time but slows down at late ages.

Both mass balance and thermodynamic modelling results show excellent agreement
up to 7 days. At later ages, the amount of reacted metakaolin is slightly lower for
thermodynamic modelling. This is explained by the fixed Ca/Si ratio of 1.63 in the
thermodynamic software. The values measured for the LC3-50 blends by SEM-EDX
indicate lower Ca/Si ratios, closer to 1.5. If more Ca is considered in the C-A-S-H, less
is available to form portlandite. Thus, as observed in Fig. 1, if less portlandite forms,
the amount of reacted metakaolin decreases.

Figure 3 shows the reaction degree of metakaolin for these three systems. For the
system containing only 15.0% of metakaolin initially in the calcined clay, 100% of

Fig. 1. Phase assemblage obtained by mass balance for LC3-50 (46.5%) at 28 days of hydration
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Fig. 3. Reaction degree of metakaolin for LC3-50 blends obtained by mass balance and
thermodynamic modelling

Fig. 2. Amount of reacted metakaolin for LC3-50 blends obtained by mass balance and
thermodynamic modelling
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reaction is reached at 90 days of hydration. The reaction degree of metakaolin
decreases with the metakaolin content of the calcined clay.

4 Conclusion

Mass balance provides a relatively easy way of determining the amount of reacted
metakaolin in calcined clay. It is shown that the amount of reacted metakaolin increases
with time and with the metakaolin content of the calcined clay. Thermodynamic
modelling shows very similar results to mass balance, except at late ages where
thermodynamic modelling slightly underestimates the amount of reacted metakaolin
due to the fixed composition of the C-S-H in the model.
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Abstract. In the present study, the durability properties of Earth of Datça--
hydrated lime mortar (ED)M under steam curing conditions at atmospheric
pressure was inspected and compared with relatively well-known “horasan”
mortars consisting of hydrated lime and fired clay as artificial pozzolan.
Resistance of the lime-pozzolan mortars to wetting and drying, salt crystal-
lization, freeze-thaw cycling and ageing by SO2 action tests was assessed. Tests
results showed that both mortars produced under steam curing at atmospheric
pressure can be used as load-bearing building bricks. The better behaviour of the
ED(M) under ageing tests compared to Fired Clay-hydrated lime mortar (FC)M
is in conformity with its efficient physical and mechanical characteristics.

1 Introduction

Pozzolans are silicate or alumino-silicate compositions which by themselves possess no
binding capacity, but when finely grinded react with calcium hydroxide and water at
ordinary temperature to form calcium silicate hydrates or calcium aluminate
hydrates [1]. Pozzolanic mortars can be used for the structures exposed to an excessive
amount of moisture and liquid water such as public baths, aqueducts, and bridges due
to their strength and durability [2]. Their durability can be affected by various deteri-
oration factors such as wet and dry cycles, rain exposure and related leaching, freezing
and thawing cycles, exposure to pollutants, and sun’s rays. To what extent mortars are
influenced by these deterioration factors depends on the type and properties of the
binder and the aggregate, the binder/aggregate ratio, the amount of mixing water, the
permeability of mortar, the capillarity coefficient, water intake, the presence of
admixtures and the curing conditions [3]. The existence of water is necessary for
several deterioration processes [4].

In the previous study, physical and mechanical characteristics of pozzolanic lime
binder consisting of hydrated lime and (ED), under steam curing conditions at atmo-
spheric pressure at 70 °C for 6 h was investigated [5]. Test results showed that the
binder might be used for the production of materials similar to that of fired clay and
calcium silicate bricks. In the present study, durability properties of (ED)M under the
same curing conditions was investigated and compared with relatively well-known
“horasan” mortars consisting of fired clay and hydrated lime (FC)M.
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2 Materials and Methods

Quicklime supplied from its producer was slaked to obtain hydrated lime putty and
stored in the moist state by covering it for minimum 15 days. ED obtained from the
volcanic rocks of Datça Peninsula [6] was used as the natural pozzolan. FC supplied
from a local pottery factory was used as artificial pozzolan. The maximum grain size of
the pozzolans was determined as 90 µm. Semi quantitative element analysis
(XRF) results of the hydrated lime and pozzolans are given in Table 1. Rılem
Cembureau graded standard sand was used as aggregate.

The pozzolanic activity of (ED)M and (FC)M was examined according to [7]. The
mixture proportion of lime:pozzolan:sand is 1:2.5:9, by weight. The mixtures were
prepared at water-to-solid ratio of 0.16, by weight. The mixtures were cast in prismatic
40 � 40 � 160 mm moulds. The freshly moulded specimens, pre-cured at 20 ± 2 °C
and 95 ± 5% RH for 36 h in the moulds by keeping them inside the polyethylene
cover. Then they were removed from the moulds and PE and cured at 20 ± 2 °C and
65 ± 5% RH for 24 h. After pre-curing, the specimens were cured at 70°C under
saturated steam in a closed container for 6 h [5]. The specimens were tested for specific
density, unit weight [8], capillary water absorption [9], water absorption under

Table 1. Chemical analysis of the Hydrated lime, Earth of Datça (ED), and Fired Clay (FC).

Component SiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 MgO CaO CO2 Na2O K2O TiO2 P2O5 MnO Cl Cr2O3 SO3 Total

Lime (%) 1 - - 1 85 5 - - - - - - - 0.6 92.6
ED (%) 72.07 13.06 1.39 0.44 2.34 - 3.27 4.60 0.20 0.05 0.06 0.10 - - 99.73
FC (%) 45.21 14.95 14.56 4.52 9.32 - 2.52 2.47 2.12 0.27 0.21 0.05 0.37 0.48 99.68

Table 2. Properties of (ED)M and (FC)M before and after durability tests

Properties Before durability
tests

Wetting-drying
cycles

Salt
crystallisation

Freeze-thaw
cycles

Ageing by
SO2 action

ED FC ED FC ED FC ED FC ED FC

Pozzolanic Act. test (MPa) Compressive str./
Flexural str.

6.12/1.43 4.10/1.03

Weight variation (%) - - +0.34 +0.54 +4.48 +5.90 −3.59 −9.04 +0.25 +0.46

Unit weight (g/cm3) 1.81 1.78 1.86 1.84 - - - - - -

Capillarity coefficient (cm2/s) 0.09 0.11 - - - - - - - -

Water absorption (%) 8.11 9.28 - - - - - - - -

Apparent porosity (%) 14.71 17.15 13.68 15.43 - - - - - -

Porosity (%) 22.98 32.36 - - - - - - - -

Ultrasound velocity (km/s) 1.88 1.81 2.18 2.27 3.35 3.74 - - - -

Compressive strength (MPa) 10.74 6.10 13.00 9.88 12.78 7.56 - - - -

Flexural strength (MPa) 1.49 1.15 2.28 2.60 1.81 1.50 - - - -

Modulus of elasticity (MPa) 6390 6020 8940 9480 - - - - - -

Visual inspection scale - - 0 0 0 0 3 3 0 0

Specific density ED: 2.35 g/cm3; FC: 2.63 g/cm3; Hydrated lime: 2.15 g/cm3
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atmospheric pressure [10], ultrasound velocity to determine Young’s dynamic modulus
[11] and flexural and compressive strengths [12]. Mortars’ resistance to wetting and
drying [13], salt crystallization [14], freeze-thaw cycling [15], and ageing by SO2

action [16] were assessed to determine the effect of accelerated aging. Following the
durability tests, specimens were visually inspected, compared with the reference
specimens and their appearance was scored according to the scale given in [15]. The
test results are the average of six specimens and given in Table 2.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Physical and Mechanical Properties

Results obtained by XRF and pozzolanic activity tests, for both (ED)M and (FC)M, fit
well with the requirements of TS 25 [7]. After they were cured at low temperature
steam curing their compressive strengths increase 1.75 and 1.45 times and flexural
strengths increase 1.04 and 1.12 times respectively for (ED)M and (FC)M than TS 25.
This improvement observed also in their physical properties seems low temperature
steam curing is the suitable curing condition for them to enhance the formation of CSH
gel produced from the pozzolanic reactions [5]. The CSH gel leads to infilling pores,
thus, increases pore refinement, reduces total porosity and the amount and connectivity
of capillary pores within the mortar [17]. On the other hand (ED)M has more reactivity
towards lime regarding the development of successfully hydration reactions; hence,
measured compressive and flexural strengths of (ED)M are 1.76 and 1.29 times higher
than (FC)M. Parallel to these results, other properties of (ED)M like porosity, apparent
porosity, which indicates the existence of exposed pores, and water absorption were
respectively found 0.71, 0.86 and 0.87 times lower than (FC)M as expected. Ultra-
sound velocity, unit weight and capillarity coefficient values of the both mortars are
close to each other, which may indicate they have similar pore structure.

3.2 Influence of Wetting-Drying Cycles

After 20 cycles of wetting-drying, the increase of the mass variation in (ED)M and
(FC)M was found very low, 0.34% and 0.54%, respectively, and can be considered
negligible. All the physical and mechanical properties of both type of the mortars
improved after the test. This increment is probably assigned to the fact that there is a
pozzolanic reaction enhancement by the application of successive wetting and drying
cycles. 70 °C drying at the wetting-drying test is equal to the curing conditions applied
in this study and besides; it is well known that pozzolanic mortars prone to water. The
ratio of this improvement was 1.34 times higher for (FC)M than (ED)M. The higher
CaO content of FC pozzolan may lead to the higher ratio of Ca(OH)2 formation in the
solution which may continue its pozzolanic reaction to form CSH gels during the
wetting-drying cycles. At the end of the test, there were no flaking, cracking, or any
other alteration observed on the specimens which can be classified as ‘0’ according to
the numerical scale of visual inspection (Fig. 1).
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3.3 Influence of Salt Crystallization

The salt decay susceptibility is described by the salt uptake and the mass variations for
specimens [18]. Mass uptakes of (ED)M and (FC)M gradually increased towards 15th

cycles due to the absorption of salt from solution inside the pores accessible to the
mortar. Total connected porosity and the microporosity of pores smaller than 5 lm in
radius optimally facilitate salt uptake [19]. The quantity of the salt uptake of the (FC)M
was 1.32 times higher than that of (ED)M, because of its 1.40 times higher total porosity
and 1.14 times higher water absorption ratio than the former one. Proximate improve-
ments were recorded in mechanical properties of the both mortars. High mass uptake of
the salts and their subsequent crystallization within the pores of the mortar during the
drying stage may partially infill the pores of the material. This increase may also be due
to the reaction of Na2SO4 with Ca(OH)2 to form gypsum and ettringite which fill in the
micro-pores leading to a denser structure [20]. Likewise, ultrasound velocities of the
(ED)M and (FC)M increased 1.78 and 2 times respectively. On the other hand,
according to the visual inspection of the mortars, neither disintegration into fragments,
nor significant surface changes such as hairline cracking or chipping were noted that

Fig. 1. The specimens after wetting-drying cycles: (ED)M on the left; (FC)M on the right.

Fig. 2. (a) The specimens after salt crystallization test; (b) The section of the mortars:
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may occur due to crystal pressure over the pore surface and hence, classified as ‘0’ in the
scale (Fig. 2a). After salt crystallization test, relatively darker colour was observed at the
exterior side of the sections of (FC)M broken in the flexural tests (Fig. 2b).

Based on this observation, after the test, the specimens were soaked in deionized
water for 24 h and were left to dry at constant ambient temperature. While the surface
of the (ED)M did not display any visual alteration, efflorescence was seen on surface of
the (FC)M due to its higher salt content (Fig. 3).

3.4 Influence of Freeze-thaw

Although saturation coefficients (ST) of both mortars are lower than 80% both mortars
loss appreciable amount of material after the freeze-thaw test. Freeze-thaw test of the
(FC)M could not be continued further after the 9th cycle because of the formation of the
large cracks and dissolution. On the other hand, any substantial differences were noted
at the (ED)M after the 9th cycle. The total mass loss of (FC)M and (ED)M was 9.04%

Fig. 3. The specimens after dried at constant ambient temperature: (ED)M on the left; (FC)M on
the right.

Fig. 4. (ED)M after 20 freeze-thaw cycles (on the left); (FC)M after 9 freeze-thaw cycles (on the
right).
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(after 9th cycle) and 3.59% (after 20th cycle), respectively. (FC)M was more suscep-
tible to freeze-thaw degradation due to its higher total porosity with small pore sizes,
higher water absorption ratio and lower tensile strength. Excessive amount of Ca(OH)2
content stem from the pozzolan type and probably incomplete pozzolanic reaction may
accelerate the disintegration of the (FC)M. Visual analysis scale of the (ED)M was
determined as ‘3’ after 20 cycles because of the several cracks larger than 0.1 mm
width and surface scaling (Fig. 4).

3.5 Influence of Ageing by SO2 Action

SO2, NOx and CO2 are the atmospherical pollutants and among these SO2 is the most
dangerous one [21]. SO2 and NO2 react with water to form HNO3 and the H2SO4 acids.
Acidic waters in contact with CaCO3 of the mortars and concretes give place to the
formation of calcium nitrates, sulphates, bicarbonates, etc. Following formula shows
the conversion of CaCO3 to gypsum with its reaction with sulphuric acid. Gypsum
formation is responsible for the development of cracks and spalling because of its
expansion during crystallization.

H2O þ H2SO4 þ CaCO3 ! CaSO4; 2H2O þ CO2 " ð1Þ

After 21 days of exposure to the 5% SO2 concentration, the appearance of the
mortars was inspected and in no case were chipping, hairline cracking, scaling or
cracks noted (Fig. 5). The increase in mass variation of (ED)M and (FC)M is very low
and can be considered negligible. According to the visual analysis scale, ‘0’ could be
attained. This may be attributed to the steam curing conditions of the mortars in which
pozzolanic reaction is dominant than carbonation reaction.

Fig. 5. The specimens after ageing by SO2 action test: (ED)M on the left; (FC)M on the right.
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4 Conclusions

• According to the results of the pozzolanic activity, ED seemed to be the more
reactive triggering a superior development of the hydraulic compounds.

• Steam curing at atmospheric pressure benefits hydration reactions between lime and
both types of pozzolans. A special importance should be given to the curing con-
ditions of the mortars.

• This study reveals the importance of pozzolanic activity and its influence on the
mortars durability. The higher the pozzolanic activity the higher the amount of
hydrated calcium silicates and aluminates; thus, more resistance to durability tests.

• In the wetting-drying test, wetting in the water and drying at 70 °C may provide
additional curing effect on the mortars which result in any mass loss or visual
degradation but strength gain.

• Either (ED)M or (FC)M are found resistant to the deterioration of salt crystallization
due to their denser structure and strength gains after salt uptake. On the other hand
higher porosity of FC mortar keeps higher salt intake which deposits efflorescence
on the surface of the mortar carried with water.

• Ageing under freeze-thaw cycles is found as the most aggressive test. On the other
hand, (FC)M has lower resistance to freeze-thaw effect due to its lower mechanical
strength, higher total porosity with small pore size. Composition of the pozzolan is
also an important parameter regarding frost resistance.

• In terms of exposure to SO2 concentration, any surface level deterioration and
changes in volume or expansion on the mortars was observed. This indicates that
both mortars may keep their stability against atmospheric pollutants in time.

• Both mortars of (ED)M and (FC)M produced under steam curing at atmospheric
pressure can be used as load-bearing building bricks. The better behaviour of (ED)
M under ageing tests compared to (FC)M is in conformity with the efficient physical
and mechanical characteristics of the (ED)M.
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Abstract. This research work deals with the use of low-carbon cement SIG B45
(SIG B45 is LC3 cement produced at the Siguaney factory) in the manufacture of
masonry mortars according to the dosage established by the NC175:2002 Cuban
standard for both types II and III mortars. The experimental part focused on the
use of SIG B45 cement, sand from “El Purio” and “Arimao” pit and PP-25 cement
as a pattern sample. Tests carried out included flexural-compression strength,
water absorption, water permeability, open porosity and bonding. Results attained
from tests validate the use of LC3 cement in masonry mortars.

1 Introduction

Worldwide cement production is responsible for 5% of CO2 emissions to the atmosphere
(Martirena Hernandéz 2013; Castillo 2010; Alujas 2010), a fact that favors the current
trend to the manufacture of cements by clinker replacement in order to reduce environ‐
mental impact, to increase the efficiency of industrial processes and to produce cements
resistant to mortars terminations degradation in constructions. (Vizcaino et al. 2015).

Experts from the Materials and Structures Development and Research Center
(CIDEM) together with Laussana´s Polytechnical Federal Institute (EPFL) in
Switzerland, have carried out multiple research works about the new low-carbon cement
type (LC3) since 2009, focused on the manufacture of a cement with up to 60% clinker
replacement by calcining clays, producing a puzolanic type binder of quality and
performance similar to the PP-25 Cuban cement.

The present work integrates study and assessment of the low-carbon cement (LC3)
produced at industrial scale in masonry mortars linked to its comparison with Ordinary
Portland cement (CPO) in order to comply with specifications established by the NC175
(2002) Cuban standard Masonry Mortars. Specifications.
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2 Method

This research work deals with the use of low-carbon cement (SIG B45) in the manu‐
facture of masonry mortars according to the dosage established by the NC175:2002
Cuban standard for both types II and III mortars.

3 Experimental Design

Properties assessment of masonry mortars with the use of SIG B45, low-carbon cement
produced at the Siguaney Factory, in the province of Sancti Spíritus, was begun with a
characterization of the raw materials used. Physical-mechanical tests were put into
practice with the use of two types of aggregates (natural and artificial) as well as two
types of cement (SIG B45 and PP-25), under dosages for types II and III mortars
according to the NC175:2002 Cuban standard.

Tests carried out were:

• Compression strength at 7, 14 and 28 days (NC173 2002)
• Water absorption by capillarity at age 28 days (NC171 2002)
• Open porosity
• Bonding (NC172 2002)

4 Results

4.1 Analysis of Prismatic Test Cubes Flexural-Compression Strength

The flexural-compression strength test of masonry mortars was determined at ages 7,
14 and 28 days by using 6 (40 × 40 160) cm prismatic test cubes for each test age.

Fig. 1. Flexural strength
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Figures 1 and 2 show the results of both strengths for each test as well as compression
strength values for types II and III masonry mortars at age 28 days, as demanded by the
NC175:2002 Cuban standard.

Fig. 2. Compression strength

As observed in Fig. 2, despite presenting lower strength with respect to PP-25, all
samples of mortars manufactured with SIG B45 cement comply with specifications
established by the Cuban standard for (Type II) mortars 3,5 MPa and for (Type III)
mortars 5.2 MPa.

4.2 Analysis of Water Absorption by Capillarity

Figure 3 shows results attained through this test with evident little difference between
both cements. SIG B45 cement presents absorption values slightly higher than those of
PP-25 cement.
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Fig. 3. Results of absorption by capillarity

4.3 Results of Water Absorption by Capillarity in Mortars

Results attained by means of this test show differences among the mortar batches tested
when there is a variation of cement type in the manufacture of masonry mortars since
absorption values are higher with SIG B45 than the ones with PP-25.

4.4 Analysis of Bond Tests

4.4.1 Bond Test by Direct Traction
Figure 4 shows that bonding for mortars with SIG B45) type II and both sands, on the
one hand, and type II mortar with PP-25 and sand from “El Purio” pit, on the other, are
the ones that comply with the specified parameters for this type of test.

Fig. 4. Results of bond by traction for mortars
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It is clear from Fig. 4 that low-carbon cement mortars under the 1:5:1 dosage and
the two sands keep the appropriate range representing the NC172 (2002) standard values.
Hardened mortar. Determination of bonding strength by traction; however, no mixture
gets to comply with the specifications for type III mortars.

4.5 Analysis of the Open Porosity Test

After the cure period (28 days), 48 test cubes of the 8 designs were tested in order to
determine the pore % present in each case. Percents of porosity for the samples analyzed
were graphically represented in Fig. 5 from the average values obtained.

Fig. 5. Results of the porosity test

Porosity per cents reveal significant differences between cements with the two
combinations of aggregates and mortars. Mortars manufactured with SIG B45 contain
less % of pores compared to PP-25 for type III mortars using “Arimao” sand.

5 Conclusions

• Mechanical strength tests applied to mortars with the use of SIG B45 cement comply
with quality specifications established by the NC175:2002 cuban standard, though
its results do not reach the PP-25 benchmark.

• Mortars manufactured with SIG B45 cements show higher absorption values by
capillarity compared with PP-25 however, the open porosity test made evident a pore
per cent decrease with respect to mortars made with PP-25.

• According to the direct traction bond test, mortars made with SIG B45 (produced at
Siguaney factory) for type II comply with the requirements established by the
NC172 (2002) standard. Hardened mortar. Determination of bond strength by
traction.
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• Results of the research work implemented from mortars manufactured with SIG B45
show that the use of this type of binder, for the manufacture of types II and III mortars,
according to NC175:2002, is feasible.
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Quantification of Pore Size Distribution Modification
Due to Metakaolin Inclusion in Cement Based Systems
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1 Introduction

Hydraulic cement based composites in general and concrete in particular reveal different
spatial heterogeneity at different scales. At macro engineering scale, e.g., meter or deci‐
meter scale, the material is considered as isotropic and homogeneous, at a lower scale
they are two phase material with aggregate particles dispersed in a matrix of the cement
paste. One may also consider a third phase called interfacial transition zone (ITZ) at the
interface of aggregate and paste. If one looks at cement paste itself at a finer level, it is
heterogeneous at micro level, characterized by solid product of hydration reaction, un-
hydrated cement, gel and capillary pores. At still finer atomistic level one may encounter
further heterogeneity as well, in structure of the material. The macro level engineering
properties, such as uni-axial compressive strength of the hardened material, measured
on cubic or cylindrical specimens and; often used in structural design is governed by
elastic modulus and surface energy of the solid and; also on porosity and mean distri‐
bution radius of pores [1]. Permeation related properties are important in the context of
long term durability performance of concrete in exposure during service condition.
Degradation of concrete material occurs because of chemical action of aggressive agent
penetrating in to concrete from external sources leading to deterioration of concrete
elements. As all the deterioration mechanisms involve ingress of moisture or some other
aggressive agent, permeation properties of concrete is important in the context of dura‐
bility. Permeability and hydraulic diffusivity of these materials govern the water ingress
and hence the durability. These macro level properties of cement based material are
again related to porosity, pore inter-connectivity, tortuosity, pore sizes and shape [2, 3].
Thus, pore volume and pore characteristics play a dominant role in governing macro
level properties of concrete and cement based materials. Porosity and pore size distri‐
bution are common influencing factors for strength and durability. Pore size distribution
of these materials can be expressed through the Eq. (1) given below [4]. Equation (1) is
reported to represent well the pore size distribution of cement based material [5].

V =
prd

0.5

rd
0.5 + rd

(1)

In Eq. (1) V is the cumulative volume porosity corresponding to equivalent pore
radius r, r0.5 is median pore radius, p is the total porosity and d is dispersion parameter.
The median radius r0.5 corresponds to mean distribution radius, which along with
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porosity, is related to strength [1]. Thus p, r0.5 and d, are the most important micro
properties of cement based material controlling macro properties, such as strength and
durability performance.

Pozzolanic inclusions in cementitious system, are known to refine the pore structure
and same have been reported by many researchers. In past experimental works on effect
of meta-kaolin inclusion on pore size distribution (PSD) of cement paste have been also
reported [6–9]. Quantification of change in PSD through changes in r0.5 and d for fly ash
and silica fume inclusions are also reported [4, 10]. However, similar quantification of
PSD modification through meta-kaolin inclusion is not reported so far in readily avail‐
able literature.

In this paper, data available on PSD reported in literature [6–9] is considered and
r0.5 and d is estimated for various percentage inclusion of meta-kaolin addition in OPC
paste, mortar and concrete. Thus, change of r0.5 and d due to meta-kaolin inclusion is
reported. Implication of these change on strength and durability performance is the
discussed to demonstrate the role of micro scale property modification on modification
of macro-level engineering property such as strength and durability. The latter is likely
to provide better understanding on meta-kaolin inclusion on properties of concrete.

2 Estimation of PSD Parameters from Reported Data

Khatib and wild [7] reported some experimental results on pore size distribution of OPC
paste with meta-kaolin inclusion, Sabir et al. [8] in their review reported PSD results on
mortar, Poon et al. [9, 10] reported results on pore size distribution of paste and concrete
containing meta-kaolin. Thus, pore size distribution data for meta-kaolin incorporated
cement paste, mortar and concrete are available in literature. The generalized pore size
distribution (PSD) model stated earlier in Eq. (1) is characterized by two parameters,
median pore size parameter or mean distribution radius (r0.5) and a dispersion coefficient
(d). The available data are considered and these parameters of pore size distribution
curve are estimated. Cumulative volume or porosity versus pore entry radius data
reported in literature is considered. In Eq. (1), at V/P = 0.5, r = r0.5, hence from a plot
of V versus r, with known value of p obtained from MIP, r0.5 can be estimated. For the
purpose of estimating d, Eq. (1) is rewritten in the following form given in Eq. (2)

p

V
− 1 =

(
r

r0.5

)d

(2)

The curve of ln(P/V-1) versus ln(r/r0.5) is linear with its slope near origin (0,0) is d.
The r0.5 and d parameters thus estimated completely describe the cumulative pore size
distribution curve [11].

Sabir et al. in their review reported results of PSD of mortar with OPC, i.e., mortar A
with OPC only and mortar B with 80% OPC, and 20% meta-kaolin, Both with Water to
Binder ratio (W/B) 0.4 and aggregate to binder ratio 1 at the age of 100 days. These
results were presented in graphical form, from which median porosity can be easily
extracted as 50 nm and 10 nm respectively for mortar A and B. The porosity p is 16% and
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12% for mortar A and B, respectively. Considering the discrete values extracted from the
graphs presented in the paper for V and r and calculating slope at origin for the plot of
ln(P/V-1) versus ln(r/r0.5), the values of d are 1.44 and 2.40 respectively, for mortar A and
B. Thus, porosity reduced with meta-kaolin inclusion, median pore size also reduced,
consequently strength would be increased [1]. Strength is related to (1 − p)/(r0.5)½ in addi‐
tion to elastic modulus and surface energy, the relative increase in strength can be obtained
from change in (1 − p)/(r0.5)½ for pore free solid remaining same. The dispersion param‐
eter d increased indicating less dispersion and more uniform pore sizes, with compact
PSD, with largest pore size being smaller in case of mortar B, indicating lower permea‐
tion characteristics. Similar results are also reported by Poon et al., at W/B equal to 0.3 for
paste and concrete containing 0, 5%, 10% and 20% meta-kaolin (MK) in the total binder
of cement and meta-kaolin, with total binder content being fixed at 500 kg/m3. Coarse
aggregate and water content of the mix were maintained constant. MIP results at 3, 7, 28
and 90 days are reported. These results and available results on paste with 10% MK and
control with no MK at 14 days [6] are analysed in the same manner.

3 Results and Relevant Correlations

The relationships among, age and meta-kaolin content with r0.5 and d are presented for
paste and concrete with W/B = 0.3. Hence role of meta-kaolin addition on pore size
distribution is analysed and quantified. Further possibility of predicting the influence of
meta-kaolin content on strength, permeability and hydraulic diffusivity from PSD infor‐
mation is also investigated as described below.

Strength of cement based material in general and concrete in particular is governed
by porosity and pore size [1, 10], i.e., p and r0.5. Thus, the validity of such relationship
for meta-kaolin incorporated concrete is presented and discussed. The charge passed
measured for chloride penetration is also correlated with r0.5, hence implication of pore
size improvement due to MK on permeation quality is also analysed. Since r0.5 and d
are known, the estimated values of permeability and hydraulic diffusivity of concrete
with MK is also presented.

4 Conclusions

Pore size distribution of OPC paste and concrete with MK inclusion is quantified through
mean distribution radius and dispersion parameter, which in turn are related to age and
MK content.

Relationship between porosity, pore size and strength of paste and concrete with MK
inclusion is presented which can help in future strength prediction. Relationship between
permeation properties and pore size characteristics for above materials is also proposed.

Methodology presented for quantification of PSD can be used generally for any
cement based material and relationship of strength with porosity and pore size distri‐
bution can be developed.
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Abstract. Limestone Calcined Clay Cement (LC3) has been developed on a fast-
track for induction in the Indian cement industry for the last four years. This paper
presents the key challenges and opportunities, as identified by the Indian team,
towards the induction of LC3 as a mainstream cement. As the development of the
cement continues, the challenges towards its introduction continue to change and
new opportunities that can be created by its introduction become apparent. While
locating the correct raw materials and identifying the correct processing condi‐
tions were the challenges identified initially, as the technology become more
clear, optimisation of cement characteristics and identification of performance
parameters that would help in placing the product in the market remain important
challenges for the industry. Development and acceptance of standards that would
allow a suitable application of the technology will be important to ensure that the
full potential of this cement is realised.

1 Introduction

Limestone Calcined Clay Cements (LC3) are ternary cements that utilise the synergy of
calcined clay and limestone in order to achieve strength development similar to Ordinary
Portland Cement (OPC) even at clinker factors as low as 40% to 50% [1]. This cement
is being studied and developed in an international collaboration comprised of members
from Switzerland, Cuba and India. The main developments on this cement in India are
discussed in this article.

2 Research Programme

The main objective of the research programme in India is to support an early uptake of
the cement by convincing the industry of the advantages of producing LC3 and by
developing standards that would allow the commercial production of LC3 in India. A
schematic of the main programme in India is shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Schematic of LC3 research programme in India

At the outset of the programme, it was identified that the following studies would
have to be carried out in order to achieve the objectives of the project:

• To study the availability of raw materials suitable for the production of LC3 in India,
• To study the availability and usability of technology required for the production of

LC3 in India,
• To study the important characteristics of LC3,
• To study the workability of LC3,
• To study the hydration characteristics of LC3,
• To study the mechanical performance of LC3,
• To study the durability of LC3,
• To study the economic aspects related to the production of LC3,
• To study the environmental aspects related to the production of LC3, including

energy, CO2 emissions and resources and
• To carry out field studies to investigate the usability of LC3.

3 Characterisation of Raw Materials and Production of LC3

During the studies, it was found that clays with kaolinite content of 50% to 60% gave
satisfactory performance in LC3. It was also found that limestone with carbonate content
of 65% performed well in LC3 [2, 3]. Large deposits of such limestones were found to
be present and unusable for clinker production. The main impurities identified in the
limestones were quartz and dolomite. Some clay minerals like kaolinite, muscovite, illite
and montmorllionite were also found. Most such limestones were found to be suitable
for use in LC3. Deposits of wastes from the mining of dimensional wastes such as marble
were also found to be suitable. It was possible to characterise both the limestone and the
clays for suitability using X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) and Thermogravimetric Analysis
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(TGA). While the TGA measurements could be used to measure the kaolinite content
in the clay and the carbonate content in the limestone, XRD was useful to verify these
results and to identify the impurities.

It was found that the calcination of clays could be carried out in existing rotary kilns.
While the temperature of the clay was to be kept around 800 °C, the gas in the kilns was
fired at 900 °C. It was found that it is important to maintain the temperature in the kiln
below 1000 °C to prevent the formation of mullite, which is an unreactive phase. The
calcination of clays was found to be difficult in static kilns due to challenges in main‐
taining a uniformity of temperature in the kilns. It was found that XRD and TGA could
also be used for the characterisation of calcined clays and to check their degree of calci‐
nation.

The inter-grinding of clinker, limestone, calcined clay and gypsum was attempted
in ball mills of various types and capacities. It was found that since in most cases clinker
is significantly harder than the other components, there was a tendency to obtain coarse
clinker particles in the finished cement. It was possible to achieve much better grinding
of the cement in closed circuit ball mills where coarse particles from the mill are sent
back using air classifiers. Still, it is felt that separate grinding and dry blending of various
components of LC3 can help in achieving a better overall particle size distribution of the
cement. Improper grinding of the cement can lead to a significant reduction in its
performance.

4 Properties of LC3

In most of the productions of LC3 in India, it was found to have a higher Blaine’s fineness
than typical OPCs in the market. The Blaine’s fineness of well-ground LC3 was found
to be higher than 600 m2/g, which is almost twice the typical fineness for OPCs.
However, there was only a slight increase in the standard consistency, which was found
to be of the range of 0.32 to 0.35, against the value of 0.28 to 0.32 for other cements.
The setting of LC3 was found to be slightly faster than for OPC, but it was found to be
sensitive to usual admixtures used with cements. The soundness of LC3 was found to
be within acceptable limits despite the use of dolomitic limestones.

5 Design and Strength of LC3

It was found that it is possible to design LC3 blends with clinker contents as low as 50%
with 28-day strengths that meet the requirements for pozzolanic cements and even 43
grade OPCs. While the chemical composition of clinker, calcined clay and limestone
were most important for later strengths, the type and quantity of gypsum had a significant
influence on the early strength. The design of LC3 blends could be verified by using
widely available characterisation techniques such as XRD, TGA and isothermal calo‐
rimetry. For example, the gypsum content in the cement can be optimised by adjusting
the relative position of the peaks in isothermal calorimetry. It was found that gypsum
content can have an influence on the early strength of the cement.
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6 Durability of LC3

The pore-structure of LC3 has been found to be finer than OPC and PPC. For this reason,
even when the total porosity in the cement may be slightly higher than the other cements,
the permeability is lower. This is partly due to the wider particle size distribution of
LC3 and partly due to the pore refinement from the reactions of the SCMs. This leads to
a significant improvement in the durability parameters of LC3. It has been seen that the
surface resistivity of concretes made using LC3 is significantly higher even than PPC.
As a result, the rate of corrosion of steel in LC3 concretes is lower than in the other
cements. Additionally, chloride ingress in the cement is lower due to the finer pores and
chloride binding. The rate of carbonation in LC3 concrete was found to be similar to that
in other cements containing slag and fly ash, with similar clinker contents.

7 Economy of LC3 Production

The economy of the production of LC3 is a little complex to understand given that it
depends on several parameters. While in many countries, the economy of LC3 is obvious
given that it is compared against OPC, in India, since PPC is the major cement and fly
ash is widely available, this may not be so. This is because of the additional costs of the
calcination of clays. It has been estimated that, if produced using the best available
technologies, the cost of calcination of clays should be 30% to 40% lower than the cost
of production of clinker [4]. It has been found that the cost of production of LC3 can be
lower than the production of PPC in many scenarios that exist in the country. The limited
availability of good quality fly ash and the possibility to better control the properties of
calcined clay improves the economy of LC3 production.

8 Energy and Emissions

It has been found that if others best available technologies are used, CO2 emissions from
the production of LC3 can be 30% lower than from OPC production and as much as 11%
lower than PPC production. The energy consumption in the production of LC3 is also
significantly lower than that required for OPC, although it is slightly higher than the
energy consumed in the production of PPC.

9 Practical Applications

LC3 has been used in several practical applications in India. Several hundreds of
tonnes of the cement has been produced in three pilot scale productions, one of which
has been carried out by a cement company. A two-storey house, including reinforced
and plain concrete elements, has been built completely from the first batch of LC3

produced in India. Autoclaved Aerated Concrete blocks were produced from the
second lot of the cement produced and these blocks were used in the construction of
a new structure in the Embassy of Switzerland campus in New Delhi. Pavements have
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been built using the LC3 produced in the third batch. Plain concrete building mate‐
rials, including paver blocks, concrete blocks, roofing tiles, etc. have been produced
from all batches of the cement.

One of the most important observations from all the practical applications is that LC3

can be used in a manner similar to the existing cements, requiring no retraining of the
workforce. Although there is a slight increase in the water demand of concrete, proper
mix designs and the use of admixtures can produce concrete mixes with good workability.

In order to understand the behaviour of LC3 in various environmental conditions,
reinforced concrete columns made using LC3 have been placed in all major climatic
zones in India including temperate, arid, cold and marine conditions. These columns are
half buried under soil and half exposed to air and are being monitored on a regular basis.

10 Summary and Conclusions

A large research and development project aiming to support an early uptake of LC3 is
in progress in India. Aspects such as availability of materials, production, cement char‐
acteristics, hydration, strength, durability, economy and influence on environment are
being studied. Through this study, a deep understanding of the cement is now available.
Work on the practical aspects of introducing the cement in the industry are continuing
and major implications of this research are expected soon.
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Abstract. Limestone Calcined Clay Cement (LC3) was produced on a pilot scale
in a cement grinding unit. Raw clay was obtained from mines in Gujarat. Raw
material that was otherwise unusable in applications like paint and paper was
found to be suitable for the production. While most of the calcination of clay is
being carried out using furnace oil and bio-mass, even petcoke was found to be
suitable for application to LC2 to achieve cost reduction. Quality control was
carried out using XRD, TGA and visual observation and the clay was carefully
sorted into batches based on the test results. LC3 and LC2 were produced by inter-
grinding the raw materials and a normal ball mill was found to be adequate for
the production process. The test results showed that while Blaine’s fineness test
may be a good initial measure to control the grinding process, due to differential
grindability, laser diffractometry can provide a better assessment of grinding of
all components of the cement. It was found that both LC3 and LC2 can be produced
using widely available technologies with very little modifications. Physical tests
on LC3 and LC2 were carried out and both were found suitable for general appli‐
cations and some special applications.

1 Introduction

LC3 is a new family of ternary cements that is being developed in a large international
collaboration [1]. The cement provides several benefits such as improved durability
along with lower emissions and a better utilisation of resources. While pilot productions
of LC3 have been carried out earlier in Cuba and India [2, 3], the first worldwide produc‐
tion of LC3 by a cement company was carried out by JK Lakshmi Cement Ltd. in India.
It is expected that both LC3 and LC2 can be produced as commercially viable products
[4]. A detailed testing and pre-production programme was implemented to ensure a good
quality of production. The measures taken, challenges faced and the lessons learnt are
discussed in this article.
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2 Identification and Preparation of Raw Materials

It was decided to source the clinker, limestone and gypsum from the cement plant of JK
Lakshmi at Sirohi in Rajasthan. Large quantities of unused limestone of grade lower
than that required for clinker production are available at this plant. The limestone was
characterised and it was found to contain approximately 60% of calcite content. The
impurities were mainly composed of quartz, kaolinite, muscovite, etc. The clinker was
found to contain approximately 50% of alite and XXX% of belite. Imported mineral
gypsum was used.

Clays were sampled from several mines in Rajasthan and Gujarat. The approximate
kaolinite content was estimated from the TGA measurements. A clay with approxi‐
mately 60% kaolinite content was selected for the production. Calcination of the clay
was carried out in a rotary kiln in Bhuj. The firing in the kiln was carried out using
petcoke. Although the kiln was designed for higher temperatures, with some adjustment,
it was possible to maintain its temperature at a level that was suitable for the calcination
of clay. It was found that an air temperature of 900 °C to 950 °C was required to maintain
a solid temperature of 800 °C to 850 °C, which is required for a proper calcination of
the clay. Samples of calcined clay were drawn every 10 min initially and tested using
XRD and TGA to check if they were properly calcined. Since the samples had to be sent
outside the plant for XRD and TGA, loss on ignition measurements between 450 °C and
800 °C were used to approximately assess the calcination. Interestingly, it was found
that the plant operators, who were experienced in calcination of clays, were able to assess
the quality of calcination visually and that their assessment matched well with laboratory
characterisation results.

A large variation in the calcination was observed initially with some samples found
to be over calcined and some under calcined. However, after some trials, it was possible
to control the temperature in the kiln by controlling the feeding rate of the fuel and the
raw material and the rotational speed of the kiln. Around 200 tonnes of clay were
calcined using this process.

3 Production of LC3

All raw materials were packed and transported to the Jhajjar unit of JK Lakshmi Cement
Ltd. for the production of LC3 by inter-grinding in a closed circuit ball mill. The entire
process of production was planned in advance and electrical and mechanical mainte‐
nance teams were kept on stand-by for adjustments that may be required. The quality
control laboratory was set up to measure the retention on 90 μm and 45 μm sieves and
to carry out the Blaine’s fineness measurement of the cement.

The ball mills were first cleaned and purged with the raw materials to remove residual
materials from earlier productions. Blends of LC3 were prepared by intergrinding 50%
clinker, 31% calcined clay, 15% limestone and 4% gypsum. Clinker and gypsum were
fed first into the mill and the feeding of the other materials was started once the clinker
had been ground to sufficient fineness. The feeding of limestone and calcined clay was
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then started. It was found that it took approximately 15 min for the product to be
stabilised. The stability was assessed from the slightly red colour of the product.

Samples of LC3 were drawn every 10 min and the fineness of the cement was meas‐
ured using sieve analysis and Blaine’s fineness. The fineness of the cement was consis‐
tently found to be over 600 m2/g. Approximately 6% to 7% of the cement was found to
be retained on the 90 μm sieve, while approximately 25% of the material was found to
be retained on the 45 μm sieve. Around 200 tonnes of LC3 and 140 tonnes of LC2 were
produced and packaged separately. Due to the high capacity of the mills, the entire
process took less than 4 h. Only minor adjustment of feed and rotational speed of the
mill were required during the production process and no major issues were faced.
Through this production process it was found that it is possible to produce LC3 without
major changes to existing technologies.

4 Properties of LC3 Produced

The physical properties of LC3 were measured. Although the strength of the cement was
found to meet the requirements of pozzolanic cements, its strength was lower than that
typically observed for the cement. When the particle size distribution of the cement and
the composition of various fractions of the cement was analysed, it was found that a
significant fraction of the clinker remained in sufficiently ground. This is due to the
relatively higher hardness of the clinker compared to the other components. Upon
regrinding, acceptable strengths were obtained from the cement. This result shows the
importance of controlling that not only the overall fineness, but also the particle size
distribution of the cement. Figure 1 shows the influence of further grinding on the particle
size distribution of the cement. Figure 2 shows the influence of grinding on the heat of
hydration of the cement.
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Fig. 1. Influence of additional 2000, 4000 and 6000 revolutions of grinding on particle size
distribution of LC3

Fig. 2. Influence of additional 2000, 4000 and 6000 revolutions of grinding on isothermal heat
of hydration of LC3
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5 Properties of LC2 Produced

Limestone Calcined Clay Pozzolan, or LC2, was produced by intergrinding 66% calcined
clay and 34% limestone. After the grinding it was found that most of the powder passed
through the 45 μm sieve. The Blaine’s fineness of the LC2 produced was more than
1000 m2/g and was difficult to measure accurately. Due to the similar hardness of
calcined clay and limestone, both were found to be properly ground in the LC2.

6 Applications of LC2 and LC3

The LC3 and LC2 produced were used in various applications such as in ready mix
concrete, paving of a concrete road. It was found that although the water demand was
higher, good quality self-compacting concrete could be produced using the cement. In
the RMC plants, LC3 could be used directly in place of cement and LC2 could be used
as a pozzolan to reduce cement content in concrete. It was also found that there was a
significant reduction in the sorptivity and RCPT values of concrete upon the replacement
of OPC with LC2 in concrete mixes. Figure 3 shows the influence of replacing up to 20%
of OPC with LC2 on the sorptivity of concrete. Figure 4 shows the influence of replacing
up to 15% of OPC with LC2 on the RCPT values of concrete.

Fig. 3. Influence of replacement of 10%, 15% and 20% of OPC by LC2 on sorptivity
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Fig. 4. Influence of replacement of 10% and 15% of OPC by LC2 on RCPT

7 Conclusions

JK Lakshmi Cement Ltd. carried out the first production of LC3 and LC2 by a cement
company. It was found that the cement could be easily produced using existing tech‐
nologies although basic adjustments were required. Petcoke could be used as fuel to
control the cost of production and the cement could be inter-ground in a commercially
used closed-circuit ball mill. It was found that it is important to control the particle size
distribution of the cement. Concretes with high strength and flow were produced using
both LC3 and LC2 and it was found that there was a significant improvement in the
durability indices of concrete upon the partial replacement of OPC with LC2.
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Abstract. The feasibility of the production of LC3 and LC2 in the North-Eastern
states of Assam and Meghalaya were studied. Although there are many cement
plants in the region, fly ash is not available. The easy availability of kaolinitic
clays in the vicinity of the cement plants makes a strong case for the production
of LC3 and LC2 in the region. Several clays in the area were assessed and suitable
clays with more than 50% kaolin and up to 80% kaolin were found to be abun‐
dantly available. Trial production using locally available materials was carried
out and the physical and chemical characterisation of LC2 and LC3 were carried
out. The results from these studies are presented in this paper.

1 Introduction

The suitability of limestone calcined clay cement (LC3) [1] is being studied in a large
international collaboration that is investigating various aspects of the cement including
its performance [2, 3] and its environmental and economic feasibility [4]. It has been
found that LC3 is most suitable in areas where good quality fly ash is not easily available,
but suitable clays are available. This cement provides an interesting opportunity in the
North-Eastern region of India where several cement plants are located, but the availa‐
bility of hydro-electricity prevents the easy availability of fly ash. The transportation of
fly ash from eastern India leads to the cost of good fly ash to be at times higher than the
cost of production of clinker. This paper presents a study of the clays available in the
region and initial results from production of LC3 using these clays.

2 Availability of Clays

The states of Assam and Meghalaya were focussed upon since most cement plants are
located in these regions. Figure 1 shows a map of this region with the locations of clays
and cements plants marked on it. The only thermal power plant in the region, with a
limited production of fly ash, is shown in the map as well. As can be seen, there is a
wide availability of kaolinitic clays in the region.
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Fig. 1. Map of the North-Eastern Indian states with the locations of clay marked in yellow and
the cement plants marked in green. The only thermal power plant in the region is shown in red.

Samples of clays were collected from two locations in the region. The TGA of two
of these clays is shown in Fig. 2. The kaolinite content in the clays was determined to
be between 50% and 80% based on the TGA results. The clays were thus found to be
suitable for the production of LC3.

Fig. 2. TGA analysis of clays from North-Eastern India.

The XRD analysis showed that other than kaolinite, quartz was the main component
in these clays (Fig. 3). Upon calcination at various temperatures, it was seen that a
complete calcination of the clay occurred at 700 °C (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 3. XRD of raw clays collected from North-Eastern India

Fig. 4. XRD of clays calcined at various temperatures between 700 °C and 900 °C

The clays were thus found to be suitable for production of LC3 and LC2. The lime
reactivity of the clays was measured in the lab and was found to be more than 10 MPa
for the clay with 50% kaolinite content, again showing the suitability of the clay.

3 Laboratory Trials of LC3

LC3 was produced in the laboratory by using clinker, limestone and calcined clays from
North-Eastern India. The hydration study of the cements showed that the carbonalumi‐
nate and AFt phases were forming as expected. The heat of hydration curves are shown
in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5. heat of hydration of various blends of LC3 compared with an OPC

Fig. 6. Strength development of mortars at 0.45 w/c made using LC3 with materials from North-
Eastern India

The compressive strength of the LC3 produced was measured in the laboratory. The
strength at 28 days was found to be of the order of 42 MPa (Fig. 6). Since the production
was carried out in the lab and the particle size distribution of the cement wasn’t opti‐
mised, the strengths are expected to be higher when the cement is produced in a plant.
This strength is significantly higher than the requirement of 33 MPa in blended cements.

4 Conclusions

A study of the clays available in North-Eastern India was carried out. The clays were
characterised using TGA and XRD and several suitable clays were found in the region.
The clays were calcined in a static furnace and 700 °C was found to be sufficient for
their calcination. LC3 blends were prepared using clinker, limestone and clays obtained
from North-Eastern India. The strength of the cement produced in the laboratory was
found to be suitable and further studies on the cement are planned. LC3 and LC2 are
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expected to bringing significant environmental and economic benefits to cement
production due to the limited availability of fly ash in North-Eastern India.
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Abstract. The use of High Performance Concrete (HPC) in specific applications,
such as tall buildings or prestressed concrete, causes a creep of the concrete. The
durability of the building could be reduced because of a too important deformation
of the concrete.

Most HPC are cast with silica fume, therefore data on creep properties exist.
According to literature, the use of silica fume allows a decrease in the creep
amplitude.

Metakaolin is another cementitious addition which can be used in the case of
HPC. However, to the authors’ knowledge the work on creep of concrete based
on metakaolin is nearly nonexistent.

The aim of this work was to improve the knowledge on creep of concrete
based on metakaolin, especially when compared with concrete based on silica
fume.

This work allowed measuring the delayed deformation of concrete containing
and comparing it with control concrete based on silica fume properties. In order
to study the evolution of the materials induced by the creep, compressive strength
and Young modulus tests were conducted. Finally, in order to improve the under‐
standing of the creep deformation phenomena, a comparative study of drying
kinetic.

1 Introduction

Creep of concrete is an important mechanical characteristic that is always taken into
account for tall building or prestressed concrete. Many hypotheses were proposed to
explain the deformation under loading, however none actually makes unanimity. Water
present in the porous network plays a major role. When the concrete is loaded, water
diffuses into the cementitious matrix and changes the distribution of stresses. This
phenomenon causes a first phase of deformation [1]. At longer term, the sliding of the
C-S-H layers leads to a dimensional variation [2, 3].

The use of supplementary cementitious materials (SCM) in a concrete formulation
generally implies a modification of the porous network [4, 5] and a change of the hydrate
composition, especially for C-S-H [6]. This microstructural modification could change
the macroscopic long term behavior of the concrete. In order to reduce the creep defor‐
mation, the most used SCM is silica fume (SF). The significant reduction of the
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deformation under loading is explained in several publications dedicated to the creep of
concrete with silica fume [7, 8]. According to Jianyong and Yan, the reduction of the
pore size could explain lower rate of deformation for concrete with silica fume compared
with other ones [9].

Metakaolin (MK) is known as a supplementary cementitious material which allows
to increase the concrete durability [10]. However, according to the author’s knowledge,
only a few articles on the deformation of concrete with metakaolin under loading can
be found [11, 12]. For Brooks and Megat Johari [11], the use of metakaolin causes a
creep decrease of 50% if the concrete is compared to a reference with cement only. In
the case of Ultra High Performance Fiber-Reinforced Concretes (UHPFRC), Nguyen
Amanjean [12] showed that a concrete with metakaolin and loaded at 28 days gave lower
deformation than a concrete with silica fume.

The goals of this publication were to:

• complete the literature data on the creep of concrete containing supplementary
cementitious materials, and particularly metakaolin.

• compare creep deformation of HPC with silica fume to HPC containing flash meta‐
kaolin

• compare experimental creep performance of concrete containing metakaolin with
creep calculated with the Eurocode 2 [13, 14]

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Materials and Mixtures

The cement used in this study was a CEM I 52.5 N (clinker > 95%) in accordance with
the standard EN 197-1. The characteristic strength, measured on mortar at 28 days, was
62.7 MPa. The silica fume was in accordance with the standard NF EN 13263-1, 2 and
the metakaolin to the standard P 18-513. The metakaolin used in this study came from
a flash-calcination process [15], i.e. the dehydroxylation (at around 700 °C) of powdered
kaolinite clay was made within a few tenths of a second. The purity of the MK was
around 50%, the main impurity being quartz. The aggregates were crushed limestone
aggregates with two sizes: 0–4 mm and 4–12 mm. The physical and chemical charac‐
teristics of cement, silica fume and metakaolin are summarized in Table 1 and the used
mixtures in Table 2.

Table 1. Physical and chemical characteristics of cement, silica fume and metakaolin

CEM I 52.5 N Silica fume Metakaolin
SiO2 (%) – 96.0 67.10
Al2O3 (%) – – 26.80
Characteristic strength 28 d (MPa) 62.7
Specific area (cm2/g) 3990 (Blaine) 225000 (BET) 165000 (BET)

Specific density (kg/m3) 3140 2240 2551
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Table 2. Mixtures, fresh and hard characteristics of concretes used in this study

CSF CMK
Cement (kg/m3) 450 450

Metakaolin (kg/m3) 0 50

Silica fume (kg/m3) 40 0

Efficient water (kg/m3) 147 143

Sand (kg/m3) 730 700

Aggregates (kg/m3) 1060 1070
HRWRA 1 (%) 1.51 1.70
HRWRA 2 (%) 0.00 0.40
W/B 0.300 0.285
Slump t0 (cm) 22.0 24.5
Slump t60 (cm) 18.0 24.0
Compressive strength 90 days (MPa) 115.9 ± 6.4 117.7 ± 6.7
Young Modulus 90 days (GPa) 49.9 ± 0.3 51.4 ± 0.8
Pores accessible to water (%) 9.7 ± 0.3 10.8 ± 0.2
Average pore diameter (nm) (MIP) 26.1 35.6

2.2 Methods

The compressive strength was performed on 4 cylindrical samples of h = 22 cm and
diameter = 11 cm, after a 90-day endogenous cure with a loading speed of 0.5 MPa/s.
The Young modulus test was performed according to the RILEM recommendation [16]
on 3 cylindrical samples of h = 22 cm and diameter = 11 cm after a 90-day endogenous
cure. The porosity test was performed [NF P18-459, 2010] on 3 cylinders (h = 5 cm and
diameter = 11 cm) taken in one sample (initially h = 22 cm) after a 90-day endogenous
cure. The tests of shrinkage were performed on cylindrical samples (h = 22 cm and
diameter = 11 cm) in a humidity and temperature controlled room (20 ± 1 °C,
50 ± 5% RH). The measured shrinkage [NF P15-433, 1994] was the total shrinkage
(total shrinkage = desiccation shrinkage + autogenous shrinkage). For each mixture,
the total creep was measured on 3 cylindrical samples (h = 22 cm and diameter = 11 cm)
in a controlled room (20 ± 1 °C, 50 ± 5% RH). The loading was made after a 90-day
endogenous cure and fixed to 30% of the 90 days compressive strength. Before creep,
samples were stored in autogenous condition at 20 °C. The deformation was measured
with 3 gauges per sample, fixed directly on the surface of the cylinder at 120°.

3 Results and Discussion

Table 2 summarizes the mechanical properties of the two studied concretes. At 90 days,
it was possible to obtain the same performance whatever the SCM used, the compressive
strength being 115.9 ± MPa for concrete with silica fume and 117.7 ± 6.7 MPa for
concrete with metakaolin. In order to reach the same strength, a reduction of the W/B
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ratio was applied to the MK-concrete, but with a small increase in the HRWRA content.
The Young Modulus were also similar for the two compositions, even if the MK-
concrete was slightly more rigid than the silica fume mixture. The pores accessible to
water was 1% higher in the case of the formulation with MK when compared to the
mixture with silica fume. This increase of the open porous volume was already observed
in a study comparing a reference concrete (only cement with clinker > 95%) with a
concrete with MK [17]. Figure 1 shows the drying kinetics of concrete samples dried in
a controlled room at 20 °C and 50% RH. For these two formulations, the kinetics was
very low compared to ordinary concretes [18], which could be explained by two factors:
1 - the evaporation of the water was slow because of a very dense microstructure; 2 - a
significant fraction of the water was consumed by the cement hydration, due to the long
autogenous conservation of storage before beginning of desiccation condition and the
low W/B used. Nevertheless, the mixture with metakaolin dried faster than the silica
fume one. This could mean that the concrete with SF had a finer porous network and/or
presented a more important consumption of the water during the hydration.
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Fig. 1. Loss of mass kinetics for concrete with metakaolin (MK) et silica fume (SF)

Figure 2 shows the delayed strain under loading and the shrinkage strain for the two
concretes with t0 corresponding to the loading time, equal to 90 days after the casting.
The creep was calculated by subtracting the shrinkage strain from the total delayed strain
under loading.

It can be seen from this figure that the total deformation was higher in the case of
the concrete containing metakaolin: after 84 days of loading, deformations reached
485 μm/m for CMK and 282 μm/m for CFS.

This difference of creep could be explained by two hypotheses. On the one hand, the
diffusion of the water into the MK-concrete could be facilitated by the higher volume
of pores and the greater average pore diameter (Table 2) than the silica fume one. On
the other hand, the quantity of HRWRA used in the concrete with MK was higher and
Neville showed that a higher HRWRA content could cause an increase of the creep [19].

The design of a concrete structure usually implies the calculation of the creep, based
in Europe on “Eurocodes 2 - Bridges” [13] and “Eurocodes 2 - Buildings” [14].
Figure 3 shows the comparison of creep strains determined by experimentation and those
calculated with Eurocode 2 (EC2). The EC2 Buildings (EC2 Bu) showed similar results
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for both MK and SF concretes. In the case of the EC2 Bridges (EC2 Br), for silica fume
concrete, the effects of this addition on creep are taken into account, reducing creep
strains Nevertheless, the strain of concrete with MK is significantly overestimated by
the EC2 Bridges and the EC2 Buildings predictions, meaning that the creep behavior
could be improved when MK is used.
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4 Conclusions

This study allowed to compare the delayed behavior, shrinkage and creep, of high
performance concretes containing two supplementary cementitious materials: silica
fume and metakaolin. For concretes of similar compressive strength (116–118 MPa)
loaded at 90 days at 30% of their compressive strength, the use of metakaolin led to
higher creep deformation than silica fume, probably due to its higher water loss over
time induced bay a higher porosity and a less dense and fine porous network. However,
the use of metakaolin enabled to obtain concrete with creep strain lower than Eurocode
2 predictions.
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Abstract. Carbonates are primary minerals of the carbonatites and kamafugites
sourced from Toro-Ankole geological region of the East African Rift system.
Consequently, these materials are silica undersaturated. They are currently uti-
lized as mineral additions in production of Portland pozzolana cements in
Uganda. No published work exists to show how their unique composition might
affect their pozzolanic performance and other concrete properties. This study
investigated the effect of the carbonate minerals in the natural pozzolans and
calcination on setting time, standard consistency, workability, soundness, early
heat of hydration and strength development of blended cements. Two (2) sam-
ples, a carbonatite and a kamafugite sourced from deposits located in the
Toro-Ankole geological region of the East African rift system were calcined in a
furnace at 825 °C for one hour. The samples were then subjected to XRD
analysis for mineralogical composition characterisation and to establish the
effect of calcination at 825 °C on mineralogy. Setting time, standard consis-
tency, workability, soundness and strength development were studied following
standard procedures for testing blended Portland cements. Calcination led to a
gain in compressive strength for both test pozzolans, the kamafugites showing a
higher gain in strength than the carbonatite. The higher gain in pozzolanic
performance for the kamafugites is likely due to kaolinite, a secondary mineral
in the test pozzolan whose pozzolanic reactivity is activated by thermal desta-
bilization. Calcination also led to pacification of the early age properties of
cements blended with test carbonatites and kamafugites. The study reveals the
carbonate minerals in the test pozzolans as a considered factor in accelerating
early hydration of Portland cement. Hydration progression of Portland cement
controls the important properties of fresh concrete (workability, setting and paste
microstructure), which in turn directly impacts on the strength and durability
properties of hardened concrete. Cements blended with carbonate bearing nat-
ural pozzolans therefore present interesting perspectives on how paste
microstructure composition and durability performance properties might be
impacted.

Keywords: Kamafugites � Carbonates � Pozzolans � Hydration � Calcination
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background

Portland cement concrete systems present cement as the most important component in
the concrete matrix. The hydration reaction between cement phases and mixing water
influence workability, setting time, paste microstructure, paste-aggregate interfacial
transition zone (ITZ) and consequently strength development, volume change and
durability properties of concrete of a specific concrete matrix. The hydration of cement
is affected by the presence of supplementary cementitious materials (SCMs) and
therefore characterization of different SCMs is important for prediction of concrete
performance. Pozzolans represent the majority of SCMs and have been reported to
present varied effects on hydration progression of Portland cement [1] mainly on the
basis of both their physical and compositional characteristics.

Pozzolans are presented in literature as either natural or artificial depending on the
source of the materials and whether the materials have been subjected to any processing
leading to activation of constituent compounds to achieve pozzolanic reactivity. Nat-
ural pozzolans are mainly of volcanic origin and include tuffs, ash, and lavas but also
diatomaceous earth. They require minimal processing that include drying and pulver-
izing to be utilised as mineral additions in Portland cement. Artificial pozzolans on the
other hand include ground granulated blast furnace slag (GGBS), fly ash (FA), meta-
kaolin (MK) and silica fume (SF) and are as a result of industrial processes that are
designed to activate the aluminosilicate composition in the raw materials for pozzolanic
or latent hydraulic properties. Studies have focused more on application of industrial
byproducts (artificial pozzolans) and little has been published on characterization of
natural pozzolans as SCMs [2].

Moreover, studies on natural pozzolans tend to focus on zeolitic tuffs [3–10],
pumice [5] and ash or trass [5] that are mainly classified as silicate tuffs/lavas/ashes.
This paper is part of an experimental study focused on characterizing carbonatites and
kamafugites as SCMs. Carbonatites and kamafugites are grouped as materials of vol-
canic origin whose composition is predominantly carbonate minerals. As a conse-
quence, they are relatively low in silica and alumina composition compared to other
volcanic materials [11] that are generally applied as natural pozzolans in Portland
cement concrete. Standard methods for testing pozzolanic activity of natural pozzolans
fail these materials on the basis of their chemical composition. The materials are
however currently applied as natural pozzolans in production of pozzolanic cements in
Uganda. There is lack of published works that report on their performance as poz-
zolanic materials in Portland cement concrete.

This paper reports on the effects of the carbonate minerals in carbonatites and
kamafugites on fresh concrete properties, early hydration progression and strength
development when the test natural pozzolans are blended with Portland cement.

1.2 Petrology of Volcanic Rocks in Toro-Ankole Geological Region

Kamafugites are ultrapotassic and silica undersaturated zeolitised volcanic tuffs con-
taining feldspathoidal minerals. They appear as either ultramafic or mafic rocks and are
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defined by the presence of kalsilite, a mineral in the form of KAlSiO4 [12]. They fall
within the family of carbonatitic lavas because of their relatively high composition of
CO2 appearing mainly in the form of calcite and dolomite. Their characteristic silica
and alumina undersaturation is a result of carbonates and potassium alkalis enrichment
[12]. They were first reported by Arthur Holmes and Henry Francis Harwood [13] in
the Toro-Ankore geological region of the East Africa Rift system (Fig. 1). More recent
publications have reported occurrence of kamafugite deposits in Umbria-Latium region
of Italy (central Italy) [14], the Parana Basin region of Brazil and Paraguay [15] and the
west Quniling region of China [16]. Olivine is the predominant mineral in the
Toro-Ankore kamafugites but also melilitite, Kalsilitite, Leucitite and potassic
nephelinite [17–19]. The absence of more regular pozzolanic industrial waste materials
in the Toro-Ankole region of Uganda limits access to only carbonatites and kamafu-
gites in production of Portland pozzolana cements.

2 Materials and Methods

All the samples were tested for oxide composition using X-ray fluorescence
(XRF) instrumental technique while X-ray Diffraction (XRD) was applied in identifi-
cation of mineralogical composition for both raw and calcined samples. The test
pozzolans milled to conform with the requirements stated in ASTM C618 [20]
(maximum of 34% retained on a 45 l sieve in wet sieving) (Table 1) were then blended
with CEM I 52.5R Portland cement at 20% replacement level. The strength activity
index (SAI) (Eq. 1) method based on the standard procedure for fly ash provided in BS
3892 [21] and EN 196-1 test protocols presented in literature on pozzolanic tests for

Fig. 1. (a) A sketch map of eastern Africa showing the rift system and occurrence of lava
deposits. The Albertine rift or the western branch is composed of Toro-Ankore, Birunga and
South Kivu series. The hairy lines represent the main rift faults. (Map adapted)
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natural pozzolans [1, 5, 22] was used to characterise strength development of blended
samples. Isothermal conduction calorimetry (TAM Air, TA instruments) was used in
heat of hydration studies. For standard consistency, setting time and soundness studies,
test procedures presented in the European standard EN 196-3 (2009) [23] were fol-
lowed. A flow table and a standard frustum cone shaped steel mould (EN1015-3, 2007)
[24] were used for mortar flow tests at a fixed water content.

SAI ¼ PtestsampleðMPaÞ
PcontrolsampleðMPaÞ � 100% ð1Þ

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Chemical and Mineralogical Composition

Table 2 presents oxide composition and Loss on Ignition (LOI) results for test samples
in raw and calcined state. Both test pozzolans fail the ASTM C618 minimum compo-
sition requirement of 70% for the sum of the acidic oxides (Si, Al and Fe) to be used as
pozzolanic materials in Portland cement concrete. The test pozzolans have a relatively
low silica and alumina content due to carbonates and potassic alkalis enrichment [12].

The carbonate minerals in the test carbonatite and kamafugite are also the primary
reason for a high LOI value. As a result, their decomposition by calcination leads to an
increase in the densities of the different mineral and oxide components of the test
pozzolans. It is feasible that this increase in the concentration of mineral and oxide

Table 1. Physical properties of test pozzolans

Sample name Specific surface
area (m2/g)

Retained on
45 lm (%)

d(0.1)
(lm)

d(0.5)
(lm)

d(0.9)
(lm)

Control (CEM I
52.5R)

1.75 2.0 1.422 12.533 32.070

Poz-A 2.18 17.5 0.848 14.695 99.808
Poz-B 2.10 23.9 0.852 21.898 178.719

Table 2. Chemical composition of kamafugites and carbonatites
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components of the test pozzolans leads to availability of more reactants per unit of
batching and hence a higher relative gain in strength and better performance in the
ASTM C618 minimum composition requirement of the sum of the silica, alumina and
Iron oxides. The gain in strength, however, does not show any correlation with the
relative change in oxide composition after calcination.

XRD mineralogical composition characterisation results are shown in Table 3 and
Figs. 2 and 3. The test pozzolans, Poz-A and Poz-B, were effectively decarbonated at
825 °C. A new mineral, Augite, is detected in both calcined test pozzolans possibly due
to increase in its concentration to detectable levels by XRD instrumental techniques
after the decomposition of the carbonates. Augite is a mineral of the Pyroxene family
and is generally associated with low silica igneous rocks. Figures 2 and 3 show cal-
cination to have minimal effect on the structure and composition of the other minerals
present in the kamafugites and carbonatite.

Table 3. Mineralogical composition of kamafugites and carbonatites (XRD)

Minerals present Poz-A Poz-B Chemical formula
Raw Calcined Raw Calcined

Calcite √ nd √ nd (Mg0.03Ca0.97)(CO3)
Pigeonite √ √ √ √ (Ca,Mg,Fe)(Mg,Fe)Si2O6

Quartz √ √ √ √ SiO2

Muscovite √ √ √ √ KAl2(AlSi3O10)(F,OH)2
Olivine √ √ √ √ Na2(SiO4)
Apatite √ √ √ √ Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2
Augite x √ x √ (Ca,Na)(Mg,Fe,Al,Ti)(Si,Al)2O6

Kaolinite x x √ √ Al4(OH)8(Si4O10)
Epidote x x √ √ Ca2Al2.4Fe0.6(SiO4)3(OH)

√- Mineral detected; x- Mineral not detected

Fig. 2. Mineralogy of Poz-A(S1) in both raw and calcined states
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Kaolinite, a secondary mineral formed through alteration of the primary rock
minerals [22], was detected in Poz-B, a kamafugite. Habert et al. (2008) [22] reports a
higher strength with thermal destabilisation of kaolinite enriched volcanic materials.
Kaolinite, a clay mineral, is known to have pozzolanic properties when thermally
destabilised. Extensive work on pozzolanic nature of kaolinite and how it influences
Portland cement properties is presented in the RILEM book series on Calcined Clays
for Sustainable Concrete [25]. Calcination of a kaolinite enriched Poz-B is therefore a
considered factor in increasing its compressive strength.

3.2 Effect of Calcination on Fresh Properties of Cement Paste
and Mortar

Table 4 presents results on setting time, water demand, slump flow and soundness tests
of the test pozzolans in raw and calcined forms. Both samples led to acceleration of
setting, increased water demand and reduced slump flow, poz-B showing a relatively
higher influence on the fresh properties of Portland cement than Poz-A. On calcination,
these effects were pacified significantly. The test pozzolans showed no effect on the
soundness property of cement.

Fig. 3. Mineralogy of Poz-B(S3) in both raw and calcined states

Table 4. Properties of fresh cement paste and mortar

Parameters Control CEM I 52.5R Poz-A Poz-B
Raw Calcined Raw Calcined

Initial setting (min) 200 180 205 170 190
Final setting (min) 286 246 291 225 269
Water demand (%) 29.2 30.7 29.5 33.1 30.5
Slump flow (%) 100.0 95.3 97.3 87.9 98.0
Soundness (mm) 0 0 1 0 0
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3.2.1 Setting Time
The accelerating effect of the test pozzolans is in agreement with the results of a tuff
from central Turkey studied by Turanli and others [26] whose alkalis are predominantly
potassic. Although Turanli and coworkers did not report on the possible cause of the
trend, work by Jawed and Skalny [27] and Odler and Wonnemann [28] show K+ ions
to have an accelerating effect on the aluminate phase while Na+ alkali ions have a
retarding effect. Considering the ultrapotassic nature of Poz-B, the sample’s relative
effect on the setting time is higher than that of Poz-A. Calcination completely stopped
the set accelerating effect of Poz-A but partially for Poz-B indicating presence of other
contributing mechanisms. The ultrapotassic nature of the kamafugite (Poz-B) is
advanced as a factor in its superior set accelerating property.

Works on the effect of calcite/limestone on physical properties of Portland cement
blended with limestone too report accelerating effect on setting time and a small
increase in water demand that is governed by the limestone fineness [28]. Calcite
modifies paste microstructure by reacting with the aluminate and sulfate phases to form
carboaluminates and AFm respectively [29, 30] with a consequence of accelerating
early hydration mechanisms, especially hydration of alite phases [31]. The accelerating
phenomena is partly attributed to the “filler effect”, which Berodier and Scrivener [32]
explain to be driven by the interparticle distance contrary to previous belief that mineral
admixtures provide extra surfaces for nucleation sites of hydrates [30]. consequently,
calcite gives a higher filler effect compared to other SCMs [32]. The filler effect is the
concern of the first few hours of hydration (up to the final setting of cement paste)
which is a very important stage of concrete responsible for paste microstructure
prognosis and resulting macrostructure properties. Accordingly, the carbonate minerals
in the kamafugites and cabonatites are responsible for accelerating the setting time of
blended samples.

3.2.2 Water Demand and Slump Flow
The mechanisms that control water demand and slump flow are relatable and depend on
both the physical characteristics of the finer particles in test pozzolans and early
hydration reactions. Given that both Poz-A and Poz-B have same values of d(0.1)
particle size, the difference in water demand and slump flow readings can be attributed
to the effect of composition of the test pozzolans on cement early hydration progres-
sion. The relationship in trends of the water demand and slump flow results with setting
time results further validates the role of the mineralogical composition of the test
pozzolans. The accelerating effect of CaCO3 is present in both Poz-A and Poz-B. The
high K+ alkali content in Poz-B is considered a factor in causing higher slump and
water demand values in relation to Poz-A.

3.2.3 Soundness
On soundness property, the Le Chatelier’s soundness tests recorded no expansion for
all raw test pozzolans blended with Portland cement at a 20% replacement level. On
calcination of the test pozzolans, Poz-A registered a 1 mm expansion possibly due to
hydration of calcium oxide made available by the de-carbonation of the calcite minerals
in the test pozzolans. Poz-A (a carbonatite) has a relatively higher calcite content that
Poz-B (a kamafugites) and consequently more CaO content on calcination.
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3.3 Effect of Calcination on Early Heat of Hydration

Figure 4 presents heat of hydration results measured using instrumental techniques
(TAM Air calorimeter, TA Instruments) and normalised to unit weight of all the
cementitious materials. Heat release in cement hydration is considered as a proxy
indicator to the progress of the reactions. Heat release recorded for 24 h show the raw
test pozzolans to have a higher heat release than the control sample (CEM I 52.5R).
Calcination of the test pozzolans pacified the trend and led to early heat of hydration to
be less than that of the control sample. The role of calcite in accelerating early
hydration reactions is further revealed through heat of hydration.

3.4 Effect of Calcination on Strength Development/Pozzolanic
Performance

The compressive strength parameter has been used to study the pozzolanic performance
of the test natural pozzolans. The results are compared against results of two control
samples, CEM I 52.5R and class F Fly Ash. Fly ash is a pozzolanic material that has
passed the testing and development stage and therefore a reasonable control in char-
acterisation of pozzolanic properties of natural pozzolans. In fact, Fly Ash and natural
pozzolans share the ASTM C 618 [20] characterisation standard. Results presented in
Table 5 show the raw natural pozzolans perform better than their calcined counterparts
up to 28 days. The hydration reactions in the samples blended with raw natural poz-
zolans appear to have stopped by 90 days of curing implying depletion of reactants.

Fig. 4. Heat of hydration progression for the first 24 h

Table 5. Compressive strength of mortar prisms

Curing
(Days)

Control 1 CEM
1 52.5R

Control 2 class F
Fly ash

Poz-A Poz-B
Raw Calcined Raw Calcined

7 49.2 40.0 41.5 40.9 41.2 41.0
28 57.0 54.2 51.1 49.6 56.8 55.0
90 63.4 69.7 53.2 54.4 57.4 58.2
180 65.3 72.1 53.1 54.9 56.6 60.9
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The calcined samples continue to gain in strength after 90 days of curing, a trend they
share with both FA and CEM I control samples. There is a 3.4% and 7.6% gain in
compressive strength with calcination for Poz-A and Poz-B respectively. The gain in
compressive strength does not show any correlation with the change in composition of
the test natural pozzolans after calcination (Table 2). Poz-B however has a clay min-
eral, Kaolinite, which exhibits pozzolanic properties when thermally distabilised at
temperatures as low as 350 °C [22].

Table 6 presents calculated values of the strength activity index (SAI) based on
Eq. 1. All values at all curing times are above the minimum of 80% required for a
material to be considered pozzolanic [1, 5, 21, 22]. The calcined samples have higher
long-term SAI values in comparison with the raw samples showing a better pozzolanic
performance.

4 Conclusions

The following conclusions have been drawn on the basis of results from the current
experimental study:

• Calcination of kamafugites and carbonatites leads to improved rating on the ASTM
C618 minimum composition requirement of 70% for the sum of silica, alumina and
iron oxides for a volcanic material to be considered pozzolanic enough for appli-
cation in Portland cement concrete.

• The addition of kamafugites and carbonatites as natural pozzolans in Portland
Cement accelerated setting time, early heat of hydration and increased water
demand, all early age properties which were eliminated by calcination at 825 °C. It
is perceived that the carbon and potassic elements in the test kamafugites and
carbonatites are responsible for the hydration accelerating effect observed.

• Calcination resulted in a 3.4% and 7.6% gain in compressive strength for Poz-A and
Poz-B respectively at 180 days of hydration. The increase in concentration of
available pozzolanic reactants after calcination is advanced as the base reason for
the observed increase in strength. The presence of Kaolinite, a secondary mineral
that exhibits pozzolanic properties on thermal destabilization, is advanced as the
reason for the higher gain in strength observed in Poz-B.

• Calcination had no detectable effect on the soundness property of Poz-B. However,
there was an increase in Le Chaterer’s expansion for Poz-A though within the range

Table 6. Strength activity index test for pozzolanicity

Curing
(Days)

Control 1 CEM
1 52.5R

Control 2 class F
Fly ash

Poz-A Poz-B
Raw Calcined Raw Calcined

7 100 81 84.4 83.3 83.8 83.4
28 100 95 89.6 87.1 99.6 96.4
90 100 110 83.9 85.8 90.6 91.8
180 100 110 81.3 84.1 86.7 93.2
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of maximum permissible limits. The presence of relatively large quantities of CaO
as a result of calcination of the carbonatite is considered as the cause for increase in
expansion due to CaO hydration.

• Calcination of the carbonatite and kamafugite samples at 825 °C effectively
decarbonated the test pozzolans. There was no significant effect on other minerals in
the test pozzolans. As a result of the decomposition of calcite, the concentration of
Augite, a mineral of the Pyroxene family, was raised to detectable levels.

Based on the above conclusions, cements blended with kamafugites and carbon-
atites as natural pozzolans therefore present interesting perspectives on how paste
microstructure and cement durability properties might be influenced. The conclusions
also confirm a need for a different approach in characterizing kamafugites and car-
bonatites as pozzolans in Portland cement. The calcite enriched materials fail on
composition requirements stated in established standard specifications.
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Abstract. Given the availability of clay deposits in several geographical areas
of the Cuban territory and the use of calcined clays as a source of Supplementary
Cementitious Materials (SCM), it is necessary to evaluate the pozzolanic reac‐
tivity of its calcination products and because of the complexity in the chemical -
mineralogical characteristics of the pozzolans. This work introduces a new rapid
method to predict the potential character pozzolanic of these materials by alkaline
solubility and presents the possible correlation with isothermal calorimetry in
lime-pozzolan pastes following the R3 protocol. The raw materials were charac‐
terized by XRF, XRD and TGA.

The clayey materials contain more than 70% of SiO2 + Al2O3 + Fe2O3,
which guarantees its pozzolanic character after its thermal activation. The process
of the dihydroxylation of the clay minerals happens between 350 °C and 650 °C,
and for the deposit of Yaguajay the decomposition of the calcite is between 650 °C
and 750 °C. Alkaline solubility test is a viable test to assess the pozzolanic reac‐
tivity of calcined kaolinitic clay due a good and directly correlation between the
content of soluble aluminum and the total heat released (R = 0.995) and there is
not a significant dispersion of the obtained data for each clay deposit (CV%
between 0.01 and 2.80). The pozzolanic reactivity of its calcination products
determined by isothermal calorimetric follows the sequence CG > LS > LL > YG
and matches with Alkaline Solubility test.

1 Introduction

Clay minerals are one of the most employed SCM on the Cuban territory given the
availability of clay deposits in several geographical areas of this country. Clays with
proven pozzolanic properties, once calcined under specific conditions, represent an
attractive source of pozzolans in regions where other resources are not available and
helps to reduce CO2 emissions from clinker production [1]. However, clays are often
found in the form of deposits in which the clay fraction is composed of a mixture of
several mineral phases, without a clear predominance of any of them. Therefore, knowl‐
edge and use of raw materials, with varied structural, chemical and mineralogical
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characteristics, guarantees a source of pozzolanic materials [2, 3]. Because of this
complexity, it is necessary to determinate the pozzolanic character through rapid
methods to provide the cement industry with reliable information about the pozzolanic
criteria of this clay minerals.

Methods to evaluate the pozzolanic reactivity of kaolinitic clays are classified into
two large groups according to the measured property. The direct methods are related to
the consumption of portlandite, like the thermogravimetry technique, X-ray diffraction
analysis and isothermal calorimetry analysis. Unlike these, the indirect methods are
those techniques that detect changes in volume and porosity of the material as well as
the solubility of pozzolans related to the quantification of hydration products, therefore
conductimetry and mechanical tests have been the main techniques used for these
studies [4].

In the case of mechanical strength test, these is a standard method to evaluate the
pozzolanic behavior, but this method long testing times are required because depends
of the curing time of the samples. Regarding lime consumption uptake tests, they may
be interfered by other phenomena no related to pozzolanic reactivity like cation
exchange [5]. On the other hand, Isothermal Calorimetry (R3 test) is a rapid, reliable
and relevant test and it has a good correlation with compressive strength [6] but, the
filler effect must be taken into account and least, this test requires a calorimeter and this
equipment is still deficient in the cement factories that it is where the tests of reactivity
come true.

For these reasons, methods based on pozzolans alkaline solubility are a viable test to
the quickly assess of the pozzolanic reactivity of calcined clays. These methods are based
on the first step of the pozzolanic reaction: the chemical attack of OH- and alkali ions
released in the hydration of the OPC to the structure that is in a state of high structural
disorder within pozzolans, causing rupture of the Si-O and Al-O links and the release of
these oxyanions to the solution. That is why pozzolanic reactivity must be directly propor‐
tional to the amount of soluble silicon and aluminium species released in an alkaline solu‐
tion with a pH similar to the hydrated cement pore solution. However, most of the methods
employed worldwide make use of too harsh conditions, which do not simulate the envi‐
ronment of the pozzolanic reaction in cement. Those techniques uses in many cases,
concentrated acids to dissolve the pozzolans, relatively high test temperatures that could
lead to the occurrence of possible collateral reactions, and most require long analysis times
in order to arrive at a final decision about its use as SCM [7, 8]. Therefore, the main goal
of this paper is to development of a rapid method to assess the pozzolanic reactivity of
calcined clays based on its alkaline solubility.

2 Method

Clays used in this study were collected by representative sampling of different clay
deposits located at the central and eastern regions in Cuba. The selection was based on
its estimated reserves and its distance to cement factories, in order to guarantee future
exploitation of these deposits as sources of pozzolanic materials for the cement industry.
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• Manifestacion de Yaguajay (YG): located at the central region at the north of Sancti
Spiritus city.

• Gaspar Loma Sur (LS) y Gaspar La Loma (LL): located at the central region at the
southeast of Ciego de Avila city.

• Cayo Guam: located at the oriental region, at the southeast of Moa city, Holguin.

The characterization of the raw material was at the Laboratory of Construction
Materials EPFL, Switzerland by X-Ray diffraction, X-Ray fluorescence and Thermog‐
ravimetric analysis.

Then, the raw material was thermally activated at 850 °C during 60 min and finally,
calcined products were grinding guaranteeing a 90% passed through the sieve of 90 μm.

To evaluate the pozzolanic reactivity of the samples an analytical method was
proposed based in the alkaline solubility of the calcined products through Atomic
Absorption Spectroscopy. The first one was alkaline solubility. The methodology is
mixing 50 ml of a solution of sodium hydroxide (0,5 M) with 0,1 g of calcined clay.
Putting the mixture in a double boiler at 50 °C and constant velocity of agitation of 30
revolutions per minutes during 24 h. Next, we took an aliquot of 25 ml of this dissolution
and we add 2,5 ml of concentrated Hydrochloric acid in order to decrease the pH below
1. Then, we centrifuge the dissolution at 1500 revolutions per minutes and finally we
should filter it to eliminate the remnant solid. Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy tech‐
nique was used to determine the amount of soluble silicon and aluminum (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Methodology proposed to the Alkaline Solubility test.

In order to compare the obtained results was tested the clay deposits by Isothermal
Calorimetry using R3 protocol published by Avet, F. in 2015 [6] to evaluate the possible
correlation between both methods.

3 Results

The characterization of the raw materials shows that for all materials the total content
of aluminium, silicon and iron is greater than 70% which ensures that characterized
materials comply with the recommendations of the standards for pozzolanic materials
[9]. The Yaguajay deposit presents a relatively high content of calcium oxide, which
may be a probable indication of the presence of calcite or some other mineral like this
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one and the content of equivalent kaolin is in the range between 40% to La Loma deposit
(LL) and 80% to Cayo Guam (Table 1).

Table 1. Characterization of the raw materials (XRF, TGA)

Clay % SiO2 % Al2O3 % Fe2O3 % CaO Al2O3/SiO2 % Keq
MK 51,61 40,44 1,52 0,32 0,78 89,20
CG 39,55 31,58 12,68 0,05 0,80 81,15
LS 50,88 25,23 16,97 0,28 0,50 57,85
LL 61,4 18,86 12,58 0,07 0,30 42,22
YG 46,58 20,06 9,61 2,94 0,43 60,14

Besides, the predominant clay minerals belong to the kaolinite’s group, accompanied
in most cases by the presence of quartz and mineral phases rich in iron as hematite and
goethite. Finally, the presence of calcite as accompanying mineral in the YG deposit
corresponds to the calcium oxide content determined by x-rays fluorescence (XRF)
(Table 2).

Table 2. Characterization of the raw materials (XRD)

Clay Origen 1:1 Clay Minerals 2:1 Clay Minerals Others
CG Weathering Halloysite, kaolinite Quartz and iron

oxides and
hydroxides (Fe2O3

and α-FeO(OH))

LS Hydrothermal/
weathering

Halloysite, kaolinite Vermiculite,
montmorillonite

LL Hydrothermal/
weathering

Kaolinite, nacrite

YG Redeposited Nacrite, kaolinite Vermiculite + Calcite (5,25%)

Results obtained by the Alkaline Solubility test are shown in Fig. 2a, b and c. As it
observed, CG presents higher values of soluble alkali, the calcination products of LS
and LL clays with intermediate values of solubility and YG with the lowest values due
to the presence of calcite as accompanying mineral who can causes formation of glassy
phases rich in calcium and aluminium. This phenomenon could decrease the surface
area of the pozzolan and also the pozzolanic reactivity of the calcination products.

In order to have an idea of how good it can be this method, we study the possible
correlation between this one and R3 test (Fig. 3a, b and c). In the case of the correla‐
tion with soluble siliceous and total Siliceous and Aluminium is not good because
they have a low correlation coefficient. However, the correlation with soluble Al
presents a higher correlation coefficient (R2 = 0,9953) because the total accumulated
heat comes largely from the reactions of the aluminates. Besides, statistical results for
the clay deposits. It is evident that there is not a significant dispersion of the obtained
data for each clay deposit because in every case de variation coefficient (CV%) is
lower than a 5% (Table 3).
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Fig. 3. Correlation between Alkaline solubility test and R3 test

Fig. 2. Soluble Si, Si + Al and Al by alkaline solubility test
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Table 3. Statistical results for each deposit clay for aluminium soluble

Clay Average (ppm Al) Standard deviation CV %
MK 235,43 0,1768 0,08
CG_850 189,13 3,4269 1,81
LS_850 132,23 0,2475 0,19
LL_850 90,50 2,5204 2,78
YG_850 14,75 0,0000 0,00

To study the viability of the proposed method, was decided to increase the number
of samples and it is observed that the correlation coefficient is a little lower but is also
accepted as a good correlation with aluminium content (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Results of R3 and its possible correlation with alkaline solubility test increasing the
number of samples.

4 Conclusions

Results of characterization of the raw materials shown that all mineral deposits obey
with the recommendations of the standards for pozzolanic materials due the total content
of SiO, AlO and FeO that is greater than 70%. Also, for kaolinitic clays, there is a direct
and good correlation between soluble aluminium and the total heat released by R3 test
with a determination coefficient of R2 = 0,9953. Also, for this element (Al) there is not
a remarkable dispersion of the obtained data for each clay deposit because in every case
de variation coefficient (CV%) is lower than a 5%. For all these reasons, alkaline solu‐
bility test could be a viable test to evaluate the pozzolanic reactivity of calcined kaolinitic
clays.
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Abstract. This paper aims at assessing the implications of using Limestone
Calcined Clay Cement (LC3) in the Cuban construction sector from a sustaina‐
bility viewpoint. By means of combining Life Cycle Assessment (LCA),
economic cost analysis and eco-efficiency approach, two construction techniques
have been compared, taking as a functional unit one square meter of usable area.
In spite of the inverse correlation between economic efficiency and ecological
impact for all confronted techniques, complementary indicators showed some
trade-offs at social level. The economic-ecological efficiency of LC3 potential use
is linked to two different sources: the construction method and the cement type
itself. Relevant decision-making considerations could support economic policy
in the domain of construction industry in Cuba, if taking into consideration the
eco-efficiency portfolio provided by this study. Authors conclude that no one
construction method is superior per se from a sustainability viewpoint, but it
rather requires major rethinking beyond economy and environment to embrace
social indicators.

1 Introduction

Housing affordability has long been a pressing and challenging issue in Cuba. Alterna‐
tive solutions need to be rooted under the sustainability umbrella, for at least three
reasons: (i) building materials have to be cheaper than usually, (ii) global warming
potential should be ameliorated and (iii) social indicators claim for appropriate balance
with the economy and the environment. As in most developing countries, housing
provision largely relies on concrete. Overall, the production of cement and concrete is
estimated to account for around 5–8% of man-made CO2 emissions [1]. Limestone
Calcined Clay Cement (LC3) is a technological innovation proposed by an international
scientific team, led by EPFL-Lausanne, Switzerland. The new product lies on the domain
of using supplementary cementitious materials (SCM) to partially replace clinker in the
cement content. The cost-effectiveness and environmental advantages of LC3 have
extensively been published in [2–5]. This paper aims at assessing the sustainability of
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using LC3 within Cuban construction supply chain, by taking into consideration a case
study approach. Two storey-buildings constructed in the city of Santa Clara by
employing Grand Panel and Concrete block techniques, respectively, are analysed.

2 Methodology

The used conducted case studies followed a combination of methods. The methodology
Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) was employed to determine the environmental impact of
LC3 in alternative construction techniques. LCA is well documented in the international
standard 14040 and 14044, dated back to 2006 [6]. Figure 1 shows the system boundaries
of the LCA conducted in this research (highlighted in dotted lines), which refers to the
material phase of buildings under analysis. The functional unit employed for compara‐
bility purposes is one squared meter of usable floor area. Two case studies were
conducted: (1) first one is a two-storey building with Grand Panel technique and (2)
second, two-storey building constructed using traditional concrete block method. The
economic dimension of sustainability was covered by means of an economic cost anal‐
ysis. Some social indicators such as employment have been also discussed within the
sustainability approach.

Fig. 1. System boundaries for LCA and economic cost analysis

Table 1 summarizes the data inventory required for LCA as well as for economic
assessment. The usable floor area was 168.64 m2 for Grand Panel building and
161.42 m2 for concrete blocks building. The column referred to cement entails the
amount of cement needed to produce the building materials presented in column 1,
whose quantities are shown in the columns labelled “amount”.

The environmental impact factor of OPC, PPC and LC3 cements as well as its produc‐
tions costs in order to determine the impacts at the level of building construction, were
taken from previous research of LC3 Project team. Detailed figures are shown in [7], and
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authors elaborated on its foundations. Economic and ecological impacts are combined
into “an eco-efficiency portfolio”, as proposed by Schaltegger [8].

Table 1. Data inventory

Material Unit Gran Panel building Concrete blocks building
Amount Cement Amount Cement

Ready-Mix Concrete m3 24.9 11.95 40.6 19.49
Prefabricated Concrete m3 52 20.02 18.46 7.11
Hollow concrete blocks u 770 1.32 4460 7.67
Mortar m3 20.97 6 59.33 16.97
Total t 39.29 51.23

3 Results

Main results are intended to show the economic and environmental implications of using
LC3 in different construction techniques schemes, given the case studies conducted in
Santa Clara, Cuba. As can be seen from Fig. 2, the environmental impact of Grand Panel
technology is 22% smaller than traditional concrete block method. This green contri‐
bution is associated with the shorter amount of material consumed in Grand Panel
compared to block’s technique. Replacing traditional cements (OPC+PPC) by LC3
leads to lessen the CO2 emissions along the life cycle of building materials (within
system boundaries specified above), in about 28% for Grand Panel buildings and 30%
for concrete ones.

Fig. 2. Environmental impact of cements and construction technologies choices

Figure 3 sheds light on the economic contribution of options under appraisal.
Concrete block’s technique appears to be 25% less cost-effective than Grand Panel. The
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introduction of LC3 in Cuban construction sector might contribute to cost savings of
approximately 12% (in concrete blocks houses) and 13% (in Grand Panel ones).

Fig. 3. Economic cost comparison amongst alternative construction techniques and cement types

Figure 4 shows an eco-efficiency portfolio for the conducted case studies. The
combination of cost effectiveness and ecological contribution of LC3 contributes posi‐
tioning the new cement as an eco-efficient material. It appears to be a positive correlation
between economic and environmental achievements for both cement types and construc‐
tion techniques. This would push some policy decisions in Cuban construction sector if
LC3 is to be implemented at large scale. However, some trade-offs come out when taking
into consideration additional indicators. For instance, concrete block construction
method is labour-intensive, thus, contributing to employment enhancement in the
country. However, Grand Panel, which uses less manpower, is a fast construction
process due to the use of prefabricated elements instead of placing the blocks with mortar
one by one. These issues provide inputs for policymakers in order to decide which
method is more suitable. In authors’ viewpoint, despite being proved the eco-efficiency

Fig. 4. Eco-efficiency portfolio
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profile of Grand Panel versus Blocks, the choices must be tailored in a case-by-case
basis, depending on a large number of factors that are underlying.

4 Conclusions

The main purpose of this paper was to assess the implications of using Limestone
Calcined Clay Cement (LC3) in the Cuban construction sector from a sustainability
viewpoint. The conducted research has found that implementing housing programs by
means of Grand Panel construction technique is rather beneficial than concrete block
technique from an economic and environmental viewpoint. However, trade-offs are
latent when expanding the system analysis to further consider the social dimension of
sustainability. Therefore, decision-making within Cuban construction sector with
regards to construction techniques requires a holistic approach which must rely on the
specific conditions on a case-by-case basis, rather than concluding that one building
method is strictly better than the other one. A sustainability approach must be rooted on
an integrative system thinking which should entail discussions beyond the economy and
the environment. Moreover, LC3 has the potentials for affording major sustainability
goals even in the wort case scenario.
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Abstract. Calcined clay and limestone composite cementitious material system
is a newly proposed low-carbon cement, which can effectively reduce energy
consumption and carbon emissions of the traditional cement industry without
changing the basic mechanical properties of cement-based materials.               In this
study, the degradation process of mortar samples of limestone and calcined clay
cementitious material under sulfate attack was systematically studied by both
macroscopic and microscopic analysis. The results show that compared with pure
Portland cement, the addition of calcined clay and limestone can significantly
reduce the expansion rate, loss of dynamic modulus and mass loss of mortar
specimens under sulfate attack. The addition of calcined clay and limestone will
refine the pore size distribution of mortar specimens, then inhibiting the diffusion
of sulfate and formation of corrosive products, therefore leading to a significant
improvement of the sulfate resistance.

1 Introduction

As a mature and effective solution to realize low-carbon development of cement
industry, supplementary cementitious materials (SCMs), mainly fly ash and ground blast
furnace slag, are extensively applied in cement and concrete to reduce the energy
consumption and carbon emissions in the process of cement production and application.
However, due to their natural disadvantages like low production, regional disparity
distribution, fluctuations in performance and so on, traditional SCMs cannot fully meet
the demand of high performance and low carbon emission of cement and concrete
materials. Calcined clay and limestone composite cementitious material that proposed
by Scrivener has been regarded as a new and potential low-carbon cement solution,
owing to its advantages of wide availability of raw materials, low carbon emissions in
production, similar production process to Portland cement and so on [1–3].

When clay minerals were calcined in the range of 600–900 °C, due to the dehy‐
droxylation, the lattice structure of kaolin component was damaged to form calcined
clay [4, 5]. Metakaolin is the main component of calcined clay which has a high pozzo‐
lanic reactivity [6, 7]. Metakaolin can react with Ca(OH)2 to form calcium silicoalumi‐
nate hydrate gel (C-A-S-H) in cement paste, which could optimize the pore structure,
and then improve the mechanical properties and durability [8, 9]. Limestone is beneficial
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to the early strength development of cement when it is added at a low proportion [10,
11]. A suitable amount of limestone plays a role of “filling effect” and “nucleating effect”
in accelerating the early stage of hydration [12, 13]. Besides, limestone can react with
C3A to form carbon aluminate hydrate. When calcined clay and limestone were added
simultaneously, activated aluminium oxide in clay would react with limestone and
calcium hydroxide to form single carbon aluminates and half carbon calcium aluminates
[14–16]. It would refine the pore size and the dosage of cement clinker would be
decreased without influencing mechanical properties of cement based material.

Some research has shown that calcined clay and limestone composite cementitious
material system can reduce the diffusion coefficient of chloride ion of concrete [17].
However, the main hydration product of LC3 - calcium carboaluminate also has the
potential to react with sulfate to form ettringite. A large amount of aluminum phase in
calcined clay has been introduced, which could also react with sulfate ions. Therefore,
the sulfate resistance of calcined clay-limestone cementitious composites needs to be
investigated further. In this study, the expansion rate and dynamic modulus of mortar
exposed to sodium sulfate solution were investigated. Corrosion products were analysed
using the XRD semi-quantitative method.

2 Materials and Experimental Methods

2.1 Materials

In this study, P·I 42.5 Portland cement (PC) and China ISO Standard Sand are used.
Calcined clay (CC) is provided by India Low Carbon Cement Project team. Limestone
(LS), Fly ash (FA), slag (SL) are provided by Jiangsu Sobute New Materials Co., Ltd.
The chemical composition of cement, calcined clay, limestone, fly ash and slag is shown
in Table 1.

Table 1. Chemical composition of the main components given by XRF

Mass fraction/% SiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 CaO MgO SO3 Na2O K2O TiO2

Portland cement 20.3 5.07 3.10 62.8 3.53 3.54 0.09 1.03 0.237
Calcined clay 51.7 42.1 3.02 0.205 – 0.056 0.113 0.231 2.22
Limestone 1.22 1.18 0.367 96.4 0.121 0.048 – 0.107 –
Fly ash 50.2 28.6 6.21 7.31 1.30 0.969 0.822 1.42 1.36
Slag 30.9 15.9 .0281 41.5 6.86 2.58 0.316 0.335 0.633

2.2 Mix Proportions

In calcined clay and limestone composite cementitious material system, the mass ratio
of calcined clay and limestone is fixed as 2:1. The replacement ratio of calcined clay
and limestone of Portland cement is 15% (LC15), 30% (LC30) and 45% (LC45). Pure
Portland cement (PC) and a traditional SCMs replacement system (SF, 10% fly ash and
20% slag) are also applied as reference group. The water to binder ratio of mortar speci‐
mens 0.6. The ratio of cementitious material to sand is fixed to 1:3. Mortar sample with
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a size of 40 mm × 40 mm × 160 mm were cast and demoulded after 24 h. The compres‐
sive strength of mortar was tested After curing for 28d in standard condition. Table 2
gives the details of mix proportions.

Table 2. Mix proportions of mortars

Specimen W/B PC/g FA/g SL/g CC/g LS/g Water/g Sand/g 28d Strength/MPa
LC15 0.6 382.5 – – 45 22.5 270 1350 38.7
LC30 315 – – 90 45 270 1350 39.7
LC45 247.5 – – 135 67.5 270 1350 39.1
SF 315 45 90 – – 270 1350 40.4
P 450 – – – – 270 1350 35.3

2.3 Sulfate Immersion Test

Copper crews were pre-embedded at both ends of mortar specimens used for sulfate
immersion test. The original laitance on the surface of specimens were removed to
accelerate ion corrosion rate and control the experimental error. Afterwards, specimens
were immersed in 5wt% sodium sulfate solution. The volume ratio of solution to speci‐
mens was 10 and the temperature was around 20 °C. Sulfate solution was renewed every
30d. The dynamic modulus of mortar specimens at different immersion ages was tested
by non-metal ultrasonic detector according to GBT 50082-2009 on the vertical direction
of samples. The expansion of specimens was measured by JD18 length measuring
instrument and values were accurate to 0.001 mm. The expansion rate of mortars was
calculated by the following formula (1) with average value of three specimens.

ET = LT − L0∕140 × 100% (1)

In the formula, ET is the expansion rate of specimens at an immersion age of T (%),
LT the length of specimens at an immersion age of T (mm) and L0 the initial length of
specimens (mm).

After immersed in solution for 90d and 180d, a slice with 2 mm wide was cut from
the surface of mortar specimens. Then the slice was grounded into powders and passed
through 200 mesh sieve. Phase analysis was performed by Bruker D8 Advance X-Ray
Diffractometer. The samples were scanned on a rotating stage between 5 and 20° using
a step size of 0.02° with time per step of 0.5 s.

3 Results

3.1 Relative Dynamic Elastic Modulus

The relative dynamic modulus change of mortar specimens is shown in Fig. 1. The
relative dynamic modulus of Portland cement mortar has a significant decrease after
90d, which indicates that the internal microstructure specimens have been damaged
under sulfate attack. While the relative dynamic modulus of mortar specimens LC
samples shows a slight increase after a 180-day exposure. It can be inferred that the
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addition of calcined clay and limestone refine the pore size distribution of mortars, which
could prevent the penetration of sulfate ions into mortars. Therefore, the deterioration
that caused by sulfate attack occurs only at the surface of LC Mortars. And the internal
structure remains unaltered after a 180-day exposure.

Fig. 1. The relative dynamic modulus of
mortars exposed to sulfate solution

Fig. 2. Expansion of mortars exposed to
sulfate solution

3.2 Expansion

Figure 2 shows the expansion rate of mortar specimens under sulfate attack. The expan‐
sion rate of P mortar specimen shows a steady increase after a 30-day exposure, and
reaches 1.448% at 180d. The SF mortar also starts to expand after 180d. While the
addition of calcined clay and limestone significantly reduce the expansion rate of
mortars. The expansion rate of LC15, LC30 and LC45 are 0.016%, 0.007% and 0.001%
respectively.

3.3 XRD Analysis

The relative amount of main hydration product and corrosion products of mortars can
be analyzed by XRD. The characteristic diffraction peak (2θ) that corresponds to mono‐
carboaluminate (Mc), hemicarboaluminate (Hc), portlandite (CH), ettringite (Ettr.) and
gypsum (Gyp.) are 11.67°, 10.78°, 18.01°, 9.09° and 11.59° respectively. Figure 3 is the
XRD pattern of center part of mortars, which are not affected by the sulfate ions yet,
after a 90-day exposure. From the patterns, it is clear that the hydration product of LC
mortars is different compared with P and SF mortars. Besides ettringite and protlandite,
monocarboaluminate, hemicarboaluminate appears after 90 days. Moreover, the amount
Mc and Hc are increased with increasing amount of calcined clay and limestone.
Figure 4 shows the XRD pattern of surface part of mortars after a 90-day exposure.
Compared with patterns of center part, it is obvious that more ettringite and gypsum
have been formed in the surface part of mortar specimens after a 90-day exposure in
sulfate solution. The monosulfate and portlandite are reacting with incoming sulfate to
form ettringite and gypsum, and the amount of ettringite and gypsum formed in LC
mortars is lower than in P and SF samples. This indicates that the addition of calcined
clay and limestone could mitigate the forming of corrosion products by sulfate ingress.
It is well known that the expansion of mortars under sulfate attack is mainly due to the
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crystallization of ettringite. LC mortars shows less ettringite forming, thereby leading
to a reduced expansion rate and macro degradation. This explains why LC mortars shows
lower expansion rate and dynamic modulus loss than P and SF samples.

Fig. 3. XRD patterns for the center of the
mortars at 90 days

Fig. 4. XRD patterns for the surface of the
mortars at 90 days

Figures 5 and 6 show the XRD pattern of center and surface part of mortars after
180d exposure respectively. It can be seen that the amount of ettringite and gypsum
increases with the exposure time. After 180 days, nearly all the monosulfate and portlan‐
dite have been consumed to form the corrosion product. Ettringite is also forming in the
center of P mortars, which indicates that the center has already been affected by the
incoming sulfate through cracks. Moreover, in the surface of LC mortars, the amount
of Hc and Mc are reduced compare to center samples. This infers that the Hc and Mc
can also react with sulfate ions to form ettringite.

Fig. 5. XRD patterns for the center of mortars after 180 days
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Fig. 6. XRD patterns for the surface of mortars after 180 days

As can been seen from all the patterns, the formation of ettringite and gypsum are
significantly reduced by adding calcined clay and limestone. Due to the high pozzolanic
reactivity, calcined clay can react with limestone to form mono- and hemi-carboalumi‐
nate, leading to a refined pore structure [18]. The optimization of microstructure could
strongly mitigate the penetration of corrosive ions, like chloride ion [16] and sulfate
ions, which leads to an improved sulfate resistance.

4 Conclusions

1. Partial replacement of calcined clay and limestone to Portland cement can reduce
expansion rate and dynamic modulus loss of mortars under sulfate attack for 180
days.

2. Reactive alumina in calcined clay can react with limestone, calcium hydroxide to
form mono- and hemi-carboaluminate to get a refined pore structure. Although mono
or hemi-carboaluminates can react with sulfate to form ettringite, the improvement
of impermeability ensures LC mortars an improved sulfate resistance.
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Abstract. Studies of illitic calcined clays are less developed than that corre-
sponding to kaolinitic clays, but illite is one of the more abundant clayed
minerals of the earth’s crust, as occurs in the Center of the Buenos Aires
Province (Argentina) where the largest cement factories are located. Illite clays
develop pozzolanic properties when they are thermally treated at 950 °C,
causing dehydroxilation and collapse of structure to form a metastable or
amorphous aluminosilicate. Illitic calcined clays don’t present a significant
water demand and the compressive strength of blended cements attains to the
corresponding to portland cement at 90 days. It is characterized as slow poz-
zolana. Illite incorporates certain proportion of reactive alumina and high pro-
portion of alkalis, modifying the pore structure. From durability point of view,
the incorporation of illite can affect the sulfate resistance of portland cements or
the alkali-silica reaction (ASR).
The aim of this paper is to study the behavior of two different illite calcined

clay blended cements against chemical attack, like sulfate attack and harmful
alkali silica reaction, using the test based on the ASTM C 1012 and ASTM C
441, respectively. For sulfate performance, illite calcined clays was blended with
a low C3A in 20% and 40% of weight replacement and a very high C3A cement
(white), using a 30% of weight replacement; while a low (Na2Oeq < 0.5) and
high alkali (Na2Oeq = 1.03) cements were used in the ASR-test.
After six months, the low and very high C3A cements of both illitic clays

shows low expansion in sulfate media (<0.05%) for blended cement without
water demand. The ASR-expansion results show that illitic calcined clays
reduce considerably the expansion of high alkali cements and it is not harmful to
low alkali cement, but long test time results will be conclusive.

1 Introduction

Illite is one of the more abundant clayed minerals of the earth’s crust coming from the
alteration of feldspars and micas of rocks due to the weathering process. Illite clays
develop pozzolanic properties when clays are thermally treated at 950 °C [1] causing
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dehydroxilation and collapse of structure to form a metastable or amorphous alumi-
nosilicate [2].

Partly substitution of alkali-rich portland cements by calcined clays improves the
resistance of the respective concrete against sulfate attack and harmful ASR [3]. It is
attributed to the pozzolanic reactivity that consumes the CH to produce C-S-H and
C-A-S-H causing a denser microstructure due to the pore and grain size refinements
[3, 4]. To controlling ASR, metakaolinite has a very good performance suppressing the
expansion. It is attributed to alteration of C-S-H structure, lower pH in pore solution
and Al absorbed on the surface of reactive silica that slow down the dissolution rate [3,
5]. High resistance to sulfate attack is normally associated with a segmented pore
structure and low level of CH. In addition to the role of CH, the reduction of alumina
available to suppress ettringite formation is a main factor to improve the resistance to
sulfate attack in Na2SO4 solutions [6].

It is largely documented the durability improvements caused by kaolinitic calcined
clays used as replacement of PC, but there is limited information about the performance
of other type of clays used as supplementary cementitious materials (SCMs). The aim
of this paper is to study the behavior of two illitic calcined clay from the province of
Buenos Aires in blended cements against sulfate attack and alkali silica reaction.

2 Materials and Methods

Two different illitic clay-stones from quarries near to Olavarria, Buenos Aires Province
(Argentine) were reduced to 5 mm particles and fired in a muffle oven by heating at
10.5 °C/min up to 950 °C and maintaining the maximum temperature during 90 min.
Then, samples were cooling down into the oven. Calcined clays were grinding in
laboratory ball mill to obtain a d90 parameter in the PSD curve lower than 10 lm. The
chemical composition determined by XRF is reported in Table 1. Both calcined clays
meet the chemical requirements for Class N pozzolan (ASTM C 618): S+A+F > 70%;
SO3 < 4% and LOI < 10%. Calcined clays are identified by their color: Red (R) and
Orange (O). XRD analysis reveals low intensity peaks of dehydroxilated illite in both
clays and the associated minerals are quartz and hematite for R calcined clays and,
quartz, hematite, oligoclase and spinel for O-Calcined clay. The density (ASTM C
188), retained on 75 and 45 µm sieves (ASTM D 422 and C 618), the Blaine specific
surface (ASTM C 204) and the particle size distribution (PSD) determined using the
laser granulometer (Malvern Mastersizer 2000) are reported in Table 2.

Table 1. Chemical composition and loss on ignition of calcined clays and cements, %

Clay/Cement CaO SiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 MgO SO3 K2O Na2O TiO2 P2O5 LOI

R 0.33 66.30 16.28 9.23 1.46 <0.01 5.60 0.08 0.76 0.09 0.6
O 1.13 63.43 18.32 7.89 2.71 0.04 4.29 1.52 0.90 0.06 0.2
SRPC 60.08 20.13 4.19 4.44 0.84 2.47 1.03 0.21 – – 2.5
WPC 49.90 19.31 5.97 0.30 2.20 3.13 – – – – 6.0
HAPC 63.06 20.74 3.64 1.99 3.63 2.68 1.49 0.05 – – 2.4
LAPC 61.32 23.53 2.90 2.97 3.50 1.73 0.35 0.14 – 0.14 2.2
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For this experimental design, four portland cements were used: A low C3A portland
cement (SRPC); a white portland cement (WPC); a high (HAPC) and a low (LAPC)
alkali content portland cements. The chemical and physical properties are also reported
in Tables 1 and 2.

The SRPC was used as plain PC to determine the setting time (ASTM C 191) and
the amount of water required for normal consistency (ASTM C 187) of blended
cements containing 20% and 40% by mass of calcined clays. The mortar flow was
assessed according to ASTM C 230. At 2, 7, 28 and 90 days, the compressive strength
of blended cement was assessed on three cubes (ASTM C 109).

The sulfate performance was studied using the expansion of mortar bars (ASTM
C 1012) with two different Portland cements: SRPC (C3A = 3.8%) and WPC
(C3A = 15.31% and C4AF = 0.91%). For SRPC, calcined clays were used as 20 and
40% replacement by weight and for WPC as 30% by weight. The flow of SRPC mortar
(w/c = 0.485 and cement-graded sand = 1:2.75) is determined and the water of blen-
ded cement is adjusted to obtain the same flow in SRPC-calcined clay mortars.
For WPC, constant w/cm was used in blended cements and the mortar flow was
adjusted using superplasticizer. Test bars and cubes were molded according to
ASTM C 157 and ASTM C 109 procedures, respectively; demolded and they were
cured in lime-water at 20 °C. After that mortar compressive strength reached to
20 MPa, test bars were immersed in the Na2SO4 solution (0.352 mol/l) at 20 °C with a
periodically pH-control. Measurement of length was made up to 6 months and it will be
extending up to 18 months. Reported expansion is the average of six specimens.
According to ASTM C 1157, to consider the blended cement as sulfate resistant (HS),
the expansion should not exceed 0.05% at 6 months or 0.10% at 12 months.

The effectiveness of calcined clays to prevent the expansion due to the alkali-silica
reaction (ASR) was tested using the ASTM C 441 procedure. Test is based on the
expansion developed in mortar bars made with HAPC (1.03% Na2Oeq) and 25% of
calcined clay using Pyrex® glass aggregate and stored in container at 38 °C according
to ASTM C 227. According to ASTM C 441, the pozzolan effectiveness is measured as
the reduction of mortar expansion with calcined clay related to the expansion of mortar
bars with HAPC at 14 days. To compare the effectiveness of calcined clay to mitigate the
ASR a LAPC (0.37% Na2Oeq) was tested. As suggest the ASTMC 311, the combination
of LAPC with calcined clays will not cause an increase of expansion due to their high
alkali content (5.65 and 5.29% Na2Oeq for R and O, respectively). For blended cements,

Table 2. Physical characteristic of calcined clays and cements

Property/Material R O SRPC WPC HAPC LAPC

Density 2.63 2.65 3.13 2.95 3.07 3.14
Retained on sieve, % 75 lm 0.98 4.02 2.3 1.8 3.20 3.50

45 lm 4.73 5.68 13.56 12.3 13.79 8.07
Particle size distribution d10, lm 1.62 1.29 3.22 2.57 3.08 3.29

d50, lm 8.76 7.34 22.37 12.58 23.99 21.54
d90, lm 33.65 36.95 58.44 32.77 81.88 60.57

Specific surface Blaine, m2/kg 552 724 336 432 276 331
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ASTM 1157 standard establishes that the expansion should not exceed the limit of
0.02% at 14 days and 0.06% at 56 days to be considered as Low reactivity with
alkali-reactive aggregates (option R).

3 Results

3.1 Setting Time and Water Demand

The time of setting and the water requirement for normal consistency are presented in
Table 3. About setting time, one of the illitic calcined clay (N) presents stimulation in
the beginning of setting, in both replacement percentages. On the other hand, all
blended cements delay the final setting time compared with control cement. Water
demand of SRPC was similar to SRPC+20%O and SRPC+40%O pastes, and it was
slightly high (*7%) for SRPC+20%R and SRPC+40%R pastes.

3.2 Flow and Compressive Strength

The control mortar (SRPC) has a flow of 80% and the mortars with 20 and 40%R
showed a flow comparable with that control with better water retention. Mortars made
with 20 and 40%O have a low flow (50%) and the w/cm was increased up to 0.60 to
reach the same flow in 20%O-SRPC mortar.

Figure 1 shows the compressive strength for all mortars. At 2 days, the strength of
all blended cements is lower than the corresponding to control mortar. For R calcined
clays, the 20% of replacement reaches the strength of control at 7 days and the 40%
replacement reaches to 87% of the control. On the other hand, mortars with 20 and 40%
O do not exceed the 70% of the control strength. At 28 days, both mortars with R
calcined clay maintain strength level of control, while SRPC+20%O and SRPC+40%O
reach to 95 and 84% of control’s strength. At 90 days, mortars with R clays reach to
comparable strength (1.05 and 0.94) of SRPC mortar. On contrary, the strength
developed is lower for mortars with O calcined clays reaching to 0.70 and 0.82% due to
the large water requirements that increase the w/cm. Red calcined clay (R) has a very
good pozzolanic activity and mortars develop a similar compressive strength than the
control mortar. However, the orange calcined clay (O) presents some incomplete
transformation causing the stimulation of Portland cement hydration at early ages. But,
the progress of pozzolanic reaction is limited causing low strength at later ages.

Table 3. Setting time and water demand.

Blended cement SRPC SRPC
+20%R

SRPC
+40%R

SRPC
+20%O

SRPC
+40%O

Setting time
(min)

Initial 162 168 182 119 94
Final 430 490 526 452 497

Water demand (%) 27.0 28.5 29.8 27.3 27.6
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3.3 Sulfate Performance

Expansion of mortar prisms in sulfate
solution are shown in Fig. 2. For SRPC
(Fig. 2a), it’s can be observed that
expansion is too low until 28 days and
then the expansion increases with uni-
form rate up to six months attaining to
0.059%. This value is higher than the
limit to considerer it as HS cements
according to the criterion of ASTM C
1157. It is attributed to the high level of
C3S in the SRPC that could cause fails
for this type of test under controlled pH
[7]. Compared with control mortar, the
replacement of SRPC by R calcined clay
produces slight increases of initial
expansion up to 56 days.

Then, the expansion develops low to null rate of expansion for 20% and 40% R
replacements.

At 6 months, both blended cements have lower (0.03% and 0.01%) expansion than
limit (0.05%) and it could be considered as high sulfate-resistant (HS). SRPC+20%O
shows a worse performance than the corresponding to SRPC and the expansion limit
(0.100%) is surpassed after *150 days instead of the low C3A-content in this cement.
It can be attributed to the increase of w/mc to obtain the flow and consequently the
open porosity to sulfates. On the other hand, the SRPC+40%O has lower expansion
than the control bars attaining to 0.04% at 6 months.

Figure 2b shows the expansion of mortars bars with WPC. Control mortar has a
very quick expansion development after 28 days with exponential rate attaining to
failure limit (0.100%) before than 56 days. Conversely, both blended cements present a

Fig. 1. Compressive strength of plain and
blended cements

Fig. 2. Sulfate expansion: (a) Low C3A cement (SRPC); B) White Portland cement (WPC)
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very low rate of expansions during the six months reported attaining to expansion of
0.018% that is lower than limit to classify as HS.

3.4 ASR Expansion

Figure 3 shows the expansion for mortar bars tested with high and low alkali Portland
cements and with blended cements containing 25% of R or O calcined illite clay up to
90 days. For high alkali cement (Fig. 3a), the control bars have 0.221% of expansion at
14 days that is lower than the least value (0.2%) required by the ASTM C 1157. The
bars with calcined clays attains to 0.045% and 0.040% for R and O, respectively. For
these values, the effectiveness of expansion reduction of illitic calcined clay was 79.6
and 81.8% for R and O, respectively. The expansion of control was increased until 28
days and then it has a slowly rate indicating the consumption of free alkalis in mortar.
On the other hand, mortar bars with calcined clays has a very slow increase attaining to
0.057 and 0.048% at 56 days for R and O pozzolans, respectively. It can be attributed
that pozzolan do not provide alkalis to the progress of ASR. Although the expansion is
not sufficient to consider these blended cements as ASR resistant, because they exceed
the expansion limits of 0.02% at 14 days when the slow pozzolanic reaction begins.

4 Conclusions

Preliminary laboratory test showed that the replacement of illitic calcined clays lead to
obtain blended cement with similar final strength than the Portland cement with low
water demand.

At six months, illitic clays blended cements with w/c < 0.50, can be considered as
high sulfate resistance cements. Sulfate performance of mortars containing 20% of
illitic calcined clay was worsened when the water demand increases the w/cm of
mortar.

Fig. 3. Expansion due ASR for mortar bars tested with: (a) high alkali PC and (b) low alkali PC
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The addition of 25% of illitic calcined clay may decrease the ASR expansion for
high alkali Portland cement, but their performance at 14 days is worse than the obtained
by low alkali Portland cement. Although, the expansion obtained are not sufficient to
consider the blended cement as inhibitor of ASR. Long time performance test with
reactive aggregates will be conclusive. The illitic calcined clay can impair the ASR
performance of low alkali Portland cement.
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Use of Ceramic Waste as a Pozzolanic
Addition on Cement
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Abstract. This work studies the real possibility of recycling ceramic waste
from the manufacture of structural elements, in order to use it as pozzolanic
addition on cement.
The properties of the material where analyzed, the production process and the

final product performance were studied to achieve an optimal use of this
addition as a pozzolan and also as a fine aggregate in masonry production and
waterproofing mortars for the roof cover finishing.
Its technical and economical effectiveness is valued, and its social and eco-

logical impact is also remarked.

Keywords: Ceramic waste � Mortar � Cement � Pozzolan

1 Introduction

In many cases the possibility of using a certain ceramic material to be incorporated as
an active addition in the cement has even been suggested, even indications have been
made that the addition of a small amount of clay (kaolinite, montmorillonite, illite, and
added bentonite clay at a ratio of 1 to 3% of cement) improves plasticity, cohesion,
consistency and mechanical strength in mortars and concretes. In previous investiga-
tions of minerals containing montmorillonite as a fundamental component, it was
concluded that the calcination of the clayey materials was essential for the satisfactory
development of the pozzolanic activity, however, the determination of the heat treat-
ment varied with the type of clay minerals present In the composition, for example the
hydrated aluminosilicates of the kaolinitic group lost water of hydration between 320
and 500 °C and showed an increase of the pozzolanic activity, although above 900 °C
a reduction of the surface area caused a decrease of the pozzolanic activity.

The minerals of the montmorillonite group lost much crystallization water between
150 and 510 °C. Dehydration was completed at 650 °C, but the crystal structure was
not destroyed until 870 °C. Consequently, the optimum strengths and properties of the
setting time in Portland cement mixtures with calcined montmorillonite were obtained
when the calcination temperature was between 650–870 °C. The clays of the type
illitica and vermecullitica were not very suitable from the point of view of the
development of the resistance.
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Establishing controls at each stage of the product burning process will condition the
proper cooking of all clay components and will allow observing the structural changes
that occur and the possibilities of silica activity in its amorphous state to detect when
the disorder occurs in the mineral and the pozzolanic activity is created.

Based on these criteria, this study is carried out on materials for sieving and mortars
for seat sills considering the partial replacement of crushed sand with a high modulus of
fineness as a component of traditional mortars used in this complementary water-
proofing process, by ceramic residues as artificial pozzolana, in this case of the ceramic
tile, the results of the characterization of the ceramic wastes will be analyzed, the
possibility of being active, and also the results of the resistance that indicate the
presence Of a possible pozzolanic activity.

Objectives - To evaluate the possibility of the use of industrial waste of red
ceramics in the mixtures of mortar of placement, repels, coatings, and in waterproofing
for maintenance and repairs of roofs and walls, benefiting to the grit sands of high
modulus of fineness employed in the works of masonry.

2 Method

The following materials were used for the preparation of the seat mortars for the
ceramic tile, blocks, bricks and repels.

2.1 Cement

To determine the pozzolanic activity according to the standard C-311-97 a Portland
Cement P-35 (350 kg/cm2) was used from the factory “Mártires de Artemisa”, Pro-
vince Habana, that complies with the established in the Cuban norm.

2.1.1 Aggregates
The Normalized Sand of 4 fractions (coarse, medium, fine, and superfine) was used in
the elaboration of the standard mortar.

For the mortar made with ceramic waste, the ceramic tile used in the “24 million”
factory, located in Artemisa, were used. The cooking of these ceramic tiles occurs in
Hoffman Ovens, at a temperature of 950–980 °C.

The ceramic tile was previously crushed in the Hammer Mill and in the Jaw Mill.
The hammer mill is of the type known as “cross blade”, with a delivery capacity of

80 kg/k. A perforated outlet plate with a 4 mm diameter opening was fitted inside.
The Jaw Mill was adjusted with the outlet opening suitable for crushing the

material. Once the ceramic residues were analyzed, the one that presented a fineness of
the particles was taken and the material was passed by the sieve 325, to be used as
artificial pozzolana.
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2.1.2 Characterization of the Micronized Tile
For the comparison of the retained, the Micronized Tile was named as Arid 1 and the
Victoria Arena as Arid 2 (Tables 1, 2, 3 and Fig. 1).

In the Jaw Mill, 70% of the Arid 1 (Micronized Tile) and 30% of the Arid 2
(Victory Arena) were observed (Tables 4, 5 and Fig. 2).

Table 1. Chemical composition of Micronized Tile

Material Predominant mineral, %
SiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 CaO MgO

Rasilla micronizada 79.21 10.62 5.05 0.78 1.41

Table 2. Comparison of the percentages of retained aggregates of the crushed aggregates in the
Hammer Mill by standard C-144 “Scaffolding aggregates in brick and block walls”

Sieve, mm Past in the meshes Norm C-144
Aggregate 1 Aggregate 2 Patron Calculation Deviation

9.52 100 100 100 100 0.0
4.76 96.4 92.0 100 95.1 4.9
2.38 85.6 64.4 95.0 79.4 15.6
1.19 60.1 42.7 70.0 55.0 15.0
0.59 47.8 23.5 40.0 40.7 0.7
0.29 38.8 8.2 20.0 29.8 9.8
0.15 29.0 2.7 10.0 21.3 11.3

71% 29% Sum of deviation: 57.3

Table 3. Comparison of retained percentages of crushed aggregates in the Hammer Mill by
standard C-897 “Aggregates for mortars of repels and coatings”.

Sieve, mm Past in the meshes Norm C-897
Aggregate 1 Aggregate 2 Patron Calculation Deviation

9.52 100 100 100 100 0.0
4.76 96.4 92.0 100 93.6 6.4
2.38 85.6 64.4 90.0 72.5 17.5
1.19 60.1 42.7 60.0 49.4 10.6
0.59 47.8 23.5 35.0 32.8 2.2
0.29 38.8 8.2 10.0 19.9 9.9
0.15 29.0 2.7 0.0 12.8 12.8

38% 62% Sum of deviation: 59.4
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Fig. 1. Hammer Mill. Granulometric curves (a) According to ASTM Standard C-144 “Arid for
seat mortars in walls of blocks and bricks” (b) According to Standard ASTM C-897 897
“Aggregates for mortars of coatings and plasters”.

Table 4. Comparison of the retained% of the crushed aggregates in the Jaw Mill by the standard

Sieve, mm Past in the meshes Norm C-144
Aggregate 1 Aggregate 2 Patron Calculation Deviation

9.52 100 100 100 100 0.0
4.76 96.4 92.0 100 92.9 7.1
2.38 85.6 64.4 95.0 68.2 26.8
1.19 60.1 42.7 70.0 48.5 21.5
0.59 47.8 23.5 40.0 35.4 4.6
0.29 38.8 8.2 20.0 27.0 7.0
0.15 29.0 2.7 10.0 19.4 9.4

70% 30% Sum of deviation: 76.3

Table 5. Comparison of the retained percentages of the crushed aggregates in the Jaw Mill by
the standard C-897 “Aggregates for mortar of repels and coatings”.

Sieve, mm Past in the meshes Norm C-897
Aggregate 1 Aggregate 2 Patron Calculation Deviation

9.52 100 100 100 100 0.0
4.76 96.4 92.0 100 92.4 7.6
2.38 85.6 64.4 90.0 65.9 24.1
1.19 60.1 42.7 60.0 45.0 15.0
0.59 47.8 23.5 35.0 28.3 6.7
0.29 38.8 8.2 10.0 15.8 5.8
0.15 29.0 2.7 0.0 9.4 9.4

28% 72% Sum of deviation: 68.5
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3 Determination of the Rheological and Physico-Mechanical
Properties of the Mortar with the Addition of the Ceramic
Waste

3.1 Methods for Determining Pozzolanic Activity

The quality of a pozzolanic material by imparting cementitious properties to a
non-hydraulic compound is known as pozzolanic activity. There are several chemical,
physical and mechanical methods for its determination and are based on the ability of
these materials to absorb lime under standard conditions. For the production of
cements, natural and artificial pozzolans are used.

These are siliceous or siliceous aluminous materials which lack cementing prop-
erties and hydraulic activity alone but which contain constituents which combine with
lime in the presence of water at ordinary temperatures and give rise to permanently
soluble and stable compounds which Behave like hydraulic binders. Artificial poz-
zolans are formed by heating the clays and cooling them quickly, and are used instead
of natural pozzolans by spraying bricks, and shingles that are added to coarse materials
and sands.

3.2 Tests of the Mortars with the Addition of the Micronized Tile

To prepare the mortar, the standard 4-fraction sands, the Micronized Tile (sieve 325),
and the cement were initially weighed. A standard sample was drawn, without addition
of the Micronized Tile (P), and a second variant with addition of the same (RM).

The mortars were formed following the test procedure established in the norm NC
54-207-1980, used for the quality control of the cements. The following tables sum-
marize the results achieved (Table 6, 7 and 8):

The average resistance of the Standard Mortar = 39.58 MPa represents more than
78%, and is above the minimum 75% specified by the norm so we conclude that the
addition complies in part with the minimum requirements of the pozzolanic activity.

Fig. 2. Jaw Mill. Granulometric curves (a) According to ASTM Standard C-144 “Scaffolding
aggregates in brick and block walls” (b) According to ASTM Standard C-897 897 “Aggregates
for mortars and coatings”.
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The average resistance of the mortar with addition of the micronized tile = 31.14 MPa
represents 75% and also complies with that specified in the standard.

4 Results

Granulometric properties of the micronized tile: In the grinding of the tiles, a better
result of the granulometric characteristics was observed with the use of the hammer
mill with respect to that obtained in the grinding mill. A high degree of fineness of the
particles was also observed (max. Retained on No. 325 (44 l) 34% sieve) which satisfy
the requirements for pozzolanic activity established by ASTM C 618.

Rheological characteristics of the mortar with the addition of the micronized tile:
The results of the fluidity are close to those of the standard mortar made with sand
silica, and even the water/cement ratio is below the pattern which can be explained in
part by low porosity of the ceramic waste.

Mechanical properties of the mortar with addition of the micronized tile: The
performance of the mechanical resistances complies with the requirements of the
ASTM C-618 – 1992 standard adopted for the determination of the pozzolanic activity
index greater than 75% with the addition of up to 20% micronized tile.

Table 6. Proportions of the standardized mortar according to ASTM C 311 to determine the
pozzolanic activity index.

Mortar Cement, g Pozzolan, g Sand, g A/C

Patron 500 0 1375 0.50
Micronized Tile 400 100 1375 0.50

Table 7. Flowability test (Real water content)

Sample Water Fluency A/C

Patron 250 117. 0.50
Micronized Tile 240 115. 0.48

Table 8. Mechanical strength tests (MPa) of the mortar with addition of the Micronized Tile

Age Patron mortar Ceramic tile mortar % Ceramic tile/Patron

3 days 18.67 17.81
18.59 17.34
19.22 18.28

Media 18.83 17.81 94
28 days 41.09 32.19

39.37 30.62
38.28 30.62

Media 39.58 31.14 78.7
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5 Conclusion

It is possible to use ceramic waste in the granulometric benefit of the high modulus fine
grinding sands for the production of concrete, avoiding the losses in work by grading
the sand for use in masonry mortars.

When using wastes from the national ceramic production, the reservoirs of con-
ventional aggregates are conserved.

The costs of annual waste of crushed tiles are reduced by the partial substitution of
high modulus fineness grit sand used in masonry mortar which can reach 35–75% of
the volume used per cubic meter of mortar for coating applications or seat of brick
walls or blocks.

A reduction in the losses of material resources valued of more than 39.0 MUSD per
year is achieved by the granulometric benefit of the crushed sands used in masonry
mortar and cement content savings of up to 20%

Expand the studies of the chemical, physical and technological properties of
ceramic waste to confirm its introduction in the production of the cements without
neglecting the control in the dosages of the same.
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Abstract. In this paper, the difference in the microstructure development of
limestone calcined clay cement (LC3) in comparison with the ordinary Portland
cement (OPC) and Portland pozzolan cement (represented as FA30) at different
water-binder ratios is shown. The results from the studies suggest that a mere
adoption of a lower water binder ratio to reduce the capillary pore space for filling
by hydrates, ensures only a marginal improvement in the kinetics of microstruc‐
tural development, as seen from conductivity evolution in OPC and FA30. Highly
reactive pozzolans ensure a more rapid drop in conductivity due to low-density
hydrates resulting in lower capillary porosity and densification of the hydrate
matrix. BSE micrographs also show a more densified binder matrix with LC3,
mainly due to high pozzolanicity of calcined clay resulting in CSH with lower
C/S ratio with a hybrid hydrated phase assemblage compared to OPC and FA30.
The impact of improved kinetics of LC3 binder reflects in better durability param‐
eters at an early age in the different concretes made with LC3 binder. It is seen
that the fly ash based systems (FA30) show a marked increase in the concrete
resistivity up to an age of 1-year curing. The resultant effect of such microstruc‐
tural development on the chloride resistance of concretes is also discussed.

1 Introduction

The substitution of cement with calcined clay has shown promising results for compres‐
sive strength evolution in cementitious systems [1, 2]. The use of lower grade kaolinite
clay along limestone was found to show comparable mechanical properties with respect
to plain Portland cement [3]. The durability performance of such binder systems will
depend on the development of the physical structure and mineralogical composition of
the hydrated cement paste (hcp). In general, the durability mechanisms of cementitious
systems can be categorised as transport driven problems and phase transformation driven
durability concerns, depending on the predominantly governing mechanism. The prob‐
lems such as chloride ingress and corrosion involve pore structure and ionic transport
as a major governing mechanism. In contrast, in some durability issues such as sulphate
attack and carbonation, the mineralogical composition of the hydrated cement paste can
have a more dominant effect on the performance. It is known that the amount of sulphoa‐
luminate phases (AFm) and the reserve alkalinity of the binder phase maintained by
portlandite control the performance in sulphate rich environment and carbonation
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ingress in the concrete systems respectively. It is also widely acknowledged that
adopting lower water-binder can ensure better performance due to reduced pore struc‐
ture [4].

In this study, the effect of the water-cement ratio on the physical structure develop‐
ment of the OPC, FA30 and LC3 cementitious systems is investigated. The influence of
the structure on one durability parameter of concrete, i.e., surface resistivity, is also
assessed. Scanning electron microscopy in backscattered electron mode is also
conducted to show the densification of the microstructure. The results are supported by
compositional analysis of the microstructure by Energy Dispersive X-ray (EDX) anal‐
ysis and X-Ray Diffraction (XRD). The durability potential of this improved micro‐
structure development seen in LC3 and its effect on the chloride ingress in comparison
with OPC and FA30 concretes after an extended period of curing (1 year) is also
discussed.

2 Materials and Methods

Plain Portland cement (confirming to IS 12269) and Fly ash (Class-F, confirming to IS
3812-Part-1) were used as the binder component in all cementitious mixtures including
cement paste and concrete, and designated as OPC and FA30 (denotes 30% replacement
of Portland cement in the binder). The LC3 from an industry-scale production (details
can be found in [2]) was used as a binder in the cementitious systems designated as
LC3. The chemical composition of the materials used in the study can be found elsewhere
[5]. The mean d50 of the particle size of the Portland cement, fly ash and LC3 were found
to be 18 μm, 23 μm and 14 μm by laser diffraction assessment.

Impedance spectroscopy was carried on the cement paste at three different water-
binder ratios (0.3, 0.4 and 0.5). PCE-based superplasticizer was added to 0.3 water-
binder ratio mixes to ensure a similar flow as in the systems with 0.4 water-binder
(w/b) ratio. The details of the impedance experiments and bulk resistivity assessment
are presented in [6]. Scanning Electron microscopy was carried out on a slice of cement
paste (w/b ratio: 0.4) hydrated in sealed condition for a period of 28 days. The slices
were conditioned for hydration stoppage (in Isopropanol) which was followed by a
period of drying. Later, the conditioned slices of the sample were epoxy impregnated
(under vacuum), polished with diamond spray (up to 1 micron size) and coated with
carbon for observation in the Scanning Electron Microscope in the Back-Scattered
Electron (BSE) mode. In addition, the difference in the mineralogical composition of
the hydrated phases at 28 days of hydration is evaluated by quantitative X-ray diffraction
(XRD) for the three binder systems.

Pore structure assessment by mercury intrusion porosimetry was carried out on a
conditioned sample (sample conditioning similar to that for microscopy) using the
Pascal 140 and 440 instruments.

The surface resistivity measurement was performed on concrete specimens (details
of the concrete mix designs are discussed elsewhere [5]). The measurement was carried
out on a cylindrical specimen (100 mm diameter and 200 mm height) using a Wenner
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four probe resistivity meter (Resipod resistivity meter). A total of 27 measurements on
three different circumferential locations of the cylinder was performed.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Evolution of Electrical Conductivity in Cement Paste

The conductivity response corresponds to the evolution of the interconnected pore space
of the HCP. In general, the electrical response can be a function of interconnected pore
space, the ionic strength of the pore fluid and the capacitance of the solid phase formed
in the different systems. The changes in the pore space are reported to have a predominant
effect on the electrical response [7]. The continuous pore filling process due to the
formation of the hydration products occurs during the cement hydration process. The
evaluation of the electrical response helps track the kinetics of this change in a contin‐
uous non-invasive manner with time. One of the major distinction in the composite
cementitious materials is the interaction between the different replacement materials.
For instance, in FA30, the interaction between clinker and fly ash depends on portlandite
availability, fly ashes reactivity and fineness of fly ashes. Similarly, in the case of LC3,
the interaction between clinker-calcined clay, clinker-limestone and limestone-calcined
clay can also be a governing factor for the improved kinetics. The dependence of reaction
between the different component can alter the generic tendency of the hydrates formation
in both binary and ternary cement composites. The marked difference in the interaction
can be due to a physical or chemical factor. The physical factor can be a reduction of
the particle space due to an increase in the packing of the binder and a dilution of the
reactive component due to partial substitution of the inert component. The chemical part
of the interaction is the influence on the degree of hydration, and formation of hydration
products which alter the kinetics of microstructural development. However, the basic
mechanism of the space filling by the hydration product and underlying reduction in
pore space still remains the most important governing factor affecting the development
of concrete’s properties with the different binder systems. In such a scenario, the effect
of water-binder ratio also plays a crucial role in understanding the efficiency of binder
systems to produce sustainable binders for a range of concrete mixtures with these low
clinker cements.

The evolution of electrical conductivity of the different systems at three water-binder
ratios are presented in Fig. 1(a), (b) and (c). In Fig. 1(a), the microstructural evolution
in the OPC systems shows a major change occurring at early ages (up to 14 days) beyond
which the changes are trivial. The w/b ratio has a predominant effect on the evolution
of the microstructure which maintains a considerable difference even at later ages in
systems with lower w/b ratio showing lower conductivity than systems higher w/b ratios.
The results also show an improved kinetics of the microstructural changes at lower
water-binder ratios in all the binder systems. However, it is also found that lower w/b
ratio doesn’t necessarily invoke progressive reaction at later ages from the anhydrous
binder.
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Fig. 1. Evolution of electrical conductivity in the pastes with OPC (a) (top left), FA30 (b) (top
right), and LC3 (c) (bottom) with different water-binder ratio

In contrast to OPC system, for the composite systems with a part of Portland cement
replaced with fly ash (FA30), there was a steady sign of microstructural changes post
14 days of curing in contrast to plain Portland cement. This reflects the continuous
influence of the fly ash on the microstructure in the composite binders. As seen from
Fig. 1(b), the delayed influence of the fly ash on the microstructure led to a continuous
drop in the conductivity beyond 14 days. FA30 at lower water-binder ratios had a
significantly lower conductivity at all ages, compared to the FA30 systems at higher
water ratio (0.4 and 0.5). It is also seen that the FA30 with higher water-binder ratio
shows a substantial drop in the conductivity with time. This suggests the effect of
continuous and slow dissolution (due to the slow reactivity of the fly ashes) of the fly
ash on the microstructural development in the cementitious systems. This also provides
insight on the performance of concrete in such binder systems. The traditional plain
Portland cement requires a significant reduction of w/b ratio to ensure compliance with
required durability parameter. In the case of the composite cement with SCMs, sufficient
curing can ensure the durability compliance without significant lowering of the water-
binder ratio in the concrete mixtures.
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In the case of the composite blend with limestone and calcined clay, the high reac‐
tivity of the calcined clay as a pozzolan, ensures that the water-cement ratio makes a
minimal difference in the conductivity evolution beyond the early age. It is seen from
the results of the FA30, that systems with higher water-binder ratio show prolonged
evolution in conductivity beyond 28 days, denoting the space bound kinetics of the
binder reactions (in blended systems). The water-cement ratio is one of the major factors
controlling the pore space provided to the anhydrous materials to react and thereby,
dominates the time-dependent space filling mechanism to limit the effect reaction
kinetics in the different binder systems [8]. This difference can be attributed to a reduc‐
tion in the interparticle spaces due to the finer particles of the limestone and calcined
clay, and higher reactivity of the calcined clay. Both these factors led to an acceleration
in the development of microstructure even at higher water-binder ratios. The major
implication from such development is the improved performance of the concrete mixture
at a range of water contents in the concretes.

3.2 Microstructure of LC3 Systems

Backscattered electron images of the three binder systems were obtained for samples
sealed cured for 28 days. The evidence of the variation in microstructural characteristics
is represented from the micrographs at two different magnification levels. Based on the
micrographs for OPC (Fig. 2), the presence of large numbers of pores and presence of
portlandite, a loosely packed structure of the plain Portland cement are noticed. The
microstructural details of the FA30 (Fig. 3) reveal the surplus amount of partially reacted
and/or unreacted fly ash particles. At a much lower magnification, portlandite was not
commonly noticed as seen in OPC, and a local densification of the cementitious matrix
due to partially reacted fly ash can be identified. In the case of the LC3 cementitious
systems, a more compact cementing matrix is seen. In addition, two major differences
in the micrographs of the LC3 system are the compactness of the microstructure and
densified cement matrix, as shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 2. Microstructure of OPC at 28 days at two magnifications; (a) 1000 X and (b) 2000 X; EDX
shows a C/(S+A) ratio of 1.85 in the CS(A)H matrix
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Fig. 3. Microstructure of FA30 at 28 days at two magnifications; (a) 1000 X and (b) 2000 X;
EDX shows a C/(S+A) ratio of 1.48 in the CS(A)H matrix

Fig. 4. Microstructure of LC3 at 28 days at two magnifications; (a) 1000 X and (b) 2000 X; EDX
shows a C/(S+A) ratio of 1.36 in the CS(A)H matrix

The analysis of the chemical composition of the microstructure showed a much lower
Ca/Si ratio in the LC3 in contrast to the FA30 and OPC. This can also be linked to the
difference in the kinetics of microstructure formation and thereby, can influence the
performance of these binders in concrete systems. The presence of a more compact and
dense microstructure in the LC3 cementitious matrix is mainly due to the improved
packing of the LC3 systems, the higher pozzolanic influence of calcined clays (seen from
portlandite consumption) and a more composite hydrate phase assemblage as shown by
the XRD results in Fig. 5a. Though kinetics of the microstructural development has a
crucial role in the development of the macro-scale properties, the influence of the
composite phase assemblage should not be neglected, as it can also influence the chem‐
ical interaction involved in the durability concerns. One such effect, the influence of the
difference in the hydrated phase assemblage can be an alteration in the chloride binding
in the hcp and secondary ettringite formation from monosulphate in the cementitious
systems. In addition, a compact capillary pore space indicates that the concrete made
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with LC3 binder can have much better resistance to transport properties than the conven‐
tional cementitious materials investigated in the study; barring the effect of water-
cement ratio which leads to changes in the capillary space for hydrates, and induces
early densification of microstructure in the finer pores even in the blended systems. From
this study, we show that microstructural development in LC3 cementitious systems at
higher water-binder ratio is better compared to the fly ash blended FA30 at the lower
water-binder ratio. The trends are in agreement with the MIP data presented in Fig. 5b.
From the conductivity data, it is seen that it takes 90 days for lower water-binder ratio
(0.3) FA30 system to reach a similar conductivity state of an early age (7 days to 14
days) LC3 system with the higher water-binder ratio (0.5). Though a comparison of the
absolute conductivity between the binders can be misleading due to the difference in
ionic conductivity of the pore solution varying in the different systems, a relative change
in conductivity or a normalised conductivity (with pore solution) would also suggest
similar trends of an improved kinetics of the microstructural development with the LC3

binder system.

Fig. 5. XRD phase composition of the hydrated cement paste at 28 days (a) and difference in
critical pore size (28 days) with w/b ratio (b) in sealed and cured samples

3.3 Effect on Concrete Properties

Over the years, Wenner four-probe surface resistivity value has been established as an
ideal tool assessment of concrete quality due to the ease in the measurement of on-site
concrete quality for performance-based specifications [9, 10].

To draw a link between improved conductivity evolution in LC3 cement paste, we
performed surface resistivity assessment on different concrete mixes. In equivalent
strength grade (M30 and M50) concretes, FA30 mixes demand lower water-binder ratio
to achieve similar 28 days strength grade. Figure 6 show the positive connect of the
improved kinetics of the LC3 binder to the surface resistivity assessment of concrete
mixes. The trends in concrete suggest that the surface resistivity of FA30 at 365 days is
similar to the surface resistivity of LC3 concrete made at 28 days. The resistivity values
between different concrete in the three classifications follow the order of
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LC3 > FA30 > OPC. Based on the order of an increase in the resistivity value between
28 days and 365 days, the systems ranged in the order FA30 > LC3 > OPC. This shows
the impact of extended curing on the performance of fly ash cementitious systems. From
the literature connecting the resistivity on the concrete to durability performance, we
can suggest that concrete made with LC3 binder can have higher resistance to transport
driven durability problems such as ingress of chloride and propagation of corrosion in
a chloride laden environment, and this property would be significantly better than other
blended systems at early ages.

Fig. 6. Surface resistivity of concrete made with OPC, FA30 and LC3 systems at 28 days and
365 days of curing in high humidity conditions

The variation in the physical structure development and chemical composition of
microstructure leads to a superior durability performance of LC3 concretes. This can be
due to combined effect of better resistance to transport and higher binding of chlorides
in these binder systems (Fig. 7). The chloride profile of the concrete after 1 year of curing
shows less than 5 mm penetration, much lower than the penetration depth of 8 mm and
17 mm in FA30 and OPC respectively. Lowered pore sizes, higher pore solution resis‐
tivity and increased binding of chloride in the hydrated phases are the major reasons for
such performance.
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Fig. 7. Chloride profile of concrete specimen subjected to Bulk diffusion (as per ASTM C1556
[11] for 56 days exposure period) for 1-year curing duration; concrete made with a binder content
of 360 kg/cu.m and the water-binder ratio of 0.45

4 Conclusion

Based on the results presented in the paper, the following conclusions can be drawn on
the effect of the difference in microstructural development on concrete properties:

1. The evolution of microstructure development studied from the changes in conduc‐
tivity with time shows the positive effect of calcined clay on the LC3 cementitious
matrix. The results show that mere lowering of water-binder ratio ensure only a
minor improvement in the kinetics of microstructural development within a partic‐
ular binder system. A reduction in water-binder ratio doesn’t necessarily ensure
better durability parameter similar to the improved effectiveness seen in composite
systems (FA30 and LC3) due to better densification of the microstructure with
hydration period.

2. In agreement with the improved kinetics, the SEM micrographs showed a denser
microstructure in the LC3 binder matrix along with variation in the composition of
the microstructure. It is also found that the effect on the porosity of the binder is also
positive.

3. The improved kinetics has a positive impact on the concrete resistivity development
of the LC3 concrete mixes, with a higher resistivity at early curing period. It is also
found that the FA30 concrete mixes at equivalent concrete grade or equivalent mix
design could attain similar high resistivity only after an extended period of curing.

4. Concrete made with LC3 has excellent resistance to ingress of chlorides. The chloride
profile of 1 year cured concretes showed lower and steeper trend than for the other
two cements. The depth of chloride ingress was only 5 mm which was nearly twice
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lower than FA30 and thrice lower than OPC, confirming the combined positive effect
of the combined physical and chemical variation of the microstructure in the LC3

binder systems on the performance of concrete.
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Abstract. This investigation evaluates the behavior of processes of carbonation
in the concrete made with cement low carbon LC3, under different environ-
mental conditions. To determine the carbonated depth, the phenolphthalein
technique is used.
Generally the elements made from ternary cements are more sensitive to

carbonation than those produced with Portland cements (PC), due to the effect of
substitution of clinker with consequent reduction of the alkalinity, so it corre-
sponds to test results conducted with elements manufactured at the Center for
Research and Development of Construction (CIDC) in Havana (area of low
aggressiveness) (Fig. 2) of 30 MPa characteristic strength, kept in a zone of
relative humidity (HR) between 60 and 70%.
On the other hand, when evaluating concrete characteristic design strength of

25 MPa produced in the company of Industrial Production (EPI) Villa Clara,
located in Cayo Santa Maria (marine area of high environmental aggressiveness)
(Fig. 1), items made with LC3 demonstrate a carbonated depth lower compared
to concrete produced with PC, an atypical situation, which may be due to the
high levels of porosity in conjunction with the effects of leaching more
aggressively in concrete with a higher content of compounds soluble as CO2.

1 Introduction

Global demand for cement and concrete has increased exponentially over the last
twenty years and is the result of a combination of strong ongoing trends, such as
population growth and the growing need for infrastructure and housing. The cement
industry has undergone significant pressure and has made efforts to improve its pro-
duction efficiency as well as its environmental impact [1]. The real potential for
improvement is based on the replacement of clinker by Complementary Cementitious
Materials (SCMs) [2, 3], but the problem is that the availability of these materials is
limited and therefore the potential to reduce energy and Emissions through clinker
replacement is compromised [4–6].

Kaolinitic clays, however, are widely available in the tropical zone of the planet.
Extensive research has demonstrated the reactivity of kaolinic clays when fired at
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temperatures between 600–800 °C [7, 8]. It has recently been shown that clays with
relatively low kaolinite content (less than 50%) could also be highly reactive [9, 10]. In
addition, it has been shown that the synergism between calcined clays and limestone
allows for 50% clinker replacement rates without compromising either early and late
strength and cement durability [11, 12]. A tertiary cement of clinker-calcined clay up to
50% has been developed and produced at different scales, including a complete
industrial test at a cement plant, for use in general-purpose construction applications in
Cuba and India [13, 14].

This work presents an evaluation of the durability of the concrete made with the
cement produced during the industrial test in Cuba. The tests were performed on
concrete specimens placed on the sea shore in a highly aggressive environment and
exposed concrete samples in a site of low aggressiveness. Carbonation was one of the
main experiments for the evaluation of durability.

2 Description of the Preliminary Tests

Concrete designs were made with 25 MPa for the precast elements placed in conditions
of high aggressiveness and 30 MPa for the specimens (150 � 300 mm) exposed to low
aggressiveness, using Cuban calcareous aggregates. The M381, M25 and SGR series
were made with the new cement, while the M32 and P series were cast with the Cuban
Portland Cement, type I with 88% clinker, known as P35. Tables 1 and 2 show the
details of the mix design and the mechanical properties of the manufactured concrete.

Fig. 2. Exposure site with low aggressiveness

Table 1. Main characteristics of the elements to evaluate in high aggressiveness site

ID Target strength Cement kg/m3 w/c Slump (cm) Date

M381 25 MPa 360 0,47 8 2013-11-02
M-25 25 MPa 360 0,47 12 2014-02-06
M-32 P-35 25 MPa 300 0,40 8 2014-02-10

Fig. 1. Exposure site with high
aggressiveness
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The elements were cured for 28 days, while the specimens had different curing
regimes (0, 3 and 28 days).

For the preparation of the samples the same procedure was used for all the samples.
A traverse was carried out (for the surface originally exposed to the atmosphere) dry
cut with 50 mm of thickness (Fig. 3).

Later, this slice was fractioned in two identified
halves as half “a” and half “b” of its corresponding
to each one of the samples (Fig. 4).

The phenolphthalein takes a red - purple color
for values of superior pH to 9.5 (not carbonated
concrete) and becomes colorless in inferior values at
8 (carbonated concrete). For values among 8 and
9.5, the color is between rose and red purple
(Fig. 5).

1 or 2 min after the application and before
lapsing 15 min, the mensuration of the carbonation
depth (the longitude of the area colorless measured
from the surface) is made, and the maximum and
minimum values, as well as the arithmetic stocking
are determined. The procedure should not take more
than 20 min. The measures are carried out with a
mensuration instrument able to guarantee a precision
of 0.5 mm.

Table 2. Main characteristics of the elements to evaluate in low aggressiveness site

ID Target strength Cement kg/m3 w/c Slump (cm) Date

SGR 30 MPa 404 0,42 17,5 2014-03-14
P 30 MPa 417 0,42 17,8 2014-03-14

Fig. 3. Preparation of the
samples

Fig. 4. Cut of the samples

Fig. 5. Application of the
phe-nolphthalein
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3 Test Results and Analysis

The pictures after application of phenolphthalein are show in Fig. 6.

The results of carbonation obtained are presented in Figs. 7 and 8, comparing
values between LC3 with PC.

It can be observed that the concretes manufactured with both types of cements in a
marine tropical area, where the effect of the exchange of the tides the relative humidity
of the environment is manifested it is generally high, is above 80% during a great part
of the year, which provokes the saturation of the pores of the concrete, a factor that
facilitates the diffusion of CO2 inside the concrete structure. This results in a smaller
aggressiveness of the phenomenon of the carbonation in the concretes [11], compared
to other types of atmospheres.

The atypical behavior of the carbonation can be due to the tide phenomenon. This
provokes a greater dissolution of portlandite (CaOH2) in elements that contain PC. This
results in a higher porosity and a lower CO2 absorption capacity. Nevertheless, con-
cretes with cement content of low carbon LC3 are advantageous, because the additions
that compose the cement LC3 combined with the products of reaction of the PC,

Fig. 6. Concrete samples with phenolphthalein and mensuration instrument.

Fig. 7. Low aggressiveness site Fig. 8. High aggressiveness site
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specifically the portlandite are insoluble [13], and hinder the entrance of CO2 into the
concrete.

The located elements the place of low aggressiveness, with intervals of HR among
from 60 to 70%, present a favorable condition so that it is triggers the carbonation
reactions. This factor, associated to the grade of basicity of the concretes elaborated
with LC3, can be the reason of the aggressive behavior of the carbonation front.

In situations contrary to the behavior of the carbonation of the elements elaborated
with cement P-35, in CIDC Havana, the effect of the carbonation was insignificant.
This is due to a higher alkaline content present in the dosages.

4 Conclusion

The results, that are just preliminary due to the limited amount of data collected so far,
highlight the following facts:

The concretes elaborated with LC3 confer a better behavior in areas of exchanges
of tides with which (HR 80%) the elements taken place with cement P-35, since the
effects of the lixiviation in the latter are more aggressive when possessing a higher
CaOH2 content. During dissolution, soluble compounds leave high indexes of pores
and permeability, provoking in the periods of drying a bigger diffusion of CO2 inside
the concrete and therefore the acid reacts with more depth.

The elements elaborated with LC3 located in areas of HR stocking are much more
susceptible to the effect of the carbonatation even with higher indexes of imperme-
ability and porosity, due to the first layer of alkalinity in the pores of the elements, a
primordial factor in the effects of the carbonation.

The results of these tests are encouraging in terms of the potential durability of LC3
concretes and confirm the importance of the execution quality on the performance of
full scale elements as well as the need for measurements on site for a realistic durability
appraisal.
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Abstract. This paper shows the effect of metakaolin with different amorphous
phase content on 2 and 7 day compressive strengths and microstructure of
MK-blended cement pastes. The cement pastes that contained 0%, 10% and
50% MK were prepared at a constant water/binder ratio of 0.35 and cured at
22 °C for 2 days and 7 days. It was found that cement paste with high-quality
MK (high amorphous phase content) resulted in a higher early age compressive
strength than pastes with lower amorphous phase contents and this was attrib-
uted to high initial reactivity. The lowest amorphous phase content MK/cement
blends achieved early age compressive strengths comparable to higher amor-
phous phase content MK/cement blends. The MK-blended pastes, prepared
without a plasticizer, had higher degrees of agglomeration and lower strengths.

1 Introduction

Ordinary Portland cement (OPC) is commonly used as the binder for concrete.
However, its production is energy-intensive and releases large amounts of carbon
dioxide (CO2) into the atmosphere [1, 2]. Globally, the production of OPC accounts for
5–7% of total CO2 emissions [3, 4]. Consequently, less energy-intensive supplemen-
tary cementitous materials such as fly ash, ground granulated blast furnace and silica
fume are commonly used as cement extenders [5]. However, these materials are sub-
jected to availability problems. The use of metakaolin (MK) as cement extender has
also been considered [6, 7]. However, despite the number of studies in recent years on
the use of MK as an OPC replacement, in practice its use is still low. The utilisation of
MK as an OPC partial replacement greatly improves the mechanical and durability
properties of concrete in comparison to OPC alone due to its high pozzolanic reactivity,
significantly lower the cement carbon footprint [6, 8, 9].

Kaolinitic clays that are used to produce MK are ubiquitously and abundantly
available. In South Africa MK can be produced in large quantities, as the kaolinitic
clays occur in widespread deposits available in the country. Locations with deposits of
suitable kaolinitic clays for MK production in South Africa include Makana in the
Eastern Cape, Hammanskraal outside Pretoria, Zebediela in Limpopo, Northern Cape
and Western Cape.

There have been several studies on the compressive strength of concrete containing
MK. These studies have shown that partial replacement of OPC with MK can improve
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concrete compressive strength. The enhancement in compressive strength of concrete
incorporating MK may be attributed to the filler effect, the ability of MK to accelerate
cement hydration and pozzolanic reaction of MK [6]. Silica fume exhibits similar
performance and therefore, MK has the capability to replace silica fume (SF) as an
alternative cement extender [10]. Caldarone et al. [11] produced concretes with 5% and
10% MK by weight of Type 1 cement, with w/c of 0.40, which showed enhanced
strengths of up to 365 days. They reported that their MK-OPC concretes exhibited
strengths, which were slightly greater than SF-OPC mixtures at the same levels of
cement replacement by the pozzolans. Controls had the lowest strength at all ages.
Similar results were reported by Wild et al. [6], who tested concretes with 5% to 30%
MK, ranging from one to 90 days in age, produced at a w/c of 0.45. They found that
20% replacement with MK was optimal for achieving maximum long-term strength
enhancement. Poon et al. [12] also reported that cement pastes containing 5% to 20%
MK had higher compressive strengths than the controls at all ages from 3 to 90 days,
with the paste containing 10% MK performing the best. Similar results were also
reported by Li and Ding [13] where concrete achieved the highest compressive strength
with 10% MK. It is clear that MK improves the compressive strength of concrete.
Overall, MK has great promise as an SCM.

2 Method

The CSIR has successfully produced MK from kaolinitic clays, initially using an
electric furnace under very strict controlled conditions in the laboratory and then
semi-industrially using coal-fired vertical shaft kilns (VSKs). High grade kaolinitic clay
containing 95% kaolinite was calcined in all cases. Additionally, a low grade kaolinitic
clay (red brick clay) was used in the laboratory scale to produce MK. The aim of study
was to evaluate the compressive strength of cement pastes containing 10% and 50%
MK from the 3 different metakaolins and to examine microstructural differences of
cements extended using the metakaolins using scanning electron microscopy (SEM).

The metakaolins differed in the amounts of amorphous content. Mineralogical
characteristics of the raw clay materials and of the metakaolins are shown in Tables 1
and 2.

Table 1. Mineralogical composition of the clay raw materials used to produce the different
metakaolin qualities in wt%

Mineralogical characteristics Low quality MK Medium quality MK High quality MK

Kaolinite 19 95 95
Quartz 33 4 4
Anatase – 1 1
Feldspar 39 – –

Mica 9 – –
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CEM I OPC 52.5 N was used in this study. The cement paste/MK blends prepared
had MK contents of 10% and 50% for each quality of metakaolin. CEM I OPC 52.6 N
was used for the control paste. The water/binder ratio used for all pastes was 0.35. No
superplasticizer was used in this study. Cube specimens of 100 � 100 � 100 mm
were cast in steel molds. They were de-molded after 1 day and cured in water at 22 °C.
The compressive strengths of the pastes were determined at the ages 2 and 7 days.

3 Results

3.1 Compressive Strength

The results of the compressive strength are shown in Figs. 1 and 2, where each value is
the average of three measurements.

The cement pastes containing 10% MK showed marginal decrease in strength when
compared to the control at 2 days. The cement paste containing 10% high-quality MK
had higher compressive strength than the control at 7 days. However, the cement pastes
containing low and medium quality MK had compressive strength similar to the
control. It was concluded that at early ages, the low and medium quality MK used in
this study hardly contributed to the compressive strength of cement pastes. Addition of
a superplasticizer could have improved consistency; workability and avoidance of

Table 2. Mineralogical composition of the metakaolins produced using an electric furnace in
the laboratory, VSK and produced from the red brick clay

Mineralogical composition Low quality MK Medium quality MK High quality MK

Amorphous phase 23 69 90.64
Quartz 31 4 5.65
Anatase – 1.5 1.57
Mullite – 4.9 0.73
Cristobalite – 9.2 –

Mica 9 – 1.41
Feldspar 37 – –

Fig. 1. Compressive strength of cement pastes containing 10% MK
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agglomeration during mixing which resulted in lower strength [10]. Amazingly, cement
paste with low quality MK performed very well in comparison to medium and high
qualities MK as shown in Figs. 1 and 2. Juenger et al. [14] obtained similar results
when clay shale as raw material was used to produce MK.

Literature shows that OPC replacement levels of 10% or 15% are optimal for
maximum compressive strength [12, 13]. However, in this study cement some pastes
contained 50% MK of different qualities. The cement pastes containing 50% MK had
lower compressive strength than the control at both 2 and 7 days. However, the results
indicate the compressive strength of cement pastes containing 50% MK increased
rapidly from 2 days to 7 days.

3.2 Microstructure

Figures 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 show the images of the control, cement pastes with MK
contents of 10% and 50% for each metakaolin of different qualities at 2 days.

Fig. 2. Compressive strength of cement pastes containing 50% MK

Fig. 3. 100% OPC magnification of 100 and 500X
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Fig. 4. 10% low quality MK magnification of 100 and 500X

Fig. 5. 10% medium quality MK magnification of 100 and 500X

Fig. 6. 10% high quality MK magnification of 100 and 500X
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Fig. 7. 50% low quality MK magnification of 100 and 500X

Fig. 8. 50% medium quality MK magnification of 100 and 500X

Fig. 9. 50% high quality MK magnification of 100 and 500X
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The presence of lumps suggests agglomeration during mixing. As seen in Fig. 6,
the paste with 50% medium quality shows some agglomeration. Similar results were
observed for the paste incorporated with 50% high quality MK as shown in Fig. 9.

The results obtained from SEM indicate that the pastes with high content of MK
had higher degree of agglomeration in comparison with lower content of MK.

4 Conclusion

The addition of metakaolin influences the compressive strength of cement pastes. The
quality of MK affected the compressive strength obtained in MK-blended cement
pastes. The cement pastes with high quality MK had high compressive strength
compared to cement pastes with low and medium quality due to its high initial reac-
tivity. The absence of superplasticizer in MK-blended cement pastes resulted to lower
compressive strength and high degree of agglomeration. The cement pastes with low
quality MK performed well in comparison with cement pastes containing high and
medium qualities MK. Further work will be performed to obtain the compressive
strengths of the MK-blended cements pastes at the age 14 and 28 days.
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Influence of Initial Water Curing
on Strength and Microstructure Development

of Blended Cements
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Abstract. Hydration of cement is a long term chemical process which requires
water. Construction industry often prefers cement with high early strength and
short curing period. Limestone calcined clay cement (LC3), which can replace
clinker up to 50%, has potential benefits in this regard due to its low clinker
factor and rapid reaction kinetics. In this study, ordinary portland cement, fly ash
based portland pozzolanic cement, limestone calcined clay cement and com-
posite cement (OPC with slag and fly ash) were prepared in laboratory. Mortar
cubes and paste specimens were cast at constant water to binder ratio. The
samples then exposed to different curing regimes by changing it from water
curing to air curing (R.H � 10–20%) at selected intervals. The curing temper-
ature was kept constant as 27 °C. Compressive strength of mortar cubes were
taken at standard ages. Effect of curing conditions on phase assemblage were
quantified using, quantitative x-ray diffraction.

1 Introduction

Hydration of cement requires water. The process of curing ensures the presence of
water in the system during hydration process, by providing moisture externally or
stopping evaporation of water from specimen. Generally, the rate of hydration is high
during the initial days and then decreases, making the initial days critical from curing
point of view. But, this depends on type of cement. The industry is keen to reduce the
use of clinker in cement, by replacing it with alternative materials called supplementary
cementitious materials (SCMs). The cement blends with lower clinker factor have
many advantages over conventional ordinary Portland cement (OPC). These blends can
drastically reduce environmental pollution that comes from production of clinker
through lowering the clinker factor by utilizing industrial by-products such as fly ash
and slag. As per the Indian standards, based on quality, up to 30% of clinker can be
replaced by fly ash and, up to 70% of clinker can be replaced using slag. Generally,
these binary blends have low early strength and longer curing period [1]. The con-
struction industry is interested in high early strength as well as lower curing period due
to economic factors. In order to reduce these disadvantages, ternary cements were
proposed using more than one SCMs [2].

The curing requirement may be different for different type of cements. It is expected
that cementswith high early age strength demands high amount ofwater. Ternary cements
using alternative rawmaterialsmay influence the curing requirements.Many studies have
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shown that the effect of curing conditions is more influential on blended cements. A study
on fly ash based cement indicated that effect of curing largely depends on physical and
chemical properties of clinker and w/b ratio rather than that of fly ash properties and
replacement factor [3].

This study aims to identify the effect of curing conditions: relative humidity and
curing duration on strength development of mortar from different blends prepared by
replacing clinker with various SCMS.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Raw Materials and Blends

The raw materials were ground individually in laboratory ball mill. Blends were pre-
pared by interblending of raw materials. The chemical composition of raw materials
from X-ray fluorescence and composition of raw materials in blends are shown below
(Tables 1 and 2).

Table 1. Chemical composition of raw materials

Chemical composition (%) Clinker Gypsum Fly ash Slag Cal. Clay Limestone

SiO2 21.07 2.77 67.66 32.26 54.67 11.02
Al2O3 4.65 0.62 22.18 23.16 27.69 1.55
Fe2O3 4.32 0.36 5.32 1.93 4.93 2.53
CaO 65.16 32.62 0.32 33.88 0.06 44.24
MgO 2.13 1.2 0.18 7.01 0.13 1.96
SO3 0.77 38.75 0.02 0.00 0.10 0.00
Na2O 0.38 0.06 0.43 0.01 0.12 0.00
K2O 0.20 0.037 1.6 0.37 0.25 0.00
LOI 0.96 23.02 1.74 1.08 10.28 36.96

Table 2. Raw material composition of blends (by % of weight)

Name of the
blend

Abbr. Clinker Gypsum Fly
ash

Slag Calcined
clay

Lime-stone

Ordinary
portland
cement

OPC 95 5 – – – –

Portland
pozzolanic
cement

FA30 65 5 30 – – –

Composite
cement

CCS 50 5 15 30 – –

Limestone
calcined clay
cement

LC3 50 5 – – 30 15
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2.2 Specimen Preparation

For compressive strength testing, mortar cubes of 70.6 mm size were cast as per IS
4031 part-6. The blends were dry mixed with standard sand [4] with a ratio of 1:3.
A fixed water to binder ratio-0.45 was used for all blends. Paste samples were prepared
by mixing cement blend with water at w/b ratio of 0.45. Proper mixing was ensured
using high speed paste mixer.

2.2.1 Curing Conditions
The temperature during the whole process: material conditioning, casting of specimen
and curing was maintained at 27 ± 2 °C. The prepared specimens (mortar cubes and
paste samples) kept in an environmental controlled room (temperature: 27 ± 2 °C,
RH: 65 � 5%) for 24 h. After first day, specimens were demoulded and shifted to
different curing regimes. Two different relative humidity (RH) was considered for this
study: A higher RH of 100% (HH) and a lower RH of 10–20% (LH). HH was obtained
by placing samples in lime saturated water and LH was obtained by placing samples in
a closed box with silica gel inside. Fresh silica gel, which is blue in colour absorbs
moisture from surroundings and turns colourless. Old silica gel was continuously
replaced by fresh one at regular intervals to keep the humidity low. The curing duration
was planned by shifting specimens from HH to LH at specific time durations. The
details of curing durations and corresponding notation used in this paper are shown in
Table 3.

The cubes were tested in compression testing machine of capacity 500 kN with a
loading rate of 2.40 kN/s. Average compressive strength of 3 cubes was considered for
representation. The test is performed as per the Indian standard [5]. The compressive
strength tests were carried out on the specimens in mortar cubes at 28 days.

For x-ray diffraction analysis, hardened Cement paste slices of 3 mm were cut and
one surface of the slice was polished using 1200 silicon carbide paper. The XRD
scanning was carried out in Bruker D8 Advance Eco X-ray diffractometer at 40 mV
and 25 mA with Cu target (Ka = 1.54 Ao). The range of scanning is 5o to 65o and rate
of scanning is 0.019o/0.3 s. The whole running time for a single sample is around
17 min. In order to avoid carbonation of samples, scanning was carried out immedi-
ately after slicing and polishing. Quantitative analysis of phases was carried out using
the software TOPAS v5 from Bruker. Major clinker phases and hydration products
were quantified by external standard method using rutile.

Table 3. Curing regimes and notations

Curing regime Notations

Specimen cured in HH HH
Specimen cured in HH till 3 day and shifted to LH after 3 days HH(3)_LH
Specimen cured in HH till 7 day and shifted to LH after 7 days HH(7)_LH
Specimen cured in LH LH
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3 Results

The 28-day compressive strength of mortar cubes cured under various curing regimes
are shown in Fig. 1 (Fig. 2).

4 Conclusion

• It is evident the loss of strength occurs due to improper curing in all blends irre-
spective of clinker replacement factor.

• Both RH and curing period affects the strength development. This is more pre-
dominant in OPC where the clinker factor is high. The hydration of clinker phases
especially belite, is highly influenced by presence of water in the system.

Fig. 1. 28-day mortar compressive strength of blends at different curing regimes

Fig. 2. XRD pattern of hydrated cement pastes at 28 days for both LH and HH
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• It is to be noted that blended cements including FA30 has shown almost similar
trend. This can be due to the particle size distribution fly ash and slag. The fine
nature of these materials increases the pore refinement. The refinement of pores at
specimen surface at early ages helps to maintain internal RH, by stopping evapo-
ration during later age hydration.

The internal RH of specimen can impact the effect of curing, leads to possible
influence of specimen size. Further work is required to check the influence of w/b ratio.
Once the surface pores of the specimen stop percolation, the influence of external RH
on properties of specimen as a whole stops. The time of occurrence of this transfor-
mation, after which curing has no influence, is depends on physical and chemical
properties of raw materials, temperature history, w/b ratio etc.
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Initial Performance Evaluation of Calcined Clay Based
Ternary Blended Cement Under Various Climatic

Conditions in India
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Abstract. Portand pozzolanic cement using fly ash (FA30), which replaces 30%
of clinker, is the most produced cement in India. But, rules due to the fast depletion
of natural resources and stricter on emissions, the industry is keen to reduce the
clinker factor further. New ternary blended cement, limestone calcined clay
cement (LC3) can be a good option due to its high clinker replacement and use of
low grade raw materials. The cement is aimed for general purpose. India, having
wide range of climatic conditions, producing general purpose cement for the
entire country is always a hard task for cement companies. For a new cement, it
is worthy to check the performance under different climatic conditions. In this
regard, concrete columns were cast in both FA30 and LC3, and placed at 8 loca‐
tions. NDT test was performed on columns to understand the performance
concrete.

Keywords: Field performance · Limestone calcined clay cement · Climatic
conditions

1 Introduction

As one of the fastest growing economy in the world area with massive population, India
has tremendous potential for growth in infrastructure sector including construction in
which cement is an essential commodity. Forecasting the growth of the industry versus
its impact on environment and sustainability; industry is in search for new technologies.
Production of cement through clinker manufacturing emits significant amount of CO2
due to chemical process and energy requirement involved in it. In the new scenario of
climate change, the world is looking for emission reduction from industries who are
more liable; and cement industry is one of them. The Indian cement industry which is
second behind China in terms of production, practices best technologies available in
market, and uses supplementary cementitious materials (SCMs) and mineral additives
as clinker replacement in cement. The presence of large number of coal based thermal
power plants in the country leads to use of fly ash, a by-product from coal combustion
as the major SCM in the country. Currently more than 65% of market share goes to
portland pozzolanic cement with fly ash which can replace 30% of clinker as per Indian
standards. Due to the same emission issues, the Indian government is moving to alternate
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sources for power generation, which can lead to closure of coal based thermal power
plants, thus can drastically reduce the availability of fly ash in future.

At this stage, the major way for emission reduction is the use of alternate raw mate‐
rials which can reduce the clinker factor further. The recently developed ternary blended
cement known as limestone calcined clay cement (LC3), which can replace clinker up
to 50% is a good option [1]. LC3, which uses the synergy between clinker, calcined clay
and limestone has benefits such as high early strength, better durability, and can be
produced from lower grade raw materials [2]. The cement is aimed to be used as a
general-purpose cement. The details of raw material processing and production can be
found in literature [3, 4].

India is a one of the largest countries in the world, with a wide range of climatic
conditions. Cement which is proposed to be used for structural applications need to
satisfy the necessary durability criteria in all the climatic conditions within the country.
To evaluate this, a real field, long term experimental programme was proposed. The
entire process of the experimental programme - material preparation, selection of loca‐
tions, and initial tests are explained in the next section.

2 Methodology

Concrete columns of size 230 × 230 × 900 mm were cast using two blends; FA30 and
LC3. The size of column was designed in such a way that it can be considered as rein‐
forced concrete structure and can be transported easily. The specimens were kept for 3
months under same conditions and placed in different locations across the country. It is
planned to retrieve the concrete columns after 5 years for necessary durability testing in
the laboratory.

2.1 Specimen Preparation

Both LC3 and OPC produced by industrial trial production [3] were used for this study.
FA30 blend was prepared in laboratory ball mill by intergrinding commercial fly ash
and OPC. Water to binder ratio was kept at 0.45. A PCE based super plasticizer- Glenium
MasterSky B8233 was used with a dosage of 0.7% of total binder content. Concrete mix
was prepared using a drum mixer of 400 L capacity, and mix was poured into the
prepared moulds. Concrete cubes of size 150 mm were also prepared to obtain compres‐
sive strengths. The specimens were wet cured for 14 days under ambient conditions, and
kept for further 90 days at same conditions. Each set of columns were transported to the
selected locations for installation.

2.2 Selection of Locations and Installation of Columns

Two climatic classifications were considered for determining the locations. The national
building code of India (NCBI) [5] and Koppen classification [6]. The selected locations
and respective climatic zones are explained in Table 1. The columns were installed in
open areas. Efforts were taken to avoid any kind of shades including proximity of trees.
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The half (lengthwise) of the column was placed below the ground level. In this way, it
is possible to understand the effect of soil conditions on properties on concrete.

Table 1. Selected locations of installing concrete specimens

Nos Place State Climatic condition
NBCI Koppen

1 Delhi Delhi Composite Semi-arid
2 Chennai Tamil Nadu Warm humid Tropical wet and dry
3 Srinagar Jammu & Kashmir Cold Mountain
4 Jodhpur Rajasthan Hot and dry Arid
5 Bangalore Karnataka Temperate Semi-arid
6 Jhansi M. P Composite Humid Subtropical
7 Thangskai Meghalaya Warm Humid Humid Subtropical
8 Surathkal Karnataka aMarine aMarine

aNot defined by the classification systems. Selected for studying the effect of marine exposure

2.3 Tests on Columns

After 15 months, field visits were conducted to four locations. Non-destructive testing
was carried out at this stage including visual observation. Studies have shown the rela‐
tionship between electrical resistivity and pore refinement in concrete specimens, and
can be used as a measure of quality of concrete against its resistance to ionic ingress. It
is also an indication of rate of corrosion and chloride resistance of concrete [7, 8].
Concrete resistivity can be measured using a Wenner four-electrode technique
commonly used for measuring soil resistivity [9]. The ACI committee report establishes
the relationship between concrete resistivity and corrosion rate [10].

In order to observe the quality of concrete below the ground level, soil strata was
removed from two side of the column till the bottom end. The selected surface portion
was cleaned properly. Surface resistivity measurement were taken using a 4 probe 39 mm
fixed probe Proceq surface resistivity meter. Moisture presence in the surface of
specimen can drastically affect the readings. To eliminate this variation, the surface
moisture was normalized by pouring water in concrete surface and monitored using a
moisture meter. Measurements were taken from two adjacent vertical surfaces, with an
interval of 10 cm between two readings.

3 Results

The compressive strength of concrete cubes were obtained as per Indian standard [11].
The test results are shown in Fig. 1. The surface resistivity of measured concrete columns
is described in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 1. Compressive strength of concrete

Fig. 2. Surface resistivity of concrete columns

4 Discussions

• No visible crack was observed in both PPC and LC3 specimens.
• LC3 and PPC specimens have shown good surface resistivity. At this point of time,

LC3 have shown a better surface resistivity. This can be due to better pore refinement
in LC3 system. All the tested samples have very low corrosion rate as per the ACI
guidelines.

• There is a significant variation in the observed values. This can be attributed to pres‐
ence of reinforcements as well as the variation of moisture in specimen. Specimen
moisture depends on local conditions like rain, sunlight, humidity, temperature espe‐
cially during the recent days of testing period. The conditions during testing: temper‐
ature and humidity can also affect the readings.

• It has to be noted that one year of duration not sufficient to understand the effect of
climatic conditions on durability performance of concrete. Moreover, further testing
such as chloride ingress, carbonation, corrosion and sulphate attack in which many
of them are destructive in nature to be carried out for a proper conclusion. It is also
advised to carry out these tests t under same conditions.
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Alkali Silica Reaction and Sulfate Attack: Expansion
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Abstract. In this paper, two durability issues: Alkali Silica Reaction (ASR) and
external sulfate attack were studied. The results of expansion were presented for
a Normal Portland cement and a blended cement LC3 containing calcined clay
and limestone as supplementary cementitious materials (SCMs). The systems
containing SCMs did not expand after several years of exposure showing a high
resistance to ASR and sulfate attack.

1 Introduction

Concrete structures are often subject to degradation due to the alkali silica reaction
(ASR). ASR is a reaction between amorphous silica from aggregates and the alkalis
from the pore solution of the cement paste. An expansive gel is formed, which induces
cracks until a complete deterioration of the concrete. For different reasons, the ingress
of sulfate ions in concrete structures called sulfate attacks can also lead to major dete‐
rioration of civil engineering structures such as piers, bridges, concrete pipes. Damage
due to sulfate interaction with concrete can result in the expansion then cracking and
softening with loss of strength. The sulfate ions, which come from soil, seawater, react
with the cement hydrates (calcium hydroxide, C-S-H. AFm phases) to form ettringite,
gypsum and thaumasite in presence of carbonates [1–3].

The use of supplementary cementitious materials to control the expansion is well
established and a number of reviews have been published [4–7]. However, the role of
SCMs is strongly dependent on their chemical composition and replacement level. Their
mechanisms in mitigating ASR and reducing sulfate ingress remain unclear. Therefore,
in ASR condition, it has been also suggested that the presence of alumina in SCMs
contributed some way to prevent the release of alkali back to the pore solution. However,
Chappex and Scrivener [8] showed that this effect is extremely small. Alumina is an
inhibitor of silica dissolution [9]. Based on these observations, the use of alumina-rich
SCMs, such as calcined clays containing metakaolin should be favoured for mitigating
ASR effects. Blended cement with fly ash or/and silica fume shows a better resistance
to sulfate attack due to the additional formation of C-S-H and the reduced amounts of
portlandite and monosulfate. This induces a refined porosity thus retarding the penetra‐
tion of sulfate ions [6]. It was report that limestone addition up to 5%wt reduces porosity
but this effect is reversed for larger amount (>10%wt) [6, 7]. On the other hand, meta‐
kaolin or natural pozzolans gives a significant reduction in expansion and an increasing
resistance to sulfate attack with the increasing metakaolin replacement level [10–12].
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In this paper, we studied the effect of the combination of two SCMs: limestone and
calcined clay at high replacement level to improve the resistance to sulfate attack and
Alkali Silica Reaction of concrete structures by measuring the length change.

2 Materials and Testing Procedures

2.1 Materials for Alkali Silica Reaction

Portland cement CEM I 42.5 N, calcined clay containing approximatively 50% of
calcined kaolinite and commercial limestone were used to prepare blended cement LC3
containing 30% calcined clay and 15% limestone. Two types of aggregates with the same
particle size distribution were tested, a highly reactive North American sand (NA sand)
and a slowly reactive Swiss aggregate (CH sand).

2.2 Materials for Sulfate Attack

Portland cements CEM I 42.5 N with C3A content (5–6%), two different calcined clays
with approximatively the same content in calcined kaolinite (50%) and limestone powder
were used to prepare ternary blended cement with three replacement levels: LC3-50
with 45% replacement – LC3-65 with 30% replacement – LC3-80 with 15% replacement.

2.3 Procedure of Testing Alkali Silica Reaction

Mortars bars were cast with the same Water/Binder ratio of 0.46, the amount of plasti‐
cizer was adjusted to obtain a workable mixture. Mortar bars were cast with inset metal
measurement studs to monitor expansion. The aggregate to cement ratio was 3. The
mortars bars were first cured for 28 days at 20 °C and 95%RH. They were then put in
alkaline solution containing 0.32 mol/l NaOH as it is close to the pore solution and at
38 °C to accelerate the expansion. The length was measured at regular intervals at 38 °C.

2.4 Procedure of Testing Sulfate Attack

Mortars were prepared according to EN196-1 with water to binder ratio of 0.5 and a
sand/binder ratio of 3 to 1. Mortar bars were cast with inset metal measurement studs
to monitor expansion. All mortars were cured for 90 days in saturated limewater at 20 °C
before exposure to 30 g/l Na2SO4 solution. Prisms for expansion after curing were cut
to 2 × 2 × 16 mm size. Then, they were immersed in 30 g/l sodium sulfate solution with
dynamic mode i.e. the solution was renewed regularly.
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3 Expansion Results

3.1 Expansion Due to Alkali Silica Reaction

Figure 1 shows the expansion as function of time for the Portland cement in NaOH
solution with two concentration 0.32 M and 1.6 M, for ternary blend with calcined clay
and limestone and 2 types of aggregates. We can observe that the expansion was more
important in Portland cement than in LC3 systems. In the 1.6 M, the expansion seemed
to be faster but stabilized after a while. However, in the lower concentration solution,
the expansion increased slower without stabilisation. The limit defined by standard
ASTM C1293 on concrete and C1260/C1367 on mortars (different exposure and curing
conditions) are respectively 0.04% at 1 year and 0.1% at 14 days. All LC3-50 did not
expand significantly and passed the requirements.

Fig. 1. Expansion as a function of time after immersion in NaOH solution for two different
cements with NA sand and Ch sand. PC 0.32 M is immersed in 0.32 NaOH solution whereas PC
1.6 M is immersed in 1.6 M NaOH solution. The dotted line indicates the limit of innocuous
behavior on concrete at one year according to ASTM C1293-08b

3.2 Expansion Due to Sulfate Attack

Figure 2 shows the linear expansion data of mortars in sulfate solution for both cements.
These curves indicate that Portland cement is not sulfate resistant. Its expansion value
at 200 days was close to 1% whereas the expansion of ternary blended cements was 0%.
For information purposes, the high limit value described in standard ASTM C1012
(different exposure conditions) is 0.1%. However, after 200 days, the system containing
less calcined clays and limestone LC3-80 started to expand. To mitigate completely the
sulfate attack, a minimum content of calcined clay and limestone must be considered.
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Fig. 2. Expansion curve overtime for mortars exposed in 30 g/l Na2SO4 solution.

4 Conclusion and Perspectives

LC3 cements could mitigate both ASR and sulfate attack. However, a minimum amount
of calcined clay and limestone was required (around 30%) to mitigate the expansion
caused by sulfate attack.

Extended researches were carried out to monitor sulfate ingress and damages of
aggregates caused by ASR. Mechanisms of Sulfate and ASR mitigation are strongly
investigated.
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Abstract. This project explores the influence of different particle size distribu‐
tions of limestone on the workability and early-age strength development of LC3

materials.  To quantify, and subsequently optimize, the packing, the modified
Andreasen and Andersen model was used. Different systems were selected and
studied using minicone tests and compressive strength (at 2, 7 and 28 days) to see
which parameters govern workability and strength.

1 Introduction

It is very common today to find cements where part of the clinker is substituted with
Supplementary Cementitious Materials (SCM) in order to reduce the ecological impact
of the concrete [1]. More recently, research has demonstrated the feasibility of using
limestone and calcined clays as SCM [2–4]. The combined use of both allows greater
clinker substitution and a marked improvement in properties [5–9]. These materials are
known as LC3, for Limestone Calcined Clay Cement. On concern in these systems is
the impact of the fine clay on the workability.

There are several methods to tune the workability of a concrete, the simplest is to
add water, but this will negatively affect the strength. It is also possible to work with
superplasticizers. The third method is to optimize the granular skeleton of concrete
aggregates, which has been done for decades [11–14]. The idea of this work is to opti‐
mize the particle packing at the cement scale directly using the Andreasen and Andersen
model [13, 14]. The scope of this study is to define the packing parameters and to
understand their links with the components and properties of LC3.

2 Materials and Characterisation Methods

2.1 Materials

In this study, LC3-50 blends (Limestone Calcined Clay Cement) with ~45% replacement
of cement were prepared. Six commercial limestones, a CEM I 42.5 N and a calcined
clay from India with 50% calcined kaolinite were used. The limestones were combined
together as explained in Table 1. The limestone LS1-o is a very fine limestone containing
organics compounds to improve workability.
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Table 1. Nomenclature of raw materials

Names Series

LS 1-o Limestone B

LS 4

LS 2 Limestone D

LS 3

LS 4

LS 5 Limestone J

LS 6

CC Calcined clay

PC CEM I 42.5 N

Three different ratios between calcined clay and limestone, respectively 2:1, 1:1 and
1:2, were tested as replacement materials.

The particle size distribution of the raw materials was measured by laser granulom‐
etry following procedure given in [15] and presented on Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. (a) Cumulative Particle size distribution (PSD) of raw materials (b) Frequency plot of
PSD for the raw materials

2.2 Methods

The workability was assessed using a mini-slump cone on paste with a water to binder
ratio of 0.5 by mass. The mini-slump cone has a bottom diameter of 38 mm, a top
diameter of 19 mm, and a height of 57 mm. The compressive strength was measured on
20 × 20 × 20 mm cubes of paste with a water to binder ratio of 0.5 by mass.
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3 Andreasen and Andersen Model

The model of Andreasen and Andersen modified by Brouwers [13, 14] was used to
design our experimental plan. Some compositions boundaries were defined. In this
study, we focused on LC3-50 blends: the amount of cement was fixed and the ratios
between calcined clay to limestone were 2:1, 1:1 and 1:2. Equation 1 of the theoretical
particle size distribution Fth(d) is:

Fth(d) =
d𝛼 − d𝛼

min

d𝛼

max
− d𝛼

min

for 𝛼 ≠ 0 (1)

Brouwers et al. reported in [14] that the highest packing density can be obtained
when α = 0. Equation 1 becomes Eq. 2:

Fth(d) =
ln d − ln dmin

ln dmax − ln dmin

for 𝛼 = 0 (2)

This theoretical distribution was compared to the distribution Fex(d), defined from
the particle size distributions of raw materials Fi,ex and described by Eq. 3.

Fex(d) =
∑

i

ci.Fi,ex with ci the volume fraction of each LC3 components (3)

The ci of the limestones were then optimized to get the higher correlation coefficient
R2, which translates how well the Fex fits the Fth. The higher the R2, the more packed the
system is. It was a strong assumption accepted in this work to take α = 0, describing a
linear behaviour in log scale far from the one obtained in normal Portland cement. It
was why we used another packing parameter ϕc from experiments, which accounts for
the packing but also the water trapped in the calcined clay (see Fig. 2). A linear rela‐
tionship between ϕc and the amount of calcined clay is observed. This parameter was
calculated from Eq. 4, measuring Vliq by centrifugation at high speed of a binder with a
(water + dispersant)/solids ratio of 3.

𝜑c =
Vsolids

Vsolids + Vliquid

(4)
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Fig. 2. φc as a function of calcined clay content, all series considered.

4 Main Results

4.1 Workability

From Fig. 3, a strong correlation between workability, calcined clay content and 𝜑c was
revealed. Two sets of data can be identified, one corresponding to systems containing
organic substances which enhance flowability (B) and another without such organic
molecules (i.e. D, J). Workability increased with increasing 𝜑c. Therefore, 𝜑c is actually
a measure of the water that is available as lubricant in the system, taking into account
both:

• the water that is trapped by the calcined clays,
• the packing of the system.

Fig. 3. (a) Slump diameter versus calcined clay content for all the systems. (b) Slump diameter
versus φc for all the systems.
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However, as it has been shown, the main factor is the amount of clay in the system,
which overwhelmed the effect of packing.

4.2 Compressive Strength

Figure 4 shows the compressive strength of LC3-50 blends over time. An increase in
strength was observed as a function of calcined content as suggested by Avet et al. [9],
more significantly at 7 days and 28 days. At early age, the strength is attributed to the
hydration of Portland cement. The same trend was shown as a function of R2 and ϕc
(Fig. 5) suggesting that an increase of the quality of packing affected positively the
compressive strength at all ages.

Fig. 4. (a) Compressive strength versus Calcined Clay content (wt%) in LC3-50 systems at 2, 7
and 28 days. (b) Compressive strength versus R2 (packing parameter) in LC3-50 systems at 2, 7
and 28 days. Linear fitting has been applied on the data corresponding to the same age.

Fig. 5. Effect of the LS group on the φc and the strength for LC3-50 systems with 1:2 calcined
clay/limestone ratio

5 Conclusion

This work contributed to the definition of two parameters R2 and ϕc, representing
respectively the quality of packing and the volume occupied by solids in the system.
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Dependence of the compressive strength and the workability on these two parameters
was studied. This demonstrated that workability is controlled by the calcined clay, which
traps water reducing the effective water to binder ratio. However, the use of limestone
containing organic components significantly increases the workability of the system.
The other important observation is that it is possible to improve the compressive strength
by improving the packing.
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Influence of Clay Type on Performance
of Calcined Clay – Limestone

Portland Cements
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Cementir Holding S.p.A, Sølystvej 18, 9220 Aalborg, Denmark

Abstract. The present work focuses on key parameters which determine the
best strength performance of two calcined clay mineral additions (1:1 and 2:1
type) and mixtures with limestone. Additionally, alternative options rather than
increased admixture dosage have been investigated to mitigate the rheological
problems typically found when calcined clays are incorporated to cement.
Isothermal heat development measurements have shown that SO3 content of

blended cements can be effectively optimized based on early available alumina
from clinker, but also from calcined clay. Flow measurements before mortar
casting demonstrated that an adequate mixing procedure with a delayed addition
of chemical admixtures can maximize their efficiency for particle dispersion. In
order to reveal the influence of each main cement constituent on both worka-
bility and strength, multiple blended cements with different replacement levels,
ratios of calcined clay to limestone, fineness of calcined clay and w/c ratios were
tested. Results showed that the best strength development is achieved by cal-
cined 1:1 clay for a lower ratio of calcined clay to limestone rather than calcined
2:1 clay for any given replacement level. On the other hand, workability is more
strongly affected by the calcined 1:1 clay reducing the efficiency of superplas-
ticizer (SP) required for achieving acceptable flow even at higher w/c ratio.
The addition of fly ash on top of blended cements with 35% replacement of

limestone and either calcined 1:1 or 2:1 clay certainly improves flow at high
clinker replacements. However, strength performance of these new binders is
only similar to corresponding calcined 2:1 blended cements with same
replacement level, whist is significantly lowered in those containing calcined 1:1
clay. Therefore, w/c ratio may be potentially reduced to get even better strength
performance with combinations of calcined 2:1 clay, limestone and fly ash.

1 Introduction

Properties and performance of calcined clay-limestone blended cements are affected by
key parameters such as, substitution degree, SCM/s used and reactivity of those, which
is closely related to composition and fineness. It is well known that metakaolin is a
highly reactive SCM capable to provide high strength performance in low clinker
blended cements, though inconvenient rheological problems are found with this min-
eral addition [1]. On the other hand, less attention has been paid to smectite clays,
which may show inferior strength development than metakaolinite but better worka-
bility features. The aim of this work is to compare technically these two calcined clay
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mineral additions, evaluate how they affect to performance of blended cements with
limestone and investigate the potential of fly ash to improve workability in these low
clinker binder systems.

2 Materials and Methods

The binder constituents used in this study were two Ordinary Portland Cements (OPC1

and OPC2, CEM I), two calcined clay mineral additions (1:1 and 2:1 type), two lime-
stone fillers (L1 and L2), hemihydrate (H) and a typical siliceous fly ash used in concrete
(FA). Both OPCs were produced with same grey clinker type in an industrial scale mill
and they mainly differ on Blaine fineness (OPC1: 590 ± 10 and OPC2: 420 ± 10 m2/
kg). It should be also noted that OPC2 contains 4.6% of L2 on its own that was accounted
in blended cement compositions and clinker replacements as estimated accordingly to
EN 197-1. Two raw clays, one containing smectite and illite 2:1 clay minerals and the
other, consisted mainly of kaolinite were flash calcined at different temperatures (C1:1

and C2:1) and ground to several fineness measured as the residue on 45 µm mesh sieve
determined by jet air sieving in accordance with EN 196-6. C1:1 was only ground up to
45 µm residue of 30.4%, whilst C2:1 was ground up to four distinct 45 microns residues
(89, 45.1, 18.9 and 0.8%). Unless specified in the legend of the graphs, the finest C2:1

sample was used. Regarding limestone fillers, L1 is a high purity Maastrichtian chalk
and L2 is a raw meal dust produced at Aalborg Portland cement plant. Both limestone
fillers show Blaine fineness of 1250 ± 50 m2/kg and meet the requirements of EN
197-1 to be considered as LL. The SO3 content and density of hemihydrate is 55.35%
and 2610 kg/m3, respectively. The chemical composition determined by XRF and
density of the main constituents are resumed in Table 1.

Upon mixing the mortar constituents, CEN standard sand as described in EN 196-1
and polycarboxylate ether (PCE) based superplasticizer (SP) manufactured by BASF
were employed to achieve measurable mortar flow of all the binder compositions. The
dosage of SP was adjusted accordingly to calcined clay content. The w/c and
sand-to-cementitious ratios were kept constant to 0.5 and 3.0, respectively.

Table 1. Chemical composition and density of main blended cement constituents

Constituent SiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 CaO MgO K2O Na2O SO3 TiO2 Cl P2O5 Cr2O3 L.O.I. Density (kg/m3)

OPC1 19.01 5.51 3.81 64.49 0.99 0.43 0.28 3.69 0.27 0.01 0.35 0.01 1.10 3180

OPC2 19.06 5.30 3.88 62.96 0.85 0.45 0.27 3.36 0.28 0.03 0.28 0.01 2.34 3120

L1 3.92 0.33 0.14 53.73 0.35 0.05 0.08 0.05 0.02 0.01 0.10 0.00 41.80 2700

L2 10.20 2.70 1.44 40.35 0.41 0.37 0.12 0.30 0.15 0.12 0.17 0.01 34.84 2710

C1:1 54.53 41.11 0.85 0.05 0.24 0.12 0.00 0.23 1.47 0.00 0,13 0,01 1.45 2570

C2:1 61.99 17.02 9.55 1.55 2.97 2.91 1.28 0.15 0.89 0.02 0.22 0.02 1.67 2430

FA 55.04 19.92 5.53 4.48 1.81 2.16 1.12 0.38 0.90 0.004 0.53 0.02 8.40 2210
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All mortars were prepared in a Hobart mixer always at low speed for 4 min and
30 s, but mostly following different mortar mixing procedures rather than specified by
EN 196-1 to consider the delay addition of SP over mixing water. Prior to casting,
mortar flow was determined in accordance with EN 1015-3, but 20 jolts were applied
and the diameter was measured in four directions, instead of two. Compressive
strengths were determined as specified in EN 196-1, but all reported results have been
normalized to 2% air content [2].

3 Results

3.1 Optimum SO3 Content of Blended Cements

The isothermal heat development of mortars shows that early hydration of blended
cements may be affected by calcined clay type and content at different clinker
replacements. The increase of the C1:1 content causes a greater formation of mono-
sulfate and faster sulfate depletion (Fig. 1a), as shown by the time difference between
initial sulfate depletion and maximum peak corresponding to alite hydration (Fig. 1b),
whilst L2 or C2:1 blended cements show analogous heat development profiles to the
control cement.

It was found that increased amounts of hemihydrate (H) added accordingly to C1:1

content in cement can delay sulfate depletion to shown by control cement (Fig. 1c) and
therefore, boost early strengths of the blended cements containing this calcined clay.

3.2 Workability of Calcined Clay-Limestone Blended Cements

Workability of blended cements and the effect of delayed addition of superplasticizer
(SP) was screened by the determination of mortar flow. Some preliminary experimental
trials demonstrated that in practice there is generally a good correlation between cal-
cined clay content in cement and SP dosage required to achieve a certain consistency

Fig. 1. (a) Isothermal heat development of calcined clay blended cements, (b) Time difference
between sulfate depletion and maximum peak of C3S hydration and (c) Heat development of
calcined 1:1 clay-limestone blended cements with extra dosage of hemihydrate
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for a given w/c. Thus, it was found out that C1:1 requires around 3 times more SP than
finely ground C2:1 to show comparable mortar flows for any addition time at w/c = 0.5
(Fig. 2a).

It was observed that mortar flows of blended cement with C2:1 and C1:1 additions
for 35% clinker replacement are comparable to control cement without any SP when
addition of admixture is delayed 30 s after mixing water (Fig. 2a), whilst longer times
for delayed addition clearly improve flow above control cement. The optimum time for
delay for the C2:1 was found around 90 s, whilst workability of C1:1 blended cements
seems to be enhanced after 3 min (Fig. 2a).

Additional flow tests were carried out considering 30 s of delayed addition of SP to
evaluate the influence of C2:1 fineness (Fig. 2b) and the effectiveness of different
dosages of SP in blended cements with mixes of limestone and calcined clay mineral
additions (Fig. 2b and c). OPC1 was selected in purpose as control cement to inves-
tigate the workability and strength performance for the whole range of C/(C + L1)
ratios from zero to one for 30% of cement substitution.

Despite OPC1 shows similar mortar flow compared to OPC2 (Fig. 2a), the higher
Blaine fineness of OPC1 affected to workability of their corresponding blended
cements, in particular in higher degree for C1:1 (Fig. 2c). Mortar flow is noticeably
lowered with increasing C2:1 content without any SP, but drastically drops for C1:1,
even with up to 3% SP. Both calcined clay types (Figs. 2b and c) give mortar flows
linearly related to the C/(C + L1) ratios for any dosage of SP. However, the dispersion
effectiveness is noticeably different between calcined clay types at this range of SP
dosages and w/c. Furthermore, for any given C/(C + L1) ratio, mortar flow of C1:1

increases linearly with SP dosage, whilst the C2:1 shows a non-linear trend.

3.3 Compressive Strength Development

Relative compressive strengths of blended cements determined at 1 and 2 days com-
pared to the control OPC1 shows that C1:1 reacts faster and results in greater early

Fig. 2. (a) Effect of time addition of SP on mortar flow of blended cements and mortar flow of:
(b) calcined 2:1 clay – limestone blended cements and (c) calcined 1:1 clay – limestone blended
cements
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strengths (Fig. 3 left) than L1 or C2:1 (Fig. 3 right), enhanced by addition of hemi-
hydrate. Furthermore, higher 28 days strengths are observed for C1:1 at any C/(C + L1),
specially for the optimum ratio around 0.67 [3].

In contrast, plain C2:1 blended cements show lower performance than L1 at early
term and they appear to be largely independent of C2:1 fineness (Fig. 3 right). These
facts indicate the slower pozzolanic reactivity of C2:1 and lower influence on cement
hydration by nucleation effect than L1. However, reactivity and long-term performance
can be strongly improved by increasing the C2:1 fineness, in particular for the optimum
C2:1/(C2:1 + L1) ratio around 0.75.

3.4 Performance of Low Clinker Blended Cements and Influence
of Fly Ash

It is well known that the incorporation of fly ash particles to OPC improves the
workability of concrete with low w/c ratio [4] and therefore a similar trend may be
expected when added to calcined clay-limestone blended cement. Two C/(C + L2)
ratios slightly lower than optimum found for maximum strength performance (Fig. 4)
and extra series of samples with addition of fly ash on top of blended cements with 35%
clinker replacement were tested. To exclude any other external influencing factors,
mortars were prepared following the mixing procedure of EN 196-1, e.g. without SP.

It is observed that C2:1 gives comparable workability to the control cement for
replacements up to 30% (Fig. 4 left), whilst mortar flow is reduced for higher or any
replacement with C1:1. In addition, it can be seen the addition of fly ash on top of
cements has a positive effect, with same trend independently of calcined clay type or
C/(C + L2) ratio, mainly due to dilution of calcined clay content in binder by the fly ash
particles. It is remarkable that addition of fly ash on top C2:1 blended cements for a total
50% of clinker replacement achieves the same flow as control cement without any
admixture. Regarding 28 days strengths, further measurements (Fig. 4 right) reaffirmed

Fig. 3. Relative compressive strength at 1, 2 and 28 days of blended cements containing 30% of
several combinations of L1 and C1:1 (left) or C2:1 (right)
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that C1:1 provides much higher strength than C2:1, showing the same performance with
the coarser control OPC2 for 55% of clinker replacement. Higher strengths are found at
C/(C + L2) ratio close to the optima determined in the previous section, but perfor-
mance drops more sharply at replacements levels higher than 30% due to lack of
portlandite.

The addition of fly ash on top of C2:1/(C2:1 + L2) = 0.5 provides comparable per-
formance to the corresponding plain calcined clay-limestone blended cement up to 50%
clinker replacement, but is lowered for the higher C2:1/(C2:1 + L2) ratio or the other
C1:1 blended cements. So, the addition of fly ash on top of blended cements with low
C2:1/(C2:1 + L2) ratio maximizes flow at high clinker replacements, so the w/c ratio
may be potentially reduced to get even better strength performance with SP.

4 Conclusions

There is no doubt that C1:1 enables higher limestone contents and achieves best strength
development for the same water to cement ratio at any replacement than C2:1, but they
may demand more water compared to C2:1 in order to achieve an acceptable worka-
bility for same SP dosage. Both delayed addition of SP and fly ash can significantly
improve the rheology of any binder containing calcined clay. Blended cements with
slightly lower C2:1/(C2:1 + L2) ratio than optimum for strength with fly ash addition
seems to be the best overall solution for sustainable concrete production, since lowers
CO2 emissions due to clinker reduction and calcination of the clay, whilst providing
acceptable workability for low w/c ratios and typical dosages of SP used in concrete.

Fig. 4. Mortar flow (left) and 28 days strength (right) of calcined clay – limestone blended
cements (solid lines and filled markers) and with an addition of fly ash (dashed lines and not filled
markers)
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Abstract. The UK nuclear industry has a significant and challenging stockpile
of nuclear wastes, and geopolymers produced from activation of the calcined clay
metakaolin offer a valuable alternative to Portland cement-based systems. The
characteristics of different formulations of metakaolin-based geopolymers,
reacted with sodium and potassium silicate, are therefore of interest. As prelimi‐
nary steps, the compressive strength and rheology of some metakaolin geopol‐
ymer grouts have been studied. This work showed that a potassium silicate-based
geopolymer binder, with a sufficiently high water content can be produced to be
highly workable. These grouts have a shear stress of approximately 80 Pa at a
shear rate of 110 s−1 and can achieve compressive strengths of up to 40 MPa after
7 days of curing. This study is to be expanded in future and compared to the results
produced from further analysis performed on the chemical structure of the geopol‐
ymer, as well as the overall physical characteristics achieved, to support the
immobilisation, incorporation and retention of metal and oil based nuclear
wastes.

1 Introduction

Since the introduction of nuclear power to the UK in the 1950s, the question of how to
safely handle the potentially harmful radioactive waste produced has always been posed.
The UK nuclear industry continues to develop and produce new ideas and concepts for
dealing with the diverse waste streams that are produced in operational and decommis‐
sioning phases of the lifecycle of a nuclear power plant, as well as the complex legacy
wastes resulting from experimental and historical operations.

The UK has three basic classifications of nuclear waste: High-level waste (HLW),
Intermediate-level waste (ILW) and Low-level Waste (LLW). ILW is by far the most
diverse and problematic of these waste types; it is defined as waste that does not generate
significant heat but emits radioactivity greater than 4 GBq per tonne of alpha activity or
12 GBq per tonne of beta/gamma activity. This waste can be generated from many
sources across the operational lifecycle of a nuclear reactor. This includes, but is not
limited to, plant maintenance and decommissioning, fuel cladding, effluents from plant
operation, and sludges formed from liquid effluents and corrosive metallic elements [1].
Geopolymers based on calcined clays, produced through the reaction of the calcined
clay powder with an alkali source, could be ideal for the encapsulation and
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immobilisation of ILW due to the possibility of tailorable chemistry, such as alkalinity
and corrosion resistance, and physical properties, such as the refined pore structure and
adaptable viscosity in the fresh state [2].

The gel chemistry of metakaolin (MK) is based on a highly disordered, highly cross-
linked structure containing high levels of Si and Al, and low levels of Ca. This leads to
the formation of a (Na,K)2O-Al2O3-SiO2-H2O (or in abbreviated notation (Na,K)-A-S-
H) gel, where Na and/or K are alkali cations supplied by the activating solution. The
chemical characteristics of the gel can be closely related to the Si/Al ratio and mineralogy
of the aluminosilicate precursor [2].

An (Na,K)-A-S-H gel is formed of Al- and Si-centred tetrahedra, bridged by oxygen
[3], with the alkali cations present in a charge balancing role associated with the Al-
centred tetrahedra. The initial setting of a geopolymer takes a few hours, and a relatively
strong microstructure takes around 1–7 days to form depending on the precursor char‐
acteristics and curing temperature [4]. As the reaction advances over longer time periods,
the structure begins to rearrange, and allows the formation of zeolites [5]. The formation
of zeolites generates host sites in the crystal structure that are ideal hosts for some of
the metal cations present within nuclear waste.

The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) has examined the use of clays for
the encapsulation of ILW: natural clays, including kaolinite, were used to encapsulate
Cs contaminated liquid waste streams [6], with moderate success. However, after many
years of intermittent research in the use of calcined clay-based geopolymers in the
nuclear industry, Kuenzel et al. [7–10] and Frizon et al. [11–13] have produced useful
data that has generated much interest within the nuclear sector.

Kuenzel et al. demonstrated some initial success for the encapsulation of Cs/Sr [7]
and Al [9], and studied how composition can affect the shrinkage and cracking charac‐
teristics of geopolymers [10]. Their work has shown that the metallic Al present in some
ILW streams has the potential to be encapsulated in MK-based geopolymers [9]. Cs can
also be bound tightly to the aluminosilicate phase replacing Na, while Sr has a limited
degree of uptake; beyond 0.4 mol of Sr per mol of Al in the geopolymer, the Sr was
observed to precipitate out [7].

Frizon et al. have also moved towards the solidification/stabilisation of oil-based
waste streams in geopolymers. This work was carried out by producing an emulsion of
oil and sodium silicate, mixing this with the MK and allowing to set. This produced very
limited oil leaching and a retention of the mechanical properties at up to 20 vol.% oil
fraction [12]. Oil is incompatible with Portland cement, and so if a valid alternative arose
this could provide the answer to many problems, not just within the nuclear sector. Work
from the same group also focused on Mg-Zr waste streams, showing that a sodium
silicate activated MK-geopolymer with appropriate fluoride corrosion inhibitors can
reduce the release of hydrogen as a product of Mg metal corrosion [13].

The brief summary, presented above shows that the use of MK-based geopolymers
to encapsulate materials of specific interest to the nuclear sector is viable. This report
demonstrates that the work that has been undertaken can be used and advanced to
promote the use of geopolymers within the nuclear industry. A discussion will be
provided showing how the results from the literature can be used in conjunction with
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new results to provide key formulations for immobilisation of problematic nuclear waste
streams in clay-based geopolymers.

2 Experimental Programme

Flash-calcined MK (Argeco, France), with a particle size (d50) of 25 μm and a SiO2/
Al2O3 of 5.1 (elevated due to the presence of quartz in the pre-calcined kaolin), was used
to produce geopolymers using sodium or potassium silicate solutions (provided by PQ
Silicates) blended with reagent grade MOH (M = Na or K; Sigma Aldrich UK). The
activating solutions were designed with SiO2/M2O molar ratios of 0.5, 1 and 1.5, and
H2O/M2O molar ratios of 11 and 13. The geopolymers were produced with Al2O3/
M2O = 1, by high shear mixing of the MK and activating solution, at 20 °C.

The geopolymer grouts were cast in 50 mm cubes for compressive strength analysis.
Compressive strength tests were performed using a Control 5000 kN Compression
Tester, at 3, 7 and 28 days after casting. The rheological experiments were undertaken
using a Haake Viscotester with a 6-bladed vane impeller and a sample volume sufficient
to approximate an infinite medium.

3 Results and Discussion

This section will describe some characteristics that must be understood, to determine
the suitability of geopolymers for the solidification and stabilisation of waste from the
nuclear industry.

The compressive strengths of sodium and potassium silicate activated MK geopol‐
ymers are shown in Fig. 1a and b, respectively. These strength curves show that binders
where the activator contains more silica, up to an SiO2/(Na,K)2O molar ratio of 1.5, tend
to have greater compressive strengths. The low compressive strength determined for the
sodium silicate formulation, H2O/Na2O = 11 and SiO2/Na2O = 0.5, is believed to be
due to the formation of sodium metasilicate crystals within the activating solution before
or during shear mixing. This has been described by Provis et al. [14], where low modulus
sodium silicate solutions, SiO2/Na2O ≤ 1, crystallised and solidified during storage. This
formulation has therefore been removed from further studies. A compressive strength
of 75 MPa was reached after 28 days for the lowest alkalinity potassium-based system,
H2O/K2O = 11 and SiO2/K2O = 1.5. When the H2O/(Na,K)2O ratio is increased to 13,
the compressive strength is approximately 40 MPa for both formulations. This is well
within the acceptable range for nuclear waste immobilisation.

The next step in explaining this geopolymer system is to perform rheological analysis
on the different grouts produced. These grouts are described by the Herschel-Bulkley
(H-B) Model, which states that shear stress (τ) of these materials are related to the shear
rate (�̇�) by a power law, Eq. 1. This is different from Portland cement based systems that
often follow the Bingham model (constant plastic viscosity once the yield stress is over‐
come) [15].

𝜏 = 𝜏0 + K�̇�n (1)
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Fig. 1. Compression strength curves showing a comparison between sodium silicate (a) and
potassium silicate (b) activated geopolymers. The legends show the activator, H2O/(Na,K)2O
molar ratio and activator SiO2/(Na,K)2O ratio for each formulation. The curves for H2O/
(Na,K)2O ratios of 11 and 13 are shown with solid and dotted lines, respectively. Error bars show
the standard deviation among triplicate samples.

The viscosity data and the calculated theoretical H-B curve are given in Fig. 2a and
b for sodium and potassium silicate activated solutions, respectively. The rheology curve
for the grout with SiO2/Na2O = 1.0 and H2O/Na2O = 11 was unable to be obtained as
the paste formed was too stiff to be measured, and formed a solid skin-like layer on the
top of the grout mix upon exposure to air, possibly through a combination of carbonation
and drying effects. This is therefore not a valid formulation for the applications outlined
in this study.

Fig. 2. Flow curves for the alkali-activated MK grouts. The sodium and potassium activated
systems are given in A and B, respectively, and the solid lines represent the H-B model fits to
each data set.

All the grouts produced appear to show some degree of shear thinning in this shear
rate range (H-B parameter n < 1), which can be of use in and beyond the nuclear industry.
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The potassium-activated systems show a lower viscosity than the sodium-activated
systems, and particularly when the water content of the grout is increased to H2O/
K2O = 13, low to negligible yield stress and highly fluid behaviour is observed. This is
therefore the ideal formulation to examine further, both chemically and structurally, to
determine its ability to encapsulate nuclear waste streams whilst complying with the
relevant UK guidelines for waste management and disposal.

4 Conclusions and Future Work

It has been demonstrated that the production of MK-based geopolymers using sodium
and potassium silicate activation can yield desirable material characteristics for the
encapsulation of nuclear waste streams: sufficient strength and high flowability. A
moderate activator SiO2/(Na,K)2O ratio of 1.5 gives the highest overall compressive
strength at low water content, but the viscosity of the sodium silicate-activated compo‐
sition at the studied water content is too high to give the high fluidity needed for nuclear
wasteform grouts. Two effective ways of reducing the viscosity were to use an increased
water ratio, H2O/M2O = 13, or to replace sodium silicate with a potassium silicate acti‐
vator. A combination of these parameters yielded high fluidity whilst keeping a compres‐
sive strength of 40 MPa. This is a good formulation on which to base further studies of
the key physical and chemical characteristics of geopolymers for nuclear waste immo‐
bilisation, to allow ideal formulations for different problematic waste streams to be
validated.
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Abstract. Experimental results of pore size distribution and compressive
strength on hardened cement-based pastes containing fine ground particles from
the recycling of construction and demolition waste (CDW) are reported. Supple‐
mentary cementitious material (SCM) coming from the crushing of laboratory
concrete beams and clay bricks were used at a replacement level of 10% by weight
of Portland cement. A reference paste without any addition was designed with
water-cement ratio of 0.4 and the pastes containing SCM kept the water-cemen‐
titious material ratio of 0.4 as well. Compressive strength tests were performed
on water-cured samples for various ages from 24 h to 90 days and mercury intru‐
sion porosimetry was performed at 28 days. The general results suggest pozzo‐
lanic activity by the clay material while the concrete waste appears to behave
similar to an inert quartz inclusion.

1 Introduction

Besides the fact that construction and demolition waste (CDW) might combine different
material types (e.g. steel, wood, ceramics, etc.), it is well known that an amount greater
than 70% of the CDW total mass is composed by concrete and ceramic materials [1].
Therefore, reusing them always yields to questions about the effects of their heteroge‐
neous composition. In the present work, the recycled materials originate from two
construction components of known material sources: the demolition of laboratory
concrete beams and bricks from the red ceramic industry.

Construction and demolition waste can be potentially used as fine and coarse aggre‐
gates in concrete, that is to say, its production as well as its acceptance have been
increasing as demonstrated by state-of-the-art reports [1–3] that date back the ‘80 s and
‘90 s. Nevertheless, to find alternatives to recycle the remaining dust, i.e. the micro
particles, generated during the crushing procedure of the debris – when producing recy‐
cled aggregates – deserves reflection too. For instance, a procedure of recycling CDW
with only one crushing action (e.g. using jaw or impact crusher), generates coarse and
fine aggregates in similar proportions of approximately 50 wt% exhibiting high levels
of these remaining dust [4]. A few relevant studies have been carried out to characterize
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the effects of recycled fine ground particles coming from ceramic wastes in cement-
based materials [5–9]. Of particular interest, some of them reported about the pozzolanic
activity of these particles [7, 9, 10]. On the other hand, if we consider a more heteroge‐
neous construction and demolition waste, e.g. debris from a building demolition or a
singular concrete structure, not but a few researches have addressed to the re-use of these
micro particles as a valuable alternative [4, 11].

In this study, we restrict the objective on the behavior of these fine particles as
supplementary cementitious material (SCM). First, their physical and chemical proper‐
ties are assessed experimentally. In order to understand the robustness of our proposi‐
tions, we confront Portland cement pastes containing recycled concrete or ceramic
particles against a mixture with inert quartz and a reference paste without SCM. In
particular, this paper discusses about the effects of the recycled and inert particles on
the mechanical development and porosity of the cement-based pastes.

2 Materials and Methods

A Brazilian class G cement with no mineral addition [12] was adopted to better qualify
the effects of the recycled additions as supplementary cementitious materials. The recy‐
cled raw materials come from two sources with known information: (i) the rubble pile
of some laboratory concrete beams, and (ii) two types of clay bricks commercially for
masonry construction in Brazil, namely, face and hollow. Quartz fragments, concrete
rubble, and ceramic bricks were crushed to produce coarse and fine aggregates using an
automatic jaw crusher for small grinding plant. In this study, we focus only on the
remaining dust generated during this procedure (i.e. the particles ≤75 μm) as supple‐
mentary cementitious material. Furthermore, quartz was used to produce one mixture
with a recognized inert material and confront its influence against the ceramic and
concrete wastes. Deionized water was used in the production of cement pastes.

The raw materials were experimentally characterized using the following techni‐
ques: oxide composition measured semi-quantitatively using X-ray fluorescence;
specific gravity from helium gas pycnometer; BET specific surface area using a nitrogen
adsorption apparatus; X ray diffraction analysis to characterize the crystalline phases;
and particle size distribution using a laser diffraction analyzer.

Of particular interest is the high levels of silicon dioxide, calcium oxide and alumi‐
nium oxide of the recycled concrete particles (44.6, 29.6, and 12 wt%, respectively).
The particles from ceramic bricks reveal high levels of silicon dioxide, aluminium oxide,
and ferric oxide besides some other metal oxide impurities. Regarding the chemical
composition of quartz, it is a material of high level of purity (94.4 wt% of SiO2). While
the SCMs present density values raging between 2.5 to 2.8 g/cm3, the cement presents
3.3 g/cm3. The BET results indicate that the recycled particles have a higher specific
surface area than the quartz - of same size range - and cement particles, especially the
ones coming from clay bricks (>20 m2/g). The X ray diffraction data of the concrete
waste show that quartz is the major crystalline phase and that portlandite and calcite
phases confirm the existence of hydrated cement particles. The X ray diffraction patterns
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of the ceramics present quartz as their major crystalline phase and illite as a common
phase between both clay materials.

Concluding the raw materials characterization, Fig. 1 displays their particle size
distribution. Overall, the same crushing and sieving procedures generate similar fraction
sizes of SCMs, which contributes to evaluate their particular effects when including each
of them into cement mixtures. In particular, their characteristic size D50 varies between
30 to 40 μm, which is approximately 55% larger than the cement particles.

Fig. 1. Particle size distribution of the supplementary cementitious materials and cement type G

A reference paste without any addition was prepared with a water-cement (w/c) ratio
of 0.4. For the pastes with SCMs, a 10% substitution rate (in mass) of Portland cement
was determined maintaining the water-cementitious materials (w/cm) ratio to 0.4. The
cement pastes were produced in a planetary mixer (2-liter capacity) under lab-conditions
with a controlled temperature of 21 ± 1 °C. Finally, the specimens were sealed with a
plastic wrap and maintained under saturated limewater for curing up to the test time.

Uniaxial compressive strength fc tests were conducted using cylindrical specimens
of 25 mm in diameter and 50 mm in height [13] for each mixture after 1, 7, 14, 28 and
90 days of curing. The tests were carried out using a universal test machine with
displacement rate of 0.1 mm/min. These results were validated by statistical testing using
analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Duncan’s Multiple Range Tests [14], if necessary.
Significant differences were considered when the probability ≤0.05. All results are
expressed as average of four specimens (± standard deviation).

Mercury intrusion porosimetry (MIP) measurements were performed according to
ISO 15901-1 [15]. In particular, the mercury under applied pressure ranging from 0.1
to 400 MPa permits measurement of pore sizes down to 3.5 nm [16]. One sample of
about 1 cm3 was extracted from the central region of cylindrical specimens (25 × 50 mm)
for each of the five cement-based pastes at 28 days of curing.

3 Results

Figure 2a shows the average compressive strength results with standard deviation as
function of the curing time. As expected, replacing 10% of Portland cement by quartz
reduces the compressive strength independently of the curing time. At 1 and 7 days of
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curing, the effects of the quartz inclusion are high, when fc is about 35% lower than the
reference paste. Once we have now less cement, the addition is considered inert and the
mixture is then diluted, this behavior is expected due to the intensive reactions at the
early hydration period [16] of Portland cement blends.

Fig. 2. (a) Compressive strength evolution with time of all cement pastes. The fc results are the
average value (with the error bars representing the standard deviation) of four specimens tested
from 24 h to 90 days of wet curing. (b) Mercury intrusion porosimetry measurement of all cement
pastes with identification marks of the pore size classification according to [16, 17]

According to the analysis of variance, the fc results of the paste containing recycled
concrete were lower than the reference for all ages evaluated. When substituting cement
by recycled concrete, the compressive strength decreases due to none (or low) reactivity
of this component. Let us now evaluate the 90 days fc of the paste with concrete; when
its value increases from around 63 MPa at 28 days to 76 MPa at 90. Thus, considering
that the pastes containing recycled concrete and quartz behaved similarly up to 28 days,
when comparing them at these ages, we observe that while quartz paste presents a
strength evolution rate in time from around 1.4%, the concrete paste strength increases
by about 17%, which is even higher than the trend presented by the reference paste
(around 11%). It leads us to guess about possible reactivity of non-hydrated cement
particles present in the recycled concrete waste (see e.g. Refs. [4, 11]).

Up to 14 days, the fc of both mixtures with brick particles are about 25% lower than
the of the reference paste. This can be explained by the low reactivity of the material.
However, after that a significant enhancement of the compressive strength is observed.
They reach the same range of compressive strength of the reference paste at 28 and 90
days. This suggests that the fine particles from red ceramic can works as a pozzolan [6].
From this first analysis on the mechanical behavior of the recycled cement pastes, the
SCMs from demolished concrete and ceramic bricks appear as a feasible option to
replace partially Portland cement.
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Figure 2b displays the porosity as function of the pore sizes for all pastes at 28 days
identifying the pore size classification (see Refs. [16, 17]). We observe that the paste
with quartz provides a pore refinement in the capillary scale, i.e. it increases the amount
of medium capillary pores (10 nm > diameter >50 nm), while decreases the amount of
the larger ones in comparison to the reference paste. However, let us consider now that
the amount of large pores and air content (diameter > 1 μm) increases by about 80% and
its total porosity is 25% (i.e. 4% higher than the reference). Regarding to the pore size
distributions of both the reference and the paste with concrete waste, their results remain
nearly the same. The curves representing the pastes with both ceramic wastes display a
discrepancy between their total porosity (about 2%). However, the pore size distribution
reveals a similar refinement of their porous structure in comparison to all the other pastes.
Thus, the data present an amount of gel and medium capillary pores around 25 and 30%
higher than the paste without SCMs, respectively. Let us insist here that this fact indi‐
cates, as expected and harmonizing with the previous discussion, the existence of
pozzolanic activity when introducing these clays particles. Nevertheless, to confirm this
hypothesis, complementary experiments are necessary (e.g. pozzolanic activity index
or thermogravimetric analysis).

4 Conclusion

An experimental investigation has been conducted on the strength development and
porosity of cement-based pastes containing recycled concrete and ceramic bricks as
SCM. Overall, it seems viable to apply both of these wastes as SCM. Some of the main
findings are summarized below.

The cement substitution by SCMs affected the compressive strength of the cement-
based pastes at the early ages (from 1 to 14 days). This was expected since the most
intense hydration reactions occurs during this period [16]. At 28 and 90 days the effects
of the (expected) pozzolanic activity of the ceramic [6, 9, 10] wastes enhanced the
compressive strength of the pastes reaching the levels of the plain paste. Although the
compressive strength of the paste containing concrete waste evolved similarly to the
paste containing quartz, it increased 17% from 28 to 90 days. This trend was comparable
to the one showed by the pastes with ceramics but it needs further investigation. The
total porosity of the pastes at 28 days were all around 20%. An exception was the paste
with quartz that showed 25%. The reference and concrete pastes presented almost the
same pore size distribution. Despite the fact that the total porosity has been similar to
the reference, the refinement of the pore size distribution in the pastes with ceramic
material confirmed the first evidences of pozzolanic activity of these clay-based SCMs.
The amount of capillary pores reduced about 20% and, consequently, the medium capil‐
lary and gel pores augmented about 25 and 4%, respectively.
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The Effect of Kaolinite Content of China Clay
on the Reactivity of Limestone Calcined Clay Cement

P.K. Haldar(✉), S. Mithia, K. Mukherjee, N.R. Dhabarde, E. Bansal,
P. Phulwari, A. Kumar, S. Kesh, and S. Maity

Technology and Action for Rural Advancement, Delhi, India

Abstract. Limestone calcined clay cement or LC3 is a ternary blend of clinker,
calcined clay and limestone, usually with the clinker factor as low as between 0.4
to 0.5. Calcined clay acts as a source of reactive pozzolanic component of the
ternary cement blend. The extent of reactivity of calcined clay depends on the
kaolinite content of raw china clay. The present study explores the effect of
kaolinite content of clay on the properties of the cement blend. The clays with
different kaolinite content were collected from Bhuj area of Gujarat. The ranges
of kaolinite content were broadly classified as 20–29%, 30–39%, 40–49%,
50–59%, 60–69% and 70–85%. LC3 blends were prepared using respective clays
with addition of similar quality of clinker, limestone and gypsum. Identical
conditions and process parameters for the production of the blend were main‐
tained. Isothermal reactivity of calcined clays and LC3 blends were measured.
Finally, the compressive strength of the LC3 mortar was tested. It was evident
that the reactivity of calcined clay, LC3 blend and compressive strength varied
almost linearly. However no definitive correlation of these properties could be
established with kaolinite content of the respective clay. It was concluded that the
quality and the performance of calcined clay in LC3 not only depends on kaolinite
content of the clay but also on other properties like chemical composition, pres‐
ence of various mineralogical phases and geology of the china clays.

Keywords: Ternary cement blend · Kaolinite · Calcined clay · Limestone ·
Clinker

1 Introduction

China clay or kaolin is formed by weathering of feldspars which mainly consists of
Kaolinite (Al2O3.2SiO2.2H2O), associated with other clay minerals. Kaolin is commer‐
cially valued for its whiteness and fine particle size which distinguishes it from other
clays. Other physical characteristics that influence commercial utility include brightness,
glossiness, abrasiveness and viscosity. Crude china clay is usually used in cement
industry and processed china clay in ceramic, paint, paper, pigment industries etc.

According to UNFC system as on 1.4.2010, China clay resources in the country is
2,705.21 million tonnes. The reserves constitute only about 7% of the resources at 177.16
million tonnes. Out of the total reserves, 70% (about 124 million tonnes) reserves are
under proved category whereas 30% (about 53 million tons) reserves fall under probable
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category. The resources are spread mainly in the states of Kerala (about 25%), followed
by West Bengal and Rajasthan (16% each) and Odisha and Karnataka (10% each).
Jharkhand also has quite a substantial deposit of china clay. Out of the 21 states only 9
states have invested in an in-depth study on the clay deposits where Rajasthan and
Gujarat are the leading states in china clay exploration and utilizations.

The quality of china clay varies in a wide range depending on % Kaolinite content,
geology and mineralogy. However, out of total resources, about 22% of resources is
ceramic/pottery grade, 4% are for chemical, paper filler and cement grades and about 73%
or 1,980 million tonnes resources fall under mixed grade and unclassified categories [1].

It has been widely known that the basic components of ordinary Portland cement are
clinker and gypsum. Additionally, clinker is produced through a combination of lime‐
stone and minor amounts of clay. In India to reduce clinker factor, supplementary
cementitious materials (SCM’s) e.g. fly ash and blast furnace slag are commonly used.
In fact, a majority of the cement produced in India is PPC or Portland Pozzolana cement
made up of at least 25% substitution of clinker by fly ash. However, above the threshold
substitution of about 30%, these materials reduce the mechanical strength of mortar
particular at early age [2]. On the other hand, fly ash and blast furnace slag are limited
to local availability, retarding their widespread uses. Consequently, alternative sources
of SCM’s such as calcined clays are of interest [3, 4]. These are widely available in the
earth’s crust and can easily be dehydroxylated at temperatures ranging between 700–
800 °C to produce metakaolin [5, 6]. Metakaolin or calcined clay exhibits excellent
pozzolanic properties [7, 8] and is one of the major raw materials for producing the
ternary cement blend. The cement is also known as limestone calcined clay cement
(LC3) consisting clinker, calcined clay and raw limestone with clinker factor as low as
0.4 to 0.5.

It has been shown that 45% of substitution of clinker by 30% metakaolin and 15%
of limestone give comparable mechanical properties at 7 and 28 days to that of the 100%
Portland cement reference. Results show that calcium carbonate reacts with alumina
from the metakaolin, forming supplementary AFm phases and stabilizing ettringite [2].
It has also been shown that gypsum addition should be carefully balanced when using
calcined clays because it considerably influences the early strength by controlling the
rapid reaction of aluminates. In this study, the clays with different kaolinite contents
were collected from Gujarat and studied their performance in limestone calcined clay
cement.

2 Objective

The main objective of the study is to find out the correlation between kaolinite content
of china clay and performance of limestone calcined clay cement in terms of compressive
strength of cement mortar.
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3 Experimental Method

Six samples of china clays with different kaolinite contents were collected from Bhuj
area of Gujarat. Chemical composition of the china clay was determined by X-ray
fluorescence (XRF) method. Mineralogical phases were identified by X-ray diffraction
(XRD) with X’Pert Pro diffractogram system. Scanning was done at a speed of 2°/min
for a 2θ ranging from 0° to 70°. The phases were identified by JCPDS, ICDD-PDF2 data
base. % wt. loss of clay sample was measured by thermo gravimetric analysis (TGA).
From the weight loss measurement, % kaolinite content of the clay sample was calcu‐
lated. Raw clays were calcined by static method using a temperature controlled muffle
furnace at 850 °C with a soaking period of 1 h. Pozzolanic behaviour of calcined clay
was measured by lime reactivity test. Amount of released heat during hydration reaction
was determined by isothermal calorimetric study. LC3 blend was formulated by using a
standard composition of 50% clinker, 30% calcined clay, 15% limestone and 5% gypsum.
Total six LC3 blends were produced. The nomenclature of blends followed similarly to
that of clay series. Compressive strength of the mortar cubes was measured by standard
compression testing device.

4 Results

Figure 1 shows the TGA plots of the raw clays. % Kaolinite contents of raw clays have
been derived from the weight loss behaviour of respective clay (Table 1). From TGA
analysis of calcined clays, it has been quite clear that the calcination was complete at
850 °C. Mineralogical phases were obtained from XRD analysis. XRD patterns reveal
that kaolinite and quartz are present as major phases in all raw clays with minor amount
of hematite, muscovite and anatase. However, in some cases, significant amount of

Fig. 1. TGA plots of raw clays
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hematite and anatase (>4%) are also present in the clay minerals as evident from XRF
analysis. Endothermic peak at 250–300 °C (TGA) and characteristic XRD peak at
18.4 °(2θ) indicate the presence of gibbsite in clay 2. Again, the clay 1 contains a
significant amount of hematite (6%) as impurity. Clay 5 (kaolinite content ~ 40%) shows
the highest pozzolanicity as evident from lime reactivity test. Blaine value of LC3 is
limited within a range of 540 m2/kg to 580 m2/kg. Figure 2 illustrates the development
of compressive strength of mortars from respective cement blends compared to Portland
cement prepared from the same clinker. Blend 5 containing clay 5 with kaolinite content
39% shows highest compressive strength among all the LC3 blends. On the other hand,
Blend1 with clay1 having highest amount of kaolinite content (81%) is showing rela‐
tively lower compressive strength which is usually not in agreement to kaolinite content.
Even the Blend 6 containing clay 6 (kaolinite content 29%) shows higher strength
compared to Blend 1. This non-linearity between kaolinite content and quality of LC3
blend may be attributed to complex behaviour of impurities present in the clay minerals
which create a negative effect on kaolinite dehydroxylation and ultimately leading to
reduced reactivity.

Table 1. Thermal behaviour of raw and calcined clay

Parameters Different clays
Clay 1 Clay 2 Clay 3 Clay 4 Clay 5 Clay 6

Kaolinite content (%) 81 70 59 45 39 29
Degree of calcination at 850 °C (%) >99 >99 >99 >99 >99 >99
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5 Conclusion

It is commonly known that kaolinite content of china clay is a key parameter which
controls the reactivity or quality of limestone calcined clay cement to a greater extent.
But there are other factors like geology, mineralogy, microstructure, presence of impur‐
ities etc. which can significantly influence the quality of LC3 blend irrespective of
kaolinite content of china clay. Presence of impurities in significant amount might affect
the stacking pattern of hexagonal layers and disrupt complex amorphous structure of
metakaolin leading to reduced reactivity.
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Abstract. The impact of alkali content on the properties of Limestone Calcined
Clay Cement (LC3) was investigated in this study. KOH was added in order to
increase the alkali content of the blended cements from 0.44% Na2Oeq to 1.21%
Na2Oeq. The increase of alkali accelerates the degree of clinker hydration at 1 day
but it slows down for later ages. Moreover, increasing alkalinity enhances the
formation of carboaluminate phases at the early ages but the highest alkali content
shows the smallest amount these phases at the later ages. The porosity decreases
with increasing the percentage of alkali at 3 days but it is opposite at 28 days. The
compressive strength can be boosted at early ages but there is loss gain strength
at the later age for LC3-65 (2:1)-1.21% Na2Oeq.

1 Introduction

The use of limestone and calcined clay to replace clinker in Limestone Calcined Clay
Cement (LC3) is becoming widespread in recent years because of environmental
concerns. However, the replacement of clinker with Supplementary Cementitious Mate‐
rials (SCMs) may result in slow early-age hydration. Alkali can boost the hydration of
cement particularly in the early ages but it may have an adverse effect at the later ages
[1]. Although there are many publications on the investigation of the alkali level on the
reactivity of clinker phases [2, 3] and a few work has been carried out on the blended
cements such as fly ash [4] and metakaolin [5]. This paper contributes to the under‐
standing of the effect of alkali on the hydration and the properties of LC3 blended cement.

2 Materials and Methods

In this work, the mix used is a LC3-65 (2:1) which is a blended cement containing 65%
of clinker, 30% of calcined clay and limestone with a ratio of calcined clay to limestone
to 2:1 and 5% of gypsum. Portland cement (PC) with 0.5% Na2Oeq
(Na2Oeq = Na2O + 0.658·K2O) was used as a plain cement and KOH was added to adjust
the equivalent alkali content of the LC3-65 (2:1) blended cement from 0.44% Na2Oeq to
0.83% Na2Oeq and 1.21% Na2Oeq. Calcined clay with approximately 48.5% of kaolinite
calcined at 750 °C for 5 s in fluidized bed combustor was used. The chemical compo‐
sition of PC and calcined clay are shown in Table 1. The hydration reactions of the
blended cement pastes were investigated using water to solid ratio of 0.4. The heat of
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hydration was measured by using isothermal calorimeter for 24 h. Phase assemblage
was investigated using X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) and the degree of clinker hydration at
1, 3, 7 and 28 days was calculated using Rietveld analysis. The porosity and the pore
size distribution of cement paste samples were obtained by using Mercury Intrusion
Porosimetry (MIP). The compressive strengths of mortar were tested according to EN
196-1 at 1, 3, 7, 28 days.

Table 1. Chemical composition of PC and calcined clay

Oxides SiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 CaO MgO SO3 Na2O K2O TiO2 LOI
PC 19.21 4.92 3.26 65.24 1.24 2.37 0.22 0.47 0.29 2.56
Calcined clay 40.70 30.36 20.13 2.07 0.55 0.01 0.31 0.12 2.67 2.49

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Heat of Hydration

The heat flow of PC and the LC3-65 (2:1) systems with varying alkali content is shown
in Fig. 1(a). All data were normalized per gram of PC. It can be observed that the increase
of alkali content accelerates the reaction of silicate phase and aluminate phase when
increasing the alkali content from 0.44%Na2Oeq–1.21%Na2Oeq. The acceleration of
clinker phases reaction shows the increase of the degree of clinker hydration at 1 day
but the excess of alkali content which is LC3-65 (2:1)-1.21%Na2Oeq provides the lower
degree of clinker hydration at the later ages as seen in Fig. 1(b).
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Fig. 1. Heat flow (a) and degree of clinker hydration (b) of cement pastes

3.2 Phase Assemblage

The XRD patterns of LC3 blended cement pastes at 1, 3, 7 and 28 days are shown in
Fig. 2. Generally, the presence of limestone and calcined clay enhances the formation
of hemicarboaluminate (Hc) and monocarboaluminate (Mc) for the blended cement [6].
In this study, it can be observed that increasing alkalinity stimulates the formation of
Hc at 1 day and Mc at 3 days due to the boost of aluminate phase hydration by alkali.
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Moreover, it seems likely that the formation of carboaluminate phases (Hc and Mc) in
LC3-65 (2:1)-1.21%Na2Oeq is less than in the other systems at the later ages.

Ett Hc Mc Ett Hc Mc McHcEtt

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 2. XRD patterns of LC3-65 (2:1)-0.44%Na2Oeq (a), LC3-65 (2:1)-0.83%Na2Oeq (b)

3.3 Porosity

Pore size distribution of cement pastes measured by MIP are shown in Fig. 3. It is found
that the increase of alkali content from 0.44%Na2Oeq to 1.21%Na2Oeq shows the smaller
pore entry size diameter at 3 days. On the contrary, the alkali content 1.21%Na2Oeq shows
the larger pore entry size diameter at 28 days. This reduction in porosity refinement is
indeed expected due to a slowing down of the degree of clinker hydration and the less
formation of Hc/Mc leading to the generation of the higher porosity.

(a) (b)

Fig. 3. Pore size distribution of cement pastes at 3 days (a) and 28 days (b)

3.4 Compressive Strength

The degree of clinker hydration and the porosity affect the compressive strength devel‐
opment of blended cement. As seen in Fig. 4, owing to the higher reaction degree of
clinker phases, the compressive strength of LC3-65 (2:1) is increased from 13.0 MPa to
16–16.6 MPa at 1 day when the percentage of alkali equivalent is increased from 0.44%
to 1.21%. Moreover, the strength of LC3-65 (2:1)-0.83%Na2Oeq is comparable to the
plain PC from 3 days onwards. However, LC3-65 (2:1)-1.21%Na2Oeq shows the lowest
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compressive strength development at the later ages due to the lower reaction degree of
clinker phases and the presence of a high volume of porosity at 28 days.
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4 Conclusions

The proper alkali content in PC can improve the early ages properties of LC3 blended
cement. In this study, KOH was used to adjust the alkali equivalent from 0.44% Na2Oeq
to 0.83% Na2Oeq and 1.21% Na2Oeq. The increase of alkali content increases the degree
of clinker hydration and compressive strength at 1 day. The optimum alkali content is
0.83% Na2Oeq which shows the strength value of LC3-65 (2:1) similar to the PC at 3
days. However, the excess alkali content, 1.21% Na2Oeq, adversely affects at 28 days
due to a lower degree of clinker reaction and a higher porosity.
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Abstract. Metakaolin used as a SCM in concrete is obviously a very good tool
to improve the resistance against acid and alkali attack too. Even if, finally, the
mechanisms are not fully understood until now, lower mass loss (acid attack) or
lower expansions (ASR) are showing their efficiency.
Metakaolin, burnt by using relatively pure natural kaolin clays, contains

Al2O3 and SiO2 only with a ratio of approx. one. The question is: Are there any
other clays maybe also in mixtures which are suitable for use as an admixture for
concrete or even as a binder?
This research work has a strong regional reference. Three clays from Lower

Lusatia were selected. The clays and a wide range of mixtures too were burnt at
different temperatures (between 600 to 700 °C) to find out the “best” results for
such materials. The mixing process has also the background to eliminate fluc-
tuations in the compositions of the clays. A continuous working rotary kiln with
a continuous supply of clay materials was used for the production of calcined
clay samples. Using this equipment, the rate of heating and the duration of stay
of the material under almost practical conditions can be varied. Mineralogical
compositions, measured before and after heating, confirm the formation of
amorphous phases already under relatively low temperature conditions in
dependence on the clay mineral species and the mixing relations. Reactivity
(activity index and solubility in alkaline solutions) of each sample were deter-
mined and mortar bars were produced. In dependence on their reactivity
parameters the so produced calcined clay samples influence mechanical and
durability properties of concrete structures. The aim of this research project is to
produce concrete bars with such calcined clay as a SCM and store them under
extreme conditions in some of the Lusatian lakes.

Keywords: Clay mixtures � Meta clays � Activity index � Solubility �
Pozzolanic behavior � Dynamic modulus of elasticity

1 Introduction

The formation of metakaolin, the common material for use as a pozzolanic reactant in
cement or concrete structures, is connected to relatively pure raw clays consisted of
kaolinite with a content of more than 90%. Because of the calcination process at
approx. 750 to 800 °C, metakaolin is formed by destruction of the crystal structure of
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the kaolinite mineral. Destruction means that the crystalline water bound in the octa-
hedral sheet is expelled, the structure collapses and a metastable but energy rich
condition arises. All other constituents, from which a natural clay can still exist,
interfere with the structure formation process to metakaolin [1–3] and can lead to a
decrease of the reactivity. Other researchers deal with natural clays with a small
kaolinite content to investigate their pozzolanic activities in combination with different
cements [4, 5]. The focus of this work is to select regional clays with different com-
positions but in defined mixtures to investigate the influence of the annealing tem-
perature of the pure clays and of course of the mixtures of clays. The aim is to find
optimum burning and mixing conditions of clay mixtures to improve special mortar
and concrete properties. The calcined clays were produced in a rotary kiln in a pilot
plant to have enough pozzolans for further experiments. At this stage of investigation,
some clay mixtures could be selected based on reactivity parameters.

2 Materials and Methods

Three different clays were used for the investigations. The chemical and mineralogical
composition are summarized in Table 1. Especially the SiO2 and the Al2O3 contents
are different, which is reflected in the mineralogical composition. While clay PL1 is
rich on quartz (with approx. 60wt% the main part of this clay), is clay PL7 absolute rich
on kaolinite (with 60wt% is it here the main part). PL2 lays between. Characteristically
are also the illite contents of PL1 and PL2, which between 15 wt% (PL2) and more
than 20 wt% (PL1) are not negligible.

Table 1. Chemical and mineralogical composition of starting materials

Chemical composition Mineralogical composition
PL1
wt%

PL2
wt%

PL7
wt%

Remarks PL1 [%] PL2
[%]

PL7
[%]

Error Remarks

Na2O 0.27 0.15 0.11 Amorphous 0.1 0.6 0.1 No
amor-phous
phases can
be detected

MgO 0.97 0.49 0.06 Hematite 1.7 1.8 1.7
Al2O3 17.54 20.83 27.19 Al2O3 is a measure of the

clay mineral content,
highest for PL7

Illite 22.7 14.9 5.5

SiO2 75.93 74.17 70.95 In addition to the clay
mineral content, SiO2 is a
measure of the quartz
content

Kaolinite 15.5 25.5 60.1

K2O 2.60 1.46 0.38 K2O is a measure of the
feldspare and illite
content, highest for PL1

Microcline 4.6 2.5

CaO 0.19 0.61 0.19 Quartz 60.1 52.6 30.1
Fe2O3 2.47 2.70 1.12 coloured part
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In a first step a completely annealing program was performed, based on the pure
clays but also on mixtures between PL1 and PL2 on the one hand and PL7 on the other
hand. Three different temperature (600 °C, 650 °C and 700 °C) were chosen to pro-
duce calcined clays. A typical temperature profile is demonstrated in Fig. 1. The rotary
kiln of the pilot plant can be seen in Fig. 2. It is a tube with a length of approx. 3 m and
a diameter of 10 cm. The mass transport is 1 kg per hour, so that a continuous oper-
ation is possible.

After grinding and sieving the so produced calcined clay materials were used for
further investigations.

2.1 Characterization of Annealed Product by Solubility Experiments

A main part of the investigations was to characterize the burned reaction products.
Especially the focus here lays on the question: What happens with the materials while
mixing? The background is to substitute the relatively high expensive clay PL7 (but
which has the best properties) by the cheaper clays PL1 and PL2. To answer this
question the solubility in alkaline solution (1 Mol/L sodium hydroxide solution at
40 °C) was determined.

2.2 Determination of the Activity Index

Additionally, mortar prisms were produced to measure the activity indices of the
pozzolanic calcined clay materials in comparison to a reference mortar produced with
an OPC CEM I 52.5.

2.3 Evaluation of the Dynamic Modulus of Elasticity

To describe the hardening process of so produced mortar bars the evaluation of the
dynamic modulus of elasticity was measured by using the so-called GRINDOSONIC
method.
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3 Results

The mineralogical phase content after burning is included in Table 2. As it can be seen
in the table, the amorphous content increases significantly, especially PL7 reaches with
more than 50 wt% a high value, followed by PL2 and then PL1. Kaolinite can be
determined only in traces. In opposite to this fact the illite content decreases slightly or
the value is in the detection limit.

What is the amorphous phase? Due to the fact that not only pure kaolinite is
annealed, maybe other clay minerals can play an important role to influence the
composition of the amorphous phase. Since the chemical composition of each clay has
not changed, the composition of the amorphous phase can be calculated from the
knowledge of mineralogy after burning based on a method by NIGGLI [6]. Obviously
only PL7 has an acceptable composition with a ratio between Si and Al of approx. 1.
The amorphous phase of the other samples can be characterized as too Al rich. Maybe
this is a criterion to differentiate the pozzolanic activities of calcined clays.

Selected results of the dissolution experiments are summarized in Fig. 3. 10 g clay
material (raw and calcined) was added to 1000 ml sodium hydroxide solution
(1 Mol/L) and stored at 40 °C up to 14 days. The figure shows the dissolution behavior
of SiO2 and Al2O3 of the pure clays PL1 and PL7 at 600 °C, 650 °C and 700 °C, and
the mixtures between PL1 and PL7 in 20 wt% steps too. It was expected that the
samples, in gradation to the mixture compositions, exhibit a graduated solubility
behavior. But this is obviously not the case. It can be found that an addition of up to 60
wt% PL1 to the clay PL7 provide approx. the same dissolution curves as the pure PL7.
For SiO2 this effect is valid more or less for all temperatures investigated. The alu-
minum solubility obviously requires a temperature of 650 °C or more to initiate this
effect. In comparison to the solubility of the raw materials the rates of the calcined clays
are three to four times higher. In comparison to a common metakaolin sample the
solubilities of the produced meta clays are approx. in the same range.

Table 2. Mineralogical composition after annealing (650 °C)

PL1
wt%

PL2
wt%

PL7
wt%

Error Remarks

Amorphous 9.2 19.2 50.7 8 amorphous content increases
significantly

Hematite 2.5 1.5 1.5 1
Illite 18.9 13.0 6.1 4 Illite content decreases slightly
Kaolinite 3.0 5.3 3.9 3 Kaolinite content decreases

significantly
Microcline 6.0 1.7 2
Quartz 63.6 52.4 36.1 4

Composition of the amorphous phase after NIGGLI calculation method

SiO2 42 47 56
Al2O3 58 53 44
Si/Al ratio 0.6 0.8 1.1
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To confirm these results mortar prisms were produced and certain properties were
determined. An important value, according to the European standard EN 450 [7], is the
activity index (ai). In a reference mixture 25 wt% of the cement has to substitute by
other materials to determine their activity index in comparison to 100% of cement. This
procedure was transferred to the calcined clay samples. The results are demonstrated in
Fig. 4. It can be seen that very often the temperature of 650 °C delivers the best results.
However, differences exist. Some samples are below the required value of 75% index
after 28 days storage, but many samples lay above this value. PL7 with approx. 110%
ai shows the highest, mixtures between PL1 and PL7 in a range of 80 to 20% provide
the lowest values.

Values of dynamic modulus of elasticity confirm in principle the found activity
indices of the samples annealed. Selected curves are shown in Fig. 5. Using certain
clay samples, the values of the reference material cement were reached.
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Fig. 3. Dissolution behavior of selected samples at 600 °C (above), 650 °C (middle) und
700 °C (below)
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Some “good” mixtures were selected to produce mortar and concrete prisms for the
determination of special durable properties (behavior against acid and alkaline attack).
The investigations here stand at the beginning. However so far only very less mass loss
can be measured.

4 Conclusions

The investigations show that it is possible to produce so-called meta clays by mixing of
pure clays with different compositions. Basic characterization studies give a good
overview on the properties of materials annealed at different temperatures and different

Fig. 4. Activity indices of calcined clay samples
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mixture proportions. At this stage of studies, it can be summarized that a mixing ratio
between 60% quartz rich clays with 40% kaolinite rich clays burnt at a temperature of
approx. 650–700 °C allowed the production of qualitatively good calcined clays, which
can be used as a pozzolanic material in cementitious systems. First results to determine
durability properties (storage of samples in acid solutions) allow the cautious conclu-
sion that such materials may well be suitable for this application. This is a very
important result. The mixing of a “good” and effectiveness clay with a cheaper and less
good clay leads to satisfactory results regarding the pozzolanic behavior.
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Abstract. Kaolin from a Serbian deposit, having a high content of mica and
quartz, disordered kaolinite and a high specific surface area, was used to prepare
metakaolin (MK). The calcination at temperatures of 700 °C or 750 °C for 30 to
180 min resulted in MK having high pozzolanic activity, but also significant
aglomeration of particles. In order to disperse aglomerates, MK was milled,
which resulted in increased pozzolanic activity and reduced particle size. The
effects of MK and additionally milled metakaolin (MKmill) on the composite
strengths and microstructure of the pastes were compared. We prepared and
investigated composites in which ordinary Portland cement (OPC) was replaced
with 10% to 50% of MK or MKmill, as well as the representative samples of
paste for determination of microstructure.
Compressive strengths higher than the control were obtained for composites

having up to 30% of MK and up to 40% of MKmill, respectively. Increase of
composite strengths with MKmill was more pronounced at lower cement
replacement levels (10% and 20%).
Compressive strength of composites containing agglomerated MK were sat-

isfactory, which suggests that milling of MK, as well as purification of kaolin,
may not be necessary.

Keywords: Calcination � Metakaolin � Milling � Cement-based composites

1 Introduction

Metakaolin is a recently man-made pozzolanic material formed by controlled thermal
activation of kaolin. Its usage in concrete has many technical and environmental
advantages, such as improvement of mechanical properties and durability, as well as
contribution to the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions. Despite its sustainability and
environmental significance, the use of MK as pozzolanic material for modern
cement-based composites has not been widely accepted yet, probably due to relatively
high cost of MK, compared to other materials, such as fly ash or blast furnace slag.
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Nevertheless, the utilization of MK is well documented in literature [1]. However, a
clear conclusion regarding the optimum MK percentage for obtaining maximum
strength of concrete/mortar is still not available. After a comprehensive literature
review, Rashad [2] concluded that the highest 28 days compressive strength of mortars
could be attained with 20% MK (w/b of 0.5–0.53), followed by 15% and 10%
respectively.

The aim of this study was to investigate compressive strength of cement-based
composites with MK, obtained in a single-stage process (only by calcination) and
improvements of composites achieved with additional milling of metakaolin (MKmill),
from the aspect of sustainable development. In this work, compressive strength of
cement composites, containing up to 50% of MK or MKmill, and relationship between
the strength and microstructure of the pastes was analyzed.

2 Materials and Methods

Composite mixtures were prepared with ordinary Portland cement (CEM I 42.5R),
metakaolins MK or MKmill, CEN standard sand, distilled water and superplasticizer
Sika ViscoCrete TECHNO 20S.

MK was produced in IMS laboratory, by thermal activation of Serbian kaolin at
700 °C for 60 min [3]. MK was additionally milled to break particles, agglomerated
during thermal activation. Milling 10 min, performed in the low-energy ball mill,
resulted in 38% increased pozzolanic activity, 60% reduced particle size (d50) and
slight changes in specific surface area.

The chemical composition and main physical properties of MK and MKmill are
given in Table 1.

For compressive strength measurements, composite mixtures, where 0%, 10%,
20%, 30%, 40% and 50% of cement was replaced by MK or MKmill, were prepared
with the water-to binder ratio 0.50, and the sand to binder ratio 3.0. In the composite
mixture with over 30% of MK or MKmill, hydrated lime was added. For the estimation
of the hydrated lime quantity, it was assummed that 20% of calcium hydroxide
(CH) was released during the cement hydration, and that the best mechanical properties

Table 1. The main properties of metakaolin

Chemical composition, (mass%) Physical properties MK MKmill

SiO2 55.22 Na2O 0.33 Particle size (d50), lm 15.924 6.432
Al2O3 33.07 K2O 1.06 Specific surface area (BET), m2/g 26.6 25.4
Fe2O3 5.23 SO3 0.01 Pozzolanic activity, MPa 15.8 21.8
CaO 0.85 LOI 1.47
MgO 0.61 Reactive silica 38.40
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could be achieved when MK was reacted with CH in the ratio MK/CH=2 [4, 5]. To
maintain a constant workability superplasticizer was added to mixtures. The samples
were cured in water under standard curing condition for 28 days. Compressive strength
measurements were carried out according to EN 196-1.

For microstructure analysis representative pastes, with 20%, 30% and 50% of MK
or MKmill and reference paste (CTRL P) were prepared at a water-to binder ratio (w/b)
of 0.4. Suitable amount of hydrated lime was added to the pastes having 30% and 50%
of MK or MKmill. Hydration products were determined by thermal analysis (DTA/TG)
and porosity and pore size distribution by mercury intrusion porosimetry (MIP).
Detailed description of the paste preparation, as well as applied methods, are given
previously [6].

The CH content, as an indicator of pozzolanic reaction, was estimated by com-
paring CH dehydroxylation peak areas in all pastes, with the DTA peak area obtained
for the decomposition of pure laboratory grade Ca(OH)2, p.a., as shown previously [6].

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Compressive Strength

Compressive strengths of MK and MKmill composites after 28 days are given in
Fig. 1.

Compressive strengths higher than the control were achieved using 10% and 20%
of MK. Composite strength with 30% of MK was equal to the control, while MK
content over 30% reduced the strength.

Fig. 1. Compressive strength of composites with MK or MKmill
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An increase in compressive strenth was observed in all composites with MKmill,
compared to MK composites. The strength increase was more pronounced at lower
cement replacement levels, i.e. 19.4% for 10% of MKmill and 15.8% for 20% of
MKmill. The additional milling has the smallest influence on the strenth of composite
with 50% of MK.

The results are in accordance with findings that MK with a finer particle size shows
a greater improvement in the mechanical properties, due to a better packing, easier
access of smaller particles for the reaction with the CH, and thus greater acceleration of
cement hydration and a faster pozzolanic reaction rate [7].

These cement replacement levels (up to 30% of MK and up to 40% of MKmill),
both from an engineering and an environmental perspective, are excellent and con-
tribute to the sustainable production of cement composites. The results also suggests
that milling of MK, as well as the purification of kaolin, may not be necessary.

3.2 Microstructure Analysis

3.2.1 Thermal Analysis
Figure 2 shows the thermograms obtained using DTA/TG analysis from hydrated
pastes at 28 days.

The first endothermic peak up to 250 °C, corresponds to the dehydration of
hydrated phases, such as C-S-H and C-A-S-H. The endothermic peak assigned to the
dehydroxylation of the CH is between 400 and 500 °C. Exothermic peaks at around
890 °C (respectively *915 °C) and 975 °C, appeared as a consequence of the for-
mation of high temperature phase precursors, from unreacted MK. From the thermo-
grams it is evident that the area and intensity of the peaks, characteristic for
C-S-H/C-A-S-H and CH, which represent the main hydration products, are similar for
MK and MKmill pastes. It means that the difference between strengths did not originate
from the different hydration product, but as the result of the filler effect.

Fig. 2. DTA/TG analysis of pastes
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TG analysis (Fig. 2) showed that the mass loss of the pastes occured through a
number of stages and that almost all curves coincided, except for the pastes with 50%
of MK or MKmill.

The amount of the hydration products C-S-H/C-A-S-H and CH may be approxi-
mately determined by the mass loss up to 250 °C and from 400 °C to 500 °C,
respectively (Table 2). The C-S-H/C-A-S-H content in MK pastes increases, while CH
content decreases compared to the control paste. The mass loss of MK and MKmill
pastes are similar, except for the pastes with 50% of MKmill which has lower content
of C-S-H/C-A-S-H phases and higher consumption of CH.

The CH content, estimated using the method described previously [6], is shown in
Table 2. Consumption of CH is almost identical in MK and MK mill pastes. There is a
difference only in the paste having 50% of MKmill, which indicates that the reduction
of particle size leads to greater CH consumption and increase of the pozzolanic reac-
tion. The utmost CH consumption is in the paste with 30% of MKmill (57% of CH is
consumed).

3.2.2 Pore Size Distribution
Pore size distribution of pastes is shown in Fig. 3., while the total porosity is given in
Table 2.

It is evident that MKmill pastes have smaller total porosity compared to the both
control and MK pastes. However, incorporation of MK and MKmill led to the pore
structure refinement, compared to the control sample, as a consequence of pozzolanic
reaction. MKmill has higher volume fraction of smaller pores and is more effective in
the pore structure refinement compared to the MK. As a consequence, the compressive
strength of MKmill composites is higher than that of MK composites.

Table 2. Analysis of MK and MKmill pastes and composites

Mass loss, % CH dehydroxylation
peak area, a.u.

CH
content, %

Total
porosity, %

Compressive
strength, MPaup to

250 °C
400–
500 °C

Ca(OH)2,
p.a.

– – 13.87 – – –

CTRL P 8.11 3.80 1.36 9.8 24.58 50.6
MK 20 9.77 2.73 0.80 5.8 22.61 53.2
MK 30
CH

9.94 2.31 0.59 4.3 21.10 50.6

MK 50
CH

8.62 2.66 0.83 6.0 14.17 44.0

MKmill
20

9.84 2.76 0.83 6.0 18.86 58.6

MKmill
30 CH

9.88 2.26 0.58 4.2 19.94 53.4

MKmill
50 CH

8.17 2.42 0.67 4.8 13.13 44.5
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4 Conclusions

Results showed that cement substitution with up to 30% of MK, obtained by thermal
activation, increased compressive strengths of composites, compared to the control.

Additional milling of MK ensures higher cement replacement level, up to 40%,
while maintaining a compressive strength higher than that of the control.

Replacement with 50% of both MK and MKmill, gives composites with compa-
rable strength, which are still acceptable for ordinary concrete.

Microstructure analysis showed that there were no significant differences between
MK and MKmill pastes relating to the hydration products and CH consumption.
Smaller total porosity and higher effectiveness in the pore structure refinement of
MKmill, resulted in the higher compressive strength, through the filler effect.
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Abstract. Environmental concerns and sustainable development require
increased replacement of cement. Most of previous studies have shown that the
compressive strength of cement-based composites is maximized with a 20%
content of metakaolin. We investigated composites prepared by replacing ordi‐
nary Portland Cement (OPC) with 30 to 50% of metakaolin (MK) and addition
of appropriate amount of hydrated lime, which were ordinary cured for 2, 28 or
90 days. Hydration products and microstructure of the pastes were determined by
X-ray diffraction (XRD), differential thermal analysis/thermal gravimetry (DTA/
TG) and mercury intrusion porosimetry (MIP). MK was produced by calcination
of kaolin from a Serbian deposit, which contained a high level of impurities.

Replacement of OPC with 30% of MK achieved 28 days compressive strength
equivalent to that of the control mix. Higher replacement levels, 40% and 50%,
combined with the addition of hydrated lime, achieved satisfactory relative
strengths of 94% and 87%, respectively. The positive contribution was particu‐
larly pronounced after 90 days for a composite containing 50% of MK. The results
clearly showed a possibility of obtaining composites having acceptable compres‐
sive strength with reduced cement content in accordance with environmental and
sustained development requirements.

Keywords: Metakaolin · Hydrated lime · Cement-based composites ·
Compressive strength

1 Introduction

The advantages of use of supplementary cementitious materials (SCMs), such as fly ash,
granulated blastfurnace slag, silica fume and natural pozzolana are well known, but their
supplies are quite limited compared to the worldwide production of cement. Thus, the
main goal of recent studies is to develop new SCMs, such as metakaolin (MK).

The effects of MK addition on the strength of mortar and concrete has been reported
by many investigators. It was shown that better performance of cement-based compo‐
sites is achieved with addition of 10% to 25% of MK, compared to the reference.
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In most of these studies cement was replaced with up to 30% MK, due to the limiting
quantity of available calcium hydroxide (CH) that could participate in the pozzolanic
reaction and thus contribute to the strength. Properties of the composites with MK
content over 30%, which are of particular interest with respect to environmental benefits,
are rarely reported [1]. In this study, we investigated strength of composites prepared
by replacing OPC with 30% to 50% of MK. Influence of hydrated lime addition was also
determined. Factors affecting strength were studied by examining the microstructure of
pastes by different analytical methods.

2 Materials and Methods

OPC (Lafarge CEM I 42.5R), MK (produced in the laboratory furnace by thermal treat‐
ment of Serbian kaolin) [2], sand, distilled water, hydrated lime and superplasticizer
were used. The OPC and MK chemical composition and main physical properties are
given previously [3].

Composite mixtures, with 0%, 30%, 40% and 50% of MK, were prepared. The mix
proportions, with hydrated lime (designation CH) or without, are shown in Table 1. For
estimation of the hydrated lime quantity it was assumed that 20% of CH was released
during the cement hydration, and that the best mechanical properties could be achieved
when MK was reacted with CH in the ratio MK/CH = 2 [4, 5].

Table 1. Composite mixture proportions (in g)

Designation Cement MK Sand Water CH
CTRL 450 – 1350 225
MK 30 315 135 1350 225 –
MK 30 CH 315 135 1350 225 5
MK 40 270 180 1350 225 –
MK 40 CH 270 180 1350 225 36
MK 50 225 225 1350 225 –
MK 50 CH 225 225 1350 225 68

The workability was adjusted using superplasticizer. The samples were cured in
water under standard curing condition until testing periods (2, 28 and 90 days). Compres‐
sive strength measurements were carried out according to EN 196-1.

For microstructure analyses, selected pastes with 30 and 50% of MK, with the addi‐
tion of appropriate hydrated lime quantity, were prepared. Paste without MK was
prepared as the control (CTRL P). Blends of cement and MK were mixed with distilled
water at a water-to-binder ratio (w/b) of 0.4. Pastes were cured under standard curing
condition for 28 days. Microstructure was determined using XRD, DTA/TG and MIP
analyses. The preparation of paste samples and analytical methods are thoroughly
described in work [3].
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3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Compressive Strength

The compressive strength of composites ordinary cured for 2, 28 and 90 days are
presented in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Compressive strength of MK composites

At 2 days increased content of MK, either with or without hydrated lime, caused
significant compressive strength decrease, compared to the control sample, which could
be explained by a low degree of pozzolanic reaction and high dilution effect. The
hydrated lime addition resulted in a small increase of compressive strength.

At 28 days composite MK 30 achieved the strength equivalent to that of the control.
Higher MK content reduced the strength compared to the control. For composites
containing hydrated lime this strength reduction was lower. Very good results, in terms
of relative strengths of 94% and 87%, were obtained for MK 40 CH and MK 50 CH,
respectively. At 28 days pozzolanic reaction significantly contributed to the strengths,
but together with the MK filler effect, it was not sufficient to overcome the dilution
effect [6].

At 90 days compressive strengths were lower than control. The positive contribution
of hydrated lime addition was particularly pronounced for the composite MK 50 CH,
where the relative strength was 94%.

It is evident that for all ages hydrated lime addition increases compressive strengths,
and that further investigations are needed to optimize its quantity.
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3.2 Microstructure

3.2.1 XRD Analysis
Figure 2 shows the XRD patterns of pastes.

Fig. 2. XRD patterns of the pastes

The major crystalline minerals (hydrated phases) detected on the control paste were
portlandite (CH), alite (A) and belite (B). As minor phases, ettringite (Et) and small
content of calcite (C) were detected.

A significant reduction of the portlandite (CH) peaks for MK pastes can be observed
compared to the control paste. It was less pronounced at composite MK 50 CH due to
the higher hydrated lime addition.

New phases identified in MK pastes, which have positive effect on compressive
strength, were strätlingite (St) and hardly noticeable monosulfoaluminate (Ms). Intensity
of strätlingite and ettringite reflections increases with higher MK content and they are
most pronounced in the paste MK 50 CH. Quartz (Q) reflections arise from impurities
present in MK. Detected hydrated phases in MK pastes are similar to the findings
reported previously [7, 8].

3.2.2 Thermal Analysis (DTA/TG)
DTA/TG curves corresponding to thermal decompositions of different phases in MK
pastes are given in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. DTA/TG curves of pastes

The endothermic peak at aproximatelly 120–150 °C is a result of decomposition of
amorphous C-S-H phase, as well as the possible presence of calcium sulphoaluminate
hydrates (ettringite and monosulfate hydrates) [9, 10]. The peak increases with higher
quantity of MK, indicating the formation of additional amounts of C-S-H, which in turns
leads to higher strength.

Endotherm between 400 and 500 °C is characteristic for the decomposition of CH.
Significant decrease in the CH peak intensity is notable in MK pastes, compared to the
control paste, due to the consumption of CH in the pozzolanic reaction. This thermal
effect is most pronounced in MK 30 CH.

Exothermic peaks at around 890 °C (respectively ~915 °C) and 975 °C could be
attributed to the formation of precursors (alumina or aluminium-silicon spinel) of high
temperature phases (mullite and cristobalite) from unreacted MK [7]. This peak is most
pronounced in MK 50 CH paste.

TG curves can be divided into four regions. A mass loss in the temperature range up
to 250 °C originates from dehydration of the C-S-H phases and possible presence of
ettringite and monosulfoaluminate. Between 250 °C and 400 °C a dehydration reaction
takes place due to the loss of water from the C-A-S-H phases. Mass loss between 400 °C
and 500 °C is a result of dehydroxylation of CH, while decarbonation of calcium carbo‐
nate takes place in the region between 600 and 800 °C. The results of TG analysis,
showed that content of C-S-H phases, as well as the consumption of CH, is higher in
MK pastes (up to 40% in MK CH 30), compared to the control, which positively affects
compressive strength of MK composites.

3.2.3 Pore Size Distribution
Figure 4 shows the pore size distribution curve for the studied pastes.

In general, pore radius higher than 0.025 μm influences the compressive strength
[11]. MK pastes have a higher volume fraction of pores with radius smaller than
0.032 μm compared to the control paste. This result indicates that the substitution by
MK reduces the volume fraction of larger pores. However, almost no pores larger than
0.25 μm are detected in any of the pastes, with the exception of a small fraction of the
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largest pores (32–100 μm). The results are in accordance with the conclusions that MK
is effective in the refinement of pore structure [6, 12].

4 Conclusions

Metakaolin could be used for higher cement substitution level, from 30% to 50%, in
order to achieve satisfactory high compressive strengths. The positive contribution was
particularly pronounced after 90 days for the composite MK 50 CH where the relative
strengths was 94%, which is specially important with respect to environmental protec‐
tion.

Microstructure analyses showed the pore structure refinement and the presence of
C-S-H/C-A-S-H phases, which contributes to the strength, as well as the existence of
remained CH, that might be the reason for the strength decrease.

Further improvements of compressive strength could be expected with optimization
of quantity of the hydrated lime addition.
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research projects TR 36017 and 45001, supported by the Ministry of Education, Science and
Technological Development of the Republic of Serbia. This support is gratefully acknowledged.

Fig. 4. Pore size distribution of pastes
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Calcined Clays – Performance
as Composite Material

Christian Kalb(&)

Thyssenkrupp Industrial Solutions AG, Essen, Germany

Abstract. Cements with calcined clays were tested for their performance in
mortar, and compressive strength data was collected to quantify the reaction.
References were run in all experiments to quantify relative performance
differences.

• Calcined fineness becomes relevant for strength development at high
Blaine values of calcined clay.

• 20% calcined clay substitution shows the best results
• High substitution rates (35%) make the early strengths worse –

compared to OPC
• Due to an increase of the clinker fineness the performance can be

improved
• Water demand of the blends is not critical for the strength

development
• BM and VRM both show good results – considered in absolute

terms, the VRM shows the highest strengths

1 Introduction

Cement production is an energy- and carbon-intensive process and therefore a major
contributor to global anthropogenic CO2 emissions. Clinker substitution is an effective
way to reduce CO2 emissions from cement production. Due to the worldwide avail-
ability and the suitability for cement production, calcined clays are expected to be
major constituents of future composite cements. They can be used as a pozzolan.

Colour and water demand of calcined clays are identified as limitations in terms of
application requirements and market acceptance for cements with major additions of
calcined clays.

From the economic as well as from the competitive points of view, the objective of
cement production is to achieve the highest and most uniform product quality possible.
One important quality criterion is the cement strength. Therefore, the most important
parameters had been investigated with the object of providing a basis for improved
control strategies in cement production.
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This paper discusses the results of several investigations concerning the perfor-
mance of calcined clays. This study compares in particular the results concerning
production parameters, with special emphasis on separate grinding and intergrinding.
The effects of the thermal treatment and the grinding process will be discussed.

2 Experiment

Against this background, pilot plant tests were carried out. The clay to be analysed was
calcined in a “pilot scale flash calciner” and characterised by means of X-ray diffrac-
tometry (see Fig. 1). After the calcination, the respective clay was processed into three
fineness levels by means of ball mill and vertical roller mill. During the process, the
project samples were analysed regarding their cement performance (water demand and
strength). The proportions of the blended cements were kept at a constant level with
clinker contents of 95, 80 and 35 wt%, a sulphate carrier content of 4.5 wt% (50/50
hemihydrate and anhydrite) and calcined clay contents of 5, 20 and 35 wt%. The current
project is also intended to allow a direct comparison of interground and separate ground

Fig. 1. XRD
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cements with calcined clay. The samples can be used to assess the impact of clinker
fineness, calcined clay fineness and grinding system on cements with calcined clay.

3 Water Demand

Analysis confirms that calcined clay in binders has a small effect on the water demand
(see Fig. 2). Relative to the reference sample, the water demand increases by roughly
12% if 35% are substituted with calcined clay, depending on the calcined clay fineness.
With increasing calcined clay fineness water demand rises. Fineness drives the water
demand. The good results allow the conclusion that the packing density is favourable.
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4 Compressive Strength

Figure 3 shows the relative compressive strength data. All samples with calcined clay
substitution perform poorer than the reference cement (OPC). This was expected.
A substitution of 5% calcined clay does not show any deterioration of the performance
compared to the reference (OPC). In the case of 35% substitution, the early strengths in
particular decrease strongly. In comparison with the OPC, max. 50% of its strength can
be achieved. This corresponds to the expectations. A pozzolanic reaction is expected
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Fig. 3. Data on compressive strength
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after 7 days at the earliest. The ultimate strengths of the samples with 35% calcined clay
show positive results. 70% of the strength can be achieved in comparison with the
reference. The analyses with 20% calcined clay content show the best results (see
Fig. 4). In the case of increasing substitution, a deterioration of the performance is to be
expected.

5 Separate Grinding vs. Intergrinding

The difference between joint and separate grinding in the ball mill is scarcely apparent.
Both variants show good results and display a 28-day compressive strength above 80%
– compared to the reference (OPC) (see Fig. 4).

6 Outlook

Subsequently, a grouping of all analysed cements took place in accordance with
DIN EN 197 (see Fig. 5). This shows that a strength class of 42.5N is achievable with
high substitution rates (20%). Substitution rates of 35% show losses in the early
strength. By increasing the clinker grinding fineness this can be compensated.

As a result of the worldwide availability of calcined clays, this composite may play
a significant role during the reduction of the clinker factor in cements. The thermal
activation, which is necessary to gain pozzolanic properties, is a negative aspect.
During this, some available minerals are transferred into a largely amorphous state. tkIS
offers a solution for calcining clays.
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For the future application, as main component in the cement, it is necessary to put
the focus on the strongly contaminated clays. Such contaminated clays are very
common and possibly contain montmorillonite and/or illite. These clay types have a
different structure and can influence the product qualities.

Fig. 5. Performance of calcined clays
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Abstract. This study evaluates the potential correlation between natural aging
and hydrothermal curing (accelerated aging), related to the crystallisation of
zeolites in potassium-based metakaolin geopolymer binders. 7-year old sealed-
cured specimens, formulated with varying silicate contents, were evaluated. The
effect of different accelerated aging durations on the mineralogy of these potas‐
sium-based geopolymers was also assessed. The results show that although zeolite
formation is favoured under both natural and accelerated aging in potassium-
based geopolymers, different types of zeolites are formed depending on the sili‐
cate content added to the mix, and the curing conditions of the specimens.

1 Introduction

Geopolymer materials, produced from the chemical reaction between a poorly crystal‐
line aluminosilicate source and a highly alkaline solution, have been the object of study
for over half a century [1]. Metakaolin-based geopolymers were developed as ‘inorganic
polymers’ with high fire resistance properties, but they have been gaining acceptance
for a wide range of applications including as innovative matrices for radioactive waste
cementation [2]. Particularly, geopolymer materials based on calcined clays provide
highly desirable performance in the immobilisation of heavy metals, and key radionu‐
clides including 137Cs and 90Sr.

In the context of nuclear waste disposal, cementitious grouts need to withstand
hundreds of years of in-service conditions, with high stability under moderate temper‐
ature and/or pressure changes, depending on the final method adopted for their disposal.
In metakaolin-based geopolymers, it is well known that the main binding phase (an alkali
aluminosilicate gel), develops short range ordering with a pseudo-zeolitic structure [3].
Formation of crystalline phases has been identified in these materials over time, and this
is accelerated by changes in temperature and/or pressure [4]. The bulk chemical compo‐
sition of the mix design, and the type and dose of activator, also appear to have a
significant influence on the crystalline phase formed. The mechanism of zeolite growth
in metakaolin-based geopolymers is likely to resemble a gel-solid transformation via
rearrangement of the precursor structure. Therefore, the rates of dissolution and poly‐
condensation within these materials are expected to have a significant impact on the
zeolite species present and the degree of crystallisation [5].
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In this study, the mineralogy of two K-based metakaolin geopolymers cured for 7
years, under controlled laboratory conditions, is examined, and compared with that of
geopolymers produced with similar formulations but cured under hydrothermal condi‐
tions, with the aim to simulate accelerated aging of the specimens, and determine poten‐
tial structural changes in the long-term.

2 Experimental Methods

A commercial grade metakaolin (Metastar 402, Imerys UK) was used in this study,
which contains 44.87 wt% Al2O3 and 53.16 wt% SiO2. Potassium hydroxide and silicate
solutions (i.e. SiO2/K2O = 0.0 and 0.25 respectively), with H2O/K2O = 11 were prepared
by dissolving potassium hydroxide flake and amorphous silica in Milli-Q water until
clear. Solutions were stored for a minimum of 24 h before use. Geopolymer samples
were prepared by mixing stoichiometric amounts of metakaolin and activator solution
to give a product with bulk Al2O3/K2O = 1. For all mix designs, the reagents were
mechanically mixed for between 5 to 15 min until a homogeneous paste was achieved.

For geopolymers cured under ambient conditions, the freshly prepared geopolymer
pastes were cured in a laboratory oven at 40 °C first for 20 h, and then transferred into
sealed containers for storage at ambient temperature (20–25 °C) for 5 years until testing.
For hydrothermal curing, a standard pressure cooker was used to achieve an internal
temperature of 120 °C and an internal pressure of ~2 atm, in a saturated steam environ‐
ment. The freshly prepared geopolymer samples were firstly sealed in plastic containers
containing 100 mL of water (no direct contact with the samples), and then put into the
pressure cooker for hydrothermal curing. After 24, 48, 72, 120 and 168 h of curing, the
geopolymer samples were assessed.

Prior to testing, geopolymer samples were crushed and sieved (<67 μm). A Philips
PW 1800 diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation generated at 20 mA and 40 kV was used
to evaluate the hydrothermally cured specimens, while a Bruker D8 Advance diffrac‐
tometer with Cu Kα radiation and a nickel filter was used was used to evaluate the
naturally aged samples. All data were collected with a step size of 0.020°, over a 2θ
range of 5° to 70°.

3 Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows the diffractograms of two K-based metakaolin geopolymers cured under
hydrothermal conditions for different durations. Between the potassium hydroxide
(SiO2/K2O = 0) activated geopolymer and potassium silicate (SiO2/K2O = 0.25) acti‐
vated geopolymer, the structural evolution over the curing time is comparable, where
the K-feldspar was formed after 24 h of curing in both specimens, along with a transition
zeolite phase, K-exchanged zeolite F (K-EDI), with a less ordered structure in the
samples containing silicate after 48 h of curing. Traces of potassium chabazite (K-CHA)
(powder diffraction file (PDF) #00-044-0250 and/or PDF#00-012-0194) are also
observed in both specimens.
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Fig. 1. X-ray diffraction patterns of hydrothermally cured potassium-based metakaolin
geopolymer with a SiO2/K2O of (A) 0, and (B) 0.25; where K-CHA refers to potassium chabazite
(similar to PDF#00-044-0250), K-EDI refers to K-exchanged zeolite F (PDF# 00-038-0216), and
K-Feldspars refer to either sanidine (PDF# 00-025-0618) or orthoclase (PDF# 00-031-0966), both
of which are monoclinic
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These results elucidate the important role of silicate in crystallisation kinetics of the
geopolymers assessed, where ordered K-EDI and K-Feldspar are observed in the potas‐
sium hydroxide activated geopolymer (Fig. 1A) after 24 h, while the potassium silicate
activated geopolymer remained mostly amorphous at this curing duration, with a small
amount of K-Feldspar formed. However, at advanced times of hydrothermal curing,
both samples present similar mineralogy. In the silicate-containing samples, the addi‐
tional amorphous Si dissolved in the activator increases the viscosity of the solution,
slowing down the mobility of dissolved ionic species [1]. This might be responsible for
the delayed formation of crystalline phases. However at later times in the gel nucleation/
growth reaction under hydrothermal curing conditions, the additional monomeric silica
together with continuously dissolved ionic species favours the further polycondensation
process of the geopolymer gel [5]. The formation of K-EDI (zeolite K-F, Si/Al = 1) as
a transient zeolite phase is likely related to the sufficient presence of alkali in the pore
solution prior to the fully reaction of metakaolin [7]. Also, the potassium chabazite
(zeolite K-G) formed in the two geopolymer specimens is likely to have different Si/Al
ratios (Si/Al between 1 and 2) in the aluminosilicate framework of the chabazite phase
formed, as a result of the differences in bulk chemical compositions [8].

Under ambient curing conditions for up to 7 years, as shown in Fig. 2, zeolite EDI
was also identified; however neither K-feldspar nor chabazite was observed. Instead,
other zeolite group minerals are formed. Notable differences in crystallinity are observed
between the potassium hydroxide and the potassium silicate activated geopolymer; the

Fig. 2. X-ray patterns of potassium geopolymer cured under ambient condition for 7 years, where
K-EDI refers to K-exchanged zeolite F (PDF# 00-038-0216), and other phases are K-illite (PDF#
00-026-0911), leucite (PDF# 00-049-0619), K-exchanged zeolite A (PDF# 01-082-2070), and
zeolite-type silica polymorph (PDF# 01-085-0462)
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specimens containing silicate are notably less crystalline. A zeolite-type silica poly‐
morph [9] and K-exchanged zeolite A are identified in the potassium hydroxide activated
geopolymer, while leucite is forming in the potassium silicate activated geopolymer.
The potassium silicate activated geopolymer also maintained a significant amount of
poorly crystalline alkali aluminosilicate type gel (‘geopolymer gel’) after 5 years,
observed as a diffuse hump at ~30° (2θ).

4 Conclusion

Formation of zeolite type phases is favoured in potassium-based metakaolin geopoly‐
mers, particularly those produced using a hydroxide type activator. Using silicate-
containing activators favours formation of a less ordered structure, which remains almost
unchanged after 5-years of curing. Under hydrothermal curing conditions, using a sili‐
cate activator delays the formation of zeolite type phases. The fact that different types
of zeolites were identified in naturally aged and hydrothermal cured samples, indicates
the marked influence of differences in time, temperature, and potentially also pressure
during curing influencing the nucleation stage of the crystallisation process of these
materials, which is of great importance within the context of nuclear waste disposal.
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Carbonation of Limestone Calcined Clay Cement Concrete

M.S.H. Khan(✉), Q.D. Nguyen, and A. Castel
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Abstract. This study aims to investigate the carbonation resistance of limestone
calcined clay (LC3) concrete. Ordinary Portland Cement (OPC) substitution rates
considered were 15%, 30% and 45%. Low grade calcined clay was used with about
50% amorphous phase. Phenolphthalein indicator test was carried out in order to
assess the carbonation depth of concrete exposed to natural and accelerated
carbonation. Overall, results show that the carbonation front penetration is consis‐
tently increasing with the increase in OPC substitution rate Generally, LC3

concrete under performs compared to reference OPC concrete having similar 28
days compressive strength. At 30% OPC substitution rate, performance of LC3

concrete is close to that of OPC counterpart concrete, both having an average 28
days compressive strength of 36 MPa. Only a marginal increase in concrete cover
would be enough to maintain the same service life. This is an important outcome
showing that LC3 concrete with OPC substitution up to 30% is suitable for a large
range of applications including outdoor exposure (assuming no other aggressive
ions are involved). However, LC3 concrete with OPC substitution beyond 30% is
not suitable in exposure condition where carbonation induced steel reinforcement
corrosion can be an issue.

1 Introduction

The utilisation of supplementary cementitious materials (SCMs) to partially replace
Ordinary Portland Cement (OPC) in concrete has been a rational approach over the last
decades to limit CO2 emission. Among the promising SCMs, calcined clays have
received a considerable attention nowadays due to its global availability. Calcined clay
is essentially composed of silica and alumina (more than 90%) and have a SiO2/Al2O3
ratio between 1.5 and 2.5, depending on the purity of raw materials used in the production
[1]. Calcined clay provides fine pore networks and is able to increase packing of cemen‐
titious particles due to its pozzolanic nature [2, 3]. OPC blend with calcined clay and
limestone is referred to as Limestone Calcined Clay Cement (LC3) [4]. It has been
reported that the synergic between calcined clay and limestone can lead to an improve‐
ment of the mechanical performance of LC3 based concrete [5]. LC3 blends present an
extremely promising option to the increasing demand for cement in coming decades
without increasing CO2 emissions and costs [4]. This study aims to investigate the
carbonation resistance of LC3 concrete. OPC substitution rates considered were 15%,
30% and 45%. Low grade calcined clay was used with about 50% amorphous phase.
Accelerated carbonation tests were carried out using 1% CO2.
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2 Experimental Program

2.1 Materials

OPC, calcined clay and limestone were used as cementitious materials in this study.
OPC was obtained from Cement Australia and limestone was supplied by Boral
Construction Materials Limited, Australia. The calcined clay used was made with a
‘‘flash’’ calcination process and supplied by Argeco, France. The chemical composition
of all cementitious materials determined by X-ray fluorescence (XRF) is summarized
in Table 1. The particle size distribution curves for the cementitious materials are shown
in Fig. 1. XRD analysis of raw calcined clay showed that the main crystalline phase is
quartz, indicating that all the kaolinite in the clay is dehydroxylated during calcination.
The quartz and the amorphous content in the calcined clay are 49.1 wt% and 50.9 wt%
respectively, measured using Rietveld method [6]. Therefore, the calcined clay used in
this study may be categorised as low-grade calcined clay [7–10]. Sydney sand was used
as fine aggregate with specific gravity of 2.65 and water absorption of 3.5%. The coarse
aggregate was 10 mm nominal size crushed basalt with a specific gravity of 2·8 and
water absorption of 1·6%. To obtain saturated surface dry (SSD) condition, all aggregates
were first oven dried at 105 °C for 24 h to eliminate any moisture content, then the exact
amount of water required was added prior to concrete casting.

Table 1. Chemical composition of cementitious materials (wt%)

Chemical composition OPC Calcined lay Limestone
SiO2 18.83 70.42 0.36
Al2O3 4.97 22.34 0.11
Fe2O3 2.84 2.34 0.1
CaO 63.82 0.49 57.51
MgO 1.03 0.16 0.29
Na2O 0.3 0.1 –
K2O 0.66 0.19 –
TiO2 0.27 1.1 –
SO3 3 0.02 –
Loss on ignition (LOI) 4.45 1.76 42.61
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2.2 Concrete Mix Design and Batching Procedure

Four concrete mixes have been fabricated to investigate the properties of LC3 concrete
in this study. All LC3 mixes contain calcined clay and limestone with a ratio of 2:1 by
mass. The details of the mixes are shown in Table 2. Cylindrical moulds were filled with
fresh concrete in two layers and compacted using a vibrating table. After surface
finishing, all moulds were covered by using lids to prevent moisture loss. All specimens
were demoulded after 24 h and were placed into a lime saturated water bath for 7 days.
After that, the specimens were stored in the controlled room at a fixed temperature of
23 ± 2°C and relative humidity of 55% until the testing dates.

Table 2. Mix details of LC3 concrete (kg/m3)

Materials LC3-15 LC3-30 LC3-45 OPC_50 OPC_30
Coarse aggregate 1221 1221 1221 1221 1265
Fine aggregate 620.8 620.8 620.8 620.8 545
Total binder 388 388 388 388 380
OPC 329.8 271.6 213.4 388 380
Metakaolin 38.8 77.6 116.4 0 0
Limestone 19.4 38.8 58.2 0 0
Water/binder ratio 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.55
Water 174.5 174.5 174.5 174.5 210

2.3 Accelerated Carbonation Test

At 28 days, 25 mm section was removed from top and bottom of the cylinders and
remaining segment was cut into 50 mm sections for subsequent carbonation testing.
50 mm discs were sealed using aluminium tapes along the perimeter leaving top and
bottom sides exposed for CO2 diffusion. The specimens were placed in a carbonation
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chamber with a CO2 concentration of 1%. Temperature and relative humidity were 23°C
and 55% respectively. To assess the carbonation depth, each specimen was split and 1%
phenolphthalein was sprayed on the fractured surface.

3 Results and Discussions

3.1 Mechanical Properties of Concrete

Table 3 presents the compressive strength and modulus of elasticity of LC3 concrete at
28 days. LC3-15 had a compressive strength of 58 MPa which is 15.2% higher than the
reference OPC_50 mix. The synergy between calcined clay and limestone led to an
increase in compressive strength of LC3-15 mix. But the compressive strength of LC3-30
and LC3-45 mixes was 35.5 MPa and 36.3 MPa, respectively. These results suggest that
the compressive strength is significantly reduced when the OPC replacement rate
exceeds 30% by mass and this is not in agreement with previous study by Antoni et al.
[5]. It is important to mention that high purity calcined clay was used in Antoni et al.
experiments. The calcined clay used in this study is low grade containing 49.1 wt% of
quartz. Therefore, at high replacement level, the synergy between calcined clay and
limestone could not compensate the negative impact of the large quartz contain, leading
to a significant reduction in the compressive strength of LC3-30 and LC3-45 mixes.
Tironi et al. [10] reported a reduction in compressive strength of LC3 mortar when
utilising similar grade of calcined clay. Nicolas et al. [11] also observed lower strength
at 28 days when replacing 25% OPC by low grade calcined clay.

Table 3. Compressive strength and elastic modulus of LC3 concrete at 28 days

Concrete type Compressive strength (MPa) Modulus of elasticity (GPa)
LC3-15 58 32.6
LC3-30 35.5 29.3
LC3-45 36.3 30.7
OPC_50 52.3 31.1
OPC_30 36 28.6

3.2 Carbonation Depth of Concrete

Figure 2 shows the carbonation depths deduced from phenolphthalein indicator test
together with the scatters up to 8 weeks exposure to 1% CO2 and after 30 weeks of natural
carbonation. OPC-50 specimens exposed to 1% CO2 did not show any clear carbonation
front. No carbonation front could be reported in Fig. 2 for OPC-50. Overall, results show
that the resistance of LC3 concrete against carbonation is reducing when increasing the
OPC substitution rate. But, importantly, at 30% OPC substitution, performance of LC3

concrete is close to that of OPC counterpart concrete, both having similar 28 days
average compressive strength. Only a marginal increase in concrete cover would be
enough to maintain the same service life. The 28 days compressive strength of OPC-30
is 36 MPa making it suitable, in most of international standards, for outdoor exposure
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where carbonation induced corrosion can be an issue (assuming that no other aggressive
ions are involved). This is an important outcome showing that LC3 concrete with OPC
substitution up to 30% is suitable for a large range of applications including outdoor
exposure. However, LC3 concrete significantly under performs if the OPC substitution
rate is superior to 30%. Results obtained in natural condition confirm the vulnerability
of LC3-45 to carbonation. Indeed, for all other concretes, only few millimetres of slightly
faded purple colour could be observed which could not be considered as fully carbonated
regions whereas 7 mm of fully carbonated depth was observed in LC3-45 concrete in
natural condition.
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4 Conclusions

Overall, results show that the carbonation front penetration is consistently increasing
with the increase in OPC substitution rate. Generally, LC3 concrete under performs
compared to reference OPC concrete having similar 28 days compressive strength. At
30% OPC substitution rate, performance of LC3 concrete is close to that of OPC coun‐
terpart concrete, both having an average 28 days compressive strength of 36 MPa. Only
a marginal increase in concrete cover would be enough to maintain the same service
life. This is an important outcome showing that LC3 concrete with OPC substitution up
to 30% is suitable for a large range of applications including outdoor exposure (assuming
that no other aggressive ions are involved). However, LC3 concrete with OPC substi‐
tution beyond 30% is not suitable in exposure condition where carbonation induced steel
reinforcement corrosion can be an issue.
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Grinding of Calcined Clays and Its Effects
on Cement Properties

W. Kluge(✉) and B.O. Assmann
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1 Introduction

The production of cement with more than one main component plays a key role in
prospective development in the cement industry. Targets steered by political and
economic interests give rise to the demand to substitute the clinker component and the
need to reduce energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions without any
constraints in terms of cement quality. The properties of cement and concrete are deter‐
mined by the chemical-mineralogical composition and by the specific surface area (acc.
to Blaine), as well as by the location parameter x’ and the slope n of the RRSB particle
size distribution of every single main component. This reinforces the optimization of
the cement grinding process. Questions concerning separated-grinding or inter-grinding
and the influence of the type of grinding machine in connection with product quality
and energy consumption appear increasingly frequently. The most common grinding
machines for cement grinding are ball mills, HPGRs and vertical roller mills. Each
system has different characteristics with regard to energy consumption and particle size
distribution, and hence with regard to cement properties. The slope n for a product of a
vertical roller mill is typically situated between the values of a ball mill and an HPGR.

2 Method

The following investigation considers the comminution of calcined clay and clinker to
CEM II/A-Q and CEM II/B-Q in different ways, based on a statistical design of experi‐
ment. Cement mixtures produced by separated-grinding in a vertical roller mill and a
classic ball mill in the tkIS technical center (Fig. 1) will be verified with regard to cement
properties according to DIN EN 196 and with regard to specific energy consumption.
Influencing variables are fineness of clinker, fineness of calcined clay, content of
calcined clay up to 35 wt% and the type of mill (Table 1). On the basis of the results, it
is possible to find an optimum for the composition of a mixture and for the configuration
of grinding machines, taking into account the mentioned effect variables in comparison
with inter-grinding.
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Fig. 1. Experimental setup - schematic sketch of separated-grinding (left) and inter-grinding
(right) by a vertical roller mill with subsequent mixing process

Table 1. Influencing variables for design of experiment

Fineness clinker acc. Blaine Fineness calcined clay acc. Blaine Content of calcined clay
3,000 cm2/g 3,000 cm2/g 5.0 wt%

4,000 cm2/g 7,600 cm2/g 20.0 wt%

5,000 cm2/g 12,000 cm2/g 35.0 wt%

To avoid the influence of sulfate in relation to content and composition, it is necessary
to add standard grounded sulfate subsequently, taking into account the sulfate content
of the clinker.

3 Results

The theoretical context of slope n of RRSB particle size distribution for the ball mill and
the vertical roller mill was confirmed by investigations in the tkIS technical center. The
vertical roller mill produces steeper particle size distribution than a ball mill [1].

Earlier determination of grindability according to ZEISEL for calcined clay and
clinker indicates a lower grindability for calcined clay in comparison with clinker
(Table 2), but no evidence was found during grinding analysis.

Table 2. Grindability of calcined clay and clinker according ZEISEL-test

Calcined clay Clinker
wm (3,000 cm2/g) [kWh/t] 8.4 30.1

Calcined clay generates high Blaine values with little effort compared to clinker.
This implies low grindability, but the Blaine value does not represent the granulometry
property for calcined clay. The right-hand diagram in Fig. 2 shows the context in detail,
based on sieve analysis. The progress of calcined clay fineness is limited irrespective of
energy input in the ZEISEL device. Increased agglomeration can be seen as the main
reason. From this point of view, it is much easier to grind clinker than calcined clay.
Therefore, in the experiment, the fineness of calcined clay according to Blaine was
selected at a much higher level than the fineness of clinker.
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Fig. 2. Progress of clinker and calcined clay fineness in the ZEISEL device, based on Blaine
value (left) and sieving residue (right)

3.1 Separated-Grinding

Separated-grinding gives the opportunity to find an optimum in terms of cement compo‐
sition and the fineness of each composition in relation to cement quality and specific
energy consumption.

Figure 3 shows the main parameter effects on seven-day compressive strength. The
main effects are similarly represented by the fineness of clinker and the amount of
calcined clay in the cement. The fineness of the calcined clay in the cement plays an
insignificant role compared to the others. The slope of the curves underlines this state‐
ment. The results of two-day compressive strength show a similar tendency.

BM♦ VRM■

Fig. 3. Main effects on 7-day compressive strength

Initial examination of early compressive strength shows that there is no need to grind
clinker and calcined clay separately. This was also confirmed by results regarding the
main effects on specific energy consumption for grinding (Fig. 4). The influence of
clinker fineness and calcined clay fineness on specific energy consumption for grinding
is more or less the same. Therefore an improvement of specific energy consumption for
grinding due to substitution of clinker with calcined clay is not directly recognizable
(Fig. 4; right).
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Fig. 4. Main effects on specific energy consumption; BM and VRM in comparison

Furthermore, a comparison between a ball mill and a vertical roller mill in terms of
cement performance and energy consumption for grinding shows advantages when
grinding cements containing calcined clay using a vertical roller mill. Based on the
results of the investigation – for instance Figs. 3 and 4 – it was possible to make energy
savings of 30.0% to 50.0%. An improvement of mortar compressive strength with a
vertical roller mill was observed, compared to a ball mill producing similar products.
Only in terms of water demand does the product of a vertical roller mill show a disad‐
vantage in comparison with the product of a ball mill. On average, water demand was
2.0% higher than for the product of a ball mill.

3.2 Inter-grinding

Selected samples of separated-grinding investigations were also ground in inter-grinding
mode by keeping the same fineness of mixture according to Blaine in the ball mill and
the vertical roller mill.

Samples were analyzed by MLA (Mineral Liberation Analysis). MLA provides an
opportunity to evaluate the particle size distribution of the main components in cement
samples [2]. Those results provided evidence of similar grindability of clinker and
calcined clay. The particle size distributions of clinker and calcined clay were almost
identical after inter-grinding.

Significant savings in specific energy consumption of up to 50.0% were found in
relation to grinding, with a negligible reduction of strength development of, on average,
7.5% compared to separated-grinding samples.

4 Conclusion

The specious low grindability of calcined clay according Zeisel was not found in the
experiment. It was necessary to grind calcined clay using the same energetic effort as
for clinker in separated-grinding. Furthermore, separated-grinding of calcined clay hides
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problems with regard to the agglomeration of particles, the progress of comminution
and the handling of materials.

There are advantages with separated-grinding in terms of cement quality for cements
containing calcined clay, but these advantages do not compensate for the higher oper‐
ating and investment costs. In conclusion, inter-grinding of cements containing calcined
clay is recommended.
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Hydration and Mechanical Properties of Limestone
Calcined Clay Cement Produced with Marble Dust
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Abstract. Nearly 17 million tonnes of dimensional stones, such as marble, are
produced in India annually. Around 7 million tonnes of stone dust waste is gener‐
ated annually from the excavation and processing of these stones with an esti‐
mated wastage of 30–60% depending on the technology used. Stone dust waste
generated, usually in the form of a slurry is dumped on open land, resulting in the
wastage of productive land. The drying up of slurry leads to generation of fine air
borne particles that can result in severe environmental pollution and health prob‐
lems. The study shows that stone dust waste primarily consists of carbonate stones
such as calcite, dolomite and magnetite. This study aims to understand the poten‐
tial of utilizing stone dust waste in limestone calcined clay cement by replacing
limestone with marble dust waste. Formation of carboaluminates was observed
in the using marble dust as a replacement in LC3. It was found that stone dust
waste can be used as a limestone substitute for the production of limestone
calcined clay cement.

1 Introduction

Ternary blended cements in which a high level of clinker is being replaced by a combi‐
nation of multiple supplementary cementitious materials (SCMs) have emerged as a
sustainable alternative to ordinary portland cement (OPC). Various potential combina‐
tions of SCMs are possible, which can be designed to exploit the synergetic interactions
between OPC and SCMs. Limestone calcined clay cement (LC3) is one such ternary
cement blend that combines OPC with calcined clay and limestone. In presence of
carbonates, additional hydration products (calcium monocarboaluminate and calcium
hemicarboaluminate are formed). Presence of these phases stabilizes ettringite and there
by prevents it conversion to monosulphate. The improved volume efficiency caused due
to the presence of ettringite can improve the mechanical properties of cement [1].

Marble and kota stone are two popular dimensional stones used in India. Every year,
millions of tonnes of waste dust is produced during the processing of these stones,
leading to health issues as well as major environmental hazards such as loss of productive
land. Marble is a metamorphic carbonate rock whereas kota stone is a quartzitic lime‐
stone [2].

The aim of this study was to investigate whether it is possible to utilize the stone
dust waste as a replacement for limestone to produce limestone calcined clay cement.
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Till date, the majority of attempts to utilize the stone dust waste in cement was as an
unreative filler [3], whereas in LC3 systems reactivity of carbonates is important so as
to produce hemicarboaluminate and monocarboaluminate phases.

2 Materials and Methods

Two marble dusts, MD1 and MD2, were procured from Kisangarh, Rajasthan and kota
stone dust K was procured from mining unit in Kota, Rajasthan. The XRD analysis of
the marble dust are shown in Fig. 1. It was seen that MD1 contains dolomite as the major
phase whereas MD2 contains dolomite, quartz and calcite phases. Kota stone dust do
not contain any dolomite. Commercially available metakaolin, MetaCem85 was used
as calcined clay. LC3 blends where prepared by grinding clinker (50% by wt.), calcined
clay (31% by wt.), stone dust waste (15% by wt.) and gypsum (4%) in a laboratory ball
mill (Table 1). The particle size distribution of the blends produced is shown in Fig. 2.
The physical properties of the LC3 blends where calculated as per IS 4031 and are shown
in Table 2.

Fig. 1. XRD of the stone dust wastes – Only major peaks identified

Table 1. Details of the blends used in the study

Blend name Stone dust
LC3 – MD1 MD1

LC3 – MD2 MD2

LC3 – K K
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Fig. 2. Particle size distribution of LC3 blends produced

Table 2. Physical properties of LC3 cement blends

LC3 - MD1 LC3 - MD2 LC3 - K
Standard consistency (%) 35 35.5 33.5
Initial setting time (min) 60 45 40
Final setting time (min) 450 420 330
Specific gravity (g/cc) 2.81 2.76 2.74

Compressive strength was determined by casting cubes of size 70.6 * 70.6 * 70.6 mm
with a w/c ratio of 0.45. XRD of the hydrated paste specimen (prepared with a w/c 0.45)
was carried out at 28 days for the qualitative analysis of the phases formed.

3 Results

The standard consistencies of the LC3 was found to be 35%, 35.5% and 33.5% for blends
MD1, MD2 and K respectively. This is higher than typical value of ordinary portland
cement which is normally around 28% to 30%. Similarly, the initial setting times of the
LC3 blends where found to be between 40 and 60 min which is again lower than ordinary
portland cement. The increases consistency and reduction in initial setting time can be
attributed to the presence of calcined clay [4]. It is to be noted that the setting times
satisfies the requirements prescribed by the Indian Standards (minimum 30 min of initial
setting time, maximum 600 min for final setting time). The X-ray diffractogram of the
hydrated LC3 paste are shown in Figs. 3 and 4 respectively. Formation of carboaluminate
phases are clearly seen from as early as 3 days. Strong peaks of ettringite peaks are
visible even at 28 days. The compressive strength of the LC3 blends are shown in the
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Fig. 5. Similar strengths are observed for all the blends at 3, 7 and 28 days. The improve‐
ment in the strength can be attributed to the formation of carboaluminates and the stabi‐
lization of ettringite. The compressive strengths of the LC3 blends also satisfies the
Indian Standard for portland pozzolana cement i.e. 33 MPa at 28 days.

Fig. 3. Hydrated XRD of LC3 blends at 3 days

Fig. 4. XRD of 28 days hydrated LC3 hydrated paste
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Fig. 5. Compressive strength of LC3 blends

4 Conclusions

It is seen that marble dust and kota stone dust can be used as a carbonate substitute for
limestone in Limestone calcined clay cement. The major phases present in the stone dust
are calcite and dolomite. The formation of carboaluminate phases were confirmed in
presence of marble dust and kota stone dust with stabilization of ettringite.
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Abstract. The reduction of the clinker content in concrete by replacing cement
with supplementary cementitious materials (SCM) is widely used to lower the
environmental impact of concrete. However, for some SCMs such as calcined
clay this often leads to higher water requirements for the same concrete con-
sistence. This severely limits the widespread implementation of green concrete
technologies, both in practical terms, and in meeting the requirements of rele-
vant concrete standards such as the national annexes to EN 206. In order to
overcome this, a shift in mind-set from prescriptive to performance-based design
criteria would be beneficial. Thus, we have proposed a performance-based
design approach for the selection of binder systems, which we have successfully
applied it to several combinations of SCMs. In this paper the procedure is
described for a binder system consisting of calcined clay, limestone filler and fly
ash. A parametric study was carried out on mortars, which included rheological
properties, compressive strength and chloride migration. The requirements for
each parameter was chosen based on the intended concrete application (highway
bridge) and values obtained for a reference mix typically used for the applica-
tion, i.e. a concrete that fulfils current Danish regulations. The proposed alter-
native binder system features a CO2 footprint reduction of 30% compared to the
reference concrete mix. However, the alternative concrete mix does not conform
with current Danish regulation on the minimum w/c ratio.

1 Introduction

Market estimates suggest that by 2050 the amount of concrete produced globally will
be about twice that of today [1]. Thus, the demand for environmental friendly concrete
structures is increasing and even a small reduction in CO2 emissions can make a
significant difference. The reduction of clinker content in concrete by replacing cement
with supplementary cementitious materials (SCM) is pointed out as one of the key
areas that can deliver substantial reductions in global CO2 emissions associated with to
cement and concrete [2–4].

In that context, a vast amount of research work has been done on SCMs, e.g. fly ash
(FA), to partially replace cement, reducing the environmental impact of concrete [4–6].
Though FA is widely used in concrete production, its availability cannot be guaranteed
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in the years to come. In several countries, the long-term energy production plan is to
transfer the energy production method from coal-fired power plants to more
environmental-friendly technologies. This is the case of Denmark, where all major
power plants will have shifted from coal to biomass as primary source of fuel by the
end of 2023.

Thus, despite the potential of using high amounts of FA to substitute cement clinker
and reduce the carbon footprint, this may not be a sustainable solution. Therefore,
alternative SCMs to supplement or replace FA needs to be investigated. From this
perspective, calcined clay and limestone filler are promising candidates given their
availability worldwide [5].

The potential of using calcined clay and limestone filler is investigated in an
ongoing Danish Innovation Consortium “Green Transition of Cement and Concrete
Production”, a project supported by the Danish Innovation Fund, which aims to create
the foundation for a green transition of cement and concrete production in Denmark. As
part of the project, a performance-based design procedure has been proposed for
selection of low-CO2 binder systems.

In the project, the procedure has been applied to propose binder systems in which
calcined clay and limestone filler are used in combination with and without fly ash,
respectively. In both cases, studies have been carried out to optimize binder combi-
nations for building and civil engineering applications. To illustrate the design
framework, this paper presents the procedure applied for optimisation of the concrete
binder composition for a highway bridge in Denmark using calcined clay, limestone
filler and fly ash.

2 Performance-Based Optimisation of Binder Compositions

The suggested framework of a performance-based design procedure for the selection of
concrete binder systems with low-environmental impact consists of four steps:

Step 1 Define the target application and a reference concrete mix design. Relevant
properties are selected and target criteria are defined based on the perfor-
mance of the reference mixture.

Step 2 Select SCMs, and define and execute an experimental test programme at
mortar level.

Step 3 Step 3 Propose the lowest environmental impact binder composition with
equivalent or improved technical performance over the reference mix
design.

Step 4 Step 4 Implement the low environmental impact concrete at industrial scale
by fine-tuning the Step 3 proposal at the concrete batch plant.

Figure 1 illustrates the principles of a traditional prescriptive mix design procedure
versus a performance-based design procedure. It shows a certain material property, e.g.
the resistance to chloride ingress, as a function of the W/C ratio. In accordance with a
prescriptive design, a maximum W/C ratio is usually specified for a given exposure
class. In a performance-based approach, the W/C is variable, while the performance is
fixed, i.e. a limit acceptance criterion set on the performance.
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To determine the target criteria, we propose to measure the performance of the
reference mixture. The example illustrated in Fig. 1 shows that the alternative binder
system performs better than reference at the prescribed water to cement ratio (W/C1).
Ideally, the application of performance-based design will allow higher W/C for mix
designs (W/C2) with lower environmental impact without compromising performance.

3 Target Application and Reference Criteria

The highway bridge is constructed in 2017. Part of the structure will be cast with
concrete consisting of an alternative low-CO2 binder system. The reference mix design,
provided by Danish concrete manufacturer Unicon A/S, is currently used for civil
engineering applications and is in full compliance with the existing standards, DS2426
[7], and rules specified by the Danish Road Directorate, i.e. cement type, maximum w/c
ratio, and minimum cement content.

For the target properties, we selected: µ (Pa.s) - plastic viscosity, fc,28d (MPa) -
compressive strength at 28 days, and D (� 10−12 m2/s) - chloride migration coefficient
at 91 days.

4 Experimental Program

Table 1 summarises the binder compositions of the investigated mortars in % b.w. and
kg per m3 of concrete, respectively. To obtain as comparable and useful results as
possible, the volumetric proportions of paste and fine aggregate (S) were kept constant
at 56% and 44%. The superplasticiser content was adjusted for each mix to obtain
mortars with yield stress corresponding to similar slumps at concrete level. This pro-
vided a sound basis for comparing the plastic viscosity measured for the tested paste
compositions. The calcined clay-to-limestone ratio and SCM substitution were kept

Fig. 1. Design method based on a prescriptive (left) and a performance-based design (right).
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constant at 5.0 and 32.4% by weight of the binder, respectively, and then two variations
of binder composition was tested at two different w/c ratios, 0.40 and 0.60 respectively.

The compressive strength of the mortar samples is tested in accordance with the
technical standard DS/EN 196-1. Note, that the strength is not normalised to the same
air content. The chloride migration coefficient was measured according to test method
NT Build 492 on samples taken from Ø 100 mm x 200 mm cylinders after 91 days of
curing in water. Figure 2b shows the test samples after 492 days of exposure to
chloride. The rheological properties were measured using the 4C-mini-Rheometer®
developed at the Danish Technological Institute (Fig. 2c).

The target values for µ, fc,28d and J are based on the mortar results of the reference
mixture, which was produced with a CEM I 42,5 N – SR 5 (EA). The mixtures A1, A2,
B1 and B2 (Table 1) were produced with CEM I 52,5 N (LA). The experimental
results for the reference mixture are µ = 8.5 Pa.s and J = 4.9 � 10−12 m2/s, and
fc,28d = 78.9 MPa. The experimental results for the mixtures with a binder system
comprising calcined smectitic clay (Q), limestone filler (L) and fly ash (FA) are dis-
played in Fig. 3.

a) b) c)

Fig. 2. (a) Mortar samples for compressive strength - DS/EN 196-1, (b) Chloride penetration
testing - NT Build 492 and (c) Plastic viscosity - 4C-mini rheometer device.

Fig. 3. Experimental and target results for (a) fc, 28d (MPa), (b) J (� 10–12m2/s) and (c) µ (Pa.s).
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5 Results and Discussion

The results show that increasing the amount of calcined clay and limestone filler over
fly ash results in a compressive strength that is lower at w/c ratio of 0.40 but the same
or slightly higher at a w/c ratio of 0.60. In contrast, the two binder compositions
perform similarly at both w/c ratios of 0.40 and 0.60 in terms of chloride migration. For
the plastic viscosity, the increase of calcined clay and limestone over fly ash content
results in higher viscosities of approximately 30%. Furthermore, the mixes with higher
calcined clay/limestone filler content seemed stickier.

To find the optimal solution compared to the acceptance criteria, Table 2 shows the
mix designs as a result of interpolation when the compressive strength is fixed at the
reference strength of 78.9 MPa.

When comparing the obtained W/C intervals for each criterion, there exist no
solution that fulfils all criteria at once. It is possible to fulfil compressive strength and
chloride migration up to a w/c ratio of 0.48, however, at this w/c ratio, the plastic
viscosity is 13.3 Pa.s, which is larger than the reference value of 8.5 Pas. To overcome
this, the next step could be to lower the substitution ratio of the cement and to change
the relative ratios of the supplementary cementitious materials. For instance, the effect
of changing the calcined clay-to-limestone filler ratio from 5.0 to 1.5 was tested for
both mixes at w/c ratio of 0.60. The results showed similar or slightly improved
performance on strength, chloride migration and plastic viscosity. The plastic viscosity
dropped by approximately 10%, but also the stickiness was significantly improved.
Despite not able to reach a plastic viscosity equal or lower than the reference, practical

Table 2. Mix design in the range fromW/C = 0.39 to 0.48 for fc, 28d = 78.9 MPa (Criterion 1).

Mix ID Ref. B1&B2 ← Interpolation for fc,28d = 78.9 MPa ! A1&A2 Proposal

CEM I 42.5 N 359.0 – – – – – – –

CEM I 52.5 N – 301.8 293.0 288.7 280.4 276.4 272.4 264.8 264.8
FA 54.0 55.4 61.0 63.7 68.8 71.2 73.6 78.0 78.0
Q – 74.6 66.5 62.6 55.1 51.5 48.0 41.3 30.5
L – 14.9 13.1 12.3 10.7 9.9 9.2 7.7 20.4
Water 143.0 128.5 132.6 134.6 138.5 140.4 142.2 145.8 145.8
Sand (0–4 mm) 580.0 580.0 580.0 580.0 580.0 580.0 580.0 580.0 580.0
FA/C 0.15 0.18 0.21 0.22 0.25 0.26 0.27 0.29 0.29
Q/C – 0.25 0.23 0.22 0.20 0.19 0.18 0.16 0.12
L/C – 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.08
W/C 0.37 0.39 0.41 0.42 0.44 0.45 0.46 0.48 0.48
fc,28d (MPa) 78.9 78.9 78.9 78.9 78.9 78.9 78.9 78.9 *78.9
J (� 10−12m2/s) 4.9 1.1 1.5 1.6 2.0 2.2 2.3 2.7 *2.7
µ (Pa.s) 8.5 28.0 24.3 22.6 19.3 17.7 16.2 13.3 *10–

13
kg-CO2/m

3 333 273 264 259 250 245 241 233 231
CO2 reduction – 18% 21% 22% 25% 26% 27% 30% 30%
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observations indicate that the production and execution properties can be satisfactory
even in the range from 10–15 Pa.s. Thus, allowing for a slightly higher plastic vis-
cosity, the first proposal for a binder composition could be the one indicated to the right
in Table 2, which shows CO2 reduction of approximately 30% compared to the
reference.

The resulting w/c ratio is 0.48 when calculated according to DS2426, which pre-
scribes a limit value of 0.40. Notice that if the proposed binder system were to fulfil the
requirement w/c � 0.40, the concrete would be less environmental-friendly and the
plastic viscosity would be much greater than that of the reference mixture. This may
result in poor production and execution properties, most like making it impossible to
use in practice.

The final concrete mix design of the highway bridge would be based on large-scale
trials at concrete plant.

6 Conclusions

A performance-based design procedure for selecting low-CO2 binder systems have
been proposed. The procedure has been applied to propose a binder system for a bridge
structure containing calcined clay, limestone filler and fly ash as supplementary
cementitious materials. The procedure results in proposed mix design with a CO2
reduction of 30% compared to a reference mix. The alternative concrete mix shows
equivalent or better performance on compressive strength and chloride migration.
However, the plastic viscosity is slightly higher, but acceptable. The results show that
despite of current standard constrains it is technically possible to manufacture greener
concrete at equivalent performance than produced up to date. In the future standards,
other specific requirements may be considered for the use of calcined clay – limestone
blended cements in concrete.
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Thermal Processing of Calcined Clay

J. Lemke(✉) and C. Berger

Thyssenkrupp Industrial Solutions AG, Essen, Germany

Abstract. Various clayey materials containing different clay minerals were
calcined using muffle furnace and pilot scale flash calciner. While pure clay
minerals can be easily calcined using soak calcination, mixed systems, especially
Ca/Mg-rich materials, benefit from flash calcination. High process temperatures
enable a complete calcination while the short retention time suppresses the forma‐
tion of inert high-temperature phases.

1 Introduction

Since 2010, various types of clayey material have been investigated at the thyssenkrupp
cement technology research center. Based on tests with rather pure clay substances like
kaolinite, illite or montmorillonite, a focus was set on mixed clay materials. These
materials contain more than one clay mineral species and also other components like
lime or dolomite. Further work was done with respect to the clay color. While the color
does not affect the strength development, the brownish or reddish tint is considered as
an aesthetic nuisance. The application of alternative fuels is being discussed in an
ongoing concept study.

2 Calcination Trials

For the various calcination trials, a muffle furnace (600…1600 °C) and the thyssenkrupp
pilot flash calciner POLCAL2 (600…1200 °C) were employed [1].

For soak calcination with a muffle furnace, corundum crucibles were used for bulk
calcination. For tests with short retention times less than 10 min, a high temperature
steel crucible was used. For such trials, a thin bulk layer of less than 5 mm in height
ensured sufficient heat transfer.

For flash calcination pilot trials, the POLCAL2 flash calciner including a four-stage
preheater was used (see Fig. 1). With a nominal throughput of 50 kg per hour, also larger
amounts of material for subsequent grinding and mortar tests were produced. The mate‐
rial for flash calcination trials is usually dried and desagglomerated to particle size less
than 2 mm.
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Fig. 1. Natural gas fired pilot flash calciner POLCAL2.

3 Main Findings

Mixed clays can be well activated by flash calcination. The main advantage of the short
heat treatment is the prevention of high temperature phases like mullite, gehlenite and
pyroxenes, even if the material is treated above the optimal calcination temperature.
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However, carbonates like lime, dolomite and magnesia narrow the possible temper‐
ature window for calcination as their presence significantly lowers the sintering temper‐
ature and melting point of the material [2]. Despite a temperature gap between clay
calcination and sintering temperature, uneven heat distribution can lead to difficulties
in case of local overheating.

Screening tests with various clayey materials revealed that the reactions of Ca and
Mg highly depend on the chemical and mineral composition of the material. Materials
that initially contain phases like pyroxene tend to form increased amounts of such phases
if sufficient calcium is available. Contrarily, clays which are free of feldspar show only
little to no tendency in forming pyroxenes [3].

Free CaO and MgO in flash calcined clays show usually a very high reactivity.
Consequently, there is little to no risk for CaO/MgO induced expansion reaction in the
hardened concrete.

During flash calcination, the product color can be effectively controlled via the
combustion atmosphere inside the calciner. Using a near-stoichiometric combustion
process which is principally based on the so-called multi-stage combustion in cement
production, the formation of colorful iron (III) oxide and iron hydroxide can be
prevented.

The reaction of sulfur components during the thermal treatment depends on the sulfur
species and CaO/MgO content. Sulphidic materials cause SO2 emission unless sufficient
CaO/MgO is available to form sulphates. SO2 emission from common sulphidic mate‐
rials like iron sulphide can be hardly absorbed as the expulsion already occurs at low
temperatures. Consequently, secondary abatement measures might be necessary.

For clay calcination, common fuels like coal, pet-coke, and natural gas can be used,
usually burnt in dedicated hot gas generators in order to avoid direct flame contact to
the clay. Natural gas can also be burnt inside the calciner employing swirl burners with
high recirculation rates and low flame temperatures. The use of alternative fuels is
possible but requires suitable combustion equipment. Well proven grate combustors
allow to burn coarse solid fuels under controlled atmospheric conditions [4].

4 Conclusion

Mixed clay systems with different clay minerals and increased concentration of alkali
and earth alkali elements can be converted to pozzolanic materials. However, such mixed
systems require a dedicated heating regime in order to achieve sufficient pozzolanic
activity on one hand and prevent the formation of high temperature phases on the other
hand.

Consequently, flash calcination is considered as the most suitable process compared
to soak calcination for maximising the pozzolanic reactivity of calcined clay regardless
of its mineral composition.
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Thermal Transformation of Illitic-Chlorite
Clay and Its Pozzolanic Activity
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Abstract. Illite-chlorite clay from quarry located at Buenos Aires Province
(Argentine) was characterized by XRD, FTIR and TG-DTA. Mineralogical
transformations during clay firing under oxidizing conditions were studied from
100 to 1100 °C by XRD and FTIR. From select temperatures, calcined clay was
ground (85% passing to 45 µm sieve) and the pozzolanic activity of blended
cements (25% w/w) was evaluated by the Frattini test and the strength activity
index (SAI). Finally, the hydration phase assemblage of blended cements was
studied using XRD analysis.
The solid-state phase transformations of clay during thermal treatment

involves: water loss at low temperature; the partial dehydroxylation of chlorite
resulting in the “modified chlorite structure” between 500 and 600 °C and its
collapse at 800 °C; the dehydroxilation of illite is completed and its structure
collapsed up to at 900 °C. Up to 1000 °C, the clay minerals are collapsed
thoroughly, with formation of amorphous compounds.
Results of Frattini tests indicate that materials present pozzolanic activity after

7 days when they are fired up to 900 °C, however the best SAI (*1.00) at
28 days occurs for clay calcined at 1100 °C. For blended cements, the hydration
products assemblage is similar to plain Portland cement used at all ages.

1 Introduction

For the reduction in global CO2 emissions related to cement and concrete with mini-
mum investment over the next 20–30 years, two keys areas are identified by UNEP
report [1]:

1. Increased use of low-CO2 supplementary cementitious materials (SCMs) as partial
replacements for Portland cement clinker.

2. More efficient use of Portland cement clinker in mortars and concretes

The construction building materials are classified as non-renewable industry and
the large volume of materials used requires determining the best option for the use the
local available resources to select the SCM. Among the SCMs, calcined clays appear as
a good opportunity to produce reactive aluminosilicate that contribute to the first key
objective of report. Thermal activation of natural clays is an old process [2] that is well
established for main clayed minerals such as kaolinite; illite, or montmorillionite [3, 4].
However, shales or common clays are a complex mixture of clayed minerals and
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associated mineral (quartz, feldspars, anatase, etc.) that determine the possible thermal
treatment. In recent years to produce SCMs, the focus is on low cost and abundant raw
materials, such as common clays, with an appropriated thermal treatment. The thermal
treatment of common clays generally is described by three stages: the dehydration, the
clay dehydroxylation transforming the crystalline phases into metastable or amorphous
phases and the neoformation of new crystalline phases or the glassy phase.

This study deals with the potential of illite-chlorite clays to produce SCM after
appropriated thermal treatment to be used in blended cements. The aim of this study is
to understand the thermal transformation of illlite-chlorite natural clay, determined the
firing window, the grinding behavior and the potential pozzolanic activity for selected
firing temperatures.

2 Experimental Procedure

A clay stone obtained from quarry La Cabañita, San Jacinto, near to Olavarría city,
Buenos Aires Province, Argentine was studied. It corresponds to Cerro Negro Fm
characterized by the presence of marls in its basal section and a continue set of rocks
with reddish brown with greenish tones and frequent lamination of fine sandstone and
illitic-chlorite argillite [5]. The chemical composition obtained by XRF of whole rock
shows that SiO2 (61.07%) and Al2O3 (17.80%) were the main elements. It has high
content of Fe2O3 (7.50%), K2O (4.05%), MgO (2.61%) and a medium Na2O (1.45%).
Minor elements are Ti, Ca, Mn, Zn, Ba, Cr, S, P and Sr. LOI at 950 °C was 3.68%

The mineralogical composition of natural and calcined (from 100 to 1100 °C) clays
was determined by XRD (Philips X´Pert PW 3710) using CuKa radiation and Rietveld
analysis (PANalytical HighScore Plus®). TG-DTA (Netzsch STA 409) was run from
20 to 1200 °C (10 °C/min) in dynamic air atmosphere. The FTIR (Nicolet Magna 500)
was obtained in the range of 250–4000 cm−1. Sample were calcined at different tem-
peratures at the same heating and cooling rate, and ground in the laboratory ball mill
until the retained on 45 µm sieve was lower than 15% (ASTM C 430). The PSD using
laser granulometer (Mastersize 2000, Malvern), the relative density (ASTM C 188) and
Blaine specific surface (ASTM C 204) were determined.

A Portland cement (PC) with 5.0% of limestone as minor constituent was used. The
mineralogical composition of clinker was 63.8% C3S, 13.7% C2S, 3.0% C3A and
12.8% C4AF and its specific surface Blaine was 337 m2/kg. The pozzolanic activity of
calcined clays (25% w/w) was evaluated using the Frattini test (EN 196-5) and the
strength activity index (SAI). Standard mortar (sand:cm = 3:1; w/cm = 0.50) was used
to study the flow (ASTM C 230) and the compressive strength (CS) at 2, 7, 28 and
90 days curing in water at 20 °C. SAI was calculated as the ratio of CS of blended
cement and plain PC at the same test age. The hydration products in cement pastes
(w/cm = 0.5) cured in plastic bags at 20 °C during 2, 7, 28 and 90 days were identified
by XRD.
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3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Characterization of Clay Mineral

The XRD patterns for clay stone is shown in the bottom of Fig. 1. The main clay
mineral is illite (I) accompanied by chlorite (Ch). The associated minerals are quartz
(Q) and plagioclase in the albite (A) form (NaAlSi3O8). The mineralogical composition
obtained by Rietveld method is approximately 45% of illite, 14% chlorite, 30% quartz,
10% feldspars and very low calcite content (<0.6%). In FTIR spectra (Fig. 2), illite is
identified by the bands at 3624 and 3423 cm−1 assigned to the stretching and
absorption vibration in the O–H bonds, respectively. The Si-O stretching at 1017 cm−1

and the doublet at 825–750 cm−1 are assigned to the vibration of Si-O-Al bonds [6].
Finally, the band at 467 cm−1 is characteristic of Si–O–Si bending vibrations in quartz
accompanied with the stretching bands of Si-O located at 693, doublet at 780-800,
1090 and 1170 cm−1 [7].

Fig. 1. XRD of clay treated at different
temperatures

Fig. 2. FTIR of clay treated at different
temperatures

Fig. 3. TG-DTA of clay
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3.2 Thermal Transformation of Clays

TG-DTA analysis is presented in Fig. 3. The mass loss between 30 and 200 °C is
attributed to the evaporation of absorbed water and interlayer water called as clay
dehydration. The mass loss between 200-400 °C was practically null. The greatest
mass loss occurs between 400 and 800 °C with DTA endo-peak at *600 °C that is
attributed to the dehydroxylation of illite and chlorite. The mass loss between 350 and
1000 °C was 3.70%. From 900 to 1200 °C, the thermal transformation occurs without
significant mass loss. Dissociation of carbonates was around 800 °C. Finally, the mass
loss up to 1000 °C was 3.75%.

XRD patterns from 100 to 1100 °C are also shown in Fig. 1 and selected FTIR
spectra are shown in Fig. 2. Between 500 and 600 °C, the peak at 12.4° 2h corre-
sponding to the (002) plane of the chlorite disappears and the peak at 6.4° 2h of the
(001) plane grows indicating the shift in the structure of chlorite [8]. Finally, the
(001) plane peak is wide at 700 °C and all chlorite peaks disappear at 800 °C indicating
that structure collapsed. Up to 700 °C, the spacing and intensity of illite peaks have
little changes. At 800–900 °C, the intensity of peaks at 8.8° and 17.6° 2h decreases
while the intensity of peak at 19.7° 2h increases. Finally, all peaks collapsed when the
calcination temperature was higher than 900 °C. FTIR spectra show the gradual
decrease of the intensity of O–H stretching vibration band assigned to octahedral
hydroxyl groups illite (3630 and 3469 cm−1) at 300 and 600 °C, and they disappear at
900 °C confirming the complete dehydroxylation before the collapse of structure [9].
The shoulder at 934 cm−1 assigned to the stretching deformation of O–H also disap-
pears. The Si–O stretching band at 1027 cm−1 remains without change up to 900 °C
and thereafter it decreases and shift to high wavenumber indicating that the frame
structure remains [9]. At high temperature, the band at 463 cm−1, characteristic of Si–
O–Si bending is shaped indicating the increase of amorphous aluminum silicate phases.
The transformation temperatures of clay minerals are similar to previously reported by
Fernández et al. [3]. The XRD and FTIR analyses confirm that mass loss from 400 to
800 °C is attributed to illite dehydroxylation, but XRD patterns indicate that the
d-spacing and intensity of its peaks remains until the collapsed up to 900 °C.

Regarding to neo-formations, hematite appears at 900 °C as the transformation of
the structural iron release from decomposed chlorite and illite in oxidant atmosphere
causing the reddish color. The formation of hercynite (Fe2+Al2O4), also called iron
spinel, appears up to 800 °C and the intensity of their peaks (30.8 and 35.7° 2h) is more
significant at 1000 and 1100 °C. Up to 700 °C, XRD reveals the transformation of
albite causing that the intensity of peak at 27.9° 2h decreases and the new peak at 27.6°
2h attributed to oligoclase increases. Finally, all feldspars disappear at 1100 °C causing
a glassy material that increases the amorphous halo between 18 and 32°. Quartz is the
crystalline phase detected at this temperature [10].

3.3 Grinding

Figure 4 shows the PSD curves for calcined clays at 900, 1000 and 1100 °C. At 900 °C,
the PSD curve has a trimodal distribution with particle size at: 100–350 µm attributed to
aggregation and agglomeration; 20–30 µm attributable to quartz grains and 4–5 µm
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attributable to clay fraction. For calcined clays at high temperature, the PSD curves show
a pseudo unimodal distribution with a maximum at 20–30 µm and a shoulder at 6–8 µm.
This change is attributable to the glass formation that produces more fragile and friable
particles. The specific surface of calcined clay at 900 °C (678 m2/kg) is larger than the
corresponding to calcined clays at higher temperatures (525 and 529 m2/kg) instead of
the similar particle size distribution. It could be attributed to the partial restructuration of
clayed minerals causing porous particles.

3.4 Pozzolanic Performance

The results of Frattini test (Fig. 5) show that all samples do not present pozzolanic
activity at 2 days. At 7 days, calcined clays are on or below the solubility curve with
great [CaO] reduction while [OH−] remains approximately constant. At 28 days, the
[CaO] vs. [OH−] points are below the isothermal curve indicating the pozzolanic
activity for calcined clays at all firing temperature.

The mortar flow made with blended cements at constant w/cm was between 124
and 141%. It was slightly lower than that to PC mortar (142%) indicating no significant
water demand of calcined clays. Less extended flow (124%) was for calcined clays at
900 °C that has large specific surface (678 m2/kg).

Compressive strength of blended cements is shown in Fig. 6. At 2 and 7 days, CS
of calcined clay at different temperatures (18.9 and 27.1 MPa) has lower value than that
to PC mortar (27.3 and 37.5 MPa). At 28 days, the CS was comparable for all blended
cements (39.7 to 42.4 MPa), but it is lower than that of PC mortar (47.2 MPa), with
exception of calcined clays at 1100 °C (44.7 MPa) with smaller particle sizes. Finally,
all blended cements reach to comparable CS (52.0 to 57.4 MPa) with the PC mortar
(55.1 MPa). Regarding the SAI (Fig. 6), it increases with the test age: 0.69 to 0.81 at
2 days up to values from 0.95 to 1.00 at 90 days. At 28 days, the SAI is greater than
0.85 for all calcination temperatures.

Fig. 4. PSD of calcined clays Fig. 5. Frattini test of calcined clays
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3.5 XRD Analyses on Hydrated Paste

Figure 7 illustrates the XRD patterns for PC and blended cements with 25% by weight
of calcined clays at 1000 °C. At 2 days, the PC paste shows the presence of ettringite
(E), calcium hydroxide (P) and the peaks corresponding to un-hydrated cement phases
(B = C4AF and A = C3S). For blended cement, the crystalline hydrated products
detected are E and P as occurred for PC. At 7 days, the E and P are accompanied by the
formation of AFm phase assigned as hemicarboaluminate (H) in PC. For blended
cement, H is also revealed by the XRD analysis. At 28 days, the intensity of P peak
increase for PC and decreases for blended cements. Monocarboaluminate (M) forma-
tion is insipient and it coexists with the presence of H. Finally, the M is a well-defined
hydrated product at 90 days. The pozzolanic reaction of calcined clay is limited and the
P was clearly detected in blended cement at 90 days.

4 Conclusions

The chlorite-illite clay is appropriate shale to produce SCM and the firing window is
from 900 to 1100 °C. The solid-state phase transformations of clay during thermal
treatment involves: water loss at low temperature; the partial dehydroxylation of
chlorite resulting in the “modified chlorite structure” between 500 and 600 °C and its
collapse at 800 °C when dehydroxilation of illite is completed and its structure col-
lapsed up to 900 °C. At 1000 °C, the clay minerals are collapsed thoroughly, with
formation of amorphous compounds and the formation of hematite and hercynite. Also,
the feldspars collapsed and form a glass. The grindabillity increases at samples fired at
high temperature. Results of Frattini tests indicates that materials present pozzolanic
activity at 7 days when they are fired up to 900 °C, however the best SAI at 28 days
occurs for clay calcined at 1000 °C. For blended cements, the hydration products
assemblage is similar to the plain Portland cements used at all ages.

Fig. 6. Compressive strength and SAI Fig. 7. XRD of hydrated pastes at different ages
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Abstract. To investigate the reaction process of alkali-activated carbonatite, the
dissolution behaviour of carbonatite in water glass solution was monitored by in-
situ Polarizing Microscope (PM) and Digital Holographic Microscopy (DHM).
Six types of carbonatites were mixed with water glass solution (M = 1.6), then
observed constantly by PM and DHM. The polarizing microscope results showed
that the size of all types of carbonate minerals was gradually reduced and the
particles disappeared as the time prolonged, indicating that carbonatites reacted
with water glass. The reaction rate of carbonatites with water glass was qualita‐
tively characterized via the comparison of the dissolution time of carbonatite
particles with the same size. The reaction rates between carbonatites and water
glass solution followed the following order: calcium carbonate (chemical
reagent) > carbonatite with 1.35% MgO > calcite > carbonatite with 11.37%
MgO > carbonatite with 14.39% MgO > dolomite. DHM provides the quantita‐
tive results about the dissolution rate of carbonatite. However, the algorithm of
three-dimensional reconstruction is still being improved, and the final results will
be included in the full paper.

1 Introduction

The production of ordinary Portland cement(OPC) accounts for 5–8% of global CO2
emission and 12–15% of energy cost in the world, which hinders the implementation of
the sustainable development strategy [1, 2]. From the perspective of environmental
protection, a new type of cementitious material should be devoloped as sustainable
alternative material, while alkali-activated materials (AAM) is considered to be a prom‐
ising one [3]. Alkali-activated carbonatite is one type of AAM and was proposed by
Wen since 1990s [4]. Carbonatite occupies almost 20% of the total amount of sedimen‐
tary rocks on average, and mainly exists in forms of limestone and dolomite. In China,
this value is increased to 55% [5]. Carbonatite with high MgO content (low graded
limestone or dolomite) was not able to be applied as calcareous materials for cement
production. The utilization of such high abundance of resource as alkali-activated mate‐
rials was widely investigated in various aspects due to its low CO2 emission and energy
cost [4, 6–9]. Yin integrated thermo-dynamics with experimental investigations to study
the reaction products and mechanism of alkali-activated carbonatite [6, 9]. However,
the poor mechanical performance (with a compressive strength of 4 MPa at 28 days)
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constrained its application as cementitious-grouting materials only. Later on, multiple
attempts were made to improve its mechanical property: the compressive strength (28d)
could be improved from 3.7 MPa to about 40 MPa with the addition of up to 30wt% of
other admixtures such as slag, fly ash and metakaolin, concentration of water-glass of
41.5%, M = 1.8, and liquid to solid ratio of 0.8 by mass [8]. Other authors also summar‐
ized similar conclusions when they studied the effect of the slag content on the compres‐
sive strength of alkali-activated carbonatite material [10]. The huge gap in mechanical
performance between alkali-activated carbonatite and other alkali-activated admixtures
(slag, fly ash or metakaolin) systems and the difficulties in characterizing the reaction
products due to their amorphous nature result in a raising doubt on whether the carbo‐
natites really react with water glass solution or the whole reaction is a dedolomitization
process of carbonatites [10–12]. To solve this problem, in this study the dissolution
behavior of carbonatite in water glass solution was investigated by in-situ observation
method to determine the character of the reaction. Polarizing microscope (PM) and
digital holographic microscopy (DHM) were applied as in-situ observation methods.

2 Experiment

2.1 Raw Materials

Six types of carbonatites with different content of MgO (from 0 wt% to 21.6 wt%) were
used as raw materials. Carbonatites were first ground into powders and sieved with 200
meshes sieve before use. Water glass with a modulus of 1.6 (two concentrations: 15%
and 35%) was used. The detailed compositions and mixture design were shown in
Table 1.

Table 1. Compositions and mix design for the experiments

No. Carbonatites CaO/wt% MgO/wt% Loss/wt% c(water
glass)/%

Method Observing
Times/d

S1 Calcium
carbonate

60 / 40 15 PM 9

S2 Calcite 60.05 / 43.93 15 PM 12
S3 Dolomite

Limestone*
53.45 1.35 43.43 15 PM 14

S4 Calcite
Dolomite-1*

41.14 11.37 43.71 15 PM 22

S5 Calcite
Dolomite-2*

37.15 14.39 43.45 15 PM 35

S6 Dolomite 30.5 21.6 47.9 15 PM 35
S7 Calcite

Dolomite-1*
41.14 11.37 43.71 35 DHM 1

*Classified according to the “carbonate classification figure” [13].
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2.2 Samples Preparation and In-situ Tests

Carbonatites and water glass were weighed and mixed in a tube with a solid/liquid ratio
of 1/1500 by mass, and then shaken evenly by lab dancer MS-3 for 2 min. After that,
few drops of mixed liquid (approximately 0.5 ml) were dripped onto the glass slide and
sealed with coverslip. The wave plate was placed on the objective table and the change
of carbonatite particles was recorded by taking pictures continuously. The whole device
and sample were kept motionless throughout the whole observation process. The images
of PM and DHM were recorded on CMM-55E PM and sCMOS camera (Zyla-5.5-CL3,
Andor Tech), respectively. The details of experiments were listed in Table 1.

3 Results and Discussion

Due to the high similarity in dissolution behaviors of Specimen S1 to S6, only the image
process of specimen S1 is shown in Fig. 1 as example. The polarizing microscope images
showed that the size of all types of carbonate minerals was gradually reduced and the
particles disappeared as the time prolonged, indicating that carbonatites reacted with
water glass not just a dedolomitization process.

Fig. 1. Dissolution behavior of sample S1 by PM (MgO = 0%, c = 15%)

For specimen S1, carbonate particles dissolved in 9 days, presenting the fastest reac‐
tion rate among all specimens. Specimen S6 presented the slowest reaction rate, in which
carbonate particles didn’t completely dissolved after 35 days. The reaction rates between
carbonatites and water glass solution followed the following order: calcium carbonate
chemical reagent > carbonatite with 1.35% MgO > calcite > carbonatite with 11.37%
MgO > carbonatite with 14.39% MgO > dolomite.

Polarizing microscope (PM) observation is a useful method to qualitatively char‐
acterize the reaction rate by comparing the dissolution time of carbonatite particles
with the same size. However, polarizing microscope can’t provide the information
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about the specific reaction rate and the detail morphology alterations of reaction
products. Therefore, digital holographic microscopy (DHM) was also applied for
quantitative analysis because it can record three-dimensional image and reconstruct
the subject. DHM observation was only kept for 12 h (the used instrument was unable
to be used continuously for days). In order to accelerate the reaction rate, water glass
with a concentration of 35% was used and the dissolution process and reconstruct
results are shown in Fig. 2. The thickness values of carbonatite particles were
obtained by reconstructed images. According to the data determined by DHM in
Table 2, the average dissolution rate of the tested particles is 65.33 μm3·h−1 within the

Fig. 2. 3D-reconstructed graphs of S7
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initial 6 h, and then raised to 99.83 μm3·h−1 in the later 6 h, indicating that the disso‐
lution of carbonatites in water glass is an accelerative process.

Table 2. Quantitative analysis results of sample S7

Sampling time/h Thickness/μm Volume /μm3 Dissolution rate/μm3.h−1

0 6.0 2637 /
6 5.2 2245 65.33

12 4.3 1646 99.83

4 Conclusion

Base on the results and discussion above, a few conclusions can be achieved. The
carbonatites do react with water glass. The reaction rates between carbonatites and water
glass solution followed the following order: calcium carbonate (chemical
reagent) > carbonatite with 1.35% MgO > calcite > carbonatite with 11.37%
MgO > carbonatite with 14.39% MgO > dolomite. The preliminary result of DHM
shows the dissolution rate of carbonatite in water glass solution is increased from
65.33 μm3/h to 99.83 μm3/h as sampling time prolonged from 6 h to 12 h. The algorithm
of three-dimensional reconstruction is still being improved, and the final results will be
included in the full paper.
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Abstract. Given the growth of the construction industry in recent years, Portland
cement production has been increasing, but the cement industry is adversely
affected by sustainability, accounting for about 5% of the world’s CO2 emissions.
With the view to reduce these emissions, mitigating measures have been analyzed,
and one of the most promising ones is the reduction of clinker/cement ratio, using
as substitution mineral additions. This research aims to analyze the mechanical
performance of mortars from the use of cement with addition of two types of
metakaolin, one of these being more reactive, with the addition of limestone. From
the characterization of these materials and the different substitution contents used
from binary and ternary mixtures, it was verified that some of them have a good
performance.

1 Introduction

The construction industry has been a growing and important department in the economy
of many countries around the world, and with it, Portland cement, one of the most
consumed products on the planet, has increasing amounts of production. Research shows
that the construction industry produces about 3.6 billion tons of cement annually in the
world, and predicts that this volume will increase to more than 5 billion tons by 2030
[1]. However, a cement industry is responsible for about 5% of the planet’s CO2 emis‐
sions, contributing significantly to greenhouse problems [2]. 60% of total emissions
come from clinker formation processes, due to the decarbonation of calcium carbonate
[3]. Given this large share of carbon emission contribution, a reduction in the ratio of
clinker/cement becomes essential for the production process of its attenuated environ‐
mental impact.

In order to reduce the amount of clinker used in the manufacture of cement without
losing the characteristics of strength and durability, it is necessary to use alternative
materials, such as blast furnace slag and fly ash. However, these additions are not avail‐
able in abundance, and will not be able to meet the demand for world cement production
in the coming years. According to [3], the addition that simultaneously meets the
required conditions of availability and performance is the calcined clay.

The calcined clay alone is already proven capable of replacing part of the clinker,
however, recent researches such as [3–5] have shown that when limestone is added to
the mixture, a synergistic reaction occurs between the mineral additions, providing an
improvement in properties. This is due to a reaction of the calcium carbonate from the
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limestone with the alumina present in the calcined clay, and the calcium hydroxide,
forming a compound called hydrated carboaluminate, according to Eq. 1, a product
capable of filling the pores and reduce existing gaps.

A + Cc + 3CH → C3A.Cc.H12 (1)

This research has as general objective to evaluate the technical feasibility of LC3

cement from the mineral additions available in Brazil. In addition, it will also analyze
the influence of the type of calcined clay used as a function of its amorphousness and
its alumina content, considering that this compound is one of the main ones for the
synergic reaction that originates the hydrated carboaluminate. In order to verify the
influence of the limestone on the performance of LC3, we chose to use a limestone that
is poor in calcareous, in order to verify if this factor could result in the loss of efficiency
of the new cement.

2 Experimental Procedure

For the manufacture of mortars with LC3, a common Portland cement (free of additions),
two types of calcined clay, and one kind of limestone were used. In the case of calcined
clay, calcined clay “a” (Ca) is commonly used in Brazil to produce Portland cements,
and calcined clay “b” (Cb) is also marketed as a more amorphous mineral addition, in
which a higher Al2O3 content was identified by the X-ray fluorescence assay. From this
test, which can be analysed in Table 1, the limestone filer was also characterized, to
prove its reduced limestone content, and the cement used in the standard mixture and in
the replacement mixtures.

Table 1. XRF Composition of materials

Chemical composition (%)
Oxides Ca Cb Limestone PC
SiO2 55,27 50,55 55,85 16,82
Al2O3 35,89 42,28 16,57 3,94
CaO 2,56 – 12,35 66,04
Fe2O3 2,08 3,24 7,27 3,74
TiO2 2,01 1,64 0,99 0,24
MgO 0,73 1,02 2,61 4,25
K2O 0,49 1,08 3,52 0,91
SO3 0,48 0,1 0,46 3,76
BaO 0,36 – – –
MnO – – 0,14 –
P2O5 – – 0,11 –
SrO – – – 0,21
Other oxides 0,14 0,1 0,12 0,1
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In order to complement the characterization of the mineral additions used, the X-ray
diffraction (XRD) test was also performed, as shown in Fig. 1 below.

Fig. 1. X-ray diffraction analysis of materials

Twenty-one mortars of different mixtures were then produced, the first one as a
reference, and the others obtained from binary and ternary mixtures, with total substi‐
tution levels of 15%, 30%, 45% and 60%. These substitution levels were determined in
order to reproduce those used by [5], making it possible to compare the performance of
LC3 cement in different regions of the planet. In the case of ternary mixtures, it was
always chosen to use the ratio 2:1 (MK: LS), according to the optimum ratio indicated
by [4]. In Table 2 it is possible to analyze the applied proportions.

The mortars were made with water/binder ratio of 0.48, and with the aid of super‐
plasticizer additive, to maintain the same consistency and workability of all mixtures
for the molding procedure, as established by [6]. The compressive strength of the
mixtures was analyzed from the rupture of 16 cylindrical specimens measuring
5 × 10 mm, at the ages of 1, 3, 7 and 28 days, with 4 samples for each age.
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Table 2. Composition of cements

Mixtures PC Total substitution
(%)

Limestone Calcined clay “a”
(%)

Calcined clay “b”
(%)

OPC 100 0 0 0 0
LS 1 85 15 15 0 0
LS 2 70 30 30 0 0
LS 3 55 45 45 0 0
LS 4 40 60 60 0 0
Ca 1 85 15 0 15 0
Ca 2 70 30 0 30 0
Ca 3 55 45 0 45 0
Ca 4 40 60 0 60 0
Cb 1 85 15 0 0 15
Cb 2 70 30 0 0 30
Cb 3 55 45 0 0 45
Cb 4 40 60 0 0 60
LC3a 1 85 15 5 10 0
LC3a 2 70 30 10 20 0
LC3a 3 55 45 15 30 0
LC3a 4 40 60 20 40 0
LC3b 1 85 15 5 0 10
LC3b 2 70 30 10 0 20
LC3b 3 55 45 15 0 30
LC3b 4 40 60 20 0 40

LS: PC + Limestone
Ca: PC + Ca
Cb: PC + Cb
LC3a: PC + Limestone + Ca
LC3b: PC + Limestone + Cb

3 Results

Depending on the fineness and the substitution content in each mixture, different
amounts of superplasticizer additive were used. The amount of additive and the substi‐
tution content showed a directly proportional growth, as the quantity of the mineral
additions increased, the dosage of superplasticizer was also increasing. When the filler
was used in the substitutions there was not a high demand in the dosage of superplasti‐
cizer, however, when using the calcined clays, as a function of the fineness of these
additions, the dosage of the polycarboxylate additive was necessary in greater quantities,
so that the workability was maintained of mortars.

Regarding the mechanical performance, the averages obtained from the rupture of
4 cylindrical test pieces (5 × 10 mm) are presented in Fig. 2. Figure 3 shows the percen‐
tages of compressive strength at the ages of 1, 3, 7 and 28 days, when compared to the
reference dosage.
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OPC LS1 LS2 LS3 LS4 Ca 1 Ca 2 Ca 3 Ca 4 Cb 1 Cb 2 Cb 3 Cb 4 LC3a 1 LC3a 2 LC3a 3 LC3a 4 LC3b 1 LC3b 2 LC3b 3 LC3b 4

1 day 16.0 12.5 9.1 7.4 3.9 16.6 12.4 8.5 6.1 16.5 15.0 10.3 3.7 17.1 12.4 8.8 5.8 16.5 12.8 9.8 6.3

3 days 26.3 23.8 19.3 16.7 8.8 32.2 27.1 21.5 16.8 34.6 31.8 23.1 11.4 32.2 27.0 22.6 17.5 31.8 29.1 24.8 20.0

7 days 33.7 30.6 22.5 20.6 11.0 41.9 40.3 33.3 27.0 50.9 51.2 41.4 20.6 42.4 40.0 35.0 26.5 45.6 47.4 41.9 32.9

28 days 44.2 40.6 30.5 22.4 14.3 52.1 54.2 50.2 47.1 58.6 60.6 65.8 50.9 51.1 44.6 41.6 40.0 53.6 58.0 58.7 51.1
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Fig. 2. Compressive strength of blends mortars at 1, 3, 7 and 28 days.
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Fig. 3. Compressive strength of blends normalized to the strength of pure PC

Considering the results presented from the binary mixtures, it is possible to infer that
when limestone is added to mixtures in different percentages, these presents lower results
in the tests of compressive strength in all of the ages, when compared to the results of
the reference cement.

Mortars that used cement with addition of both types of calcined clay at 45% and
60% substitution levels did not exceed the reference at the initial ages of 1 and 3 days,
a result expected as a function of pozzolanic reactions occurring at a higher age or
excessive use of superplasticizer in some of these mortars, a factor that can cause a delay
in the initial resistance gain. However, the binary mixtures using these mineral additions
presented higher results than the refining mixture at all levels at the age of 28 days.

With respect to the mixtures composed of the LC3 cement tested, it is possible to
observe that at the age of 1 day, only the substitution of 15% exceeded the reference,
however, at 3 days the mortars with 30% also exceeded the cement results common.
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Even more positive results occurred at more advanced ages, in which mortars produced
from LC3a, with substitution levels of 15% and 30%, exceeded the reference values, and
when used 45% of mineral additions (30% calcined clay + 15% filer) and 60% (40%
calcined clay + 20% filer) the mortars obtained 94.2% and 90.6% respectively in relation
to the standard mix. In the case of mortars that were produced from LC3b, at 28 days
all the results of compressive strength obtained were higher than the reference values.

As for the performance of LC3 using two different types of clay, it was verified that
the mixtures made with calcined clay “b” obtained a more satisfactory performance, a
result similar to that obtained in the study [7], and its premises are supported by
researches as [3] which cite the importance of kaolinite content and amorphity for the
best performance of the new cement.

4 Conclusions

Analyzing the results obtained, it can be concluded that the addition of calcined clay
and limestone is perfectly feasible with respect to the compressive strength characteristic
for percentages of addition of up to 30% in case of use of clay “a” (20% Calcined clay
“a” + 10% filer, and up to 60% addition in the case of clay “b” (40% calcined clay “b”
and 20% filer). Therefore, the importance cited by [3] regarding the quality of the
calcined clay is remarkable, since from this it is possible to establish higher substitution
levels, collaborating more efficiently in reducing the clinker/cement ratio, and conse‐
quently emissions. It was also found that the use of a low limestone filer did not impair
the performance of the LC3 mixtures.

In view of the research it is possible to say that the LC3 is a promising cement, that
from the use of calcined clay, a material available in abundance, and limestone, also
accessible in great quantity and that does not require calcination, becomes competitive
technically, financially and environmentally, and should be studied in the coming years,
and can replace in an equal way the conventional mineral additions currently.
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Evaluation of Calcined Clays
from Boyaca-Colombia Containing Alunite
as Supplementary Cementitious Materials
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Lafarge Holcim, Jona, Switzerland

Abstract. The goal of this study was to understand the behavior of clays from
Iza, Boyaca, Colombia and their potential to be used in blended cement after
calcination as pozzolan. The materials were characterized before and after
thermal treatment by XRF, XRD, TGA and SEM. The performance in mortar
was evaluated by compressive strength of mortar.
The XRD analysis showed that the main minerals present in the raw materials

were Kaolinite, Alunite, Quartz, Opal and Feldspars, each one with different
behavior after activation. The performance of mortar was investigated by
measuring the compressive strength according to ASTM C109. The produced
blended cements were done with 30% of SCM and 70% of Ordinary Portland
Cement (OPC).
The optimization of the calcination temperature has been carried out using

Thermal Gravimetric Analysis (TGA) as well as with X Ray Diffraction (XRD).
After the calcination and depending on the temperature, both the Kaolinite as
well as Alunite show structural changes with different effects on the perfor-
mance. While kaolinite dehydroxylation significantly improves the performance,
alunite decomposition into the new reactive phases KAl(SO4)2 and amorphous
Al2O3 have strong effect on the early age of hydration, decreasing the worka-
bility, increasing the initial temperature of the mortar. This can nevertheless be
controlled by optimizing the gypsum content.

1 Introduction

Cement producer are facing a challenge: meet the growing cement demand without
increasing their environmental footprint. Production of one ton of clinker as main
components of cement produced between 0.5–0.8 tons of Carbon Dioxide (CO2) [1].
LafargeHolcim has set ambitious CO2 reduction target in its “2030 Plan for Sustain-
ability” aiming at reducing in 2030 by 40% the net CO2 emissions compared to 1990
situation and further reducing clinker factor below 65. In order to achieve these
objectives and due to the abundance in the world, calcined clays are promising options
as supplementary cementitious materials(SCMs). Several results have showed that
calcined clay can be used as substitute of clinker and that combined addition of
limestone can allow minimizing even more the clinker factor.
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As a result of thermal treatment of clays in a temperature range in which the layer
structure of clay changes due to dehydroxylation yields amorphous alumina-silicate [2],
phase with good pozzolanic properties. Improving the negative impact of clays,
decreasing water demand and acting as high reactive pozzolan materials. However, as
any natural material, clay is subject to local variation originating from its geological
formation process and can vary greatly in term of type of clays, type and amount of
others minerals, etc. that can affect calcined clays reactivity. This article intends to
investigate a particular case of kaolinitic clays from a hydrothermal deposit in
Colombia.

2 Materials and Methods

The materials under study were taken from a quarry of Pozzolan located in the city of
Iza, State of Boyaca, Colombia. Currently the quarry is under exploitation and has a
sub-product called Pozzolan type “clays” considered as a waste. An estimation of
amount of this material is around 4 Million of Tons. The chemical composition and
mineralogical investigation was performed with a X-ray Fluorescence(XRF) and
X-Ray Diffraction spectrometer ARL TM 9900 X-Ray WorkStation. The
morphology-microstructure was estimate by SEM [3], temperature of activation and
thermal behaviour by Thermogravimetric Analysis(TGA-DTG). Sulphur content was
measured by LECO equipment. The performance of mortar was investigated by
measuring the compressive strength according to ASTM C109 at 1, 3, 7, 28 days.

2.1 Raw Materials

Four samples were investigated; the selection of the samples was according to the
chemical composition and representability of materials in the field (Table 1).

In Fig. 1, the SEM image shows the characteristic layered structure of clays pla-
telets stacked together. This structure is responsible to increase the water retention due
to the hydroxyl group in the surface of the particles, which have electrostatic attraction
with water molecules forming a hydrogen bond [4].

Table 1. Chemical composition by XRF of samples

Chemical composition %

Sample SiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 CaO MgO Na2O K2O TiO2 P2O5 Mn2O3 LOI SO3

A 61.50 20.64 2.11 0.00 0.35 0.03 1.42 0.26 0.07 0.02 12.02 2.60

B 54.22 14.78 5.30 2.59 0.12 0.05 3.39 0.32 0.13 0.08 16.34 11.31

C 66.22 17.53 2.75 0.21 0.43 0.22 2.70 0.27 0.05 0.04 8.35 0.58

D 61.78 19.60 2.66 0.00 0.35 0.04 2.26 0.23 0.16 0.03 10.59 2.24
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3 Results and Discussion

The chemical composition of the materials was not uniform, with the sulphur content
expressed as SO3 had values from 0.58% in sample C to 11.31% in sample B as well as
variations for SiO2 between 54% (sample B) and 66% for sample C. It demonstrates the
broad variety of compositions present in the quarry.

3.1 Mineralogy

The main minerals phases identified were Quartz 2/:31 and Opal (Amorphous phase),
Kaolinite 2/:14 Al2Si2O5(OH)4 and Alunite 2/:34 KAl3(SO4)2(OH)5. Feldspar and
Micas are also present 2/� 26–30. The chemical composition can be correlated with
mineral phases. SiO2 is due to Quartz an Opal. SO3 amount indicate the relative amount
of Alunite and the Al2O3 content in clays can therefore be estimated, by deducting the
amount in the alunite from the total Al2O3.

Therefore, having the XRD pattern (intensities) and the chemical composition, it is
possible to assume that sample B has the highest amount of Alunite and lowest clay

Fig. 1. Appearance and SEM image of sample A (Back-Scattered Electrons)

Fig. 2. XRD pattern of samples, before thermal treatment
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content, sample C lowest alunite content, sample A highest Clay content and sample D
intermediate composition (Fig. 2).

3.2 Thermal Treatment and Structural Changes

The samples were thermally treated by batch of 2.5 kg in a muffle kiln for 2 h at the
temperature in which the dehydroxylation process takes place (800 °C) and later on
cooled down to room temperature.

After calcination at 750 °C, the microstructure changed as can be show in Fig. 3.
From an ordered layer structure to an amorphous phase, during the process the size of
particles slightly increases (residue sieve increase). Above 783 °C the sintering process
occurs, reducing the Blaine Value-Fig. 4 and this will affect the reactivity. The optimal
temperature of activation should be between 600 °C to 783 °C.

Figure 5 showed that loss of mass took place in two ranges at high temperature [5]:

1. 500 °C–600 °C the dehydroxylation of Kaolinite and Alunite.
2. 700 °C–800 °C, Alunite decomposition and release of SO3.

Fig. 3. SEM image of sample A after
calcination

Fig. 4. Blaine value increasing the activation
temperature
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3.3 Performance Evaluation

Blended Cements were prepared with 70% Portland Cement and 30% of the Iza
material before and after activation. The samples were prepared and tested according to
ASTM C109. All the pozzolan were ground at constant residue sieve (R90 lm:
9–11%). Reference samples with only Portland cement and Portland cement with 30%
Ottawa Sand (inert quartz) were also tested as reference to calculate hydraulic index.

Hydraulic index was calculated according to Eq. (1).

IH ¼ RD
sample � RD

sand

RD
opc � RD

sand
ð1Þ

Where R is the compressive strength of the sample at age D. The hydraulic index
value is relative to the contribution of the material that was tested respective to inert
material (Ottawa sand) and Ordinary Cement Portland and can be analyzed as:

• IH < 0, indicates no pozzolanic activity.
• 0 < IH < 1, indicate s moderate contribution to strength development better than

Quartz(inert) but less than that OPC. The higher HI, better reactivity.
• IH > 1, indicate higher strength contribution than OPC indicating excellent poz-

zolanic activity.

The hydraulic index of samples at different ages can be seen in Fig. 6. The samples
A, C, D before activation were considered as non-reactive (IH < 0), while sample B
showed good HI of 60, in agreement with its high opal content and low clay content.
However after calcination the sample (A,C,D ACT) showed highly improved in
reactivity specially at later ages due to the new amorphous reactive amorphous
metakaolin phase formed during thermal treatment.

On the contrary, sample B(act) showed decreasing the hydraulic index and bad
performance at early ages after activation. 1d strength was also reduced after calci-
nation for samples A & D for the same reason, they also contained alunite.

Thermal activation showed an antagonistic effect. Activated kaolinite(metakaolin)
improved the compressive strength at 3, 7 and 28 days (Samples A, C, D). In contrast,
decomposed alunite doesn’t improve compressive strength and increases strongly the

(a) (b)

Fig. 5. TGA and first derivate analysis of sample C (a), sample B (b)
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water demand Table 2 (Sample B). It is attributed to the formation of new aluminates
reactive phases KAl(SO4)2 and amorphousAl2O3. An option to control it could be
increase the gypsum amount.

The water demand after activation was decreased for samples A, C, D in which the
negative effect of the clays disappears, however for sample B it increased due to its
high alunite content, showing increased water demand and decreased mortar worka-
bility. An increase of mortar temperature after the mix was also observed, presumably
because of the fast dissolution of the reactive potassium sulfate aluminate and/or
amorphous Al2O3 phases.

4 Conclusions

• The performance of calcined clay from the quarry under investigation is promising
in terms of hydraulic performance, the clinker replacement could be at least 20%.

• Thermal decomposition of Alunite produced new phases that can have negative
impact on setting and early strength. When looking at new clay deposit, a particular
attention should therefore be taken to alunite content, but also calcination tem-
perature should therefore be carefully assessed and controlled. Alunite decompo-
sition sequence and its effect on strength development, but also on emissions level,
should be further studied.

Fig. 6. Hydraulic Index of samples before and after activation

Table 2. Change in water demand after activation.

Sample D A/C %

A −7.0
B 4.2
C −8.1
D −6.8
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• The calcined material with its high alumina reactive content, could have synergic
effect with limestone [6] in ternary blended cement in order to produce a cement
with lower clinker factor. First unpublished data confirm these data and it will be
further investigated.
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Abstract. The sustainability of the production of the Portland cement, among
another factors, is directly related to the decrease of specific consumption of fuel
and the decrease of the emissions of gases and contaminating particles. To
decrease the clinker’s factor, an important alternative is to improve the envi-
ronmental efficiency. It is demonstrated in this work that with the addition of
thermally activated clays, a substantial decrease of the consumption of energy
and CO2 emissions occurs.
In this sense, the Life Cycle Analysis (LCA) tool is used, and the method-

ology of baseline approved ACM0005: “Baseline consolidated methodology for
increasing addition in cement production” (taken from IPCC, 2006) is used.
The work is carried out in the Siguaney factory (Republic of Cuba), and

proves to be innovative for the ternary system (clinker – activated clay –

limestone), establishing the rate of emissions in 1191.15 kg CO2/t.ck. Corre-
sponding results are obtained for other important pollutants. It is demonstrated
that in direct relationship with the decrease of the clinker consumption for ton of
cement, the energy consumption decreases by 18%, which leads to obtaining
ternary blended cement.

Keywords: Life cycle � Emissions � Cement Portland � Activated clays

1 Introduction

The Industry of the Cement constitutes at the present time one from the most polluting
industries to the environment, for its continuous emission of gases in the atmosphere
associated to a high energy consumption, mainly in the form of fossil fuels, as well as
the chemical reactions of dis - carbonization that comes from the process.

Although cement is recognized as one of the elements that has contributed the most
to humanity’s development (and today it is even associated with the level of
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development of a country [1]), it is also one of the main factors responsible for the
environmental degradation of the planet. This material is among those most employed
and with the highest production level on a global scale (more than 3 500 million tons in
2015). Its high production volumes make it responsible of about 7% of the world
emissions of CO2 of origin anthropogenic and of 5% of the energy consumption in the
industrial sector [2, 3].

Emissions of carbon dioxide can be reduced by [4]:

• Improvement of the energy efficiency of the process
• Replacing high carbon fuels by low carbon fuels
• Applying lower clinker/cement ratio (increasing the ratio additives/cement): blen-

ded cements.
• Application of alternative cements (mineral polymers)
• Removal of CO2 from the flue gases

Amongst these alternatives, the employment of the supplementary cementitious
materials (SCMs) can be one of the short-term and more promising roads for many
production methods of cement. With this solution, the mechanical resistance of the
cement and their durability in the presence of a certain number of environmental agents
[5] are generally increased.

Preliminary studies show that the formulation of a cement based on the clinker
substitution by thermally activated clays (AAT) in proportions up to 30% (and even up
to 50%), called cement of low emission of carbon (LCC or LC3), can represent an
important reduction of the energy consumption and emission of CO2 during its pro-
duction [6, 7].

Determining the environmental feasibility through studies that allow to verify the
current situation and to propose valid recommendations to diminish the pollution, is of
utmost importance. The present investigation is carried out with the objective of
evaluating the energy and environmental feasibility of the production of CPO with
addition of Clays Activated Thermally, on the base of the production pilot in the
factory Siguaney in the central region of Cuba.

2 Analysis and Discussion of the Results

It is well-known that the system of cement production consumes significant quantities
of fossil fuel as main source of thermal energy, which has motivated the cement sector
to aim for the reduction in the consumption of these resources. The environmental
damage resulting from these energy consumptions are presented mainly in form of
gasses emitted in the atmosphere, such as carbon dioxide (CO2), nitrogen oxides(NOX),
sulfur oxides (SO2) and others.

In this work, the relative cause of carbon dioxide emissions is exposed. The
chemical reactions of calcinations of the limestone in the rotatory kiln of clinker
production are an equally important part of the process in which CO2 is generated.

The tool of Life Cycle Assessment (ACV) facilitates the evaluation of the envi-
ronmental affectations that is caused the industry. It evaluates in this case the cycle that
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extends from the entrance from the materials to the clinker kilns, until the obtaining of
the cement processed in the balls mills.

In this work, the following evaluation of the polluting emissions the focus starting
from the calculation of the emission factors, matter balances and production indexes is
used:

• Calculation of the Emission Factors (FE given in kg of CO2/t.ck). It focuses starting
from the mensuration carried out in situ in the factory.

FE ¼ U �%CO2 � P � 1000
B

¼ 966:17 kg:CO2=t:ck ð1Þ

Where U is the volumetric flow of the gasses to the exit of the kiln (200000 m3/h),
P is the density of the CO2 (1.87 kg/m3), B the clinker production (12000 kg/h) and
% CO2 the volumetric fraction (0.026)

• Calculation of the emissions. Focus starting from the pattern proposed by the IPCC.

2.1 Calculations of the Emissions Coming from the Clinker Production
Process

(a) CO2 emissions coming from calcination
The data of laboratory analysis are used:
CaO = 65.33%, MgO = 1.05%. Being obtained the following equation

BEcalcin ¼ 0:785 � outCaO� inCaOð Þþ 1:092 � outMgO� inMgO
� � ð2Þ

Where BEcalcin is the emission factor in the calcination of clinker, InCaO is the
percentage of CaO in the matter multiplied by the quantity of matter in t, Out.C aO
is the percentage of CaO in the clinker multiplied by the quantity of clinker in t,
InMgO is the percentage of MgO in the matter multiplied by the quantity of matter
in t and OutMgO is the percentage of MgO in the clinker multiplied by the
quantity of clinker in t.
0.785 accounts for the stoichiometric emission factor for CaO (t CO2/t CaO) and
1.092 for the stoichiometric emission factor for MgO (t CO2/t MgO).
By substituting, we obtain the following:

BEcalcin ¼ 0:785 � 65:33� 0ð Þþ 1:092 � 1:05� 0ð Þ ¼ 52:426 � 1000
100

� �

¼ 524:6 kg CO2=t:ck

(b) Emissions coming from fuel burning
It is necessary to keep in mind that the used fuel is cuban raw petroleum with a
factor of emission of 3,28 kg CO2/t.fuel. The consumption index in the Siguaney
factory is 195.96 kg of fuel per ton of clinker, where 642:75 kg CO2=t:ck is
obtained.
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(c) Emissions coming from electricity consumption
The established emission factor for the electric power generation in Cuba is of
744 kg of CO2 for MWh, according to the official information of the National
Energy System in the year 2015. For the clinker production, in the factory of
Siguaney, the consumption index is of 0.032 MWh per ton of produced clinker.

Emissions CO2 ¼ Emission factor � consumption index ¼ 23:8 kg CO2=t:ck ð3Þ

In the Tables 1 and 2, a summary is presented with the determination of the Factor
of Emission according to the focus of the realization of calculations. These values
are adopted for most of the considerations carried out in this work. Periodic data
was obtained from the factory to carry out a statistical analysis.

2.2 Calculations of the Emissions Coming from the Obtaining
of Thermally Activated Clays

(d) Emissions caused by calcination in the production of A.A.T.
In the clay, the content of CaCO3 is present in very low quantities. Therefore, CO2

is not emitted in the thermally activated clay process.
(e) The emissions caused from fuel burning

To obtain A.A.T. in a rotatory kiln of clinkerization without big modifications, we
consider that the consumption of fuel decreases b < 60% with regard to the
clinker production [8]. The following calculation can be made:

195:96 kg:crudo
tA:A:T:

� 0:4 ð4Þ

By substituting we obtain:

78:38 kg:crudo
tA:A:T:

� 3:28 kg:CO2

kg:crudo
¼ 257:09 kg CO2=tA:A:T:

Table 1. Factors of emission of CO2 to
produce clinker in Siguaney.

Emission source FE kg CO2/t.ck

a Calcination 524.6
b Fuel 642.75
c Electricity 23.80
Total 1191.15

Table 2. Factors of emission of CO2 to
produce AAT in Siguaney.

Emission source FE kg CO2/t.AAT

d Calcination 0
e Fuel 257.09
f Electricity 20.24
Total 277.33
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(f) Emissions coming from electricity consumption
In the clinker production, the consumption index is of 0.032 MWh/t.ck, we
consider a reduction of 15% when obtaining AAT in the kiln modified with a
calcinator, then 20:24 kgCO2=tA:A:T calcinator are obtained.

2.3 Comparison Among Different Cement Types as for the Emissions
of CO2 and Energy Consumption

For the calculation and comparison of the emissions of CO2, each one of the sources
that impact the life cycle assessment was considered. The results are shown in Table 3.

Compared to the PP25, a reduction of 24% in the emissions of CO2 is obtained
when considering a decrease of 228 kg of CO2 for each ton of cement taken place with
the addition of A.A.T., justifying even more the production of LCC in substitution to
other blended cements. The environmental affectations that can produce the pozzolans
of the cements type PP25 have not been considered, which makes the production of
blended cements with AAT environmentally more attractive.

2.4 Calculation of the Energy Consumption for Each Cement Type

For the calculation of the energy required by each cement type, one keeps in mind the
characteristics of the fuel according to historical data of the factory (caloric value
9457 kcal/kg) and the consumption index (195.96 kg/t.ck).

Obtaining AAT requires a much smaller grade of temperature that the clinkerization
process, and thereby a lower energy consumption. Consequently, when substituting
clinker levels by AAT in the cement, the required energy and the emissions are
decreased. In Fig. 1, the energy level for each process is detailed for the obtaining of
the different cement types.

It is proved that the LCC with regard to the PP25 offers a 18% reduction in the
energy consumption. Increasing the substitution of the clinker (justified on the base of
studies of mechanical resistance, durability and other) diminishes the energy con-
sumption and the improvement of the environmental profile of the material.

Table 3. Emissions of CO2 for different cement types

Cementos Kg CO2/tck o A.A.T. kg.CO2/t.cement
TotalcCalcination Fuel Electricity

P-35a 461.65 565.62 20.94 1130.92
PP-25b 393.45 482.06 17.85 976.09
LCC 251.81 385.65 17.49 737.69
a Half-high content of Clínker (NC-95 – 2011).
b Medium content of Clínker and pozzolans additions. (NC-96
– 2011).
c It is added in all the cases 82.73 kg.CO2/t.cement, coming
from the electricity consumption in the mill.
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3 Conclusions

The theoretical calculations reflect an emission factor in correspondence with that
approved by the EPA, the decrease is verified of up to 18% in the energy consumption
when obtaining LCC with the addition of AAT, with an important decrease of the
emissions of CO2 for each ton of produced cement, demonstrating the environmental
significance of this solution.
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Abstract. Low carbon cement is a ternary blended Portland cement with clinker
factor as low as 0.50. It uses the synergetic hydration of clinker, calcined clay
produced from mine waste and non-cement grade limestone to achieve properties
comparable to commercial cements. In this limestone calcined clay cement (LC3)
one of the most important raw material is the china clay. The present paper
discusses the availability and occurrence spread of china clay in India. It has been
shown through a GIS map that china clay is available almost throughout the entire
country. The resource map is based on a GIS platform to have real time data on
the raw material availability. To enable an informed decision making by cement
companies, the occurrences and availability of fly ash used as pozzolana has also
been shown in addition to location of integrated cement plants and grinding units.
The map shows that there are quite some regions in India where the production
of LC3 is feasible. This is contradictory to the view that almost the whole of India
is feasible for fly ash pozzolana cement.

1 Introduction

The Indian cement industry is the 2nd largest after China accounting for about 8% of the
total global production. It had a total capacity of over 360 million tonnes (MT) as of the
financial year 2013–2014. The Indian cement industry comprises of 140 large units and
more than 365 mini cement plants.

With the new government announcing plans for dedicated freight corridors and 100
“smart cities”, cement makers are anticipating robust demand and have planned huge
capacity expansion in North India. These companies include Jaypee Cement, JK Cement
Ltd, Mangalam Cement Ltd, Birla Corporation Ltd, Ambuja Cements Ltd, Shree Cement
Ltd, UltraTech Cement Ltd and India Cements Ltd. However, any further expansion in
the region will have to be done by way of consolidation, experts say, as limestone
reserves are limited in north and cost of transporting limestone from south are high. The
north has enough reserves of low-grade limestone but supply of high-grade limestone
is limited.

The Indian cement industry is one of the most efficient in the world [1], yet, because
the manufacturing process relies on the burning of limestone (calcium carbonate), it still
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produces 137 million tonnes of CO2 in 2010 which is approximately 7% of India’s total
man-made CO2 emissions. The Indian cement industry has made strong efforts in
reducing its carbon footprint and has reduced it from a substantial average of
1.12 tCO2/tonne of cement produced in 1996 to 0.719 tCO2/tonne of cement produced
in 2010. Even with this emission efficiency CO2 emissions form the Indian Cement
industry are projected to reach between 488 MtCO2 and 835 MtCO2 by 2050. This
represents a 255% to 510% increase compared to current emissions.

Major cement manufacturers in India are also increasingly using alternate fuels,
especially bioenergy, to fire their kilns. This is not only helping to bring down production
costs of cement companies, but is also proving effective in reducing emissions. With
increased efforts by cement companies on reducing their energy costs for being cost
competitive, the long-term business sustainability in terms of resource availability is
and has been overlooked till date. This is quite important since the earth’s resources are
finite and takes millions of years to regenerate.

2 Objectives of the Study

Current trends in energy supply and use are unsustainable – economically, environ‐
mentally and socially. It has been referred by WBCSD CSI report [1] that without deci‐
sive action, energy related emissions will more than double by 2050 and increased fuel
demand will heighten concerns over the security of supplies. Till date the cement
industry has been focussing on reducing its energy and emission due to increased global
pressure. However, the issue of resource availability has been overlooked and not gained
importance over the issue of emissions.

The present study looks at the issue of availability of selected raw materials to be
used in Limestone Calcined Clay Cement (LC3) production. This has been done through
a GIS based decision support tool. The major objective is to enable the clay producers,
cement manufacturers to look at capacity augmentation using same infrastructure or
explore new production units based on raw material availability.

The present Resource Mapping study does not intend to be a comprehensive data‐
bank for providing resource information. It is expected to provide basic information for
decision making only. It is also expected that interested cement companies and other
stakeholders will further invest for more detailed information.

3 Approach and Methodology

The resource mapping study has been carried out in two parts:

• Availability of clay resources and its distribution in India based on available secon‐
dary data.

• Suitability map of kaolinitic clays across India for LC3 production.

Whereas the china clay availability map based on GIS tools and techniques is a desk
research with super-imposition of cement industry related information, a specific
resource mapping in the two states of Rajasthan and Gujarat and its application in LC3
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technology was also carried out focussing mainly on use of china clay as the major raw
material. For making the mapping exercise interactive and useful for future work, GIS
system has been used for plotting of all data for accuracy of mapping and upgradation
in the future as per needs and requirements.

4 Limestone Calcined Clay Cements and Raw Material
Requirement

Low carbon cement is a ternary blend of supplementary cementitious material allowing
a clinker substitution of around 50–60%, by a synergetic combination of calcined clay
and limestone. The usefulness of this cement has been demonstrated in the collaborative
research between the Laboratory of Construction Materials (LMC) at EPFL, Switzer‐
land, CIDEM in Cuba, IIT Delhi, Madras, Bombay and TARA, New Delhi, India.

Usually the main ingredients of cements are limestone, clay, gypsum and coal.
Clinker is produced by chemical reaction between limestone (around 90%) and clay at
high temperature (>1400 °C). Coal is used as fuel during clinkerization. The raw mate‐
rials are abundant in earth crust but the reserves of these materials are limited and going
to be depleted with unlimited human demand which will affect the production of cement
in near future. Hence the need to find alternative resources to produce cement in the
form of supplementary cementitious materials (SCM’S) [2].

5 Geographic Information System (GIS)

A geographic information system or (GIS) is a system designed to capture, store, manip‐
ulate, analyze, manage, and present spatial or geographical data.

The Resources Mapping Decision Support System (RM-DSS) is composed of two
main elements: the graphical user interface (GUI) and the database. It has five functional
components: Query, Direction, Analysis, Measurement and Base Map Gallery for the
visual result. The system design is illustrated with particular emphasis on the develop‐
ment of the GUI, database queries and map management design with ready-to-use
widgets. The application of the RM-DSS is useful for both commercial and research
purposes to be applied by commercial companies or institutions.

The main objective of this GIS based RM-DSS is to provide a solution through the
given set of indicators and offer the most appropriate solution which helps the user
(companies and institutions) to do the strategic planning and cost benefit analysis. This
system, integrate all indicators of china clay (quality, quantity, total deposit, location),
thermal power plant (capacity, fly ash quality and location) and cement manufacturing
units (type of cement unit, distance from the china clay deposit, distance from thermal
power plant and production capacity) and also the surrounding market place. This GIS
based system provides the transport network and resources availability through spatial
interactive and scale dependent maps. This is a tool for companies and institutions to
quantitatively assess the feasibility of the resources through visual interpretation and
identify the challenges for a suitable solution.
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6 The Decision-Making Map

The decision-making map for selection of potential areas for LC3 have been based on
secondary literature and data collected from various agencies.

Step 1
As a first step, location of all the major integrated cement plants and grinding units were
plotted in GIS map. The data of cement plants and grinding units were collected from
Cement Manufacturing Association. In addition, all the locations of the cement units
were individually verified from the respective locations given in the cement plant
website. Where confusion occurred, it was cross-checked with the respective cement
companies.

Figure 1 shows the location of the cement plants. The green dots are the integrated
cement plants, purple the large grinding units and blue are blending units. All the data
plotted can be blown up and actual unit can be seen. A drop-down list also gives details
of the cement plant including type of cement produced and capacity.

Fig. 1. Location of major integrated cement plants and grinding units

Step 2
In the second step, the location of all the major thermal power plants was plotted in the
GIS map. The data of all major thermal power plants were collected from the Report on
Fly Ash Generation at Coal/Lignite based Thermal Power Station and its Utilization in
the Country for the Year 2014–2015 [3] prepared by the Central Electricity Authority,
New Delhi on behalf of the Ministry of Power. A total of 145 thermal power stations
have been plotted based on the available data. The location of the thermal power plants
was also cross checked with the actual location. However no captive thermal power
plants were plotted due to lack of any authentic published data.
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Figure 2 shows the location of the thermal power plants marked as red dots. The
locations can also be blown up to find the actual plants. Detailed information of the
thermal power plant is given in drop down lists, including the amount of fly ash produced.

Fig. 2. Location of major thermal power plants in India (CEA 2015)

Step 3
In the third step for establishing the DSS tool, the location of all the major china clay
areas was also plotted in the same GIS map. The data of the china clay availability
locations were taken from Indian Minerals Yearbook 2012 published by the Indian
Bureau of Mines, under the Ministry of Mines, Government of India in February 2014
[4]. During this period, there were a total of 71 reporting china clay mines. The china
clay areas plotted were based on the district wise data for occurrence of china clay total

Fig. 3. Location of china clay mines (Indian Minerals Yearbook 2012)
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resources as reported in the Mineral Yearbook. These were the most authentic reported
data available.

Figure 3 shows the district wise china clay locations. It might be possible that detailed
zooming-in will not reveal any china clay mines since it is still in the virgin state and
not commercially exploited. Besides the mines plotted there are other occurrences of
china clay also. These are under reserve or being prospected category.

Once the three attributes were plotted in the database, overlaying of all the attributes
were done by switching on and off various layers. This helped to establish the business
feasibility and raw material availability to enable informed decision making.

Figure 4 given below shows the aggregated database of the three attributes of cement
plants, grinding units, thermal power plants and china clay mines plotted together.

Fig. 4. Aggregated database of cement and thermal power plants and china clay mines

When the aggregated database was analyzed, it was found that there were many
regions where fly ash is not available or cost of fly ash will be quite high due to longer
transportation leads. These are the regions where the Limestone Calcined Clay Cement
or LC3 will be extremely feasible for cement production.

7 Conclusions and Outlook

The Resource Mapping – Decision Support System is a tool to enable decision making
to locate a new LC3 production unit or facility augmentation of existing unit based on
china clay availability and suitability for use. This tool is not an absolute one and will
vary with time. Based on the resource mapping system, it can be concluded that kaolinitic
clay is abundant across the country. Contrary to the view that abundant fly ash is avail‐
able in and around cement plants, the map proves that in certain areas it might be
beneficial to produce Limestone Calcined clay cement (LC3) rather than transporting
fly ash from far off distance based on production economics. Thus, the GIS map is
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expected to support the primary objective in understanding the availability, quality and
suitability of china clays. It will also help in cement companies finding a suitable location
for new ventures based on raw material availability.
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Abstract. Corrosion of metal reinforcement is the most important durability
concern of concrete infrastructures. In this research, chloride transport in mortars
prepared using ternary blends of OPC-calcined clay-limestone (LC3) as the
cementitious materials is assessed and compared to a reference OPC system.
Three clays with varying kaolinite content (17%, 50% and 80%) were employed.
Through XRD analysis, transformation of carboaluminate phases - the stable form
of AFm in LC3 binders - to Friedels salt, as a consequence of exposure to NaCl
solution was observed.  In addition, porosity of LC3 binders, with kaolinite content
of 50% and higher was found to be significantly refined, which helps reduction
of the depth of chloride penetration. The findings support excellent behavior of
LC3 cement, prepared using low-grade clays, in corrosive environments.

1 Introduction

The use of calcined kaolinite clays as a supplementary cementitious material, SCM,
dates back to 1932 in San Francisco, USA and since the 1970’s Brazil has a constant
production of calcined clay [1]. Despite excellent behavior, a limiting factor against
global use of calcined clays has been the high price of high-grade clays. However, in
the last few years, low-grade calcined clays, which is obtainable with lower price and
is abundant in large quantities worldwide - much more than conventional SCMs - has
been considered as a very promising SCM. It has also been proven that simultaneous
utilization of calcined kaolinite clays and limestone, in preparation of ternary cementi‐
tious blends (known as LC3), with up to 50% clinker replacement, provides tremendous
environmental, economic and technical benefits to concrete structures [1]. Various
aspects of LC3 cements and concrete, such as mechanical properties, hydration and
phase assemblage have been studied in the past few years [2, 3]. Reactivity of a clay
source, and hence the mechanical performance of concrete, is found to be mainly and
directly related to the kaolinite content of the clay (an indication of a clay grade) [4].
This study presents resistivity of LC3 mortars, prepared with kaolinite clays with varying
kaolinite contents against chloride transport. In addition, porosity of LC3 binders and
phase assemblage after exposure to NaCl solution are studied and compared to a 100%
OPC binder.
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2 Materials and Methods

Three different clays with kaolinite contents of 17, 50 and 80 wt.% were used; where
the rest of the clays contained non-reactive impurities, mainly as quartz. Clay materials
were calcined at around 800°C for 1 h in a high temperature furnace (Borel FP1100)
before use. A type I cement, with the main clinker phases of C3S = 69%, C2S = 5%,
C3A = 7% and C4AF = 15%, and a limestone powder, obtained from Omya with > 98%
purity, were also used. Ternary blends of OPC-calcined clay-limestone (LC3), were
prepared with 50 wt.% clinker, 5 wt.% gypsum, 30 wt.% calcined clay and 15 wt.%
limestone. Table 1 shows characteristics of the cementitious materials in this study.

Table 1. Properties of three clays, limestone and OPC used in this study.

Calcined kaolinite clay
OPC Limestone K-80 K-50 K-17

Kaolinite [wt.%] * – – 79.4 50.3 17
Dv50 [μm] 8.4 7.2 5.3 10.9 5.8

BET surface [m2/g] 0.9 1.8 15.3 45.7 18.7

Paste samples were prepared with w/solids ratio of 0.5, cured for 1 d in sealed cylin‐
drical containers (D = 2 cm). After that, the paste specimens were submerged in a small
amount of water for further curing with minimum leaching. After 28 d of curing, 2 mm
thick slices were cut from the paste samples and submerged in either water or 1 M NaCl
solution for a duration of 2 months. Phase assemblage of the pastes were assessed using
XRD analysis. A PANalytical X’Pert Pro MPD diffractometer in a θ–θ configuration
using CuKα source (λ = 1.54 Å) with a fixed divergence slit size of 0.5° was employed.
MIP analysis was used to assess porosity distribution of OPC as well as the three LC3
pastes after 28 d of curing.

The three LC3 blends, and a reference OPC cement were used in preparation of
mortar mixtures, with w/solid = 0.5, where the mass of sand was 3 times of the cemen‐
titious powders. Cylindrical mortar samples were cast in 11 cm diameter and 30 cm
height molds. After 28 d of curing in moist room with > 95% RH, mortar samples were
cut into two halves, sealed using epoxy resin in all surface except the saw cut face, and
submerged in 0.3 M NaCl solution at 23 C. After 1 and 2 years of exposure, profiles of
total chloride content were obtained following ASTM C 1543 method.

3 Results

Figure 1a shows the XRD patterns of the OPC and the three LC3 binders. The main
difference in phase assemblage between OPC and LC3 is formation of mono-carboalu‐
minate (Mc) and Hemi-carboaluminate (Hc) phases as the stable AFm phase. This is due
to the presence of limestone, as it is also thermodynamically recognized that limestone
reacts with aluminates to form carboaluminate AFm phase [4, 5]. For OPC, the presence
of carbonate impurities may also trigger formation of carboaluminates, as it appears to be
the case in this study. In presence of calcined clay, a synergetic effect is observed, where
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due to the presence of more aluminum, more carboaluminate phase form. After exposure
to 1 M NaCl solution, AFm phases transforms into Fridel’s salt (dashed lines in Fig. 1a).
It should be noted that mono sulfoaluminate forms in OPC system, which due to its low
crystallinity, it could not be detected very easily in XRD patterns. However, formation of
Fridel’s salt in OPC paste is also clearly seen in XRD patterns.

Fig. 1. (a) XRD patterns of OPC and LC3 pastes, cured for 28 d, and exposed to 1 M NaCl
solution (dashed line) or water (solid line) for 2 months; (b) analysis of porosity of OPC and LC3
binders

As seen in Fig. 1b, the critical pore size entry for LC3 pastes with kaolinite contents
of 50% and 80%, has significantly reduced. This helps with decreasing the depth of
chloride transported through LC3 mortars, as it is shown in Fig. 2. Less than 1 cm is the

Fig. 2. Chloride profiles in OPC and LC3 mortars after exposure to NaCl solution in a ponding
experiment for 1 and 2 years
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depth of chloride diffused in LC3 mortars with 50% and 80% kaolinite content. This is
4–5 times less than the depth of diffused chloride in OPC mortar.

It should be noted that kaolinite clays with as low as 50% kaolinite content can be
found in large quantities worldwide as the over- or under- burden from existing quar‐
rying operations for high quality clays, being used in ceramic industry. Exploitation of
these reserves represents an enormous potential to increase the global supply of
SCMs [1].
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Abstract. In this paper, the paste workability and hydration progress of blen-
ded cements containing different calcined illitic clays were studied. For blended
cements with different replacement percentages, the particle packing, the water
film thickness (WFT) and the flow spread was modelled and measured. Results
indicate that blended cement with ground illitic calcined clays maintain or
reduce the packing, so the flow spread of blended cement pastes decrease when
the replacement percentage increases. For blended cements with 25% of cal-
cined illitic clay, the early hydration was described by the calorimetric curve,
and later the hydration products were analysed by XRD and TG analysis and the
pore size distribution (MIP) at 2, 7, 28 and 91 days. Finally, the performance of
blended cements was evaluated by the compressive strength. For blended
cements, the hydration products are similar to that corresponding to ordinary
Portland Cement (OPC) and it also produce a pore size refinement that improve
the compressive strength at later age.

1 Introduction

Low grade calcined kaolinitic clays as SCM to OPC is widespread recommendation to
reduce of CO2 emission. When this type of calcined clay is incorporated to blended
cements, several simultaneous effects occur such as filler and dilution effects and the
pozzolanic reactions that improve the cement based material. The main shortcoming of
this SCM is the large water demand [1].

Among the natural clays, illitic clays have a high activation temperature and its
pozzolanic activity is slow. However, it is the most abundant type of clay in several
regions of the world and therefore their potential as SCM in cement based materials
contributing to reduce of CO2 emission. Previous studies [2, 3] show that calcined
illitic clays have low water demand and its pozzolanic contribution occurs at 28 days.
However, this type of calcined clays has a reduction on early compressive strength due
to dilution effect on the blended cement.

The aim of this paper is to understand the contribution of calcined illitic clay on the
packing, flowability and hydration process of blended cement to associate it with the
strength development.
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2 Materials and Procedures

An Ordinary Portland Cement (OPC) and two ground calcined illitic clays (R and O)
were used. Their solid densities are 3.13, 2.63 and 2.72, respectively; and the chemical
composition was reported in other paper [4]. Natural illitic clays were calcined at 950 °C
and ground until the retained on 45 µm-sieve was lower than 12%. Pozzolanic activity
for both calcined illitics clays was positive after 14 days according to Frattini test. The
particle size distributions (PSD) was measured by laser diffraction particle diffraction
particle size analyzer (Malvern Mastersize 2000) and the results are given in Fig. 1. The
median particle size (d50) was 19.65, 8.76 and 12.74 lm; whereas the specific surface
area measured by Blaine test method was 354, 552 and 507 kg/m2 for OPC, R and O,
respectively.

The packing density (u) of cementitious materials (OPC, R and O) was measured
using the wet packing method [5], the packing densities of blended cement pastes with
0 and 35% by mass was predicted by the Compressible Packing Model (CPM) [6] and
the eater film thickness (WFT) was calculated at different w/cm (0.5 to 1.5 by volume).
Complete details of method and prediction model were recently published [7].

Basically, u was determined as the maximum solid concentration of the solid
particles obtained when varying the water content from insufficient to more than suf-
ficient to fill the voids. The WFT has the physical meaning of being the average
thickness of water films coating the solid particles [8, 9] and it can be calculated as the
ratio of water excess (excess water to solid volume ratio) to fill the voids of paste and
the specific surface area of the cementitious materials in the paste. For plain (0%) and
blended cement pastes (15, 25 and 35%); the flow spread was measured at a w/cm ratio
of 0.5 by mass (1.5 by volume) using the mini-slump cone test [10].

Fig. 1. Particle size distribution of materials
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The rate of heat released during hydration was measured in conduction calorimeter
on plain and 25% blended cement pastes (w/cm = 0.50 by mass) under isothermal
conditions at 20°C during 48 h. The flow (ASTM C 230) and the compressive strength
(EN 196-1) was obtained on mortar (1:3; w/cm = 0.50 by mass) and prisms
(40 � 40 � 160 mm) cured during 24 h in the molds and later immersed in water until
2, 7, 28 and 90 days.

To study the progress of hydration and the pore size distribution, blended cement
pastes were prepared using a w/cm of 0.5 and cured in sealed plastic bags at 20 °C
during 2, 7, 28 and 90 days. At this time, fragment of paste sample were carefully
ground to particle size lower than 45 µm and the crystalline hydration phases were
identified by XRD analysis and the mass loss with TG-DSC. XRD was performed on
X´Pert Philips PW 3710 diffractometer (CuKa radiation at 40 kV and 20 mA) and
DSC-TG was performed on Labsys Evo (25 to 1000 °C; heating rate 5 °C min–1; inert
atmosphere). Pore size distribution was measured on mercury porosimetry principle
using device Pascal 140 and Pascal 440 (Thermo Scientific) measuring the 4–100 lm
and the 3–4000 nm pore radium. Before the measurement, the samples were dried at
vacuum drier.

3 Result and Discussion

The packing density (/) for OPC, R-Clay and O-Clay was 0.636, 0.608 and 0.576,
respectively. For blended cement pastes, / predicted with the CPM is shown in the
Fig. 2a. For R-clay, the incorporation of 15% causes some increase of / (0.637) and it
decreases for large replacements because the lower / of SCM becoming dominant. For
O-clay, the / decreases for all replacements. This may be attributed to O-clay has
lower packing density than that OPC and its particle size distribution is similar, so the
filling effect is null when it replaces the OPC.

Fig. 2. Blended cement pastes (a) Packing density vs replacement and (b) WFT vs w/cm (by
volume)
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The addition of fine SCM affects the packing density but it also increases the total
surface area of the solid particles and thus for the same amount of excess water, the
average thickness of the water films coating the solid particles decreases [11].

These two opposite effects are measured by the WFT as function of the w/cm by
volume (Fig. 2b). For low w/cm, WFT values are negative indicating that the amount
of water in the cement paste was not sufficient to fill the interparticle voids. The WFT is
a linear function of the w/cm. Comparing with OPC pastes with those containing illitic
clays, it can be seen that the WFT decreases with the incorporation of both R and
O-clay for all replacements. It can be explained because the addition of illitic clays
decreases the / and simultaneously increases the surface area of blended cements.
Hence, the addition of R and O-clays to fill the voids between cement grains has a
negative net effect.

Figure 3a shows the flow spread of blended cement pastes against the percentage of
clay replacement. The flow spread values decrease when both R and O-clays are
incorporated in blended cement. This is in agreement with the results obtained from
WFT showing that the incorporation of these clays does not have a filling effect,
therefore the amount of excess water for lubricating the solid particles to provide
flowability decreases. Comparing with OPC mortar flow (Fig. 3b), the flow spread
increases (6.6%) for 25% of replacement of R-clay and it decreases (5.6%) for O-clays.
On contrary to occurred in paste, the volume of voids in the standard sand is constant
and it should be filled by paste. The low relative density of calcined clays (2.63 and
2.72 for R and O) increases the volume of paste in * 1.9%. The mortar flow is greater
for R-clay due to the less change in the packing density at 25% replacement (Fig. 2a).

Figure 4 shows the curve of rate of heat evolution for OPC and both blended
cements. It can be observed that the dormant period is shorter for blended cements.
After the dormant period, the slope of the curve for O-clay is similar to OPC, while it
was lower for R- clay. The intensity of second peak is lower for both blended cement at
the same occurrence time (* 14 h). The third peak is not revealed due to the low C3A

Fig. 3. (a) Flow spread of blended cement pastes (b) Flow of standard mortar (ASTM C230)
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of OPC. Finally, the descending branch during the deceleration period has the same
shape for blended cement copying the OPC curve.

Figure 5 illustrates the XRD patterns for OPC and blended cements. At 2 days, the
OPC reveals ettringite (E), calcium hydroxide (CH), calcite (CC) and un-hydrated
cement phases (C4AF and C2S). For blended cements, the hydrated products detected
are E and CH as occurred for OPC. Quartz (Q) is a clay-associated mineral. At 7 days,
the formation of AFm (hemicarboaluminate-Hc) is detected for all cements. For
blended cements with R-clay, the intensity of CH peaks decreases at 28 days, but it has
high intensity for blended cement with O-clay. The AFm transformation begins and the
monocarbo-aluminate formation (Mc) is insipient coexisting with Hc. Finally, the Mc
is the predominant AFm phase and the CH-peak intensity is very high for O-clay
indicating its limited pozzolanic reaction at 90 days. This observation is corroborated
by the amount of CH determined by TG at 28 days: XX%; XX% and XX% for OPC, R
—clay and O-clay; respectively.

Fig. 4. Isothermal calorimetric curve for blended cement

Fig. 5. XRD-pattern for pastes OPC; 25%R and 25%O
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Figure 6 shows the relative volume of pore for selected ranges of pore diameter.
For all cements, the volume of macropores (100–1 lm) is approximately constant;
while the volume of 1–0.1 lm pore range is drastically reduced with the age. For
blended cements, the dilution effect cause a large volume for this pore range at all ages.
The progress of pozzolanic reaction increases the volume of finer pores (0.1–0.01 lm)
attaining to large values than the corresponding to OPC after 7 days. Volume of very
finer pores (0.001–0.01 lm) also increases for blended cement at 28 days.

Fig. 6. Relative volume of pore by diameter range

Fig. 7. Compressive strength of blended cements
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The compressive strength (CS) development of standard mortar is showing in
Fig. 7. Both mortars with calcined clays have * 25% reduction of CS at 2 days. Then,
CS of R-clay increases attaining to similar strength to that of plain OPC mortar (0.96)
and the final strength is greater than that control mortar (1.05). For O-clay, the
CS-development occurs with low strength-gain rate (0.76 and 0.86 at 7 and 28 days,
respectively), but CS reaches to similar value to OPC at 90 days (0.97).

4 Conclusions

Based on the results of this study, the following conclusions can be drawn:

• The initial flow spread of cement paste is reduced by addition of illitic calcined
clays (15 to 35%) due to the loss of packing and the increase of the surface area in
the blended pastes when the replacement percentage increases. This observation
indicates that PSD for these additions will be improved. It does not have direct
correlation with the mortar flow because the good PSD of standard sand.

• The incorporation of illitic clays reduces the heat released during cement hydration
up to 48 h without significant changes in the time of occurrence of main peaks of
hydration.

• Calcined clays behave as filler and dilution effect is preponderant at early ages but
when the hydration progress, its pozzolanic activity consumes partially the CH
causing a reduction of coarse porosity contributing to enhance the later compressive
strength of mortar. The hydration product assemblage is similar to the OPC-paste
and the AFm phase evolution is from Hc to Mc.
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Abstract. Through a collaborative work established between CIDEM and the
Laboratory of Construction Materials at EPFL, a new cementitious system based
on a synergetic combination of calcined clay and limestone as Portland’s clinker
replacement was developed. The novelty of the system was that despite the low
clinker content (50%) the resulting cement reached similar performance to pure
Portland cement. The Cuban cement industry has collaborated with the introduc‐
tion and take up of LC3 since early 2011, and it has gathered experiences, which
could be useful for other cement makers around the globe. This paper discusses
the roadmap followed by the technical team to introduce LC3as a mainstream
product. The main areas of engagement were: (i) identification of reserves of
suitable clay for the production of LC3, (ii) Realization of industrial trials for the
manufacture of LC3, (iii) assessment of economic and environmental feasibility
of the production, and (iv) formulation of new standards which cover the formu‐
lation of the new cement as well as its application in concrete. Results of the work
of the multi-disciplinary team dealing with the introduction of LC3 shall be
presented, including the formulation of the material with local raw materials,
considerations about the process, and performance and durability of concrete.

1 Introduction

Cuba has entered a process of economic reforms since 2009, and a boost on overall
demand of cement for the forthcoming years is foreseen. Cuban cement consumption
has historically been following the same trend of production output, since demand
exceeds the supply by far. Forecasted demand based on the cement group’s estimations
would be in the order of 18, 15 and 10% growth rate by the subperiods 2016–2020,
2020–2025, 2026–2030, respectively [1].

To meet the demand, a short-term strategy should be devised. Increasing the avail‐
ability of clinker is a long term and expensive path. An alternative could be increasing
the amount of blended cements based on a modest increase of clinker production. Cuba’s
average clinker factor is in the range of 0.7–0.95, thus there is a huge potential for
improvement [2].
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Through a collaborative work established between CIDEM and the Laboratory of
Construction Materials at EPFL, a new cementitious system based on a synergetic
combination of calcined clay and limestone as Portland’s clinker replacement was
developed. The novelty of the system was that despite the low clinker content (50%) the
resulting cement reached similar performance to pure Portland cement. [3] This paper
discusses the roadmap followed by the technical team to introduce LC3 as a mainstream
product.

2 Identification of Suitable Clay Deposits

Selection of clay deposits was made based on its geological characteristics and its
potential reactivity. The main criteria were preliminary identification of clay mineral
type 1:1, and sufficient availability of resources. Five clay deposits were surveyed and
representative samples from the clay deposits were studied for reactivity at lab condi‐
tions. Table 1 presents the main tests carried out to assess reactivity, as well as the
kaolinite content of the clay and the potential reserves. With the exception of clay deposit
“Cayo Guam” the rest are linked to the cement plant Siguaney [4].

Table 1. Clay deposits studied and experimental program carried out

Clay deposits K % Reserves (M ton) XRF/XRD TG/DTA Strength Soluble Al
Pontezuela 40–50 0.5–1 x x x x
La Loma 40–50 1–2 x x x x
Loma Sur 45–50 0.5–1 x x x x
Yaguajay 40–45 4–6 x x x x
Cayo Guam 60–70 >5 x x x x

Pontezuela was used for a preliminary and exploratory industrial trial to assess the
properties of the ternary cement LC3 [2], and Yaguajay was selected as the clay deposit
to use for commercial production, mainly because of the proximity to the cement plant
and the volume of reserves.

3 Realization of Industrial Trials

The Cuban cement industry decided to make an industrial trial at cement factory
Siguaney, which was carried out in 2013. [4] The target ternary cement should have
clinker content around 50%. The trial included the calcination of 110 tonnes of clay from
the clay deposit Pontezuela; mixing and homogenizing of the calcined material with
limestone in a 2:1 ratio; and co-grinding of the synergetic materials with clinker and
gypsum by using a ball mill with a double chamber grinding system.

The total production of LC3 cement was 130 tonnnes. The material was characterized
following the protocol established for blended cements in Cuban standards. Results are
presented in Table 2. Different kinds of concrete and mortar applications were made
successfully with the 1:1 substitution of Portland cement [2].
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Table 2. Results of physical and mechanical test of the industrial low carbon cement

Material Retained
4900
Sieve (%)

Consistency
(%)

Setting time Volume
Stability
(mm)

Compressive strength (Mpa)
Initial
(min)

Final
(hr.)

3d 7d 28d

LC3 12.0 25.0 135 2.9 0.3 11.0 17.5 30.3

Trial productions of several types of concrete were made using the LC3 produced at
the industrial trial. Among several applications, 25 MPa precast concrete elements was
cast. Table 3 presents the results of this concrete, where Portland cement has been
replaced on a 1:1 basis by LC3.

Table 3. Results of compressive strength of concrete made for prefabricated elements with OPC
and LCC

Material Cement consumption
(kg/m3)

Average
compressive
strength at 3d
(MPa)

Average
compressive
strength at 7d
(MPa)

Average
compressive
strength at 28d
(MPa)

LCC 360 – 21.0 31.4
OPC 360 20.4 – 33.2

4 Economic and Environmental Analysis

The production of LC3 in Cuba was studied aided with the Life Cycle Assessment tool
(LCA). The analysis was carried out for various technological levels of investment.

1. The first level (Pilot) considers no investment. The data used for energy and material
consumption were measured during the first industrial trial [2].

2. The second technological level considers a low investment throughout retrofitting a
wet cement kiln into a clay calciner, as a low CAPEX alternative to produce calcined
clay.

3. The third technological level considers massive investment in Best Available Tech‐
nology (BAT), with state of the art equipment for both the calcined clay and the
clinker production.

The study shows that the LC3 technology is an energy and cost efficient technology.
Savings in term of greenhouse gases emissions as well as production and investment
costs are significant. LC3 has therefore a great potential to provide a viable opportunity
to meet an increase in cement demand with low CO2 released and low cost investment.

5 Standards

European Standards do only allow up to 65% of clinker for blended cements, and also
the common practice in the industry is to limit the amount of limestone to 5%. [5] The
ASTM standard C595/C595M–14, “Standard Specification for Blended Hydraulic
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Cements”, launched in 2016, provides a solution to accept lower clinker contents and
higher amount of limestone. This standard describes a ternary blended cement consisting
of an intimate and uniform blend produced either by intergrinding, by blending or by a
combination of intergrinding and blending Portland cement or clinker with several
SCMs. This cement is described as type IT. The type IT cement shall have a maximum
limestone content of 15% by mass and is permitted to contain hydrated lime. All other
ternary blends shall have a maximum pozzolan content of 40% by mass of the blended
cement, and the total content of pozzolan, limestone and slag shall be less than 70% by
mass of the blended cement. Further, the loss on ignition is limited to 10%, mainly due
to the inclusion of a higher limestone content.

6 Conclusions

The interdisciplinary endeavour carried out by the technical team Switzerland-Cuba has
proven that the innovative cementitious system can be a real alternative for developing
countries with a rise on cement demand. The team has carefully followed all steps needed
for the introduction of the technology, and commercial production is scheduled to begin
in 2018, so the entire process took approximately 10 years for completion.
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Studies on the Influence of Limestone-Calcined Clay
Blend on the Hydration of Cement

G. Mishra(✉), A. Emmanuel, and S. Bishnoi

Indian Institute of Technology Delhi, New Delhi, India

Abstract. The conventional use of binary cement is changing towards a compo‐
site cementitious system which allows two or more supplementary materials in
combination. In this way, present study focuses on the preparation of limestone-
calcined clay blend and introduction into cement system at variable replacement
level to study their influence on the properties of resulting concrete. The hydration
behaviour of the ternary blended cement was carried out using heat of hydration
and XRD analysis. Similarly, compressive strength was performed on mortar
cubes at different hydration ages (1, 3, 7 and 28 days). From this study, it was
observed that, the limestone in the presence of calcined clay results in the forma‐
tion of additional hydrates. Furthermore, it is found that this ternary combination
can significantly improve the substitution level of clinker with good mechanical
characteristics.

Keywords: Limestone · Calcined clay · Strength · Hydration

1 Introduction

Cement is widely used material around the world. In developing countries, increasing
rate of growth of population, demand for new infrastructures. Due to this situation, the
cement industry needs to find the solution between increasing the cement production
and without increasing the negative environmental impact. In the year 2014, India
produced around 280 million tonnes of cement, making it the 2nd largest cement
producer in the world, this figure is expected to double every 8 to 12 years during coming
decades [1]. Cement production already contributes to approximately 7% of the CO2
emissions [2]. In this regard, a promising solution has been found with the use of
supplementary cementitious materials (SCMs), these materials are used to replace
clinker in cement because of their pozzolanic reactivity. Since late 1990s, fly ash has
played an important role in cement production with around 70% of the cement being
produced in India containing 25% to 27% of fly ash [3]. While the Indian standards allow
up to 35% fly ash content in Portland Pozzolana Cements (PPC) [4]. The quality and
local availability of fly ash limits their higher replacement levels. Other than these other
SCMs such as ground granulated blast furnace slag (GGBS), silica fume (SF) and meta‐
kaolin (MK) are being used in construction practices. From the reported literature, it can
be seen that these have a positive influence on strength, chloride resistance and other
durability properties, instead there are some other factors such as cost, availability, high
water demand, lower/higher replacement level, limit their use in construction sectors.
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In this regards Limestone-calcined clay pozzoloan offers an economically feasible alter‐
native to overcome the adversity with other SCMs and to reduce the environmental
impact of construction as well [5]. The advantage of limestone-calcined clay (LC2)
pozzolan with respect to the other pozzolanic materials is that it can be produced using
materials that are abundantly available at production costs lower than cements and help
in a substantial reduction in CO2 emissions [6]. In the present paper, this Limestone-
calcined clay is prepared and introduced to cement matrix to observe their influence on
hydration kinetics and strength development.

2 Experimental Programme

2.1 Materials and Methods

In the present study, 43 grade OPC was used confirming from IS 8112:1996. To prepare
LC2, kaolinite clay was calcined at 800 °C to obtained calcined clay and mixed with low
grade limestone in the proportion of 2:1 (Calcined clay: limestone). Further, this LC2

was introduced in cement system at different replacements such as 10%, 20% and 30%.
Mortar cubes were cast according to consistency of the blends and kept at 27° ± 2 °C
for 24 h. Afterwards, the cubes were cured under water till the day of testing. The
compressive strength was measured at the different age such as 1, 3, 7 and 28 days as
per IS 4031.

For heat of hydration measurement, Isothermal calorimeter was used and paste
samples were prepared at fixed water to cement ratio i.e. 0.45. Heat release was observed
till 72 h from the moment of addition of water.

For XRD analysis, cement paste with LC2 at different replacement 10% to 30% were
prepared in a plastic tube and sliced at different hydration age. Further these slices were
used to obtain XRD curves.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Heat of Hydration

From the heat of hydration curve shown in Fig. 1, it is observed that the rate of heat
evolved with the replacement of clinker by LC2 is higher and the appearance of first
peak (corresponding to silicate phases) is slightly shifted to left side of the curve indi‐
cating acceleration in hydration mechanism. Further, from the cumulative heat curve it
is significantly observed that the total heat evolved is higher than plain cement paste.
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Fig. 1. (a) Rate of heat of hydration curve, (b) Cumulative heat evolution

3.2 Compressive Strength

The strength test results of the LC2 blends specimens for different replacement ratios
are shown in Fig. 2 at 1, 3, 7 and 28 days. From the results, it is observed that the early
age strength (at 1 and 3 days) of LC2 blends is lower than normal cement mortar. This
may be due to the variable water content in each replacement. In LC2 blends, the
requirement of water is higher than normal cement mortar, therefore the casting was
done as per their consistency, which may lead to decrease in strength at early age. A
hydration proceeds till 28 days the strength is significantly increased and observed higher
than normal cement mortar. This increment in strength can be inferred due to the pozzo‐
lanic reaction, wherein calcium hydroxide is consumed by reactive silica from Calcined
clay and formation of carbo-aluminate phases.

Fig. 2. Compressive strength at different replacement of LC2
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3.3 XRD Analysis

XRD profile of LC2 blends at 1 and 28 days are shown in Fig. 3. At 28 days, the peak
at ~10.7 (2θ) and ~11.6 (2θ) corresponds to hemi and mono carboaluminates, respec‐
tively, which appear in LC2 blends, whereas in normal cement these peaks are not
present. At the same time intensity of calcium hydroxide (CH) peak at ~18 (2θ) is
reducing gradually indicating the consumption of CH during pozzolanic reaction, which
may be responsible for increase in strength at later ages.

Fig. 3. XRD profile of LC2 blends at 28 days of hydration

4 Conclusion

From the experimental results, it can be concluded that the limestone-calcined clay blend
can be used as replacement of cement to improve hydration kinetic and strength of the
cement system.
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Abstract. The study investigated the effects of selected potential chemical acti‐
vators on thermal resistivity of calcined clay based cement mortars. 0.5 M
Na2SO4 and 0.5 M NaOH were used as activator solutions. The chemical compo‐
sition of sampled clays was determined by use of X-Ray Florescence (XRF)
technique. Clays were incinerated at a temperature of 800 °C for 4 h. The calcined
clays obtained were blended with OPC at replacement level of 35 percent by mass
of the OPC to make the test cement labeled PCC35. The PCC35 mortar prisms
measuring 40 mmx40mmx160mm were cast with activator solutions and cured
in water. Compressive strength was determined at the 28th day of curing. As a
control, OPC and PCC35 were similarly investigated without activator solutions.
The 28 day cured mortars were exposed to a temperature of 700 °C for 2 h then
cooled in water to room temperature and their compressive strengths determined.
Chemically activated PCC35 and non-activated PCC35 exhibited lower loss in
weight than OPC after exposure to the elevated temperatures. Chemically acti‐
vated PCC35 and non-activated PCC35 exhibited higher residual compressive
strength than OPC after exposure to the said temperatures. Na2SO4 activated
mortars showed higher thermal resistance than NaOH activated mortars. Gener‐
ally, chemically activated PCC35 exhibited the highest thermal resistance
compared to non-activated PCC35 and commercial OPC mortars.

Keywords: Activators · Blended cements · Calcined clay · Cement ·
Compressive strength · Thermal resistance

1 Introduction

The durability of cement based structures is of great concern in construction industry
globally. The structural integrity of cement based materials is guaranteed at ambient
temperatures [1]. Hazardous fires are reported to destroy many cement based structures
in the world annually resulting to enormous financial losses [2]. Emergence of domestic
fires and electrical faults majorly contribute to hazardous fires that affect these structures.
Hazardous fires expose these materials to elevated temperatures that are deleterious.
High temperatures affect both physical and chemical aspects of the concrete / mortar
matrix due to thermal effects on pore water and hydration products [3]. The service life
of cement based structures thus reduced by hazardous fires.
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Production of Portland cement results in significant environmental damage due
to raw material acquisition and production of carbon dioxide [4]. Carbon dioxide is
the main greenhouse gas mainly responsible for global warming and climate change
[4]. There is an increasing demand for eco-friendly cement in the world. Production
of Portland cement is also an energy intensive process mainly due to the fact that
temperatures in excess of 1300 °C are requires during clinkerisation [5]. This is
mainly fuelled by petroleum or coal. The high energy demand during production of
Portland cement makes it unaffordable especially in developing countries Kenya
included [6].

Pozzolanic materials have been used to partly replace Portland cement to produce
blended cements since antiquity [7]. Blended cements are commonly used in construc‐
tion due to their high ultimate compressive strength and high durability of the cement
structure as a result of the pozzolanic reactions increasing the amount of calcium silicate
hydrates (CSH) while diminishing Ca(OH)2 [8]. Hazardous fires and exposure to high
temperature environments such in hydrothermal wells compromise both strength and
durability of cement based structures [9]. Pouring of water on the structures on fire is
the most common practice of cooling the cement based structures in case hazardous
fires occur [10]. There is need therefore to develop high temperature resistant cementious
materials.

The pioneering research conducted by [6] reported that Kenyan selected clay-Port‐
land cement blends met the EAS 148-1(2000) when 35 percent of calcined clay was
used as pozzolana in blended cement. The test cement used in this study was essentially
blended cement prepared by mixing of Portland cement with 35 percent of calcined clay.
This paper presents the research findings of the said cement on its resistance to high
temperatures when mixed with Na2SO4 and NaOH as potential chemical activators.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Materials

Ordinary Portland cement (OPC 42.5 N) and standard sand used in this work was supplied
by East Africa Portland Cement Company – Athi River, Kenya. Raw clays were sampled
from three different places within Ugweri region (longitude 37 0 34′ 19.47″ E, latitude 00

25′ 20.44″ S) in Embu County- Kenya. In each place, three clay samples were obtained
from a depth of 3 feet. Clays sampled from a given place were mixed mechanically to
obtain a homogenous mixture and stored in labelled polythene bags.

2.2 Methods

2.2.1 Calcination of Clay
The sampled clay was dried to a constant weight at 105 °C to a constant weight in an
oven. 6 kg of the dried clay, in a platinum clay trough, was placed in an electrical muffle
furnace and allowed to heat for four hours at 800 °C. The resultant clay was cooled
grounded in a laboratory ball mill until 95 percent of the calcined clay particles passed
below 45 μm BS sieves.
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2.2.2 Preparation of PCC35
350 g of calcined clay and 650 g of OPC were mechanically mixed in an automatic mixer
for one hour to make 1 kg of PCC35 cement.

2.2.3 Chemical Analysis
X-ray Fluorescence (XRF) technique was used for the chemical analysis of the sampled
clay. The samples were analyzed using a sequential X-ray spectrophotometer model
number PW4025 in accordance with the instruction manual. The results were presented
as a percentage of the oxides.

Loss on ignition of the cement sample was determined in accordance with EAS
148-2:2015. 1.0 ± 0.05 g of clay sample was placed in a crucible and covered with a
lid. The covered crucible was transferred in the electric furnace controlled at 950 ± 25 °C
for 1 h. The crucible was allowed to cool at room temperature in the desiccator. Loss
on ignition was expressed in percentage as the difference between the original mass of
the sample and the final mass.

2.2.4 Mixing Casting and Curing
Mortar preparation and curing was done in accordance to KS EAS 148–1:2000. However
slight modifications were adopted. First, a w/c ratio of 0.55 was used to ensure a work‐
able mix was achieved. Secondly, 0.5 M Na2SO4 and 0.5 M NaOH were also used in
place of water.

2.2.5 Thermal Resistivity
The 28 day cured mortar prisms measuring 40 mmx40mmx160mm in size were weighed
at the saturated surface in dry condition (W1). Their compressive strength was deter‐
mined and recorded as CS1. The specimens were introduced in an electric furnace and
heated at 700 °C for two hours with furnace temperature increment of 10 °C per min.
After two hours of heating, the mortars were cooled to room temperature for two hours
using cold water. Subsequently, the dry weight of the specimens was taken as W2 and
the residual compressive strength of the specimens was determined (CS2). Finally, loss
in weight was calculated as (W1 – W2)/ W1 and the strength loss of the specimens due to
the thermal effect was determined as (CS1 − CS2)/CS1; where, CS1 is the compressive
strength of the mortar before heating and CS2 compressive strength of the mortar after
heating.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Chemical Analysis

The chemical analysis of clays is given in Table 1.
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Table 1. Chemical composition of the sampled clays

Oxide SiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 CaO MgO K2O Na2O Others L.O.I
% Composition 55.26 15.35 11.43 0.54 2.13 4.7 3.19 4.4 3.0

EAS 148-5-2000; prescribes that the sum of SiO2, Al2O3 and Fe2O3 should be above
70 per cent for the material to qualify for use as pozzolana. The sum of SiO2, Al2O3 and
Fe2O3 in the clay sample was 82.04 per cent. Alumina and silica react with calcium
hydroxide produced during hydration of Portland cement to form secondary cementious
materials. This reaction is referred to as pozzolana reaction. It is given in Eqs. 1 and 2.

2SiO2 + 3Ca(OH)2 + 5H2O → 3CaO.2SiO2.8H2O (1)

Al2O3 + 4Ca(OH)2 + 9H2O → 4CaO.Al2O3.13H2O (2)

3.2 Compressive Strength at 28th Day of Curing

The compressive test results are given in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Compressive strength of test cements on verses binder type on the twenty eighth of curing

It was observed that mortars with chemical activators (PCC35-Na2SO4 and PCC35-
NaOH) exhibited higher compressive strength than the non-activated mortars (PCC35-
H20). This could be attributed to the fact that both Na2SO4 and NaOH accelerate the
pozzolana reaction in blended cement leading to high compressive strength [11–13].
The lower compressive strength exhibited by non-activated PCC35 is possibly due to
presence of large amount of unactivated pozzolana in PCC35 cement matrix due to the
absence of chemical activators.
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PCC35-Na2SO4 exhibited higher compressive strength than PCC35-NaOH. This can
be attributed to the different modes of activation namely alkali and sulfate activation.
Sulphate activation is based on the ability of sulfates to react with aluminium oxide in
the glass phase of pozzolana to form ettrigite [14, 15]. Presence of ettrigite has been
found to contribute to strength at early ages [14] More ettringite formation results in a
significant solid volume increase hence forming a less porous structure and subsequently
leads to higher early strength.

During alkali activation, the pH of pore water in cement matrix is greatly raised [16].
High pH has been reported to increase the dissolution of pozzolana materials hence
improving pozzolanic reaction [13, 17–20]. This subsequently increases the early
compressive strength of cement mortars. Shi and Day [14] examined the pozzolanic
reaction mechanisms of fly ash in the presence of CaCl2 and Na2SO4. The authors Shi
and Day [14] reported that addition of Na2SO4 to fly ash cement increases the alkalinity
of the solution and the dissolution of fly ash during initial stages, and accelerates the
pozzolanic reaction. High 28-day compressive strength is normally achieved with
improved pozzolana reaction.

3.3 Thermal Resistivity

Thermal resistivity was expressed as the change in weight/compressive strength of the
mortars after exposure to 700 °C. Thermal resistivity of the mortars is presented by
Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Binder type/activator concentration verses percentage loss in compressive strength/
weight
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Loss in weight and compressive strength was observed in all the cement categories
after exposure to the elevated temperatures. This could be attributed to the decomposi‐
tion of hydration products [10]. High temperatures have a significant influence on the
thermal deformation, cracking, spalling and compressive strength losses [1]. High
temperatures lead to the decomposition of CSH [3]. Decomposition of CSH due to
elevated temperatures compromise the strength of cement based materials [9, 21].This
could have led to the decrease in compressive strength of the mortars.

Hydrated mortars contain pore water that is, free, adsorbed or chemically combined
in the mortar [21]. At elevated temperatures, the free and/or adsorbed water as well as
combined water from CSH and CASH is removed [9, 21, 22]. This normally occurs at
temperature range of 100–300 °C and leads to the collapse of the CSH gel that is mainly
responsible for the strength of cement based materials the decreases in weight and
compressive strength of the mortars [21]. Based on our study, a temperature of 700 °C
was therefore sufficient to cause dehdroxylation leading to weight and strength loss in
the specimens. Ca(OH)2 in cement mortars has also been reported to undergo decom‐
position forming CaO and CO2 at temperatures between 400–550 °C [22]. This is could
have also led to the loss in weight of the mortars at high temperature observed in this
study.

PCC35-H2O exhibited higher loss in weight and compressive strength compared to
and PCC35-Na2SO4. This could be attributed to the fact that PCC35-Na2SO4 exhibited
higher compressive strength than PCC35-H2O after 28 days of curing. High compressive
strength offers buffering capacity to cement mortars when exposed to elevated temper‐
atures [23]. Chemically activated mortars have been found to exhibit high resistance to
high temperatures in other related studies [23].

4 Conclusion

Chemically activated cement mortars (PCC35-Na2SO4 and PCC35-NaOH) exhibit
higher thermal resistance compared to non activated cement mortars (PCC35-H2O and
OPC) mortars.
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Marl - OPC Ternary Cement
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Abstract. The search for new supplementary cementing materials (SCM)
creates opportunities to using new materials such as calcined clays and marl.
However, such changes require a transition period, where introduction of new
SCMs are most successful when they can be coupled and employed with the
existing materials.

For this purpose, a series of ternary mixes employing fly ash (F), calcined
marl (C) and ordinary Portland cement (OPC) was evaluated against mono- and
binary mixes of the components. It was found that due to the complementary
water demand of fly ash and calcined marl, forming pastes made of ternary blends
of FC-OPC leads to better rheology than pure OPC pastes, particularly when a
F:C ratio of 1:1 was present, even up to 60% replacement of OPC. Any increase
in C results in a decrease in flowability, while increasing the F proportion resulted
in higher flow, with eventual bleeding. This was coupled with a synergetic
improvement in the early age of hydration of the ternary mixes as compared to
mono- or binary mixes.

The results here indicate that ternary mix of fly ash-calcined marl-OPC can
pave the way for future cementing systems, where it can be easily utilized even
in the transition stage and allow the successful implementation of this material.

1 Introduction

As one of the main CO2 emitter globally [1], cement production is constantly scrutinized
to enable greener and more environmentally friendly binders. One of the many
approaches in tackling this is to increase the supplementary cementing materials (SCMs)
content in cements. Increasing SCM content in blended cements result in a direct
proportionate reduction in CO2 emission, making them a popular choice in the cement
industry.

The most widespread and bulk volume SCM employed is fly ash (F) generated from
coal-fired power plants. However, due to its inherent CO2 emission during production
and eventual decrease in amount from the reduction of coal firing, fly ash may not be
sustainable for the construction market in the long run. A rising star as SCM, on the
other hand is calcined clay. Employment of this material gave very favorable mechanical
properties and durability, even when contaminated calcined clays, e.g. calcined marl (C)
were employed [2]. A drawback of this material however is the reduction in early age
workability of such blended binder systems [3], impairing the commercialization value
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of this material. In contrast, we have previously shown that fly ash improves the initial
flow of OPC [4].

The purpose here is thus to highlight the feasibility of improving rheology of calcined
marl loaded binder system by means of a ternary blend – fly ash, calcined marl and OPC.
The early age rheological behaviors of such binder systems are explored and analyzed
in correlations to their heat of hydrations.

2 Materials and Methods

An OPC and F supplied by Norcem AS (Brevik, Norway), and a smectite rich (~ 50%)
C from Saint-Gobain Weber (Oslo, Norway) were employed. Detailed chemical compo‐
sitions of the materials can be found in previous investigations [3, 4]. All materials were
utilised as per obtained. Dry powder were manually blended before wetting to produce
the 16 binder mixes (Table 1).

Table 1. Formulation of dry mixes for investigation

Amount of SCM in
blends [wt%]

0 Ordinary Portland cement (OPC)
20 F20 C5F15 C10F10 C15F5 C20
40 F40 C10F30 C20F20 C30F10 C40
60 F60 C30F30 C60

100 Calcined marl (C100) Fly ash (F100)

*Number next to F and C represent the wt% of SCM in the blend

All cement pastes were prepared at a low w/b of 0.36. Dry powder was added to
water and mixed under high shear for 1 min, let stand for 5 min and a final high shear
mixing of 1 min to avoid false setting. Rheological measurements were performed with
a Physica MCR 300 rheometer (Anton Paar, Graz/Austria) equipped with parallel plate
geometry. The Bingham viscosity (μ1 and μ2), dynamic yield point (τd), and flow resist‐
ance (FR2) were measured. Calorimetric investigation was conducted using an
isothermal TAM Air calorimeter (TA Instrument, New Castle/USA) up to 24 h. Water
demand was determined by a modification of the centrifugal consolidation method,
proposed by Miller [5]. More details on the experimental procedures can be found in
previous investigations [3].

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Workability of Pastes

Analysis of the rheology of reference samples OPC, C100 and F100 revealed that the
flow of these three materials was very different. No measurement was possible with
C100 (indicated by the extremely high values of 500 Pa in Fig. 1). On the other hand,
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at an initial τd of 269 Pa and FR2 of 40,100 Nm/m3, OPC paste was ~ 10 times more
resistant to flow (τd) than FA pastes, whereas the Bingham viscosity was similar for both
samples (μ2 = 0.19 Pa∙s). The differences in rheological values may be attributed to the
water affinity of these materials: C > OPC > F. Binary blends demonstrated an almost
additive rheological property from each material. When C was employed, no flow was
measureable for C40 and C60 pastes, while initial τd, μ2 and FR2 were 375 Pa, 0.49 Pa·s
and 56,300 Nm/m3 respectively for the C20 paste. The results indicated that both the
flow and rate of flow are affected by addition of C. On the other hand, F20, F40 and F60
displayed intermediate rheological properties between that of OPC and F; increase F,
decrease FR2 and τd. Unlike binary blends with C, μ2 remained consistent for the F rich
pastes. Preparation of ternary blends generated samples with an initial yield stress that
is additive of that from F, C and OPC, with the exception of C15F5 (Fig. 1). On the other
hand, Bingham viscosity of ternary blends were more in the range of C-OPC, indicating
that in ternary blends, the rate of flow is dominated by C. Workability of ternary mix
with 1:1 F:C displayed similar dynamic yield stress as OPC, whereas Bingham viscosity
was higher for SCM20 and SCM40.
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Fig. 1. Initial dynamic yield stress (bars) and Bingham viscosity of pastes (line), w/b = 0.36.

3.2 Heat of Hydration

Figure 2 demonstrates the cumulative heat evolved during the first 24 h after initial
wetting. The cumulative heat evolved decreased with increase amount of SCM.
However, at all replacement levels, the cumulative heat evolved was the highest for the
ternary blends, particularly the F:C = 1:1, followed by binary blends with C and finally
when F was added. The higher early age heat evolved from ternary mix indicated that
combination of F and C may result in a synergetic reaction, which was absent in binary
mixes.
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Fig. 2. Cumulative heat evolved of pastes in first 24 h, w/b = 0.36.

3.3 Water Demand

Figure 3 displays the packing density of samples prepared via centrifugal consolidation.
The flow behaviour of the ternary mix can be attributed to the high packing density of
0.649 for F, driven by the pure physical surface adsorption, and low packing density of
0.519 for calcined marl where H-bonding of water molecule to the clay layered surfaces
dominate [6] respectively. The OPC on the other hand, displayed a moderate packing
density at 0.546. The complementing water affinity of these two SCMs make them suit‐
able as combination to improve rheology of the paste, while maximising OPC replace‐
ment by SCMs.
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Fig. 3. Packing density of pastes, w/b = 0.36.

It is of interest to note that the variation in packing density from high F to high C
blends was not correlated to the heat of hydration, but to the dynamic yield stress. This
indicated that initial flow of these paste may potential be a function of physical attribute
than chemical hydration.
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4 Conclusion

This investigation is a first step towards fulfilling the search for new supplementary
cementing materials, where calcined clay is in focus. Complementary employment of
calcined clay and fly ash in ternary blends demonstrated that rheological properties
similar to ordinary Portland cement was achievable even in the absence of superplasti‐
cizers, attributed to the availability of free water to facilitate flow of the paste. The
rheological property was decoupled from the heat of hydration, where in fact, higher
heat of reaction was observed when ternary mixes was employed as compared to binary
mixes. The results here indicated that ternary mix of fly ash-calcined marl-OPC can pave
the way for future cementing systems, where desirable rheological and eventual mechan‐
ical properties can be achieved. Further investigation including evaluation of the
mechanical properties, durability etc. would be needed to eventually demonstrate the
commercial value and feasibility of this material.
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Applicability of Lime Reactivity Strength
Potential Test for the Reactivity Study
of Limestone Calcined Clay Cement
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Abstract. Limestone calcined clay cement (LC3) allows clinker replacement up
to 50% but it can also be designed for other replacement levels based on the
quality of raw materials and required properties. In this study, LC3 was prepared
with different proportions using clinker replacement levels of 50%. Two dif-
ferent types of calcined clay and three different types of carbonates were used as
supplementary cementitious materials (SCMs) for preparing LC3. The com-
pressive strength of LC3 cement mortar cubes were checked for the age of 28
days. The pozzolanic strength potential of limestone and calcined clay (LC2)
blends were tested with the lime reactivity test as per Indian Standard 1727. The
lime reactivity test showed the highest reactivity for blends comprising clay and
limestone in the proportion of 2:1. Similar result was observed in the case of
LC3 mortar strength. The 28 days cement mortar strength results were correlated
with the lime reactivity strength potential test and good correlation was
observed. On the basis of results, it was concluded that the lime reactivity
strength potential test could be directly applicable to the reactivity study of LC3

even at varying proportions of limestone and calcined clay.

Keywords: LC3 � SCMs � Lime reactivity

1 Introduction

Limestone calcined clay cement (LC3) is one of the most promising ternary blended
cement providing benefits of better strength, durability and environmental sustain-
ability even at 50% of clinker replacement levels when compared with traditional
ordinary portland cement [1, 2]. The economic benefit of LC3 is already discussed in
details [3]. In LC3, the synergy can be defined with the help of reactivity of soluble
aluminates from clay with calcium carbonate for producing mono-carboaluminates
(Mc) and hemi-carboaluminates [1]. Additional benefits of using limestone are
improved workability and better mixing.

But, before adding any SCMs to cement, their reactivity need to be studied as per
the standard test methods. SCMs, when used as a blend in ternary cements, need to be
checked even more carefully because of the synergy effect. At the same time, the
quality of SCMs is always questioned because of their non-homogeneity. Due to this
fact, the quality of any one SCM can play a major role in the overall performance of
such blended cement. Surprisingly, no standardised technique is available for checking
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the reactivity potential of blended SCMs. The existing methods were designed a long
time ago for one particular type of SCM and are hardly checked for their applicability
on such blended SCMs.

For this reason, this study will look forward to the applicability of Indian Standard
(IS) lime reactivity test as per IS-1727 [4] over the limestone calcined clay (LC2)
blended pozzolana. This method is one of the classical approaches for looking at the
reactivity of SCMs. This method is already tested for pond ash, calcined clay, rice husk
ash etc. [5–7]. In this method, standard mortar cubes of 5 cm prepared and conditioned
according to the specifications need to be tested for compressive strength at the age of
10 days [4, 6]. This method is easy to perform, requires less efforts, can be applicable
over a wide range of pozzolanic material and result is very simple to understand.

The proportions of LC2 used in the study were selected on the basis of literature
[1, 2]. To check the robustness of this method, the proportions of clay and LS were
varied. Additionally, different SCMs graded as low grade and high grade were pro-
cured. The blended pozzolana (LC2) were tested in the presence of cement at 50%
replacement levels of clinker (LC3-50). The reactivity of LC2 pozzolana were tested
with the help of lime reactivity test followed by IS 1727. Finally, the results from both
the tests were correlated.

2 Materials and Methods

One good quality calcined clay (K1) procured from metakaolin industry and one
medium grade kaolinitic clay (K2) calcined in rotatory kiln was selected. For the
preparation of LC2 blends, three different sources of carbonates LS1, LS2 and LS3
were ground in the lab for the final blending. The LS1, LS2 and LS3 was crushed to
almost the same fineness levels and later the calcined clay and LS were blended with
the help of one lab scale ball mill. During this process, the steel balls of size, 12.5 mm
diameter were added to avoid agglomeration in the ratio of 3:1 powder to balls. The
time for blending was fixed for 30 min. The blends produced by blending K1, K2 with
LS1, LS2 and LS3 are reported in Table 2. The clinker procured from one of the
cement company in India was ground in the lab with 3% of gypsum in it. The grinding
of cement was targeted to produce a 43 grade OPC as per Indian Standard. The raw
materials were characterised with the help of XRF, XRD, and laser diffraction for the
particle size distribution. The properties of calcined clays and 3 types of LS are pre-
sented in Table 1. The Particle size distribution of all the materials is plotted in Fig. 1.

From the XRD data (not presented), some amount of kaolinite was found to be
un-calcined in both clays. In the case of LS1, high quantity of calcium carbonate and
small impurity as quartz was observed. LS2 was pure dolomite and that is why no other
phases were traced except magnesium carbonates. One low carbonate content siliceous
limestone LS3 intentionally selected. In LS3, high amount of quartz, kaolinite, mus-
covite and calcite were measured. One quartz (Q) was also used to prepared one blend
of Q+LS. This step was performed to study the effect of LS on the reactivity study.
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For the final testing, the blended pozzolana (LC2) was tested in the presence of
cement as per IS 4031 (part 6) [8]. For the reactivity part, the strength potential of
lime-pozzolana mortar cubes prepared and tested as per IS 1727 were checked.

Table 1. Chemical and physical properties of raw materials used for LC2 blends preparation

S. No. Constituent % K1 K2 LS1 LS2 LS3

1 Loss on ignition 3.03 4.24 36.96 46.09 25.9
2 Silica SiO2 53.53 52.70 11.02 0.75 25.84
3 Iron Fe2O3 2.03 4.00 1.55 0.64 4.80
4 Aluminium

Al2O3

40.03 38.14 2.53 1.02 10.12

5 Calcium CaO 0.08 0.09 44.24 29.28 31.95
6 Magnesium

MgO
0.02 0.02 1.96 21.26 1.05

7 Sulphate SO3 0.12 0.10 – – 0.04
8 Sodium Na2O 0.24 0.18 0.50 – 0.29
9 Potassium K2O 0.07 0.17 0.28 – 0.82
10 Specific Gravity 2.64 2.60 2.64 2.88 2.67
11 PSD

(l)
d(10) 1.89 1.69 1.73 1.99 2.34
d(50) 5.86 5.39 11.1 11.1 12.6
d(90) 21.9 29.7 56.1 49.8 45.1

Table 2. Ratio of raw materials in different LC2 blends

Blends Clay LS Ratio

B1 K1 LS1 2:1
B2 K1 LS1 1:1
B3 K1 LS 1 1:2
B4 K1 LS2 2:1
B5 K1 LS3 2:1
B6 K2 LS1 2:1
B7 Q LS 1 2:1
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3 Methods

3.1 Cement Mortar Compressive Strength

The standard cement mortar cubes of 7.06 cm as per IS 4031 (part 6) [8] were used for
this study. The mix design is reported in Table 3. For the ease of comparing the
strength of different mixes, fix w/c ratio of 0.45 was selected for all the mixes. The
cubes were stored under the temperate conditioned of 27 ± 2° C for first 24 h. The
samples were water cured till the age of 28 days. A total of 3 cubes were tested for each
mix and the mean value with error bars are plotted in Fig. 2.

From the results, it was observed that the maximum strength was delivered by B1
blend containing LC2 in 2:1 ratio. Furthermore, there were only slight variations in
strength after changing the source of carbonate.

Table 3. Mix design for cement mortar strength test

Mix type LC3 50%

Water 202.5
Sand 1350
Clinker + gypsum 243
Blend 207

Fig. 1. Particle size distribution of raw materials
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3.2 Lime Reactivity

The LC2 blends were tested as per the lime reactivity test. The quantity of LC2 and
required flow was checked as per the standard protocols. After finalising the workable
water demand, the mortar casting was done with the fresh mix using cubes of 5 cm.
The lime-mortar cubes were stored in 27 ± 2° C for first 48 h. After 48 h., the cubes
were demoulded gently and then transferred to the chamber with the temperature of
50 ± 2° C and humidity of 90 ± 5% for another 8 days. Finally, the cubes were tested
under compression at the loading rate of 35 kg/cm2/min [8].

The result from this testing is reported in Fig. 3. It was found that the compressive
strength reduced considerably by reducing the clay content in the blends. By changing
the source of carbonates, slightly decrease in strength was observed which might be

Fig. 3. Lime reactivity strength test results at the age of 10 days

Fig. 2. Compressive strength results for cement mortar cubes at the age of 28 days
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due to the synergy reaction in between Al and Ca. Blend B7 shows very little strength
and was also expected to behave like this. The B7 blend gives strength of 0.6 MPa
only.

Finally, the applicability of lime reactivity test over LC2 pozzolana was checked by
simply correlating the 28 days compressive strength of cement mortar cubes and the
strength data of lime reactivity test. The correlation of 0.868 for LC3 50% reported in
Fig. 4 was found to be promising for the applicability of this test over the blended
pozzolana for LC3.

4 Conclusions

The applicability of the existing standardised method as per IS 1727 to blends of SCMs
used in ternary cements was tested. The test was originally designed for individual
SCMs and tried first time for the LC2 blended pozzolana. The compressive strength
result of lime reactivity shows considerable change in strength with the change of the
ratio of clay and LS. The correlation of lime reactivity test with the cement mortar
strength test was found to be good even after varying the proportions of SCMs. The
results indicated that lime reactivity test can be used for the reactivity study of LC2

pozzolana.

Fig. 4. Correlation of compressive strength of 28 days cement mortar cubes having 50% LC2
with lime reactivity
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Limestone and Calcined Clay Blended Cement Used
as Low-Cost Binder to Reduce Heat Production
and Potential for Delayed Ettringite Formation
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Abstract. The use of mass concrete for the construction of infrastructure has
become more prevalent in recent history. However, the use of Portland cement
as a binder material for massive concrete structures is both highly expensive and
can come with durability issues such as delayed ettringite formation resulting
from heat produced during hydration. The use of limestone calcined clay cement
binder offers a low-cost alternative to mitigate potential problems borne from
construction of mass concrete. This paper presents research in which limestone
and calcined clay were used as partial replacement of Portland cement to create
low heat, low cost binder for mass concrete members. The specimens were eval‐
uated for the potential for delayed ettringite formation; results were confirmed
with scanning electron microscopy. Isothermal conduction calorimetry was
performed at temperatures of 23 °C, 70 °C, and 85 °C which showed a reduction
in heat production in paste amended with limestone calcined clay cement (LC3).
The results of this study indicate that the incorporation LC3 binder of calcined
clay and limestone provides higher alumina and lower sulfate which contributes
to the mitigation of deleterious ettringite formation. Several conclusions were
drawn from this study: LC3 can be used to create more financially viable materials
for developing areas to create massive concrete structures and the concrete
produced with LC3 as the concrete has a lower potential for delayed ettringite
formation due to both lowered heat and chemical composition.

1 Introduction

The development of the infrastructure typically involves the construction of structural
components made of massive concrete elements. In order to encourage the use of large
structural elements for the construction of the built infrastructure, the use of sustainable,
cost-effective materials is necessary for the continued use of Portland cement in
construction. Mass concrete members composed of traditional Portland cement concrete
typically experience a large temperature rise, which can cause durability issues associ‐
ated with alkali-silica reactivity (ASR) and delayed ettringite formation (DEF) [1, 2].
The replacement of Portland cement in traditional concrete with a mixture of Portland
cement, limestone, gypsum, and calcined clay is more economical and reduces the heat
of hydration. The reductions which take place within the Portland cement system which
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has been amended with clay provides several benefits which reduce the potential for
DEF and ASR.

• Lower heat of hydration results in a lower ultimate temperature
• The resultant products of hydration of Portland cement produce a more stable cemen‐

titious product than concrete made with Portland cement alone

Delayed ettringite formation is a chemical reaction borne from ettringite deterio‐
rating at 70 °C, becoming more soluble, and later recrystallizing as ettringite [3]. The
recrystallization phase results in the formation of long crystals, causes internal pressure,
and ultimately leads to cracking. The problems borne from DEF may take years to evolve
and result in the cracking of concrete; additionally, this chemical reaction is often
accompanied by alkali-silica reactivity [4–6]. Historically, determining the DEF poten‐
tial for a particular cement or concrete mixture has been tedious due to the time required
to perform laboratory experiments (normally taking several years before expansion is
observed in laboratory specimens). In an effort to expedite the laboratory experimenta‐
tion portion of DEF evaluation, two modifications to the currently accepted Kelham
method and Fu method have been developed, which result in much faster determination
[7, 8]. In addition to measuring the changes due to the modifications of the methods, it
was observed that the replacement of Portland cement with limestone, calcined clay
cement (LC3) successfully mitigated DEF at early ages.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Materials

The Portland cement used for this research was an ASTM C150 Type I/II cement from
Jacksonville, Florida, USA. Powdered limestone and kaolin clay were obtained from
Georgia, USA. High purity, food-grade gypsum was obtained from Yonkers, New York,
USA. X-ray fluorescent spectroscopy was performed on the cement to determine
elemental oxide composition; a summary of this evaluation is in Table 1.

Table 1. Oxide composition of type I/II cement by XRF.

Analyte Weight, % Analyte Weight, %
CaO 64.10 TiO2 0.22
SiO2 19.81 P2O5 0.13
Al2O3 4.79 M2O3 0.06
Fe2O3 3.86 SrO 0.13
MgO 1.02 Cr2O3 0.02
SO3 2.66 ZnO 0.11
Na2O 0.16 Na2Oeq 0.35
K2O 0.30
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Pretreatment of the material included oven drying at 100 °C, then crushing, and
sieving the clay material; denoted as raw clay. After pretreatment, two different calci‐
nation temperatures of 650 °C and 800 °C to create two different treatment groups. The
thermal treatment consisted of increasing the temperature at 5 °C/min to 650 °C or
800 °C, respectively with a 120-minute dwell time, followed by a decreasing ramp of
5 °C/min until ambient conditions were achieved.

X-ray diffraction was performed on the three clays (raw, 650 °C, and 800 °C) to
evaluate the conversion of raw kaolin clay to metakaolin using the different thermal
treatments. The XRD diffraction patterns for the clays are presented in Fig. 1 which
shows that the kaolinite clay was mostly decomposed by the thermal treatment at 650 °C
with further conversion to metakaolin at 800 °C; this result is in agreement with literature
[9]. However, the thermal treatments were not aggressive enough to decompose mica
impurities, which are still present in the XRD patterns for the thermally treated clays.

Fig. 1. XRD pattern for the raw kaolin clay and two calicined clays; peaks attributed to kaolin
are denoted with ‘K’ and mica impurities are noted by ‘M’.

Particle size distribution was determined for all of the cementitious materials used
in the study by laser light diffraction using ethanol dispersion. The median particle size
was 28 μm, 37 μm, and 48 μm for the raw clay, 650 °C clay, and 800 °C clay, respectively.
The results of the particle size distribution are shown in Fig. 2.

Table 2 presents the mortar mix designs used to create the specimens for each curing
regimen. These mixes follow the mix design as specified in the accelerated alkali-silica
reactivity test method ASTM C1260 [4. 10]. This method was used to verify that the
aggregates utilized for this research were not reactive.
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Table 2. Mortar mix designs used for DEF testing; values are in kg/m3.

Mix Control 650 °C 800 °C
Type I/II cement 607 295 295
Calcined clay – 177 177
Limestone – 88 88
Gypsum – 30 30
Water 285 277 277
Sand 1366 1327 1327

3 Methods

To determine the potential for delayed ettringite formation, several researchers have
proposed accelerated curing methods of mortars that induce ettringite formation after
several months or years. The two most notable being the Kelham Method and the Fu
Method [7, 8]. Kelham prescribed curing mortar bars at ambient conditions for four
hours, then raising the temperature and humidity to 95 °C and 95% RH at 20 °C/min,
holding these conditions for 12 h, then bringing the specimens back to ambient condi‐
tions and storing in limewater. Measurements of the bars are taken at the end of the
curing period as a datum and periodically for years [7]. Fu prescribed a more aggressive
curing regimen, which involved curing the mortar bars at ambient conditions for one
hour, bringing the specimens to 95 °C and 95% RH over one hour, then holding at these
conditions for 12 h, taking the specimens to ambient conditions over four hours, holding
at ambient conditions for six hours, placing into a 85 °C oven for 24 h, then placing in
a limewater bath with periodic measurements [8]. The final curing method used as a
comparison involved curing specimens at ambient conditions for 24 h, then storing in
limewater at ambient temperature.

Fig. 2. Particle size distribution for the cementitious materials used for this research.
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For this evaluation, researchers created a new curing method to expedite expansion
using an even more aggressive curing regimen. This method involved curing at ambient
conditions for four hours, ramping to 95 °C and 95% RH over four hours, soaking in
this environment for 24 h, then bringing to ambient conditions and storing in limewater.

4 Results

The evaluation procedures investigated for this research began by comparing curing
methods to determine potential for delayed ettringite formation. For the control mix,
four curing methods were investigated as described in the Methods section. The results
of nearly 12 months of expansion data for the control mix are presented below in Fig. 3;
it is evident that the proposed “modified” curing method accelerates the expansion due
to delayed ettringite formation. Alkali-silica reactivity was investigated, but the results
are not presented for brevity; the aggregates used were found to be not reactive. The
expansion seen in the modified method is greatly accelerated compared to the Kelham
or Fu method; failure criteria for this test method was assumed to be 0.10% in line with
ASTM C1260. The same criterion was used to define dimensional instability (0.10%
expansion) and therefore, is unacceptable for the use of concrete and structural appli‐
cations.

Fig. 3. Summary of expansion data for the control mortar using different curing regimens.

From these results of control mortar tested with various curing methods, Fig. 3, the
modified method accelerated expansive reactions and was used for all future testing. For
the full-sized mortar bars, curing under the modified method, the LC3 cements showed
46% and 27% of the expansion experienced by the control mixes at 65 days for the 650 °C
and 800 °C mixes, respectively.
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5 Conclusions

From the results of the experiments performed, the following conclusions could be
drawn:

• The modified method provides results regarding the potential for delayed ettringite
formation much faster than traditionally accepted methods.

• LC3 cement can be used to reduce the potential for delayed ettringite expansion as
evidenced by reduced expansion using the aggressive modified curing method.

• The reduced reactivity of LC3 cements provides less heat of hydration, which further
reduces potential for delayed ettringite formation in structural mass concrete.

• Along with lowered costs, these positive benefits for mass concrete provides a benefit
to developing countries who are in need of economical, durable structures for creating
infrastructure.
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Abstract. The combination of a commercial calcium sulfoaluminate (CSA)
cement with metakaolin (MK) and limestone (LS) as supplementary cementitious
materials (SCMs) is investigated for a CSA replacement level of 20 wt%. In
addition to a pure CSA cement, paste samples have been prepared for three blends
with MK to LS ratios of MK/(MK + LS) = 0, 0.5 and 1. All blends used a molar
gypsum/ye’elimite ratio of 0.5 and a water to binder ratio of w/b = 0.7. The
hydration for the four series has been followed from 1 day to 182 days and the
hydrate phase assemblages have been identified using XRD, TGA as well as 27Al
and 29Si NMR and compared with predictions from thermodynamic modelling.
The results show almost full degrees of reaction for ye’elimite in all blends and
that the degrees of reaction for belite and MK have an important impact on the
hydrate phases and their quantities formed in the ternary systems.

1 Introduction

Calcium sulfoaluminate (CSA) cement currently attracts significant attention as an
alternative to ordinary Portland cement (OPC), as it with its principal phase of ye’elimite
(Ca4Al6O12SO4) can be produced with lower energy consumption and lower embodied
CO2 emission [1]. Moreover, a further reduction in CO2 footprint may be achieved by
partly replacement of the CSA cement with supplementary cementitious materials
(SCMs) such as slags, fly ashes and calcined clays. Calcined clays represent an important
type of SCMs as a result of their world-wide abundance in large amounts and since they
may exhibit rather high pozzolanic reactivities in cementitious systems. For example,
degrees of reaction above 90% can be achieved for metakaolin (MK) in Portland cement
blends incorporating up to 30 wt% MK [2]. Furthermore, in ternary blends of Portland
cement, calcined clays and limestone (LS), a synergetic effect of the two SCMs on the
compressive strength can be obtained for cement substitution degrees up to 45 wt%
[3, 4]. Limestone provides nucleation sites for the formation and growth of the calcium-
silicate-hydrate (C-S-H) phase, and the synergetic effect is primarily associated with its
partial reaction, which results in the formation of calcium monocarboaluminate hydrate
(Ca4Al2(OH)12CO3·5H2O) [5], utilizing aluminate from the calcined clays. Ye’elimite
of the CSA cement reacts with water and forms monosulfate (Ca4Al2(OH)12SO4·6H2O)
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and Al(OH)3 whereas ettringite (Ca6Al2(OH)12(SO4)3·26H2O) and Al(OH)3 forms if an
additional sulfate source (e.g. gypsum) is added to the system. The high aluminum
content in CSA cement, provided by ye’elimite, may be utilized to form additional
amounts of AFm phases such as hemi- and monocarbonate aluminate hydrate by addition
of small amounts of limestone, which may potentially lead to improved mechanical
properties [6].

The present work is our first account on an investigation of ternary CSA cement –
MK – LS blends with the aim of exploring the potential of calcined clays in CSA cement
blends and any synergetic effect between calcined clay and limestone. The first task is
to establish the hydrate phase assemblages which has been accomplished by investiga‐
tions of four different blends. A challenge for the CSA cement – MK – LS system is the
availability of CaO which drives the pozzolanic reactions for MK and LS. Thus, a CSA
cement replacement degree of only 20 wt% has been used in the present work. Although,
the hydration has been followed from one day to 182 days, this paper presents only the
data obtained after 91 days.

2 Materials and Methods

A commercial CSA cement, with the main phases ye’elimite (62.7 wt%), belite (β-
Ca2SiO4, 10.7 wt%), fluorellestadite (Ca5(SiO4)1.5(SO4)1.5F, 8.2 wt%) and bredigite
(Ca7Mg(SiO4)4, 5.7 wt%) was used along with a commercial LS and chemical-grade
gypsum. MK was prepared from calcination of kaolinite (Imerys Performance Minerals,
UK) at 560 °C for 20 h. Three CSA – MK – LS blends were prepared with a total
substitution degree of 20 wt% and different MK/(MK + LS) ratios (Table 1). In addition,
a pure CSA blend was prepared as reference. All blends used a molar sulfate/ye’elimite
ratio of 0.5 and a water/binder ratio of 0.7. Pastes were prepared and hydrated for 91
days before characterization.

Table 1. Composition (wt%) of the four blends investigated in this work

CSA MK0 MK0.5 MK1
CSA cement 93.3 74.7 74.7 74.7
Gypsum 6.7 5.3 5.3 5.3
Metakaolin – – 10 20
Limestone – 20 10 –

The X-ray diffraction patterns were obtained with a Panalytical X’pert Pro diffrac‐
tometer in the 2θ-range of 5–90o, using CoKα radiation. The phases were assigned using
the X’Pert Highscore Plus software. The 27Al MAS NMR spectra were recorded on a
Varian Direct-Drive VNMR-600 (14.09 T) spectrometer using a homebuilt CP/MAS
NMR probe for 4 mm o.d. zirconia (PSZ) rotors and a spinning speed of νR = 13.0 kHz.
The 29Si MAS spectra were acquired on a Bruker Avance III HD 9.4 T spectrometer
using a homebuilt CP/MAS NMR probe for 7 mm o.d. PSZ rotors and a spinning speed
of νR = 6.0 kHz. Thermodynamic modelling was carried out using the Gibbs free energy
minimization program, GEMS 3.3 [7].
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3 Results and Discussion

The crystalline hydrate phases are identified by powder XRD, as illustrated by the
patterns shown in Fig. 1 for the four blends hydrated for 91 days. Ettringite is the main
hydrate phase for all blends, resulting from the reaction of ye’elimite with gypsum and
water. In addition, strätlingite (2CaO·Al2O3·SiO2·8H2O) is observed in all samples
except for the MK0.5 blend, which may indicate a lower degree of belite reaction in this
system. Hemicarbonate aluminate hydrate (Ca4Al2(OH)12(OH)(CO3)0.5·5H2O) is
detected for the two LS-containing blends whereas monosulfate is detected in the
hydrated pure CSA cement. Ye’elimite is not observed in any of the XRD patterns
whereas reflexions from belite C2S, fluorellestadite and bredigite can be identified in all
samples, demonstrating an incomplete hydration for these phases from the CSA cement.
Moreover, significant amounts of LS are still present in the MK0 and MK0.5 blends.

Fig. 1. X-ray diffractograms of the four blends after 91 days of hydration. CAH10 = calcium
aluminate hydrate (CaO·Al2O3·10H2O), S = strätlingite, E = ettringite, Hc = hemicarbonate,
Ms = monosulfate, LS = limestone, F = fluorellestadite, B = belite, Br = br

The XRD measurements are complemented by 27Al and 29Si MAS NMR spectra
(Fig. 2), which provide additional information about the less-crystalline and amorphous
phases in the hydrated systems. The 29Si NMR spectra reveal that all samples contain
unreacted belite (−71.3 ppm), consistent with the XRD analysis. For the pure CSA
cement, the degree of belite reaction after 91 days is estimated to 40% from the observed
intensities for the anhydrous and hydrated CSA cement. The principal silicate-
containing hydration product is strätlingite, as seen by the resonance at −85.5 ppm,
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which is observed in all samples. The formation of a C-S-H phase would result in peaks
in the range −79 to −85 ppm and intensity in this region is observed for the pure CSA
cement and most clearly for the CSA - LS blend (MK0), which may indicate that LS
promotes formation of C-S-H, as observed for Portland cement – limestone blends.
Unreacted MK (−80 to −120 ppm) is observed for the MK0.5 and MK1 blends, however,
the degree of reaction for MK has not been estimated from the present spectra since the
broad resonance from MK overlaps with the peaks from strätlingite.

Fig. 2. (a) 29Si MAS NMR and (b) 27Al MAS NMR spectra of the anhydrous CSA cement and
the four blends hydrated for 91 days of hydration. S indicates the Al(4) peak from strätlingite.

The 27Al MAS NMR spectra show that almost all of the ye’elimite has reacted for
all blends. Strätlingite is present in all samples, which is clearly identified by its reso‐
nance at 61 ppm from the tetrahedral Al sites in its structure [2]. Most intensity is
observed in the spectral region for octahedral aluminum (20–0 ppm) which only allows
distinction of resonances from AFt (ettringite) and the AFm phases (monosulfate,
monocarbonate, hemicarbonate and strätlingite). The largest amount of ettringite is
found in the two LS-containing blends, in accordance with that the formation of hemi-
and monocarbonate stabilizes ettringite. An improved resolution of the individual AFm
phases can potentially be achieved at very high magnetic fields, as indicated by a 27Al
NMR study of a model CSA cement at 22.3 T [8].

Thermodynamic calculations have been performed for the four blends (Fig. 3),
assuming the following degrees of hydration: ye’elimite – 100%, belite −40%, fluorel‐
lestadite – 50%, bredigite – 50% and MK −70%. Silicious hydrogarnet, kaolinite, gibb‐
site and thaumasite were suppressed in the equilibrium calculations due to their slow
hydration kinetics [9, 10]. For the pure CSA cement, strätlingite, ettringite and mono‐
sulfate are predicted as the main hydration products, in accord with the experiments.
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Microcrystalline Al(OH)3 is predicted to form as a result of ye’elimite hydration and it
increases with increasing MK content. For the MK0 blend, the calculations predict that
LS leads to the formation of monocarbonate at the expense of the monosulfate, however,
only hemicarbonate is observed in the XRD patterns. This deviation has previously been
explained by faster formation kinetics of hemicarbonate compared to monocarbonate
[9]. The presence of a C-S-H phase is virtually only predicted for the MK1 blend, most
probably as a result of its high silicate content, whereas indications of a C-S-H phase is
only seen for the CSA and MK0 blends in the 29Si NMR spectra. Improved agreement
between the experimental and predicted phases is expected if the principal anhydrous
phases of the original blends can be determined with good precision.

Fig. 3. Calculated phase assemblages for the four blends using GEMS and the assumptions given
in the text.

4 Conclusions

Ye’elimite exhibits nearly full reaction for all studied blends after 91 days of hydration,
the primary hydration products being strätlingite, ettringite and different AFm phases.
The presence of limestone stabilizes ettringite, most likely by the formation of hemi- or
monocarbonate aluminate hydrate. A faster reaction of metakaolin compared to belite
may slow down the hydration for belite and thereby result in the release of less CaO to
drive the pozzolanic reactions. The thermodynamic calculations for the present systems
are sensitive to the degree of reactions for the principal phases, implying that improved
data on hydration kinetics and degrees of reactions should be obtained for these phases
experimentally.
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Abstract. This paper looks at the study of intergrinding for the production of
ternary cement based on clinker, calcined clay, limestone and gypsum with 50%
of clinker substitution (LC3). The impact of grinding time on clinker, limestone
and calcined clay PSD, and how this parameter influences the overall performance
of the ternary cement is assessed. Laboratory cement blends were produced by
grinding all components in a batch laboratory mill. Industrial cements produced
through intergrinding in a continuous ball mill were used for comparison. Three
fractions were identified: d<7 μm, 7 μm < d < 40 μm and d< 40 μm, for each of
the cements studied and the amount of each component were assessed. Fresh and
hardened state properties of blends were tested. Results indicate that in inter‐
grinding most of clinker remains at the medium fraction, and further grinding
cannot improve clinker fineness due to fine calcined clay muffle clinker fineness
gaining. PSD of limestone and calcined clay is wider than clinker PSD, with a
high amount of each material on fine fraction, having a strong impact on rheology.
A change in calcined clay/limestone ratio from 2:1 to 1:1 improves clinker
grinding and rheology but has a negative impact on strengths due to the less
proportion of calcined clay that impact negatively on the pozzolanic reaction.

1 Introduction

Concrete is the most widely used material on earth; It is strong, durable and relatively
inexpensive. The cement industry is responsible for about 5–8% of the global man-made
CO2 emissions. On average 0.8–0.9 tons CO2 is emitted for the production of 1 ton of
cement. During the production of cement clinker, calcium carbonate from limestone
decomposes to calcium oxide, liberating CO2, it represents about 50–60% of the total
amount of CO2 emitted during cement production [1].

Blended cements are replacing part of the clinker by mineral additions. It causes not
only a reduction in the consumption fossil fuel and in the CO2 emissions, but can also
contribute to better concrete properties in both fresh and hardened state [2], due to
pozzolanic reaction and/or filler effect [1]. Metakaolin (MK) (Al2Si2O7) is a highly
reactive pozzolan produced through the calcination of clays rich in kaolinite mineral
and is widely used in order to produce blended cements reducing clinker amount. But
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the cost of this material, its availability and the use of this material by other industries
restrict its use as pozzolan [1].

Medium purity kaolinite clay has proven to be a good alternative to MK in this
system; that expands the opportunity to use low grade clays that are rejected by MK
consumer industries and ceramic industries. Low grade clays are also distributed along
a wide area that includes the developing countries, made this cements an alternative to
accelerate its infrastructure development. LC3 is included in this cement class.

The synergy of the combined addition of calcined clays and limestone has been
set in evidence by comparing with quartz filler with very similar particle size distri‐
bution, bringing a significant enhancement of the mechanical properties [1]. Lime‐
stone reacts with the alumina in presence of calcium hydroxide and favours the
production of carboaluminates reaction products. This allows increasing the clinker
substitution to 50%.

Besides components reactivity, PSD of each one plays an important role on final
performance of blended cements. Contrary to OPC, fineness, specific surface and PSD
of multi-component cement are not a consequence of one material; during intergrinding
the different component interact with one another due to the difference in grindability
[3]. During intergrinding, the PSD of the more grindable component becomes finer and
wider and the PSD of the harder to grind one becomes coarser and narrower [2]. For
LC3 clinker is the harder component. That means that for normal cement fineness and
grinding time, clinker will be the coarser material on the blend probably due to the
presence of relatively soft calcined clay particles that shields harder clinker particles
from being ground. Harder and coarser clinker particles also abrade the softer ones
increasing its fineness [2]. Has been observed also that the agglomeration of the finer
particles upon continuous grinding leading to a sudden decrease in Blaine fineness. Due
to this, clinker hydration is less effective and early strength most be affected. Wide
limestone PSD led to decreasing water demand and improves the workability.

Calcined clay had a high specific surface due to its surface structure. Previous results
of BET and Blaine tests show that total specific surface of LC3 is driven by specific
surface of the calcined clay fraction [1] increasing the water demand. A compromise
between limestone and calcined clay fineness is needed; by minimizing the void space
between the cement particles, the packing can be optimized. That improves rheology
reducing water demand. It was of great interest to investigate how intergrinding affects
LC3 component PSD and how this parameter affects cement performance on fresh and
hardened state in order to adjust final LC3 fineness. The influence of calcined clay/
limestone ratio was also investigated.

2 Materials and Methods

Clinker (CK) was produced at Siguaney cement factory in Cuba. Calcium sulfate (GS)
and limestone (LS) originated also from Siguaney are used in the manufacture of plain
Portland cement.

The clay originated from Pontezuela is classified as medium grade kaolinite clay,
with an average content of kaolinite of 48.6%, measured by thermogravimetric analysis
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(Vizcaino et al. 2015). The clay was calcined in one of the clinker kilns of Siguaney
Cement factory at 750 °C and the calcined clay (CC) was obtained.

In order to determine the impact of the calcined clay/limestone, two different blended
cements were produced for this study. 50.0% of CK, 28.0% of CC, 14.4% of LS, 6.8%
of GS for a CC/LS ratio of 2:1 (2 1), and 50% of CK, 21.6 of CC, 21.6 of LS, 6.8% of
GS for a CC/LS ratio of 1:1 (1 1). A reference Portland cement was also produced using
the same CK and GS.

Laboratory grinding was carried out using an ellipsoidal KHD laboratory mill with
50 L volume and 15 L of charge volume. Reference Portland cement and reference
blended cements were grounded before the test. Samples were extracted at regular inter‐
vals and their fineness measured, in order to determine the grinding kinetics and adjust
the grinding time to obtain the requested fineness values for each blend. Using these
results, three different blends were grounded to a range of fineness between 91% and
98%.

Industrial grinding was carried out using a continuous semindustrial grinding plant
with all the industrial process present in a real industrial plant. The mill used has three
chambers, 570 L of total volume and 170 L of charge volume with a production regime
of 80 L/h. One blend for each calcined clay/limestone ratio and a reference were
produced.

The chemical composition of all materials was characterized by X-ray Fluorescence
(XRF) (APC Solutions, Denges, Switzerland) using a Bruker AXS S4 Explorer spec‐
trophotometer operating at a power of 1 kW and equipped with a Rh X-ray source.
Results are showed in Table 1.

Table 1. Oxidic composition of all materials studied

Oxides Calcined clay Gypsum Clinker Limestone
SiO2 48.4 4.6 18.8 4.1
Al2O3 29.5 1.4 3.2 1.1
Fe2O3 16.5 1.4 4.7 0.9
CaO 0.4 36.1 68.0 51.8
MgO 1.0 2.3 1.3 0.8
SO3 1.1 38.6 0.2 0.5
Na2O − − 0.5 −
K2O 0.7 0.4 1.1 0.1
TiO2 0.6 0.2 0.2 0.1
LOI 1.5 14.8 1.5 40.6

Cement fineness was determined by the material percent passing through the sieve
with an aperture of 90 μm. Mortar prisms 40 x 40 x 160 mm were made with water to
cement ratio of 0.5 according to EN 196-1, demoulded after 24 h and cured by immersion
in tap water in a storage tank at 25 ± 2 °C. Specific surface was determined by air
permeability test (Blaine) according to ASTM C204.

For fraction separation, air filtering was done using a Multi Plex 100 Almine air clas‐
sifier. Air separation was carried out with two different air speed 3000 m−1 and 9000 m−1
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and two corresponding flows respectively 52 Nm3/h and 46 Nm3/h. these parameters were
calibrated to separate the blend in 3 fractions, fine (less than 7 μm), medium (between 7
and 40 μm) and coarse (more than 40 μm). Each fraction was weighted to know the rela‐
tive amount of each one.

Rietveld adjustment was used to quantify the phases in each fraction. XRD analysis
was carried out in a Panalytical X’Pert Pro MPD diffractometer from 3° to 70° with ¼
slit for 35 min. Raw materials were used to determine all the phases. The blends without
separation were used to calibrate the metakaolin content inside the blends.

Workability was tested using a minislump test in pastes. Cement blend pastes were
prepared with a water/binder ratio of 0.5, mixed in a laboratory mixer at 200 rpm for
2 min. After a stop of 3 min was mixed again for 1 min and poured in a minicone with
56 mm height, 19 mm of upper diameter and 38 mm of lower diameter. The minicone
was pulled out vertically, and paste spread was measured.

3 Results and Discussions

Figure 1 shows the development of fineness and Blaine for each cement produced on
laboratory conditions. At 35 min, the LC3 mixes are finer ground than OPC. From 40 min
LC3 2:1 and 1:1 achieve the same fineness. At this range of fineness Blaine stabilizes
for LC3 2:1, while still at 60 min, Blaine for LC3 1:1 keeps growing. Blaine for LC3 2:1
is higher than Blaine for LC3 1:1. For fineness higher than 95% further grinding increases
energy consumption without a major impact on fineness. It is need a compromise
between grinding time and reactivity of the system in order to save energy.

Fig. 1. Fineness and specific surface vs. grinding time

Figure 2 shows the evolution of the amount of each component in all the fractions
studied during the grinding process in the range of fineness defined before for both
LC3 cement produced and the results for the industrial trials. In both cases, clinker
fineness at fraction d < 7 μm is not increased by further grinding. Further grinding on
LC3 2:1 does not have any major impact on clinker fineness at all fractions. Further
grinding on LC3 1:1 increases clinker content at fraction 7 μm < d < 40 μm while
decreases at fraction d > 40 μm. The more amount of Calcined clay in 2:1 blends increase
the shielding process on the mill balls and clinker particles surface produced by the
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Calcined clay fine particles. This process muffles the interaction between the mill balls
and clinker particles stopping the gain of fineness. For 1:1 blends, the smaller amounts
of Calcined clay reduce this effect.

Fig. 2. Evolution of components fineness (laboratory) for LC3 2:1, LC3 1:1 and PSD (industrial)

As designed the total amount of limestone in LC3 1:1 is higher than LC3 2:1. Further
grinding on both blends decreases the amount of limestone at d> 40 μm fraction and the
total amount for both is similar. There is a slow increase of fineness at fraction d < 7 μm
for LC3 2:1 and no major changes at fraction 7 μm < d < 40 μm. That is also explained
by the shielding process. For LC3 1:1, further grinding increases fineness for the finer
fractions and the amount of material in both cases is higher than for LC3 2:1 (almost the
double).

For both formulations further grinding decreases the amount of coarse calcined clay.
For LC3 2:1 further grinding has no important impact on the remaining fractions. The
major increase for LC3 1:1 is in the d < 7 μm fraction. That can be explained by the
effect of more limestone and less calcined clay present on the grinding balls surface.

In general terms, for industrial blends, LC3 2:1 corresponds with laboratory cement
in a range from 35 min to 40 min of grinding time while LC3 1:1 corresponds with
laboratory cement in a range from 40 min to 45 min.

Figure 3 shows the results of compressive strength for all the blends studied and the
reference Portland cement. For LC3 2:1 increasing fineness increases compressive
strength. According to the fact that there is no mayor change on clinker fineness, the
increase of limestone fineness d < 7 μm most increase the filler effect increasing
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strengths. For LC3 1:1, the increase of clinker fineness increases strength at all ages.
Finer LC3 1:1 has early strength similar to the best LC3 2:1 (similar amount of reactive
clinker), however strength at 28 days is slightly lower because of the less calcined clay/
limestone ratio (less synergy). Compressive strength results for industrial blends corre‐
spond to its similar laboratory blends. For LC3 2:1 less amount of clinker and calcined
clay in d < 7 μm, compared with laboratory blends, impact negatively on compressive
strength at 7 days. Strengths for finer 2:1 blend and 2:1 industrial blend are similar to
reference OPC.

Fig. 3. Compressive strength vs. Fineness for laboratory and industrial blends

Figure 4 shows the results of specific surface measured by Blaine and rheology
measured by minislump. Increasing the amount of limestone rheology is improved. In
general terms, reducing calcined clay content reduce specific surface, water demand and
improves rheology.

Fig. 4. Specific surface and rheology of cement pastes
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On laboratory blends, for LC3 2:1, rheology decreases with the increase of fineness.
For LC3 1:1 rheology is affected by the increase of finer clinker and finer calcined clay,
rising specific surface, but the general more amount of limestone, even at finer fractions,
reduce the specific surface improving rheology due to a better PSD of the system (worst
LC3 1:1 rheological behavior, similar to best LC3 2:1 behavior). The results for industrial
blends correspond to its similar laboratory blends. For LC3 2:1 the more amount of
calcined clay in the 7 μm < d < 40 μm fraction, compared with LC3 2:1 blends from
laboratory, increases specific surface rising water demand and affecting rheology. Due
to de absence of calcined clay, reference OPC has less specific surface and a better
rheological behavior.

Pozzolanic effect of calcined clay is also corroborated by Isothermal calorimetry.
Figure 5 shows the normalized heat flow/g clinker for industrials cements. For both
blended cements curves are very similar. More calcined clay amount in all fraction
studied, especially at 7 μm < d < 40 μm for LC3 2:1 improves hydration more than the
increasing of limestone for LC3 1:1. The sulphating is also different, according to the
different amount of alumina due to the change on calcined clay/limestone ratio.

Fig. 5. Isothermal calorimetry results for industrial cements

4 Conclusions

By intergrinding is possible to produce LC3 blended cements. Augmenting grinding
time compressive strength is improved but water demand rises. Difference between raw
materials grindability and morphology affect the gain of fineness for hard ones. Presence
of calcined clay muffles proper clinker grinding, reducing the amount of clinker in the
finer fraction, further grinding don’t make a change. Calcined clay fineness is the main
factor that affects water demand and rheology.

Changing calcined clay/limestone ratio, reducing the amount of calcined clay,
clinker grinding is improved. By the other hand is possible to find a better compromise
between strength and rheology. Increasing limestone amount reduces water demand
while is possible to maintain high compressive strength. Using grinding aids (grinding
intensifiers) will be possible to improve clinker grinding.
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Durability of Concretes Made with Calcined
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Abstract. To prove the applicability of cement with calcined clays as main
constituent in concrete the performance of such composite cements, especially
with regard to durability, has to be demonstrated. Composite cements with
different calcined clays were used in conventional concrete mixtures and tested
for their resistance to carbonation, chloride migration, frost and frost-deicing
salts. Attention had to be paid to the workability of the concretes which could be
affected strongly by the increases in the water demand of cements with calcined
clays. Adjustments with superplasticisers could become necessary. The results of
the durability tests showed that the performance of such binder systems is compa‐
rable to cements with other substitution material like limestone, slag or fly ash.

1 Introduction

Within two research projects VDZ was able to show the performance of several calcined
impure clays as cement main constituent. The used kaolinitic, illitic and chloritic clays
show low ceramic qualities and represent typical clays of cement plant quarries. Suitable
calcination conditions in laboratory scale led to appropriate pozzolanic reactive
compounds (silica and alumina), resulting in acceptable strength developments when
mixed to cements with a clinker substitution of 20 and 40 mass% [1]. Further investi‐
gations showed that there is some potential for optimization in the adjustment of clinker,
calcined clay and sulphate carrier [2, 3]. Details on clay compositions, calcination and
cement properties could also be found in [2, 3].

To prove the applicability in concrete the performance of such composite
cements, especially with regard to durability, has to be demonstrated. Composite
cements with different calcined clays were produced on laboratory scale, again using
a substitution rate of 20 and 40 mass% (CEM II/A-Q, CEM IV/A-Q). Concrete
mixtures as used in tests for European technical approval (ETA) were produced with
these cements and tested for their resistance to carbonation, chloride migration, frost
and frost-deicing salts.
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2 Test Methods

Table 1 show the concrete compositions and respective test standards used for the dura‐
bility tests, and the range of compressive strengths obtained after 28 days of hydration
of concretes using calcined clay composite cements.

Table 1. Concrete test parameters and results of concrete compressive strength

Parameter Concrete type A Concrete type B
Composition Cement content 300 kg/m3; w/

c-ratio 0.60; aggregate
grading ≈ B16: no air
entraining agent (AEA)

Cement content 320 kg/m3; w/
c-ratio 0.50; aggregate
grading ≈ AB16; AEA, air
voids = 4.5-5.5 vol.%

Compressive strength DIN EN 12390-3 DIN EN 12390-3
Resistance to carbonation DIN EN 12390-10 –
Resistance to chloride
migration

chloride migration testa) –

Resistance to frost cube frost (EN CEN/TS
12390-9)

–

Resistance to frost-deicing
salts

– CDF test (EN CEN/TS
12390-9)

Compressive strength range
CEM II/A-Q (at 28 days)

37 - 52 MPa (requirement acc.
EN 206-1: ≥ C 25/30, passed)

38 – 50 MPa (requirement acc.
EN 206-1: ≥ C 30/37, passed)

Compressive strength range
CEM IV/A-Q (at 28 days)

27 - 45 MPa (requirement acc.
EN 206-1: (≥ C 25/30, passed)

28 MPa (requirement acc. EN
206-1: ≥ C 30/37, not passed)

(a) following NT Build 492 (11.99) [4]; - = not determined

3 Results

Table 1 shows that concretes with useful compressive strengths up to C 35/45 acc. EN
206-1 could be achieved. Only the air entrained concrete with CEM IV/A-Q (40 mass%
calcined clay) did not reach the strength required by EN 206 for such an exposure.

The workability of the concretes was strongly influenced by the type of calcined clay
and by the calcination temperature. Kaolinitic clays, calcined at temperatures of about
600–700°C to reach a high pozzolanic reactivity, show a very high specific surface and
water demand. Concretes using this clay type in cement show a loss in workability which
sometimes must be compensated with a superplasticiser, which itself could strongly be
absorbed by the calcined clay compound [5]. Illitic clays which need higher calcination
temperatures up to sintering conditions did not show this effect. In single cases the
concrete workability could even be slightly improved.
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A crucial aspect of concrete durability is the resistance against carbonation, which
might be critical for cements with extended use of pozzolanic main constituents. In
Fig. 1 the range obtained for carbonation behaviour of concrete mixtures with and
without calcined clays is shown. As expected, the carbonation resistance is somewhat
lower compared to CEM I (OPC), but is not leaving the carbonation range of blast
furnace cements or portland limestone cements. Further improvement will be achieved
with some extended curing.

Fig. 1. Ranges in depth of carbonation of concretes with CEM II/A-Q (20 mass% calcined clay)
and CEM IV/A-Q (40 mass% calcined clay), related to typical CEM I and blast furnace cement

As known from experience with e.g. fly ash cements, pozzolanic cement main
constituents could decrease the chloride migration coefficient in concrete. Figure 2
shows that this improvement is not reached of all calcined clays concretes. Kaolinitic
clays reach comparably low coefficients already after 35 days (Mix A, Mix B), predom‐
inantly illitic clays show a more delayed pozzolanic effect with a strong decrease of the
coefficient at 98 days (Mix C, Mix D). Less reactive calcined clays with higher impurities
of quartz and carbonates (Mix E, Mix F) do not reduce the migration coefficient due to
a higher porosity of the concrete microstructure.

For a broad use of calcined clays composite cements in Europe a suitable frost
resistance of respective concretes will be required. Figure 3 displays the results of the
so-called “cube test”, described in EN CEN/TS 12390-9. In this test, concrete cubes are
subjected to 100 frost-thaw cycles, and a loss in weight of up to 10 mass% is accepted
to pass the test (“high frost resistance”). All CEM II/A-Q tested in the research project
felt below a weight loss of 2 mass%, indicating a very suitable frost resistance. Even the
tested CEM IV/A-Q did not exceed a weight loss of 5 mass% and passed this test very
successfully.
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Fig. 2. Chloride migration coefficient of concretes with different CEM II/A-Q (20 mass% of
calcined clay), related to typical CEM I and portland limestone cement results

Fig. 3. Scaling ranges of concretes with CEM II/A-Q and CEM IV/A-Q in cube test (acc. EN
CEN/TS 12390-9), compared to CEM I concrete and limit value

To prove the frost-deicing salt resistance of a concrete, acc. EN CEN/TS 12390-9
an additional test is necessary, called “CDF test”. The concretes were immersed in salt
solution and exposed to 28 frost-thaw cycles. To pass the test, a scaling of less than
1500 g/m2 concrete surface is necessary. Figure 4 shows the results of several calcined
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clay concretes subjected to the CDF test. All concretes tested showed a scaling in a range
similar to the experiences gained by concretes with Portland cements or blast furnace
cements and pass the criteria of a scaling of less than 1500 g/m2.

Fig. 4. Scaling range of concretes (type B) with CEM II/A-Q and CEM IV/A-Q in CDF test (acc.
EN CEN/TS 12390-9), compared to CEM I and CEM III/A concrete and the limit value

4 Conclusions

A precondition for the application of composite cements containing calcined clays in
the European market is to prove the cement performance in concrete, especially with
respect to durability. Within a research project VDZ tested a couple of concretes
containing CEM II/A-Q and CEM IV/A-Q laboratory cements on durability aspects like
resistance to carbonation, chloride migration and frost as well as frost-deicing salt
resistance.

The results showed that the performance of such systems is comparable to cements
with other substitution compounds like limestone, blast furnace slag or fly ash. As the
pozzolanicity of calcined clays which do not mainly consist of pure kaoline gets more
effective with higher hydration age, a further increase of the concrete performance is
expected with ongoing hydration time.

To ensure an appropriate workability of the concretes which could be affected by
strong increases in the water demand of specific types of calcined clays in the cement,
corrective measures using plasticisers could be required.
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Alkali-Activation of Calcined Clays – Past,
Present and Future
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Abstract. The combination of a calcined clay with an alkali silicate or
hydroxide solution has been identified since the 1920s to yield potentially
useful materials. More recently these have become termed ‘geopolymers’, and
have been popularised under that name. This paper briefly summarises some
of the earlier history of alkali-calcined clay binders and related materials
including synthetic zeolites, exploring some of the reasons underlying the more
recent broadening of interest in this research field, and identifying some of the
future opportunities that arise through the use of these materials. These
cements may particularly be capable of offering very good technical perform‐
ance and cost-effectiveness in a variety of applications, with an environmental
emissions footprint lower than that of competing materials.

1 Introduction

The term ‘geopolymer’ was introduced by Davidovits in the 1970s to describe binders
based on the reaction between calcined clays and a source of alkalinity, most commonly
an aqueous alkali metal silicate or hydroxide solution [1–3]. However, this combination
of reactants had been described in the technical literature some time prior to the work
of Davidovits, in some cases yielding the monolithic alkali aluminosilicate gels which
characterise geopolymer materials, but in other cases focused on the synthesis of crys‐
talline zeolites. Some of this work will be reviewed briefly here, and the potential for
further future development of alkali-activated binders based on calcined clays will be
noted. The details of the chemistry of the alkali aluminosilicate gels which are formed
by such processes have been described in detail in the technical literature [4–8]. The
scope of this paper is limited to calcium-free binding systems, although lime-pozzolan
cements based on calcined clays are certainly both well-known and of significant tech‐
nological value.

It is also worthwhile to mention that some workers have used the combination of
phosphoric acid and calcined clays to produce what they describe as an ‘acid geopol‐
ymer’ [9–11]; although potentially of some technical interest due to their potential for
rapid strength gain, the high cost of phosphoric acid limits the use of such cements on
a very large scale in construction and they will not be the focus of further discussion in
this brief paper.
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2 The First Steps and Further Development

The earliest identified study of the reaction of an alkali silicate with calcined clay
(kaolinite, in this instance) was published by the U.S. National Bureau of Standards in
1920 [12], where this combination of materials was included in a set of tests aimed at
identifying the preferred cement for use in joining spark plug wires to porcelain insulator
bodies. It was reported that “When brought into contact with a strongly alkaline
substance such as sodium silicate, calcined kaolin reacts quite rapidly to form a friable,
porous mass”, with “little strength” [12]. Fortunately, the development of materials
based on similar chemical reaction processes, for this and other applications, did not
stop at this rather unpromising beginning. The addition of lard was found to improve
the properties of these cement sufficiently to enable their successful use in spark plugs
[13], while applications for similar materials in construction were also developed, for
example in waterproof structural wallboard [14] and surfacing granules [15].

The longest-running research and development programme related to alkali-acti‐
vated binder materials is the group in Kiev, Ukraine, which was initiated by V.D.
Glukhovsky and is now continued in the institute which bears his name. An early land‐
mark publication from that group was a 1957 book entitled Gruntosilikaty (Soil Silicates)
[16]. This book describes binder formulations based on combinations of metallurgical
slags, clay soils such as loess, brown clay, and loam, and alkaline solutions containing
NaOH, silicates, carbonates and/or fluorides. Subsequent work by the same group led
to the development of a broad range of alkali-activated binder systems, mainly based
on metallurgical slags, but with systems based on calcined clays particularly highlighted
as having potential in the immobilisation of radioactive wastes [17].

The reaction of calcined clays with alkaline solutions was also studied in the context
of zeolite synthesis, with the work of the group led by Barrer [18–20] being of particular
importance in understanding the alkali-hydrothermal reactions of metakaolin. Although
the purpose of that work was to produce crystalline zeolites rather than monolithic binder
phases, the insight developed into the conditions which lead to the formation of
numerous different types of zeolitic crystal has proven essential in understanding the
nanostructures of the binders which are formed through analogous reactions under non-
hydrothermal conditions [21].

In this context, Davidovits in the early 1970s began to develop alkali-aluminosilicate
cements based on metakaolin as an inorganic, fireproof alternative to organic polymers
[22], and subsequently introduced ‘geopolymer’ terminology as a descriptor for this
class of materials [1–3]. His work in promoting and popularising geopolymer cements
has led to a high degree of international prominence for the materials since the 1980s,
and the term geopolymer has become applied to ever broader groups of materials beyond
its original definition. Nonetheless, applying the original sense of a geopolymer as a
mineral binder based on alkali-aluminosilicate chemistry, with physical characteristics
resembling to some degree those of an organic thermoset, research in this area has since
led to many valuable products for both cement-like and ceramic-like applications.
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3 The Present and the Future; Development Opportunities
and Needs

Innovation in the construction materials industry is currently being driven by environ‐
mental pressures, specifically the need to reduce sector-wide CO2 emissions [23]. It has
been identified that calcined clays offer probably the greatest scope among all materials
to be used on a gigaton per annum scale in place of Portland cement [24]; their incor‐
poration into blends with Portland cement is certainly a key avenue by which these
materials will add value in the global built environment, but the production of alkali-
activated clay-based cements is certainly of strong technological and societal interest in
areas where the necessary resources are available [25]. Significant commercial advances
have recently been made in this regard in the UK [26, 27] and elsewhere, but there is a
clear need for further advancement in both the design and testing of clay-based alkali-
activated binders to enable scale-up and deployment to continue at pace, to exercise the
full potential of these materials. This will also feed into ongoing standardisation efforts
(e.g. [28]), where the availability of validated testing methods will enable the confident
application of performance-based routes to specification.

In terms of materials design, one of the greatest strengths of alkali-activation as a
route to cement production is the ability to match activators to precursors in a controlled
way, to manipulate and optimise material properties in a very flexible way. The activator
that usually gives the best results in conjunction with a calcined clay is an aqueous alkali
metal silicate (also called ‘waterglass’), which is a commercial product usually sold for
applications in detergent manufacture and other fields where the total mass of material
used is orders of magnitude below the demand for construction materials. The ability to
produce and/or source activators at reasonable cost and sufficient volume, and with an
acceptable ecological footprint to enable the ‘green’ credentials of the material to be
attractive, lies at the heart of the quest for industrial uptake of these cements, and there
are rapid and ongoing developments in this area worldwide.

In terms of materials testing, it has been identified that the durability tests which give
reliable results for materials based on Portland cement are often less representative when
applied to non-Portland cement binders. The alkali-activated materials based on calcined
clays are among the groups of materials for which improved testing methods are needed;
the chemistry of these binders is very different from that of Portland cement (much more
so than many other alkali-activated materials which may contain higher levels of
calcium), and so many of the durability tests designed to determine the performance of
calcium-rich binders may not provide realistic insight into the behaviour of a material
that is so different in chemistry. Much ongoing work, including through a RILEM Tech‐
nical Committee and a European Federation of Corrosion Task Group, is aimed at
remedying this mismatch and providing guidance for specifiers and testing laboratories
regarding how these materials can realistically be tested to provide an understanding of
in-service performance.
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4 Concluding Remarks

Alkali-activation of calcined clays has been trialled for almost 100 years as a means of
producing cementitious products, for specialty and/or bulk applications. The current
drive towards sustainable development in the construction industry has generated
significant impetus for the deployment of these materials, and the technical and non-
technical hurdles which have historically impeded their uptake are being eroded or
removed as field experience is gained, standards and specifications are put in place, and
improved methods of designing, producing and utilising these materials are developed.
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Abstract. The influence of a calcined clay on the hydration of an oilwell
cement was studied in slurries. The replacement grades of the cement (by weight
of cement) were 5, 10 and 20% of the calcined clay. The slurries were prepared
at a density of 1.80 g�cm−3 and hydrated in sealed containers at 30 and 60 °C
during 24 h. A reference slurry was prepared where the cement was substituted
by 5% of a zeolitic tuff. The water–to–solid ratio was 0.52 for each slurry. From
the TGA and pozzolanic reactivity tests were shown that the calcined clay was
more reactive than the zeolitic tuff. The isothermal calorimetry tests showed that
the induction periods of the slurries were shorter when the cement was replaced
by the calcined clay at both temperatures and they decreased with the increment
of the temperature and the replacement level by the mineral addition, what could
impact negatively the thickening time in real conditions. The MIP assays evi-
denced that the influence of the kind and the quantity of the mineral addition on
the porosity of the hardened slurries is complex but in general it was observed a
refinement of porosity and less total porosity when the slurries were hydrated at
60 °C. The XRD experiments showed that the phase assemblages when the
slurries were cured at 60 °C were more complex and with more crystalline
phases presents, which could have influences on the performance of the hard-
ened slurries in real well conditions.

1 Introduction

Portland cement is by far the most important oilwell binding material [1]. It is widely
used for primary cementing, one of the most important and crucial operations per-
formed in an oil and/or gas well [2]. However, Portland cement cannot fulfill by itself
with all the requirements that are needed for each situation [3]. Among the most
demanding conditions the Portland cement can meet during a cementing operation are
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high temperatures. As temperature increases with the depth of the wellbore, oil well
cements are subjected to wide ranges of temperature. It is important to study the effects
of these different curing conditions on hydration of oil well cements. In Cuba the higher
attained temperature in a primary cementing operation is about 60 °C. A wide variety
of additives are used to modify the properties of cement slurries to let them to be used
in different oilwell conditions. Specifically, extenders are employed to reduce slurry
density and/or increase slurry yield. Among them the pozzolans are perhaps the most
important group of cement extenders. The most common pozzolanic extenders are
diatomaceous earths, fly ashes and silica [1]. Others pozzolans have been studied as
extender for oilwell cementing, such as metakaolin [4], sugarcane biomass waste [5],
blast furnace slag [6] and rice husk ash [7]. In Cuba, zeolites are the most important
national pozzolans used as extender in primary oilwell cementig, fundamentally that of
from the deposit San Andrés, but its use is limited to a 5% by weight of cement
(BWOC), because of a higher replacement level induce too much free fluid, i.e. sed-
imentation. (M. L. Morgado 2016, pers.comm., 15 January).

Clays with low and moderate kaolin contents are promissory pozzolanic extenders
to be used during oilwell cement, overall because they are widely spread and easily
activated by calcination. Several recent works have demonstrated that clays with low
and moderate kaolin content can be used as pozzolanic materials when they are ade-
quate activated [8–11]. The necessity to increase the replacement of the Portland
cement in slurries for oilwell cementing is the main motivation of this work, overall
taking into account that to the best of this work authors´ knowledge there are not many
studies about the hydration of Portland cement in presence of low or moderate meta-
kaolin content calcined clays in slurries submitted at temperatures higher than room
temperature.

2 Materials and Experimental Procedures

The clay and the zeolitic tuff were collected, respectively, from the deposits Pontezuela
and San Andrés, Cuba. The clay was stationary calcined during 1 h at 850 °C. The
zeolite tuff was used as received. The cement was a Cuban Portland cement produced at
the Siguaney plant. The chemical compositions of the materials were determined by
X – ray fluorescence. The results are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Summary of the chemical compositions of the materials used in these work (expressed
in weight percent).

Al2O3 SiO2 Fe2O3 CaO MgO Na2O K2O SO3 LOI*

Pont850£ 46.80 28.97 19.93 0.08 0.772 0.090 0.614 0.048 1.35
ZSA¥ 11.73 67.46 1.98 2.833 1.75 1.325 1.446 0.004 10.8
PC§ 4.52 18.53 5.51 61.13 1.110 0.224 0.433 4.215 2.22

* Loss on ignition
£ Calcined clay from Pontezuela
¥ Zeolite from San Andrés.
§ Portland cement.
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The phase identification and quantification for the clay were made by X ray
diffraction. The phase compositions of the clay, and that of its clayey fraction, as well
as that of the zeolitic tuff are presented in Table 2.

The particle size distribution was determined by laser diffraction on a device
Malvern MasterSizer type S. The suspensions were prepared with the aid of ultrasound
and using the same dispersant to prepare the slurries. The percentiles characterizing
each particle size distribution (D10, D50 and D90) are shown in the Table 3.

The slurries were prepared at a density of 1.80 g�cm−3 and the mix design is shown
in Table 4. The pozzolanic reactivities of both mineral additives were estimated by R3
protocol [13].

After mixing the slurries were cured in sealed plastic containers at 30 and 60 °C
during 24 h. Fresh slices from these specimens were taken for X – ray diffraction.
Other slices were taken, their hydration were stopped using isopropanol and then
crushed for thermogravimetric analysis.

The calorimetric assays on the slurries were done at 30 and 60 °C during 24 h in a
TAM AIR calorimeter. The pore structures were studied by MIP at a Thermoscience
(Pascal 140/440) device. The samples for porosimetry were taken from the same

Table 2. Phase compositions of the materials used in these work (expressed in weight percent).

Kaolinite 2:1 Clay Total of clayey
phases

Quartz Goethite

Pont* 45.7 38.7 84.4 7.5 8.1
Kaolinite Montmorillonite Montmorillonite –

Illite
Illite

Clayey fraction of
Pont*

65.8 20.0 8.0 6.2

Clinoptilolite Mordenite Total of zeolites Montmorillonite Calcite

ZSA** 50 28 78 11 < 1

* Refers to the clay from Pontezuela without calcining
** Refers to the zeolite from San Andrés (The phase composition was that of reported by [12])

Table 3. D10, D50 and D90 for the calcined clay from Pontezuela (Pont850) and the zeolitic tuff
from San Andrés (ZSA).

Maximum
diameter (µm)

Percentile Pont850 ZSA
D10 1.36 0.28
D50 5.08 10.98
D90 30.20 40.70
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specimens cured at 30 and 60 °C and their hydration stopped with isopropanol. TGA
curves were obtained at a device TGA/SDTA851e from Metter Toledo, the gas purge
was N2. The samples for thermogravimetry were prepared similarly to those for
porosimetry.

3 Presentation and Discussion of the Main Results

The calorimetric curves when the mineral additives were subjected to pozzolanic the
reactivity assay are presented in Fig. 1

As it is possible to see the calcined clay is more reactive than the zeolitic tuff from
the pozzolanic point of view. That is because, as it is shown in Table 1 the calcined
clay has more alumina containing phases than zeolite [14], it is finer (Table 3) and the
metakaolin it contains makes it more reactive [15].

Table 5 shows the bound water and Ca(OH)2 contents in the slurries hydrated at 30
and 60 °C during 24 h. As it is possible to see, the bound water, when the cement is
partially substituted at 5% by the mineral additives, is lower when calcined clay is used
in the slurries hydrated at 30 °C but the situation is the contrary in the slurries hydrated
at 60 °C. For the slurries with calcined clay the bound water contents increase from the
5 to 10% of substitution but decrease when the substitution level is 20%, at both
temperatures.

Table 4. Compositions of the slurries.

%Extender*
(BWOC)

%Free-fluid-control

(BWOC)
%Dispersant

(BWOC)
%Fluid-loss-control

(BWOC)
%Retarder

(L�sk−1)
%Antifoam

(L�sk−1)
w/s w/c

5 0.50 0.20 0.60 1.00 0.07 0.52 0.54
10 0.58
20 0.63

* Calcined clay from Pontezuela and zeolitic powder from San Andrés. The zeolitic powder was employed as
a reference and only at 5%

Fig. 1. Results from pozzolanic reactivity assay. MA: Mineral additive
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The Portlandite content in the slurries is always lower when the calcined clay is the
mineral additive than when the zeolite is, in keeping with the higher pozzolanic
reactivity of the former. Besides, the Ca(OH)2 content decreases when the content of
both pozzolans in the slurries increases at the temperatures of the experiments due to
the higher temperature speeds up the onset of the pozzolanic reactions [16].

The following pictures shows the calorimetric curves during the first 24 h of
hydration of the slurries at 30 and 60 °C. As it is shown at 30 °C the induction time is
not so influenced by the kind or the replacement level when the PC is partially sub-
stituted until 10% by the mineral additives, but when the calcined clay from Pontezuela
is used at 20% the dormant period is lower. When the curing temperature is increased
to 60 °C the induction periods are shorter than when the slurries are hydrated at 30 °C
[� 10 – 12 h on average (at 30 °C) vs � 2.5–5 h (at 60 °C)]. The higher temperature
speeds up the hydration rate of both the PC and the mineral additives, mainly that of the
calcined clay due to its higher Al2O3 containing phases [16]. That situation can neg-
atively affect the thickening time in real conditions (Fig. 2).

Table 6 shows the total percolated volumes in the slurries hydrated at 30 and 60 °C
during 24 h. As it can be observed the behavior is complex but this parameter is always
lower when the slurries are cured at 60 °C. That could be associated to the more
quantity of bound water found when the slurries are cured at 60 °C.

Table 5. Influence of the kind and the quantity of mineral additive and temperature on bound
water and Ca(OH)2 contents

PC-ZSA_5% PC-Pont850_5% PC-Pont850_10% PC-Pont850_20%

Slurries cured at 30 °C
Bound water (g) 6.39 5.86 7.34 6.67
Ca(OH)2 [g�g−1(PC)] 0.10 0.09 0.09 0.07
Slurries cured at 60 °C
Bound water (g) 8.04 8.32 8.83 8.03
Ca(OH)2 [g�g−1(PC)] 0.13 0.10 0.06 0.03

Fig. 2. Calorimetric curves corresponding to the first 24 h of hydration
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4 Conclusions

• The calcined clay from Pontezuela, being finer and with higher quantity of Al2O3

containing phases has more pozzolanic reactivity than the zeolite from Pontezuela
what provokes that bound water contents be normally higher and the quantities of
Ca(OH)2 be slower in Portland cement slurries cured at both 30 and 60 °C.

• The induction periods are slower when the Portland cement is partially substituted
by calcined clay from Pontezuela than when the zeolite is used and these decreases
are higher when the content of calcined clay and the curing temperature are
increased.

• The total percolated porosity in the slurries studied is lower when they are sub-
mitted to higher temperature which speeds up both the PC hydration rate and the
onset and the rate of the pozzolanic reactions.
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Abstract. The influence of two pozzolanic additions, a calcined clay and a
zeolitic tuff, on the hydration of a Portland cement was studied in pastes prepared
with fresh water and substitute seawater. The pastes contained 0, 5, 10, 20 and
30% of each pozzolanic addition and were prepared with a water–to–solid ratio
of 0.50. The hydration kinetic was evaluated by isothermal calorimetry at 30 °C
and during 72 h. The bound chloride contents in the pastes were also quantified.
The results of the experiments indicated that there was not a correlation between
the kind of mixing water and the induction periods but these periods increased
with the percent of substitution of the Portland cement and the increments were
higher with the finest pozzolan and with the higher content of alumina containing
phases (calcined clay). It was observed that during the acceleration periods the
mineral additions increased the reaction rates and the release of heat during the
principal peaks and the increments were higher in pastes with the calcined clay
and in those prepared with artificial seawater. The total cumulative heats were
higher in the systems where the Portland cement was substituted by the calcined
clay (with higher content of alumina) and in the pastes that were prepared with
substitute seawater. The capacity to bind chloride was related to the content of
Al2O3 y Fe2O3 in the mineral addition and it was higher in pastes with calcined
clay (with higher content of Fe2O3 and Al2O3 containing phases) but the zeolitic
tuff was more effective to bind chlorides, in spite of having less quantity of phases
providing Fe2O3 and Al2O3.

1 Introduction

The Portland cement is among the most used materials and with higher production level
in the world. However, because of its production on a massive scale, it accounts for
approximately 5% of worldwide man-made CO2 emissions [1]. One of the approaches
to lower the environmental impact of cement production focus on partial substitution of
clinker by supplementary cementitious materials (SCMs). Several authors have studied,
by isothermal calorimetry, the influence of calcined clays and zeolites on the hydration
of Portland cements in pastes prepared with fresh water [2–4]. They found that this kind
of pozzolanic additions accelerate the hydration reactions during the main maximum
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and the released heat were higher when the content of alumina in the reactive phases
increased. In general, all these works were done in pastes prepared with fresh water.
During the construction of marine structures in coastal areas, the substitution of fresh
water by seawater will reduce the cost of transportation and improve the work efficiency.
Portland cement is the most frequently kind of cement used during oil well cementing.
Some mineral additions are used as additives during well cementing jobs, like bentonite,
silica fume, zeolite, diatomeceous earth, etc. Seawater is used extensively for mixing
cement slurries at offshore locations. It contains up to 2.5 wt% NaCl, resulting in accel‐
eration [5]. However, the use of seawater may modify the cement hydration [6] and the
properties and microstructure of concrete [7, 8] and accelerate the corrosion of the casing
in the wellbore. Cuba is trying to expand the areas for drilling and constructing oil wells
to depth seas. It is inevitable, in those cases, to use seawater to prepare the slurries for
the cementing. It is also necessary to find new mineral additives that be compatible with
these conditions.

For that reason, the aim of this work is to determine how the hydration of a Portland
cement is affected in the presence, concomitantly, of seawater, a calcined clay or a
zeolitic tuff. To the best of our knowledge the hydration of Portland cement in pastes
where it was partially substituted by calcined clay or zeolitic material and prepared with
sea water has been little studied.

2 Materials and Experimental Procedures

The clay and the zeolitic tuff were collected, respectively, from the deposits Pontezuela
and San Andrés, Cuba. The clay was stationary calcined during 1 h at 850 °C. The zeolite
tuff was used as received. The cement was a Cuban Portland cement produced at the
Siguaney plant. The chemical compositions of the clay and its calcination product were
determined by X – ray fluorescence at a spectrometer Bruker AXS S4 operated at 1 kW
of power with a Rh cathode. The chemical compositions of the calcined clay, the zeolite
and the Portland cement are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Summary of the chemical composition of the materials used in these work (expressed
in weight percent)

Al2O3 SiO2 Fe2O3 CaO MgO Na2O K2O SO3 CaO
free

LOI* IR**

Pont850£ 45.69 28.02 21.48 0.15 0.83 0.15 0.54 – – – –

ZSA¥ 10.48 69.50 1.48 2.59 0.82 1.61 1.34 – – 10.94 –

PC§ 4.84 19.29 4.80 61.56 1.29 0.32 0.62 3.25 1.27 3.01 0.99

* Loss on ignition
** Insoluble residue
£ Calcined clay from Pontezuela
¥ Zeolite from San Andrés. (The chemical composition was the reported by [10])
§ Portland cement. (The chemical composition was supplied by the factory)
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The phase identification and quantification of clay was made with a Panalytical Xpert
Pro MPD diffractometer using CuKα radiation, a divergence slit size of 0.5°. The sample
was scanned between 4 and 70° 2θ, the step size and time per step were 0.017° 2θ and
80 s, respectively. The phase compositions of the clay, and that of its clayey fraction,
as well as that of the zeolitic tuff, are presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Phase compositions of the materials used in these work (expressed in weight percent)

Kaolinite 2:1 Clay Total of clayey
phases

Quartz Goethite

Pont* 45.7 38.7 84.4 7.5 8.1
Kaolinite Montmorillonite Montmorillonite –

Illite
Illite

Clayey
fraction of
Pont*

65.8 20.0 8.0 6.2

Clinoptilolite Mordenite Total of zeolites Montmorillonite Calcite
ZSA** 50 28 78 11 < 1

* It refers to the clay from Pontezuela without calcining
** It refers to the zeolite from San Andrés (The phase composition was that of reported by [10])

The particle size distribution was determined by laser diffraction on a device Malvern
MasterSizer type S. The percentiles characterizing each particle size distribution (D10,
D50 and D90) are shown in the Table 3. The artificial seawater was prepared following
the standard ASTM D1141 – 98 (Reapproved 2003) “Standard practice for the prepa‐
ration of substitute ocean water”. The calorimetry experiments were carried out with a
TAM AIR 3238 calorimeter from Thermometric and calibrated at 600 mw. All the
calorimetry experiments were made at 30 °C during 72 h. The pastes contained 0, 5, 10,
20 and 30 of each mineral addition and the w/s ratio was 0.5 for both kind of water (fresh
water and artificial seawater).

Table 3. D10, D50 and D90 for the calcined clay from Pontezuela (Pont850) and the zeolitic tuff
from San Andrés (ZSA).

Percentile Maximum diameter (μm)
Pont850 ZSA

D10 0.34 1.83
D50 3.01 11.66
D90 26.80 35.26

The pastes to quantify their capacities to bind chlorides were prepared at 0.5 of
artificial seawater – to – solid ratio, mixed using the same procedure and mineral addi‐
tions substitution levels of the calorimetric experiments. They were cured during 30
days at 30 °C in a water bath. The water – soluble chloride contents were determined
following the procedures described in ASTM C1218/C1218 M – 15 “Standard Test
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Method for Water-Soluble Chloride in Mortar and Concrete” and ASTM C114–15
“Standard Test Methods for Chemical Analysis of Hydraulic Cement”.

3 Presentation and Discussion of the Main Results

3.1 Hydration on the Pastes

As it is shown in Fig. 1 when the Portland cement is partially substituted by the addition
minerals the induction periods are always higher than in the paste with only Portland
cement, in the mixtures prepared with distilled water or artificial seawater. Beside,
except when the Portland cement is partially replaced by 10% of mineral additions in
pastes prepared with distilled water and 5% in that of prepared with artificial seawater,
the observed induction periods in the mixtures where the Portland cement was partially
substituted by calcined clay (the finest and with higher containing alumina phases of
both mineral additions) are higher than that of prepared with zeolitic powder, in pastes
mixed prepared with both distilled water and artificial seawater.

Fig. 1. Influence of the kind and the substitution percent of both mineral additions on the
induction periods

Figure 2 shows that there is not a net correlation between the induction periods and
the kind of mixing water.

Fig. 2. Influence of the kind of water on the induction periods
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Figures 3 and 4 display that there is not either a clear relation between the kind of
mineral and the reaction rates (slopes) and between the kind of mixing water and the
reaction rates (slopes) during the acceleration periods but the reactions rates during this
stage are always higher in pastes with mineral additions and increase with the replace‐
ment level in pastes prepared with both distilled water or artificial seawater.

Fig. 3. Influence of the kind and the substitution percent of both mineral additions on the
acceleration periods

Fig. 4. Influence of the kind of water on the acceleration periods

4 Chloride Binding

Figure 5 shows the capacity of the system to bind chloride increases with the content of
mineral addition in the pastes and it is always higher when the Portland cement is parti‐
ally replaced by calcined clay (with more phases providing Al2O3 and Fe2O3), compared
to that of where the cement was partially substituted by the zeolitic tuff.

In spite of the capacities of binding chloride are higher in pastes with calcined clay,
as it is shown in the following figure the calcined clay, containing more Al2O3 and
Fe2O3, is less effective fixing chloride ions on these experiment conditions (Fig. 6).
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Fig. 6. Effectiveness of both mineral additions on the capacities of pastes to bind chloride ions

5 Conclusions

• The presence of calcined clay from Pontezuela and zeolitic powder from San Andrés,
essentially inert during the early hydration provoke increments in the induction
periods and the increments were higher, generally, in pastes where the Portland
cement was partially replaced by calcined clay.

• The kind of water does not exert a great influence during either the induction and the
acceleration periods from the hydration rates point of view.

• The capacity to bind chlorides is directly related to the content of phases providing
Al2O3 and Fe2O3 but it seems the effectiveness does not depend of these contents
exclusively.
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Abstract. Nowadays, the Cement Cuban Industry has installed a productive
capacity of 2.8 MMt of clinker per year, for a use of the 40% of this productive
capacity for different reasons. The reported production in 2014 was 1.8 MMt. The
current demand of cement exceeds the production, indicating the necessity of new
investments in the cement sector to increase the productive capacity and the
production but this is impossible in short-term. The projection of this demand in
the period 2015–2020 will imply an annual increase of 18% due to the new age
of the economic reorganization we are currently facing in our country and the
increase of constructive activity. Today, the LC3 production constitutes a viable
alternative to reduce this problem. The Cuban Cement Industry has shown a huge
interest on the development and implementation of LC3. With that purpose, it is
necessary to work on the introduction of this cement in the Cuban standard.

Since 2015, CIDEM has representation in the CTN No. 22 “Cement” and the
CTN No. 37 “Concrete and Mortars” portraying an active participation. At
present, our research is based on three points:

1. Development of a Technical Instructive about the determination clay poten‐
tial to be use as pozzolan.

2. Confection of the new standard about the specifications of ternary blended
cement.

3. Application of the NC 120:2014 “Hydraulic concrete — Specifications” for
the development of concrete with LCC for the different levels of atmospheric
and chemical aggressiveness.

The main goal of this work is to develop an Implementation Strategy for
LC3 in Cuba. This strategy links the standardization results to environmental and
cost results including the clay deposit study, durability test and the experience
acquired during several industrial trials. Siguaney Cement Factory has been
selected to put into practice this strategy.

Keywords: Low carbon cement · Cuban standard · Cement Cuban Industry ·
Concrete exposure site
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1 Introduction

With the increasing demand of the binders in our country, the Cement Industry has
shown a great interest for raising the production of cements with active additions, which
represents the increase of production with regard to the Clinker consumption, environ‐
mental improvement referred to CO2 emissions and production costs. Although histor‐
ically, this kind of cement has been produced in Cuba, mainly using natural pozzolans
substituting the clinker with less than 20%, this production has always been around 25%
of the cement total production. Nowadays, we can confirm that the world tendency is
very different as the production of cements with active additions is around 72% of the
total production.

This research paper focuses on the study of the National and Foreign Standards that
allow the creation of our own standards with the purpose of implementing the production
of ternary cements in our country and the elaboration of an implementation strategy with
the main results of the different research lines of this project.

2 Development

2.1 Pozzolan Standard

Nowadays, Cuba relies on a specifications standard for the use of pozzolans, in which
the slate and the calcined clays class N are included. However, it is considered that due
to the inexperience in the use of calcined clays as MCS in our country, this standard
document needs complementary information derived from the studies carried out by
Cuban scientists on a group of deposits of kaolin clays in the country.

From these investigations results [1, 2], and the discussion of the relative results to
the characterization of raw materials and to the pozzolanic reactivity of calcination
products, we can conclude that the most important parameter in the pozzolanic reactivity
determination of the calcination products of a material is its clay minerals content,
specifically the ones belonging to kaolin group, in contents with no less than 40% in
mass, expressed as content of equivalent kaolin (% KE). Furthermore, limit criteria have
also been established for the preliminary selection of the clay material [3].

As a result of the work of the CIDEM in conjunction with the CTN 22, a proposal
of Technical Instructive has been carried out for the determination of the calcined clays
potentialities as a source of SCM, which all interested industries and institutions will
have access to [4].

2.2 Ternary Blended Cement Standard

A Cuban Standard Project: Ternary Blended Cement. Specification, regarding the use
of Low Carbon Cements was approved in the Standardization Technical Committee
Nº 22 “Cement”. This Standard is the result of more than one year of work together with
the Technical Committee Nº 22. For this purpose, many international and Cuban stand‐
ards about the cement, blended cement and pozzolan use were analysed. The scientific
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results and experiences of Low Carbon Cement Project in Cuba, Switzerland and India
during the last five years were incorporated to this standard development work.

Finally, the work team decided to make a new standard about the use of Ternary
Blended Cement, based in the technical specifications of NC 96:2011 “Cement with
active additions — Specifications” and ASTM C595/C595 M − 16 “Standard Speci‐
fication for Blended Hydraulic Cements” as our country doesn’t have a standard for
this type of cement.

The main technical specifications of this Standard are:

Terminology
Ternary blended cement: A blended hydraulic cement consisting of Portland cement
with either a combination of two different pozzolans, slag and a pozzolan, a pozzolan
and a limestone, or a slag and a limestone [5].

Manufacture
Ternary Blended Cement: Ternary blended cement shall be a hydraulic cement
consisting of an intimate and uniform blend produced either by intergrinding, by
blending, or a combination of intergrinding, and blending Portland cement clinker or
Portland cement with (1) two different pozzolans, (2) slag and a pozzolan, (3) a pozzolan
and a limestone, or 4) a slag and a limestone. Ternary blended cement shall have a
maximum pozzolan content of 40% by mass of the blended cement, a maximum lime‐
stone content of 15% by mass of the blended cement, and the total content of pozzolan,
limestone, and slag shall be less than 70% by mass of the blended cement [5].

Classification and designation
The product is classified by two grades of quality, in accordance with addition percent
and the compressive strength to 28 days, expressed in MPa (kgf/cm2).

The product is designed with the T letter of ternary and the initials of the additions’
names, separated by a hyphen of the numeric value of compressive strength to 28
days [6].

In case of limestone utilized as addition, it should comply with the next requirements:

1. The CaCO3 content, calculated from calcium oxide, more than 75% in mass.
2. The Methylene blue index, max: 1.2 g/100 g.

In case of using pozzolans as addition, the same should comply with the requirements
established in the Cuban Standard NC TS 528:2013 “Hydraulic Cement-Pozzolans-
Specifications”

Blended Hydraulic Cement:

1. Ternary Cement 25 (Addition of calcined clay - limestone between 35% and 50%,
recommended ratio 2:1): TAC-25 Cement

2. Ternary Cement 35 (Addition of calcined clay - limestone between 35% and 50%,
recommended ratio 2:1): TAC-35 Cement
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3 Requirements and Test Methods

See Table 1.

Table 1. Requirements and test methods for the Ternary Blended Cement.

Index Requirements MU TAC-25 TAC-35 Test method
Physicals Time of initial setting, Vicat test, min min 45 45 NC 524

Time of final setting, max h 12 12
Volume stability for Le Chatelier, max mm 10 10 NC 504

Mechanics Compressive strength, min 3 días MPa 17 NC 506
7 días 17 25
28 días 25 35

Chemicals Loss on ignition, max % 10 10 NC EN 196-2
Magnesium oxide (MgO), max % 5 5
Sulfate reported as SO3, max % 3,5 3,5

4 Concrete Standard

Nowadays in Cuba, there is an excellent standard of specifications for hydraulic concrete
focused on the durability by performance in function of the aggressiveness conditions
of the environment where the material is implemented. This standard is also supported
by important investigations of Cuban scientists and up-to-date bibliography about this
topic by the main world authors.

From the study of the standard NC 120:2014 “Hydraulic Concrete. Specifications”,
unique standard of specifications for hydraulic concretes of Portland cement in our
country, our centre has been in charge of constructing several concrete Exposure sites
aimed at assessing the constructed concretes in function of the atmospheric and chemical
aggressiveness according to Table 1 of this Cuban Standard. These concretes’ durability
is evaluated each year by means of the extraction of core and the implementation of a
test protocol to which the tests and the specifications have been incorporated as it is
posted in the Table 11 of the NC 120:2014 [7].

5 Strategy of Implementation. Siguaney Case Study

5.1 General Information About Siguaney Cement Plant. Strategy’s Structure

The Siguaney cement plant, mainly devoted to the production of grey cement and the
only one producing white cement in Cuba, is located in Siguaney town in Sancti Spiritus
province. Since the beginning of this investigation, the management of this industry
have cooperated with the CIDEM with the purpose of implementing the LC3 cement
production. In 2013, an industrial trial of 130 tons of LC3 was carried out and nowadays,
another trial is being prepared. According to its location (central region of Cuba) it could
even turn into a calcined clays supplier to other plants of the country. Due to the
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aforementioned, we have drawn an implementation strategy based on providing the
Cuban Cement Industry with all the relevant information to enable them to take the
decision of using this technology. This information will be provided with technical
reports by each of the work lines of this project.

5.2 Raw Materials Report

After the deposit site being identified and studied by CIDEM and Empresa Geominera
del Centro, the Group of Cement (GECEM) makes a request to the National Geologic
Service of the exploration Bamburanao Deposit for LC3, since the use of these clays
constitutes an alternative for the increasing demand of the cement in Cuba. These works
were financed by the government budget with a value of $379 000.

The place for these works is located at the municipality of Yaguajay, province of
Sancti Spiritus, which is situated at 300 m to the South of this City, with road access
and energy sources at 200 m to the East. The study methodology applied was the
Instructions Manual of the Geologic Activity. Code I.A.G. 03, which regulates the
utilization of Geologic Itineraries Method, documents and sampling, Hydrogeological
studies, Topographic works, utilization of mines works and perforation and cores
sampling. Lab Works and Industrial Sample are to be processed at Siguaney Cement
Plant and the calculation of the measured resources superior to 5MNt [3].

5.3 Durability Studies Report

By means of the application of the Torrent Method, it was confirmed that the concretes
elaborated with LC3 have a minor air permeability compared to the ones elaborated with
Portland Cement in very high aggressiveness sites. The concretes of the Portland Cement
P-35 have a superior carbonation depth compared to the one produced with LC3 in very
high aggressiveness sites (Exposure Site Cayo Santa Maria). The Chloride transport in
concretes with LC3 is inferior than in Portland Cement Concretes, due to the refinement
of the pores structure and superior tortuosity because of the pozzolanic reaction. The
concrete with LC3 present superior indexes of electric resistivity than Portland Cement
Concretes [8].

5.4 Report About Costs

With regard to the economy field, a partnership work has been developed in conjunction
with the Siguaney Cement Plant to elaborating cost sheets, the estimation of the possible
sale prices for the calcined clay, demand estimation and feasibility studies.

Figure 1 presents results obtained when the best available level of technology is used.
The initial construction of the cement plant (CAPEX) which represents the major costs
for the production of one ton of cement and not so much the operation costs for the fuel
and raw materials (OPEX). Furthermore, for both the OPC and the LC3, environmental
and monetary costs are mainly conditioned by the clinkerization phase. LC3 outperforms
OPC in all phases.
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Fig. 1. Capital and operational expenditures LC3 vs. OPC (BAT scenario) [9]

Main results in investment assessment shows that the best alternative to produce
LC3 in Cuba is, in the short term, to install retroffited calciners. In the long-term flash
calciners could be installed in order to gain efficiency.

5.5 Environmental Studies Report

To assess the environmental impact of LC3, a Life Cycle Assessment is being carried
out comparing cements OPC, PPC and LC3. Many midpoint and endpoint where
assessed. Due to its importance, the energy consumption is analysed in detail (Energy
demand), expressed in Megajoules (MJ) and the Global Warming Potential (GWP) for
a projection period of 100 years expressed in kilograms of CO2 equivalent to
(kgs CO2 eq) and calculated by the methodology IPCC2013 [10].

Sánchez Berriel et al. (2016) compare the environmental impact for OPC, blended
cement PPC and LC3 for three different technical levels: Pilot, Industrial and BAT.
LC3 cement always produces around 30% savings. Furthermore, it is noticed that the
worse LC3 cement made in the pilot industrial trial is better than the best OPC that can
be produced with the BAT. Emissions reduction are between 25-35% respect PP-25 and
P-35 respectively.

6 Conclusions

• Cuba counts with all the standards documentation to LC3 production and use.
• A clay deposit with measured resources superior to 5MNt it´s available near to

Siguaney factory.
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• As result of durability studies to several atmospheric aggressiveness zones it´s been
proven that LC3 can be used as a cement of general use, but it best performance
occurs in very high aggressiveness environments (coast distance < 500 m).

• LC3 introduction has a significant impact reducing costs in approximately 10% and
emissions between 25–35%.
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Abstract. Geopolymer cement can be used as a ceramic matrix carrier for
different applications such as antibacterial materials. In this work, an antibac-
terial geopolymer cement has been synthesized by loading the organic com-
pound 5-chloro-2-(2, 4-Dichlorophenoxy) phenol also known as “Triclosan”
into a geopolymer metakaolin and nano-silica based cement matrix. The
antibacterial efficiency of Triclosan-geopolymer cement against Escherichia
Coli (Gram-negative bacteria) and Staphylococcus Aureus (Gram-positive
bacteria) was evaluated using the Halo method; results show that triclosan based
Geopolymer cement are effective for preventing the reproduction of the E. coli
and S. aureus bacteria. From results, a “room-temperature” antibacterial meta-
kaolin based geopolymer cement for buildings with health and environmental
protection can be obtained.

1 Introduction

Antibacterial materials are of great interest for building materials with health and
environmental protection. Cleaner Environments and free bacteria surfaces are ideal for
hospitals, kitchens, bathrooms, etc. to assist in minimizing the spreading of disease and
reducing the prevalence of illness. Nosocomial infections have been increasing in
recent decades. Two billion people worldwide carry Staphylococcus aureus (S. aureus)
and up to 53 million of these carry the resistant form, methicillin-resistant S. aureus
(MRSA). In 2005, in the USA alone, S. aureus-related diseases were responsible for
nearly 500,000 hospitalisations and 11,000 deaths. In the European Union nosocomial
infections are estimated to cost 5.5 billion of euros per year. Additionally, walls, floors
and other surfaces provide an easily accessible platform for pathogenic bacterial to
settle and proliferate and microbial activity can have an important impact on the
durability of building materials [1, 2]. Antibacterial agents have been included in
different matrices such as polymers, glass, Ordinary Portland Cement (OPC), zeolites,
and some minerals [3, 4, 5, 6].

On the other hand, geopolymers or mineral polymers are amorphous to
nano-crystalline aluminosilicates materials and can also be viewed as the amorphous
equivalent of certain synthetic zeolites having similar composition although the dis-
tinctive zeolitic structure is absent which make them amorphous to X-rays [6, 8]. They
are composed of cross-linked [AlO4]

− and [SiO4]
− tetrahedral with charge balancing
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K+ or Na+ ions [9]. Geopolymers are obtained using alkaline solutions mixtures with
precursors such as: metakaolin, fly-ash, blast furnace slag, etc. Polycondensation and
solidification can occur between 20 °C and 90 °C. Geopolymers are heat resistant
when are compared with organic resins and also have the potential capability to
incorporate and immobilize a variety of radioactive waste ions including Sr+ and Cs+

ions [9–12]. Additionally, geopolymers have free-ions (cations K+ or Na+) increasing
its water affinity and water matrix absorption. This means that water can be diffused
into the ceramic body but retain waste or benefic ions. Using these geopolymer
properties, some authors have proposed some geopolymer adsorbents based on fly-ash
for dye removal from aqueous solution and it was found that the adsorption capacity
depends on the preparation conditions and the metal: silica/alumina ratio [13].
Geopolymers are also considered as a green ceramic material when they are compared
with traditional ceramics including the highly produced Ordinary Portland Cement
(OPC). Additionally, it is also known that the production of geopolymer cements
requires around 60% less energy, results in three times less CO2 emissions compared to
Ordinary Portland Cement (OPC), so they are in line with the principles of sustainable
development [14].

The aims of this study were the synthesis of Triclosan- metakaolin based
geopolymer cement, their antibacterial efficiency evaluation against Escherichia Coli
(Gram-negative bacteria) and Staphylococcus aureus (Gram-positive bacteria) and its
determination to their ability to inhibit its growth on the antibacterial-geopolymer
cement surfaces for health and environmental building products applications.

2 Experimental Procedure

2.1 Starting Materials and Sample Preparation

The starting materials to synthesize the antibacterial meta-kaolin based geopolymer
cement were:

1. Potassium hydroxide pellets (J.T. Baker Chemical Analytical Grade).
2. Dehydroxylated kaolinite (Metamax, Meta-Kaolinite, Engelhard Corp. USA).
3. Amorphous Nano-silica with a particle size distribution between 7 to 20 nm,

Average d = 12 nm (AEROSIL® 200 is a hydrophilic fumed silica with a specific
surface area of 200 m2/g. Evonik Industries AG. Germany).

4. Deionized water.

A geopolymer cement paste was obtained by using a potassium silicate solution
prepared by dissolving nano-silica and KOH pellets in deionized water to make a
solution with a molar ratio of K20:SiO2 = 0.25 and H2O:K2O = 14. The solution was
allowed to mature under stirring for at least one day in order to dissolved the
nano-silica completely, after that metakaolin was mixed into the potassium silicate
solution. The metakaolin used was the necessary to complete a molar ratio SiO2:
Al2O3 of 4.
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To achieve antibacterial properties with this nano-silica and metakaolin geopolymer
paste, different batches with only 0.5% and 1.5% (w/w) of organic compound
(5-chloro-2-(2, 4-dichlorophenoxy)phenol) commercially known as “triclosan”
(Millikan S.A. Mexico) were prepared. Additionally for reference, a standard
nano-silica and metakaolin based geopolymer cement paste was synthesized. Finally,
the standard and antibacterial pastes were cast into a petri dish of 50 mm in diameter
and 10 mm in thickness. All Samples were cured for 4 h at ambient temperature (20 °
C) followed by 24 h at 65 °C, after cooling standard and antibacterial nano-silica and
meta-kaolin based geopolymer cements were obtained for evaluation.

2.2 Antibacterial Test Method

The Halo Method was used to determine the antibacterial efficiency. It is an established
method to provide a semi-quantitative analysis [4]. A disk of each sample of standard
and antibacterial meta-kaolin based geopolymer cements of 50 mm in diameter and
10 mm in thickness were first placed on an Escherichia Coli ATCC25922
(Gram-negative bacteria) culture spreading on a medium. After 18 to 24 h at 35 °C of
incubation the areas surrounding the nano-silica and metakaolin based geopolymer
cements disk shows the bacteria activity. After the E. Coli evaluation all samples were
sterilized in autoclave at 110 °C and placed on a Staphylococcus aureus ATCC 25923
(Gram-positive bacteria) culture spreading on a medium and incubated 18 to 24 h at
35 °C the activity bacteria evaluation was performed, same sample of each batch were
compared with gram-negative and gram-positive bacteria.

3 Results

3.1 Activity Evaluation Against E. Coli and S. Aureus Using Triclosan
as Antibacterial Agent

In Figs. 1 and 2, a standard metakaolin based geopolymer cement disk can be
observed, as well as their activity evaluation against E. Coli and S. aureus bacteria. The
result is clear and obvious, there is no bacteria inhibition.

On the other hand, organic antibacterial compounds such as Triclosan, also called
Triclocarban, are used in a wide range of consumer products, including soaps,
deodorants, cosmetics and in the field of materials is typical its used in organic
polymers; however, since its nature is organic can not be used as antibacterial agent in
traditional ceramic/cement manufacturing where manufacturing temperature rises
1250 °C, since geopolymer cements are low temperature and room temperature
cements, it was found interesting its antibacterial activity evaluation using triclosan as
antibacterial agent showing a high effectiveness against Gram-positive and
Gram-negative bacteria as it can be probed by the Halo method results (Figs. 3, 4, 5
and 6).
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Fig. 1. Activity evaluation against E.Coli
using a standard metakaolin based geopoly-
mer cement without E. Coli inhibition.

Fig. 2. S. aureus activity evaluation of a
standard metakaolin based geopolymer
cement disk without bacteria inhibition.

Fig. 3. A geopolymer cement disk with 0.5%
(w/w) of Triclosan against E. Coli and a 90
mm Halo was developed on it

Fig. 4. A geopolymer cement disk with 1.5%
(w/w) of Triclosan against E. Coli. A 90 mm
Halo was developed on it.
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4 Conclusion

From the in vitro susceptibility tests of antibacterial metakaolin based geopolymer
cement against pathogenic microorganisms such as E. coli and S. aureus have been
shown that these geopolymer cement matrices are effective “carriers”, with similar
behavior to that reported in literature for zeolites. By this reason, antibacterial “tri-
closan compound” can be successfully used in geopolymers cements for bacteria
inhibition against Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria. Since the organic com-
pound is encapsulated into a geopolymer cement a certain U.V. protection is achieved;
however, further research considering longer periods of time evaluation needs to be
done to verify the antibacterial efficiency.
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Fig. 5. Activity evaluation against S. aureus
of a geopolymer cement disk with 0.5% (w/w)
of Triclosán. A 116 mm Halo was developed
on it.

Fig. 6. Activity evaluation against S. aureus
of a geopolymer cement disk with 1.5% (w/w)
of Triclosán. A 116 mm Halo was also
developed on it.
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Abstract. Kaolinite and montmorillonite have been examined at heating temper‐
atures from 500–1100 °C. For each sample, the degrees of dissolution in acidic
and basic media have been determined, using a 1.0 vol.% HF solution and an
8.0 M NaOH solution, respectively. The solid residues from these experiments
are analyzed along with the calcined starting materials by 27Al and 29Si MAS
NMR. A comparison of these spectra, before and after dissolution, enables a clear
differentiation of the silicon and aluminium environments that are present in each
sample, providing direct information about the aluminate and silicate species
which are dissolved under basic and acidic conditions, i.e., identification of the
active sites in calcined clays. Moreover, this procedure facilitates the structural
assignment of the different silicon environments observed by 29Si NMR, shedding
light on the dehydroxylation process and on the structural changes that occur for
kaolinite and montmorillonite upon heat treatment.

1 Introduction

The use of calcined clays as supplementary cementitious materials (SCMs) may provide
a valuable contribution to the reduction in CO2 emissions associated with cement
production since calcined clays can be produced at significantly lower temperatures and
do not involve a decarbonation reaction. Thermal activation of clay minerals involves
dehydroxylation of the aluminate and silicate sheets which introduces a progressive
degree of disorder in the heated material. 27Al and 29Si MAS NMR spectroscopy have
the advantage that amorphous and crystalline phases are detected in an equal and unam‐
biguous manner and thus, these tools are ideal in studies of the thermal activation of
both pure and impure clay minerals [1–3]. In addition, 27Al and 29Si MAS NMR can
provide the degrees of reaction for the principal cement and calcined clay phases which
can be utilized in thermodynamic modeling of the hydrate phase assemblages in these
blends [4]. Moreover, valuable structural information is also achieved about the calcium-
silicate-hydrate phase (C-S-H) [5], formed as the principal hydration product in Portland
cement – calcined clay blends.

A common approach to evaluate the reactivity of SCMs is the Chapelle’s test which
probes the pozzolanic reactivity by measuring the amount consumed Ca(OH)2 in
Ca(OH)2 – SCM suspensions. For these experiments, additional information can be
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achieved by studying the solid residues by 29Si and 27Al MAS NMR, which allows
identification of the formed hydration products and the remains of SCM in a semi-
quantitative manner. In addition to this approach, the present work employs a combi‐
nation of chemical methods and solid-state NMR to identify the reactive species in clay
minerals calcined at different temperatures. Although both kaolinite and montmoril‐
lonite have been examined in this work, the paper presents only data observed for
kaolinite.

2 Experimental

Premium-grade kaolinite (Imerys Minerals, UK), containing a small impurity of quartz
(~2.6 wt%), has been heat-treated in air for 2 h at temperatures between 500 °C and
1100 °C in intervals of 50°C. For each heated sample, one gram was subjected to chem‐
ical attack in 100.0 mL HF (1.0 vol.%) at room temperature under stirring for five hours.
The same experimental procedure was carried out for a basic medium using 8.0 M NaOH
for selected samples, however, the temperature for these experiments was set at 80 ± 2 °C
to further facilitate dissolution. After the exposure, the liquid and solid residue was
separated by filtration and the residue was rinsed with distilled water until a neutral pH
was reached. The mass of the solubilized clay was calculated from the weight difference
between the starting material and the dried residue. The Si/Al ratio of the dissolved phase
in HF was determined from the Si and Al contents in the filtrate, obtained with a Spectro
Arcos ICP-AES instrument. The 29Si MAS NMR spectra were recorded on a Varian
INOVA-300 spectrometer using a home-built CP/MAS probe for 5 mm o.d. zirconia
(PSZ) rotors and a spinning speed of νR = 10.0 kHz. The 27Al MAS NMR spectra were
recorded on a Varian Direct-Drive VNMR-600 spectrometer, using a homebuilt
CP/MAS probe for 4 mm o.d. zirconia rotors and a spinning speed of νR = 13.0 kHz.

3 Results and Discussion

The fraction of dissolved material for the heated kaolinite samples in the 1.0 vol.% HF
solution is shown in Fig. 1a as a function of the heating temperature. The fraction of
dissolved material increases with temperature until 550 °C where nearly complete dehy‐
droxylation of kaolinite is expected to have occurred. Only minor variations are observed
in the range 500 – 900 °C, in accordance with the presence of the metastable metakaolin
phase, and it decreases from 900–1100 °C, the latter associated with the transformation
of metakaolin into mullite and a spinel-type phase. The decrease in reactivity from 900–
1100 °C is accompanied by an increase of the Si/Al molar ratio for the dissolved phase
(Fig. 1b), which is ascribed to the formation of the mullite and aluminate-rich spinel-
type phases. These phases exhibit a higher degree of structural order than metakaolin
and thus, the dissolution of aluminate species from these phases is expected to be lower.
Kaolinite has a Si/Al molar ratio of 1.0 whereas slightly lower ratios are observed for
the dissolved phase of kaolinite from 500–900 °C. This indicates a preferential disso‐
lution of aluminate species and thereby a slightly incongruent dissolution of silicon and
aluminium.
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Fig. 1. (a) Fraction (wt%) of dissolved material in the 1.0 vol.% HF solution as a function of the
heating temperature. (b) The Si/Al molar ratio of the dissolved phase determined by ICP-AES
analyses of the filtrates.

29Si MAS NMR spectra of selected heated kaolinite samples and their corresponding
residues from the HF experiments are shown in Fig. 2. The deconvolutions of the indi‐
vidual spectra have been performed using the same number of resonances and only minor
variations of their chemical shifts and linewidths. Comparison of the spectra and decon‐
volutions for the heat-treated samples and their residues reveals that the different silicon
sites in the clay material exhibit different reactivities. The contribution to the spectra
from metakaolin is simulated by four resonances (Fig. 2) located at −82, −84, −94.5
and −101 ppm and by three resonances at lower chemical shifts than quartz at −108,
−115 and −121 ppm. The chemical shifts of the latter three peaks strongly suggest that
they originate from Q4(0Al) silicon sites. From the deconvolutions of the 29Si MAS
NMR spectra of the residues, it is apparent that the three Q4(0Al) peaks give a major
contribution to the spectra, demonstrating that these fully condensed SiO4 units are less
reactive than the other components of the metakaolin structure. Moreover, for the
samples heated at 950 °C and above, a narrow resonance around −112 ppm appears in
the spectra which reflect a partial crystallization of silica and thereby the formation of
a less-reactive phase, in agreement with the data in Fig. 2.

27Al MAS NMR spectra of the samples heated at 550 and 800 °C and their residues
from the HF solutions are shown in Fig. 3. The spectra contain overlapping centerbands
from Al in tetrahedral, fivefold and octahedral coordination. The peak from five-fold
coordinated Al (35 ppm) is almost absent in the spectra of the residues, demonstrating
that the pentahedral Al sites are highly reactive. In addition, the residues contain at least
two different AlO4 sites, which may also be present in the samples before acid attack,
and a rather narrow AlO6 resonance that may arise from hydroxylated surface sites.
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Fig. 2. 29Si MAS NMR spectra (7.1 T, νR = 10.0 kHz) of (a) selected heat-treated kaolinite
samples and (b) their corresponding residues from the HF acid-attack experiments. The quartz
impurity is observed at −107.7 ppm.
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Fig. 3. 27Al MAS NMR spectra (14.1 T, νR = 13.0 kHz) of kaolinite heated at (a) 550 °C and (b)
800 °C and of the corresponding residues from the HF solution (upper row spectra).

4 Conclusions

The combination of chemical procedures and solid-state MAS NMR represents a
valuable approach to gain new information about the nanostructure and reactivity of
heat-treated kaolinite samples. Comparison of the 29Si NMR spectra for the heated clays
and their residues allow identification of different silicate environments in metakaolin
and characterization of the chemical reactivity for these silicate species. 27Al MAS NMR
spectra of the heated samples and their residues have shown that the fivefold coordinated
Al sites in metakaolin is the most reactive Al sites and that almost a full degree of reaction
is observed for these sites in the chemical attack experiments.

Acknowledgements. The Danish Council for Strategic Research is acknowledged for support
to the LowECEM project (No 11-116724).
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Abstract. The buildings of the Malecon, the historical section of Havana along
the coastline, suffer accelerated degradation due to the aggressive environment.
The primary damage mechanism at play is the crystallization of sodium chloride
at repair mortar interfaces, as shown in petrographic and SEM analysis. This
preferential precipitation leads to crystallization pressures that reduce the adher‐
ence of the lime based mortars from the substrate. Environmental monitoring
shows that the daily relative humidity fluctuates around the deliquescence point
of sodium chloride, exacerbating the problem through continual cycles of disso‐
lution and recrystallization. The potential for an alternative repair material such
as limestone calcined clay cement based mortar is discussed.

1 Introduction

The city of Havana, founded in 1519, is the largest city in the Caribbean with a population
of 2 million people. Most of its buildings with historical value have been preserved,
which prompted UNESCO to declare Old Havana and its Fortification System as a World
Heritage Site [1].

However, nearly 50% of the existing buildings located along the coastal line known
as “Malecon” are in critical condition. Malecon’s construction was started May 1901
and finally completed in 1959. It is considered a symbol of the city, a major attraction
for tourism and an important part of the identity of the Cuban people.

The buildings in Malecon area are subjected to very aggressive environmental
conditions because of the proximity to the sea and extreme weather events, such as
hurricanes and intense rains. In November 2013, more than a hundred buildings
collapsed during a week of heavy rain in the Historical Center due to extreme corrosion
of the reinforcements. The renders that cover the structures and walls are damaged and,
in large areas, they are totally lost [2].

Since 1994, the Cuban institution in charge of the restoration works (OHC, Oficina
del Historiador de la Ciudad de la Habana), in collaboration with other national and
international institutions, has made several restoration attempts to repair the renders by
using locally developed lime-based mortars and also imported expensive repair
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materials. The repair mortars applied on stone, brick or concrete walls have had little or
no success. The consequences are bad performance of the repair mortars just a few
months the interventions, with implications for costs, as seen in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Building Malecon 251 (left) Main substrates of brick masonry and reinforced concrete.
Restoration work: waterproofing of roof, repair of renders on the facade and columns. Repair of
renders was done with MAXREST and lime-based mortar. (center, right)

In this paper, we aim to understand the nature of the damage mechanisms affecting
the brick and stone masonry as well as the repair mortars in Malecon, and to identify
potential solutions. Chemical and mineralogical characterization of the original
substrates and repairs have therefore been carried out, and onsite monitoring as well to
give an idea of site conditions that could lead to degradation. The use of alternative,
locally available repair mortars with potentially helpful properties for durability is also
discussed.

2 Materials and Methods

The assessment of current state of conservation and the observation of the main degra‐
dation patterns in representative reference buildings, as selected by the Havana resto‐
ration office experts (OHC), was the initial focus of the project. Criteria for the choice
of the subject buildings were type of substrate: stone – brick masonry and the type of
render used. Selected representative results are shown in Fig. 2.

To understand the real conditions to which buildings are exposed, sensors to measure
temperature and relative humidity in the atmosphere and at the surface of the wall were
installed in the building Malecon 21, on the surface of a stone column covered by original
lime mortar.

Samples of different substrates such as stone and bricks, as well as original mortars
and further repair mortars were taken from the reference buildings. Samples from the
salt efflorescence were taken to determine composition of the main salts.

Petrography and SEM analysis were carried out in the stones, bricks and repair
mortars by using an optical microscope Leica M750 P and SEM FEI Quanta 200 3D.
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3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Description of Original Building Materials and Most Used Repair Mortars

The historic buildings are primarily composed of reinforced concrete, bricks and ashlars
of fossiliferous limestone. Original renders and joint mortars are constituted by highly
porous lime mortars with quartz and feldspar sand.

There are two most commonly used recipes of repair mortar that have been used:
first, to repair the original renders, and then for the successive interventions. The first
formulation is a lime mortar elaborated with common commercial calcium hydroxide.
The second repair mortar consists of a mix of calcium hydroxide and 5% of white cement.
For both repair mortars, a mix of calcareous and siliceous washed sand from La Victoria
quarry was used [3].

Besides the previously mentioned repair mortars, which are the most used ones, some
reference buildings have been repaired with three different ready-to-use commercial
repair mortars used to fill fissures and holes in stone facades and concrete substrates,
respectively.

3.2 Degradation Patterns

The preliminary assessment of the damage in the buildings Malecon 21, 251, 259, 307,
313 showed that salt crystallization and chloride induced corrosion appear to be the main
problems affecting the renders and the substrates. In this paper, we will focus on the
damage caused by salt crystallization, a known and widely studied damage phenomenon
in the field of historic conservation [4–6]. Detachment of paint and mortars from the
substrates is a very common problem. The most representative damage patterns asso‐
ciated to salt crystallization that can be observed are granular disintegration on the
surfaces of stone, bricks and mortars. Alveolar formation on stone, renders and bricks
is also observed extensively.

Fig. 2. Building Malecon 21. Stone column covered by highly porous lime mortar, intensely
disintegrated on the surface, likely due to salt crystallization. Buildings have had no restoration
intervention since 1910.
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3.3 Microscopy of Materials

The microscopic study of the original stone and original mortars revealed the presence
of fossiliferous dolomitic limestone. The original mortars are a lime-based mortar with
calcareous sand; sodium chloride is contained in the porosity and crack as observed in
Fig. 3. It was observed that sodium chloride crystals preferentially precipitate at the
interface between substrate and repair mortar as well as at the interface between two
generations of repair mortars. This can be seen in the Fig. 4.

Fig. 3. Compositional mapping performed on a lime mortar on stone substrate. Sample HP-4,
Building Malecon 21. Sodium chloride is located within the cracks of the mortar matrix.

Fig. 4. Sodium chloride crystals (white) at the interface between the original lime mortar and the
ready-mix MAXREST repair mortar.

Preliminary measurement of environmental variables of Havana show high relative
humidity (60–90%) and high temperature (25–34 °C) throughout the entire year (Fig. 5).
The relative humidity oscillates between 60 and 90% during the day, which sandwiches
the NaCl deliquescence RH and consequently causes damage-inducing dissolution and
recrystallization [7].
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Fig. 5. Temperature and relative humidity data, obtained by the sensor located in building
Malecon 21. These data were obtained from September-October 2013. The mean temperature is
28 °C.

Sea salt spray is one of the main salt sources. Additionally, several buildings were
built on places where the level of underground water is close to the surface, and the
geological structure of the soil supporting the structure (calcareous rock with many
caverns caused by leaching) favors the presence of high moisture content and capillary
rise in the existing buildings. Besides sodium chloride, the presence of CaSO4 and
MgSO4 was confirmed by X ray diffraction and EDX, and is probably associated with
the proximity of the sulfur-rich exhaust gases of a nearby power plant.

4 Conclusions

The extreme conditions of the environment in Malecon, the co-existence of diverse
materials, and the insufficient characterization of old materials with regard to composi‐
tion and porosity, can complicate the further understanding of the causes of the degra‐
dation.

Crystallization by sodium chloride is very likely the main degradation mechanism
acting in Havana, Malecon. The salt is coming primarily from sea spray, and is found
to be saturated within the substrate materials. Most damage is occurring from salt
precipitating at the interface of the repair material and the substrate.

Future work will focus on the crystallization dynamics based on material properties
and conditions, as well as examining alternative repair materials with potentially better
adherence strength, such as limestone calcined clay cement based repair mortars based
on locally available materials. These mortars offer potential resistance to chlorides due
to the formation of Friedel’s salt, which also serve as a chloride sink in the protection
of any reinforcement that may be present.

Acknowledgments. The authors acknowledge the contribution of Arq Mrs Sofia Martinez
Guerra, from Oficina del Historiador de la ciudad de la Habana (OHC), for helpful discussions
and access to job sites.
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Abstract. The main goal of the paper is to carry out the first implementation of
a Life Cycle Sustainability Assessment (LCSA) in Cuba throughout a case of
study related with the introduction of Low Carbon Cement in the country. First,
an adapted model to assess economic, social and environmental impacts is devel‐
oped according to cement sector conditions in the island. Secondly, the “adapted
LCSA” is carried out comprising a life cycle assessment (LCA), an economic life
cycle analysis (EcLCA) and a social-LCA (S-LCA). The environmental assess‐
ment includes impacts on climate change, particulate matter emission, fossil fuel
depletion among others. The systems explored include all processes from cradle
to industry ‘gate’. The cements assessed were Ordinary Portland Cement (OPC),
Blended Cement (PPC) and Low Carbon Cement (LC3). For the EcLCA and S-
LCA, indicators adjusted to Cuban conditions are proposed and assessed, using
midpoint and endpoint levels to match with LCA methodology.

Economically, conventional Portland cement presents the highest costs per
ton, followed by PPC and LC3. In the S-LCA, LC3 introduction reduces sensitive
social impacts in relation with different stakeholders: workers, local community
and society. Environmentally, main impact, at global scale, is climate change and,
at local level, particulate matter emission. Integrating the results from LCA, S-
LCA and EcLCA shows a significant reduction on the climate and social impacts
per cost when producing LC3. Finally, results show that LC3 introduction is the
best option to meet sustainability goals of the cement industry in Cuba and LCSA
can be considered a valuable tool to support decision-making processes oriented
to sustainability.
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1 Introduction

Cement demand has increased exponentially in recent years, reaching 4600 million tons
in 2015 [1]. World Bussiness Council for Sustainable Development (WBCSD) and
International Energy Agency (IEA) in their predictions for 2050 indicate that in a
scenario of high demand the increase in global production will reach 6000 million tons
of cement, where 90% will correspond to emerging or developing countries. If current
production conditions are maintained, this will lead to increased CO2 emissions from
the sector.

The proposal of low carbon cement (LC3) introduction in Cuban industry allows to
maintain the normalized resistances that allow the substitution of P-35 (OPC), both in
mortars and concretes [2, 3]; increase productive capacities with a low level of invest‐
ment and reduce CO2 and other GHG emissions by approximately 30% [4].

Life Cycle Sustainability Assessment (LCSA) is one of the most modern tools appli‐
cable to integrated assessment of investment impacts and sustainability-oriented
programs [5]. Therefore, the main goal of this paper is to assess the economic-social
and environmental impacts of the introduction of low-carbon cement into the Cuban
cement industry through a LCSA.

2 Method

According to UNEP/SETAC (2011) the Life Cycle Sustainability Assessment considers
all stages of the product and service life cycle the complete study of its production and
value chain. Kloepffer (2008) proposed the LCSA structure through a conceptual
formula [6]. Later, UNEP has published several documents that serve as a methodolog‐
ical guide for the discussion, discussion and implementation of this tool analysis [7].

In Eq. 1 (proposed by Kloepffer), the LCSA is conceptually defined:

LCSA = LCA + LCC + S - LCA (1)

Where LCSA stands for Life Cycle Sustainability Assessment, LCC is the Life Cycle
Costing, LCAis the Life Cycle Assessment (environmental) and S-LCA the Social Life
Cycle Assessment.

The environmental life cycle assessment (environmental LCA) looks at the potential
impacts of products and services in the environment. ISO standards for LCA guide these
studies in four phases: (i) definition of objectives and scope; (ii) inventory analysis; (iii)
impact assessment; (iv) interpretation of results; with close interrelation between the
phases.

Life Cycle Costing (LCC) and financial analysis are combined with the economic
analysis of the life cycle from the methodological guide proposed by Neugebauer et al.
(2016), understanding that the economic analysis comprises a number of variables that
allow holistic evaluation of the impacts of an activity or service beyond the cost category
[8, 9].

Social Life Cycle Assessment (S-LCA) were published by UNEP/SETAC in 2009,
then in 2013, methodological sheets for impact categories and indicators by stakeholder
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groups were published [10]. In this investigation, the subcategories and indicators are
adjusted to Cuban conditions to be evaluated. From the UNEP proposal (2013) 14 indi‐
cators are identified for evaluation.

3 Results

The central objective is to evaluate the environmental, economic and social impacts of
the introduction of low carbon cement in Cuba comparing LC3 with cements currently
produced P-35 and PP-25.

The technical study carried out focuses on the production and transportation of raw
materials from cement to obtaining a ton at the factory door (from cradle to door), while
the analysis of the economic, social and environmental impacts extends to its use. The
functional unit used in the study is 1 ton of cement.

The comparative life cycle analysis of the P-35, PP-25 and LC3 cements is performed
to evaluate 11 intermediate categories and 3 final categories of the ReCiPe methodology.
All of the results are shown in Fig. 1, noting that the LC3 has the least impact in 8
categories of the midpoint categories. The calculations are performed using the profes‐
sional software Simapro vs-8.0.3.14 and the Windows tool Microsoft Excel 2013, for
the treatment of some data.
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Fig. 1. Comparison of environmental profiles expressed in percentage (ReCiPe midpoint)

The analysis of the energy consumption shows that with the introduction of LC3 can
reduce in approximately 900 MJ the energy consumption per ton of cement produced.
The main savings are obtained in the processes of clinkering, extraction of fuels and
grinding.

The formation of particulate matter (dust) is generated in the cement industry by
kilns, raw material mills, clinker coolers and cement mills. In the obtained results, the
superiority of the LC3 is visible in the different technological levels. Cement grinding
is the process that causes more dust due to the technical state of the mills.

From the endpoint categories, the most affected category is human health, due to the
damage caused by the gases emitted in the production process related to CO2 and partic‐
ulate matter. The P-35 causes greater damage to human health and the ecosystem.
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Through the LCC, the cost composition of each cement is analyzed, as shown in
Fig. 2. The main costs are given by the exploitation and transportation of energy
resources, raw materials and equipment depreciation. Labor costs represent 15% of the
total cost of production.
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To evaluate the profitability of the technological alternatives, 2 alternatives are
compared with Business as Usual using a capital cost of 12%, discount rate of 35% and
time horizon of 15 years. The results are shown in Table 1.

• Alternative 1: This alternative proposes the strategy of introducing the LC3 in the
Cuban cement industry as the partial substitution of traditional cements from the
conversion of kilns to calciners. Four calciners with capacity of 300 thousand tons/
year of calcined clay are estimated.

• Alternative 2: Under this alternative, calcination of the clay should be done through
flash calciners. Flash technology must be imported. The same amount of calciners is
estimated as in alternative 1.

Table 1. Financial results for each of the investment alternatives

Alternatives Indicators
NPV (MPesos) IRR

(%)
Payback period (Years)

LC3_Retrofitted calciners $227.34 58% 3 años, 81/3 mes

LC3_ Flash calciners $123.53 33% 5 años

The internal rate of return and the payback period show that the conversion of kilns
to calciners is the best alternative in the short-term but in the long-term efficient flash
calciners could be introduced.
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The assessment of social impacts is carried out mainly by assessing the potential for
change in the selected indicators. When possible, quantitative analysis is performed.
The following levels are proposed to evaluate the potential for change: a: Negligible, B.
Minor, C. Moderate and D. Significant. The results of the evaluation show that 79% of
the impacts present moderate or significant change potential (Table 2).

Table 2. Potential of change (PC) of proposed social indicators

Sub-categories PC Indicators PC
1.4 h of Work A No. of hours worked/t cement A
1.7 Health and Safety D Incidence of diseases attributable to

cement production/worker
D

3.3 Cultural Heritage C No. of buildings with patrimonial
value restore/year

C

3.5 Local employment B Percentage of labor force contracted
in the locality

A

No. of jobs B
3.7 Access to material resources C No. of infrastructure projects

developed with access and benefit to
the community

C

3.8 Safe and healthy living conditions C Incidence of diseases attributable to
cement production/community
residents

C

5.1 Public commitment to
sustainability issues

C Presence of publicly available
documents as agreements on
sustainability issues

C

Implementation/signature of
principles or other internationally
reconciled codes of conduct

D

5.3 Contribution to economic
development

C % GDP relative to the construction
sector

C

Number of houses/year D
Changes in the purchasing power of
the population

C

5.5 Technological development C Sectorial efforts for technological
development

D

Relationship with technology
transfer programs or projects

C

Local employment is a significant variable. The municipality of Taguasco occupies
80% of the workforce of Siguaney and of this 60% corresponds to the town Siguaney,
located very close to the factory. Although the generation of jobs is not declared with
the introduction of the LC3, this investment allows to keep open the factory that by its
technical state has been in several occasions about to be closed.

The percentage of diseases in the community attributable to cement production is
analyzed through information published in municipal statistical yearbooks on the
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incidence of acute respiratory diseases. It analyzes the localities of provinces in the
central region where cement factories are located using as reference the average reported
in the country.

In the province of Sancti Spíritus, there are several municipalities with a high inci‐
dence of respiratory diseases, among which the municipalities of Jatibonico and
Yaguajay stand out, as there are no other factories that produce atmospheric pollution,
which can be attributed to the high incidence of respiratory diseases to the influence of
cement production in Siguaney, taking into account that the wind flows regularly to 34°
northwest with an average speed of 1.7 meters per second (m/s)1, where these localities
are located.

4 Conclusions

The results of the Life Cycle Sustainability Assessment carried out show that the main
impacts are associated with the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions and dust, which
in turn influences the reduction of diseases associated with this type of production; the
energy saving that is translated in the reduction of the cost of production and the conse‐
quent impact on the purchasing power of the population; the revitalization of the cement
production in Cuba and in particular in Siguaney, which would allow to satisfy the
domestic demand and to increase the exports of this good; in addition to the increase of
productive capacities through small investments with high profitability and short
recovery period.
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Abstract. The concept of using isothermal calorimetry for sulphate optimization
of Portland cement was developed by Lerch more than 70 years ago. In this paper,
we demonstrate a new calorimetry based approach for modern low clinker
blended cements grounded in Lerch’s concept and that can be used for both peri‐
odic sulphate optimization and continuous process control to ensure optimum
performance during daily cement production. More frequent sulphate optimiza‐
tion, coupled with daily process control, is especially important for binders that
rely on optimum aluminate hydration, such as the novel LC3 cement that utilizes
aluminate phases from both clinker aluminates and calcined clay. In the LC3
cement, the sulphate component is the major phase controlling the early hydra‐
tion, strength development and admixture compatibility of the alumina bearing
phases. Moreover, the calorimetry based approach described herein can be
substantially automated and does not require a traditional laboratory setting, nor
air conditioning, since the calorimetry itself provides a laboratory environment
in its temperature control chamber. The only manual labour required for this
concept is the weighing of binder, water, calcium sulphate and optional admix‐
tures. The mixing, data collection, calibration, evaluation of the sulphate optimum
and subsequent process control can all be automated, such as in Calmetrix Inc’s
software suite for cement research and development.

1 Introduction

We previously discussed the basics of Lerch’s approach to calorimetry based sulphate
optimization of modern cements including limestone and LC3 cements [1]. One major
feature of this approach is the use of heat of hydration when performing a sulphate
addition dosage ramp on the target cement rather than the more labor intensive and less
precise method based on compressive strength development. It has been shown that for
a given cement, there is a close correlation between compressive strength and heat of
hydration from 1 to 7 days of curing at room temperature [2]. Hence, we can determine
the optimum sulphate content by testing cement paste according to ASTM C1702 at the
desired temperature, and use Lerch’s approach to sulphate depletion [3]. Optimum
sulphate content corresponds to the sample with the highest heat of hydration. Once the
optimum sulphate content has been established, we determine the elapsed time from the
maximum of the main Alite hydration peak to the onset of the aluminate-induced
sulphate depletion peak for the calorimetry curve corresponding to the optimum sulphate
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content. This elapsed time from the maximum of the main peak to the onset of the
sulphate depletion peak becomes the process control benchmark target to be used for
continuous testing of the cement samples taken from the finished cement mill during
production, with feedback to the sulphate dosing system.

2 Optimum Sulphate Content of LC3 Cement Using Isothermal
Calorimetry

Figure 1 shows the results of a typical sulphate dosage ramp carried out for industrially
produced LC3 cement containing only 50 mass % clinker, formulated to optimize the
formation of calcium-carboaluminate hydrates. The test was carried out in a Calmetrix
I-Cal 8000 isothermal calorimeter at 27 °C. All mixtures had 50 mass % clinker and
approximately 30 mass % of calcined clay and 15% of limestone, respectively, with
calcium sulphate dihydrate additions varying from 2 to 5 mass %, thereby resulting in
total SO3 contents varying from 3.2% to 4.6%.

Fig. 1. Sulphate optimization dosage ramp on industrially produced LC3 cement. Left: Power.
Middle: Heat of hydration after the end of the dormant period vs. total SO3 content. Right: Target
delta time from maximum of main peak to onset of sulphate depletion peak

3 Automated Isothermal Calorimetry

Manual sample preparation and operation of the calorimeter remains an obstacle in most
plant environments, which unlike central labs often lack personnel resources for the task.
As an alternative to having an on-site operator trained in the use of an isothermal calo‐
rimeter, cement plants can also rely on specialized tools such as the automated mixer,
Fig. 2, for its isothermal calorimeters. With the automated mixer, users only need to add
the right amount of dry cement and calcium sulphate into the sample cup, as well as 50%
water by weight of cement in the liquid compartment of the mixer. The mixer is then
loaded into calorimeter and all the remaining steps required for operation of the calo‐
rimeter and data analysis, including stabilization, mixing, measurement and evaluation
are carried out automatically by a software application. Such systems are not only
efficient for not requiring any additional or trained laboratory personnel, but they also
ensure the best repeatability and reliability of the measurements through very consistent
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mixing action and minimal thermal imbalance from the mixing. If necessary, any such
imbalance can be corrected for by calibration whenever it is important to capture the
very first reaction after mixing (i.e. effect of alkali modified aluminates, etc.).

Fig. 2. Automated internal mixer for isothermal calorimetry SO3 optimization and for daily
process control, with software for automated sample mixing, data collection and interpretation

4 Novel Evaluation Methods of Isothermal Calorimetry Curves

The basic evaluation of calorimetry results for sulphate optimization and process control
is generally simple and straightforward – simply measure the heat of hydration (HoH)
after the end of the dormant period and select the maximum HoH at the desired age,
which corresponds to the optimum SO3 content (and maximum compressive strength).
In practice, the evaluation of the sulphate depletion as affected by the aluminate activity
can be more complicated if the binder consists of multiple alumina bearing phases with
different reactivity. This is the case not only for binders with calcined clay but also for
many binders with granulated slag and some high calcium fly ashes with more reactive

Fig. 3. Software for analysis of the sulphate depletion peak. Left: Power, with simple detection
of the onset of the sulphate depletion peak using the first derivative. Right: Second derivative
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aluminate phases than most low calcium fly ashes. In its simplest application, the opti‐
mization software developed by Calmetrix, and used for this paper, detects the onset of
sulphate depletion using the first derivative. However, using the 2nd derivative also
enables a more direct detection of the different reactions taking place during the sulphate
depletion peak. Figure 3 shows an example using the same LC3 cement as in Fig. 1. By
using the 2nd derivative, the different kinetics of the hydration taking place at sulphate
depletion become more detectable.

5 Discussion

The sulphate optimization process of modern cements is complicated by the fact that
parameters such as mill temperature, admixtures, secondary fuels, SCM’s, curing
temperature may have a profound effect on the optimum by impacting both the solubility
of the sulphates and the reactivity of the aluminate bearing phases. Many producers
prefer to perform the optimization in concrete to account for some of the more practical
aspects of sulphate optimization such as propensity for false setting or early stiffening
as a consequence of early sulphate imbalances in fresh concrete. However, it is difficult
to perform systematic sulphate optimization in concrete for cement produced several
days earlier and then feed the results back to the operation in an efficient manner. We
therefore recommend that sulphate optimization be carried out in a more rapid and
automated fashion, similar to other process control analysis tools like clinker analysis
by XRF and XRD. Additional tests can then be performed if needed to further tweak
the analysis and reflect certain concrete performance issues. For a typical cement
production line, isothermal calorimetry is an ideal tool for sulphate optimization of
finished cement, as it wholly captures the net balance in reactivity between the aluminate
phases and the sulphate phases. The benefits from a continuous approach to sulphate
optimization are economical and environmental, as one of the main benefits from the
optimization is to ensure maximum strength, which in turns often allows for higher levels
of clinker substitution and a commensurately lesser carbon footprint, while at the same
time reducing the risk for admixture incompatibility. Since LC3 cement uses more reac‐
tive alumina compared to most traditional cements, it is very likely that a continuous
approach to sulphate optimization will be even more beneficial for this novel and prom‐
ising cement type.

6 Conclusion

Isothermal calorimetry has been used for sulphate optimization of Portland cement for
more than 70 years. However, recent developments in hardware and software technology
have enabled calorimetry to become much less costly and far more user friendly than in
the past. Sulphate optimization using modern isothermal calorimetry is much more
repeatable than traditional optimization using compressive strength, and the potential to
make it essentially automated has now become a reality, thereby making it a suitable
tool for process control. This paper shows that the calcined clay based LC3 cement is
very sensitive to sulphate optimization, as expected given its rich content of reactive
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aluminates. We also present an approach to automating the sulphate optimization
process as well as cement production process control using isothermal calorimetry with
an automated mixer.
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Reaction Kinetics of Basic Clay Components Present
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Abstract. The investigation reveals the reaction kinetics of three calcined phyl‐
losilicates (metakaolin, metaillite and metamuscovite) in an alkaline solution
which was prepared without the addition of clinker. The phyllosilicates were
calcined at their individual optimal calcination temperature. Two test series
without and with the addition of anhydrite were investigated. Calcite is present
in all measurement series due to the impurity of portlandite. The reaction kinetics
were investigated by means of isothermal calorimetry and in-situ x-ray diffraction
(XRD). All measurement series show crystalline reaction products after 7 d in the
absence of anhydrite. The addition of anhydrite leads to a first formation of ettrin‐
gite within the first 13 h of reaction with all phyllosilicates tested. The water
absorption capacity of phyllosilicates does not correlate with the specific surface
area measure as BET-surface. Especially for metamuscovite, the high water
absorption leads to a simultaneous formation of monosulfate and gypsum after
17 h. While metakaolin exhibits a significant concentration of dissolved alumina
and silicon ions, the influences of metaillite and metamuscovite are less
pronounced in that respect and exhibit reaction at a later stage. Nevertheless, it
can be concluded that the reactivity of naturally occurring mixed layered clays
cannot be reduced their metakaolin content but is due in addition to the contri‐
bution originating from other clays present in the mixtures. Metaillite and meta‐
muscovite contribute even to the formation of hydrate phases at early ages of the
reaction. Thus, the content and kind of phyllosilicates deserve more attention
when used as supplementary cementitious material because of their high water
absorption, their contribution to reactivity and their consumption of portlandite.

1 Introduction

Calcined clays represent an interesting perspective as supplementary cementitious mate‐
rials (SCM). The use of naturally occurring clays as pozzolanic material becomes
important due to their low material immanent CO2 emission during calcination and their
high global availability. The pozzolanic activity, primarily the amount and solubility
rate of aluminum and silicon from calcined clays is influenced by the type and amount
of the individual phyllosilicates, their structural order especially the degree of dehy‐
droxylation after calcination and additional physical factors [1, 2]. Furthermore, the
pozzolanic reaction mechanism differs depending on the Si/Al-ion content ratio of the
calcined clay and the supply of ions into the pore solution. C-A-S-H and strätlingite are
formed in alumina rich clay compositions. In the presence of sulfate and carbonate the
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stability of AFm- and AFt-solid solutions are promoted. The availability of portlandite
influences the kind and amount of the crystalline hydration products formed [3].

It is important to investigate the contribution of the individual components for a
better understanding of the reaction mechanisms of a complex phase mixtures like
natural clays. This research work identifies the reaction kinetics in cement free systems
with and without sulfate being present.

2 Experimental Procedure

2.1 Characterization of Calcined Phyllosilicates

Three different preferably pure phyllosilicates were used. An industrial flash calcined
metakaolin (containing quartz, anatase and phengite as impurities) was ready for use,
while illite (containing kaolinite and calcite) and highly pure muscovite were calcined
in a muffle oven for 30 min. The optimal calcination temperature of illite at 770 °C and
muscovite at 800 °C was chosen due to their dehydroxylation temperatures determined
by DTA and Si- and Al-ion solubility in alkaline solution after 20 h. Figure 1 shows the
Al- and Si-ion solubility of metaillite and metamuscovite at different calcination temper‐
atures and of metakaolin at 550 °C. The chemical composition was measured by induc‐
tively coupled plasma optical emission spectrometry (ICP-OES). Further the particle
size distribution [4] (Fig. 2), the BET–specific surface area [5] and the water absorption
capacity according to DIN 18132 [6] were measured (Table 2). Note that BET surface
and water absorption do not have any correlation.

Fig. 1. Solubility of aluminum- and silicon-
ions in alkaline solution

Fig. 2. Particle size distribution of the calcined
phyllosilicates

Table 1. BET–specific surface area and water absorption capacity of the calcined phyllosilicates

Metakaolin Metaillite Metamuscovite
BET [m2/g] 17.76 82,38 10.89
Water absorption capacity [%] 77.0 76.4 154.5
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Table 2. Mineralogical compositions (wt%) of the calcined phyllosilicates

Minerals Metakaolin Minerals Metaillite Minerals Metamuscovite
Quartz 5.0 Illite 31.3 Muscovite 76.3
Anatase 0.6 Calcite 3.6
Phengite 1.4 Lime 0.5

Portlandite 1.5
X-ray
amorphous

93.0 X-ray
amorphous

63.1 X-ray
amorphous

23.7

The mineralogical composition of the calcined clays was characterized by means of
XRD (Table 2). Therefore, zincite was used as internal standard to quantify the x-ray
amorphous content of the samples. While kaolinite lost its crystallinity completely,
metaillite and metamuscovite still contain crystalline primary phyllosilicates after calci‐
nation procedure. The x-ray amorphous percentages contain the “meta-phases” of the
phyllosilicates.

2.2 Equipment and Measurement Parameters

In situ XRD and isothermal calorimetry were used to investigate the reaction kinetics.
For both measurements, the samples were stirred manually for one minute and trans‐
ferred into appropriate sample crucibles which were closed for calorimetry and covered
with a KAPTON film for XRD measurements. Isothermal calorimetry was performed
with a TAM Air calorimeter at 25 °C for at least 70 h. For a good comparability of
calorimetry and XRD the sample holder of the diffractometer was connected to a
temperature device that allowed in situ XRD measurements at the same temperature.
XRD was performed with a PANalytical Empyrean equipped with a primary Bragg-
BrentanoHD monochromator and a PIXcel1D linear detector. A diffractogram was taken
every 15 min from 6 to 40° 2Θ at 40 kV and 40 mA up to 50 h of hydration. HighScore
4.2 was used as software to analyze the measurements.

Two test series were examined. The composition of the first series contained one
calcined phyllosilicate each, calcium hydroxide in powder form and an alkaline solution
with the ratio of 1:1:2. The second measurement series were conducted with a substi‐
tution of 10% by mass of the solid material by anhydrite. The alkaline solution to solid
ratio was 1. The composition of the alkaline solution was 100 mmol/l NaOH and
500 mmol/l KOH. Calcite is due to the impurity of portlandite present in all measurement
series.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Reaction Kinetics During Early Reaction Time

Figure 3 shows the heat flow of the two measurement series. The initial heat flow was
not taken into account because of the external sample preparation for the measurements.
While metakaolin and metaillite are homogeneous pastes after stirring the powder and
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the alkaline solution for one minute, metamuscovite has an earth-moist consistency
because of its high water absorption capacity.

Fig. 3. Calorimetric measurements without anhydrite (A) and with anhydrite (B)

In the absence of anhydrite does Metakaolin cause two maxima at about 1 h
(Qmax = 3.2 mW/g) and 30 h (Qmax = 1.5 mW/g) (Fig. 3A). The corresponding in situ
XRD measurement does not show any formation of crystalline reaction products until
50 h (Fig. 5A). Only a dissolution of portlandite can be detected. Without anhydrite
metaillite and metamuscovite do not have any maxima except for the initial heat. If
anhydrite is added, the formation of ettringite can be detected in all measurements. For
metakaolin, a first formation of ettringite can be observed after 3.5 h, for metaillite after
13 h and for metamuscovite after 12 h (Fig. 4). The complete dissolution of sulfates
(anhydrite, gypsum) after 20 h leads to an increased ettringite formation in the mix
containing metakaolin. The heat flow maximum at 25 h (Qmax = 5.5 mW/g) correlates
well with the maximum content of ettringite, which remains constant after reaching the
maximum. The heat flow of metaillite is relatively constant between 0.6 and 0.8 mW/g
for the first 50 h of hydration and has its maximum at 68 h (Qmax = 1.1 mW/g). The
visible dissolution of anhydrite starts after 3 h and lasts until 46 h. Gypsum can be
detected after 15 h and is completely dissolved after 49 h again. Although the in situ
XRD measurement just allows following the reaction kinetics until 50 h, it can be
assumed that the maximal heat flow at 68 h correlates with the maximum content of
ettringite comparable with the reaction of metakaolin. Metamuscovite exhibits a diver‐
gent reaction behavior. Following a slight ettringite formation a simultaneous crystal‐
lization of monosulfate, pyroaurite and gypsum takes place after 17 h (Fig. 4C). The
high water absorption capacity seems to be the reason for a lower availability of water
preventing continuously formation of ettringite.
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Fig. 4. In situ XRD measurement over 50 h from 6 to 26° 2Θ of metakaolin (A), metaillite (B)
and metamuscovite (C) with the addition of anhydrite

3.2 Reaction Kinetics Until 28 Days

The XRD patterns of systems containing metakaolin and metaillite and prepared without
the addition of anhydrite until 28 d are shown in Fig. 5. Hemicarboaluminate (AFm-Hc)
and monocarboaluminate (AFm-Mc) are formed in both systems after 7 d. While
portlandite is completely dissolved at 7 d with metakaolin, the dissolution process of
portlandite needs until 28 d for metaillite. The higher calcite content in the measurement
with metaillite leads to a preferential formation of AFm-Mc and AFm-Hc disappears
after 28 d, while in the system with metakaolin both AFm-phases are still present after

Fig. 5. XRD patterns of metakaolin (A) and metaillite (B) without anhydrite at 0 h, 50 h, 7 d,
14 d and 28 d
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28 d. The formation of strätlingite can only be detected in the system with metakaolin
after 14 d.

The reaction with metamuscovite shows a slight formation of AFm-Hc and AFm-
Mc after 7 d, which does not change significantly until 28 d. Portlandite is still present
after 28 d.

Metakaolin forms ettringite continuously in presence of anhydrite until 28 d. In
addition AFm-Hc and AFm-Mc can be detected from 7 d on. For metaillite the formation
of ettringite continues until 7 d and seems to stagnate until 28 d. The formation of kuzelite
(hemisulfate) is visible after 7 d. Metamuscovite just shows small differences as
compared to the in situ measurement after 28 d. It seems as if metamuscovite provides
a small amount of water to form ettringite and lower the monosulfate content. In all
measurements series undissolved portlandite is still present after 28 d.

In accordance with [7] strätlingite is formed in the absence of anhydrite in the system
with metakaolin only. The Si/Al ratio of metaillite (1.86) and metamuscovite (1.55) is
too high and offers insufficient aluminum to form strätlingite. If anhydrite is added, the
formation of ettringite lowers the aluminum level in the pore solution and prevents the
crystallization of strätlingite.

4 Conclusion

The investigation reveals the reaction kinetics of metakaolin, metaillite and metamus‐
covite in a clinker free alkaline solution:

• The reaction is slow in the absence of anhydrite and leads to the formation of crys‐
talline reaction products (AFm-Hc, AFm-Mc) after 7 d.

• The addition of anhydrite leads to a first formation of ettringite with all phyllosilicates
tested.

• The water absorption capacity of phyllosilicates does not correlate with the BET–
specific surface area (Table 1). Especially for metamuscovite the high water absorp‐
tion leads to a simultaneous formation of monosulfate and gypsum after 17 h.

• The contribution of phase mixtures like natural clay to pozzolanic reactivity cannot
be reduced to its metakaolin content. Metaillite and metamuscovite contribute to the
formation of hydrate phases even at early ages of the reaction as well even though
on a much lower level than metakaolin.

• The content and kind of phyllosilicates deserve more attention due to their water
absorption, their contribution to reaction kinetics and their consumption of portlan‐
dite when calcined clays are used as SCM.
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Abstract. This study investigates the dispersing performance of three different
polycarboxylate superplasticizers (PCEs) and a cationic polymer in the sus-
pension of a calcined clay holding a mixture of different meta phases. It was
found that the anionic PCEs as well as the cationic polymer can disperse this
clay, thus suggesting that this calcined clay exhibits particles with positive as
well as negative surface charges. Relative to PCEs, their dispersion ability is
highest when their anionicity is particularly high. Adsorption and zeta potential
measurements of the PCEs further elucidated this interaction.

1 Introduction

The partial replacement of cement clinker by supplementary cementitious materials
(SCMs) improves the sustainability of cement by reducing the carbon dioxide emis-
sions originating from its production [1]. In this context, calcined clays present an
attractive potential alternative due to their pozzolanic reactivity, their relatively low
calcination temperatures and their abundant and widespread deposits [2, 3]. However,
such substitution alters the chemical composition of the binder and consequently its
behavior in combination with admixtures [4]. Here, the effectiveness of anionic and
cationic superplasticizers to disperse a calcined clay sample (amorphous part 59%,
mainly meta-kaolin and meta-mica) was studied. Furthermore, the kind of interaction of
different superplasticizers with this calcined clay was assessed via adsorption and zeta
potential measurements.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Calcined Clay Sample

A naturally occurring mixed layer clay known as Amaltheen from the black jura in
Bavaria/Germany was used. This clay is particularly rich in mica and other clay
minerals including kaolinite, illite and chlorite. Calcination of this clay was performed
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at 750 °C in a rotary kiln and yielded a material with 59 wt.-% amorphous content [5].
The composition of the raw and the calcined clay as determined via quantitative XRD
(Rietveld method) is shown in Table 1.

2.2 Superplasticizer Samples

As anionic superplasticizers, two methacrylate (MPEG) ester based PCEs with molar
ratios of 6:1 and 2:1 respectively between methacrylic acid and the MPEG
methacrylate ester macromonomer and one isoprenol ether (IPEG)/acrylic acid based
PCE were utilized. As cationic superplasticizer, poly(allylamine hydrochloride) (PAH),
a linear, non-branched homopolymer, was used. The chemical structures of the
superplasticizer samples and their denotation are shown in Fig. 1.

2.3 Dispersion via Slump Flow Test

Dispersing performance of the superplasticizer samples in clay suspensions was
assessed via a modified mini slump test using a brass cylinder with a diameter of
3.0 cm and a height of 5.0 cm. The water-to-binder ratio was set to obtain an initial
slump flow of 7.0 ± 0.5 cm without superplasticizer and was 0.70.

2.4 Adsorption of Superplasticizers

The adsorbed amounts of the superplasticizers on the calcined clay were determined by
using the depletion method. The calcined clay was suspended in water holding the
superplasticizer, then centrifuged and the amount of polymers consumed from the
liquid phase due to surface adsorption on the clay was quantified from the total organic
content in the centrifugate. Different dosages of the polymers were applied to obtain

Table 1. Mineralogical composition of the raw and the calcined clay samples.

Mineral phases Raw clay [wt.-%] Calcined clay [wt.-%]

Kaolinite 25 0.0
Mica 30 3.8
Illite 11 4.4
Chlorite 6 0.0
Quartz 18 18.3
Feldspar 5 7.9
Carbonates 3 0.4
Sulfate 1 1.1
Pyrite 1 ─
Secondary silicates ─ 3.4
Hematite ─ 0.6
Ore ─ 0.8
X-ray amorphous ─ 59.3
Total 100 100.0
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adsorption isotherms. A High TOC II apparatus (Elementar, Hanau, Germany) was
used to quantify the organic carbon. The adsorbed amounts were calculated by sub-
tracting the concentration of superplasticizer found in the centrifugate from the initial
concentration added to the suspension.

2.5 Zeta Potential of Clay Suspensions

The electrical surface charge (zeta potential) developed by the calcined clay when
suspended in water was determined using a zeta potential instrument Model DT-1200
Electroacoustic Spectrometer (Dispersion Technology Inc., Bedford Hills, NY). For the
determination of the zeta potential, aqueous solutions of the copolymers were stepwise
titrated to the calcined clay suspended in water. The zeta potential of the slurry was
recorded as a function of the polymer concentration.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Dispersing Performance

To assess the dispersing ability of the different superplasticizer samples relative to this
calcined clay, mini slump tests were performed. The polymer dosages were determined
at which a paste flow of 10 ± 0.5 cm was achieved. The result is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 1. Chemical structures of the polycarboxylate and the cationic superplasticizer samples.
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The experiments revealed that the highly anionic MPEG-PCE sample 45PC6
required a significantly lower dosage compared to the less anionic MPEG-PCE 45PC2
(0.13% vs. 0.28% bwob). Moreover, the IPEG based PCE which because of its longer
side chain possesses a slightly lower anionicity than MPEG-PCE 45PC6 consequently
requires a slightly higher dosage than 45PC6 (0.18% vs. 0.13% bwob). The results
suggest that the anionicity of the copolymers presents the key parameter regarding
dispersing efficacy of superplasticizers for this calcined clay sample. It should be noted
here that the superplasticizer dosages required for this calcined clay sample were very
comparable to those found for a CEM I 52.5 R sample which was studied for
comparison.

Furthermore, surprisingly it was found that even a cationic polymer (PAH) was
quite effective in dispersing this clay. This result is highly important as it demonstrates
that the calcined clay sample exhibits positively as well as negatively charged surface
sites, apparently owed to the different chemical nature of the calcined meta phases.

3.2 Adsorption of PCEs

The dispersing effectiveness of superplasticizers on cement normally correlates with
their adsorbed amount. To assess this interaction with the calcined clay, different
dosages of the superplasticizers were added to the clay suspensions which were then
centrifuged. Subsequently, the residual PCE content was determined and adsorption
isotherms were developed. Figure 3 illustrates the results obtained for the superplas-
ticizer samples.

All superplasticizer samples exhibit significant adsorbed amounts which corre-
spond to Langmuir type isotherms, thus suggesting monolayer adsorption. For the PCE
samples, the adsorption affinity as expressed by the saturated adsorbed amount of the
polymers clearly follows the anionic character of the samples and is in perfect
agreement with the results from the mini slump tests. In comparison, the cationic
polymer PAH requires substantially higher dosages to reach the saturated adsorption.
This effect might be owed to a denser packing of this linear, non-branched polymer on
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Fig. 2. Dosages of polycarboxylate and PAH superplasticizers required to obtain a target slump
flow of 10 ± 0.5 cm for the suspension of the calcined clay.
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the clay surface, or to occurrence of significantly more negatively charged surface sites
on this clay.

3.3 Zeta Potential Measurements

To further understand the colloidal properties of the clay suspension containing
superplasticizer, their zeta potentials were measured under continuous titration of the
superplasticizers to the slurry. The initial surface charge of the calcined clay dispersed
in water was found to be slightly negative (−11 mV) at a pH value of 10.

As is shown in Fig. 4, for all copolymers a similar effect was observed. They move
the zeta potential toward more positive values. In the case of the PCEs, the shear plane
of the zeta potential is shifted to greater distance away from the surface due to the steric
effect of the poly(ethylene glycol) side chains, thus producing zeta potentials which
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Fig. 3. Adsorption isotherms for the polycarboxylate and PAH superplasticizers on calcined
clay dispersed in water
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approach the isoelectric point [6]. This way, the interaction between the PCEs and the
clay and the steric effect of the PCEs are confirmed. For the positively charged PAH,
the zeta potential increases significantly with dosage until it reaches a very high pos-
itive value of � þ 50mV, suggesting strong electrostatic repulsion between the clay
particles as dispersing mechanism.

4 Conclusions

The results demonstrate that conventional PCE superplasticizers can fluidify this
specific calcined clay sample quite well. Interestingly, this calcined clay sample pos-
sesses a heterogeneous surface charge, similar to Portland cement. As such, both PCEs
as well as cationic polymers can disperse this clay. The effectiveness of polycar-
boxylates is highest for samples possessing a particularly high anionicity. Conse-
quently, this calcined clay is not inert towards PCEs, and the dosage of the PCEs needs
to be adjusted when this calcined clay is used in a blended cement. Further investi-
gations are currently underway to elucidate the interaction between the pure meta
phases of calcined clay minerals and differently structured superplasticizers.
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Prediction of Carbonation Depth
in Blended Systems

V. Shah(&) and S. Bishnoi

Indian Institute of Technology Delhi, New Delhi, India

Abstract. The majority of cement available worldwide includes supplementary
cementitious materials (SCMs) as a mineral additive to improve mechanical and
durability properties of cement. The alkalinity of the concrete made using such
cements is less as SCMs consume the calcium hydroxide produced on clinker
hydration by the pozzolanic reaction. Quantity of calcium hydroxide available in
the system is one of the major factors influencing carbonation resistance of the
system. Numerous carbonation models are available which take the quantity of
calcium hydroxide as input and predicts the carbonation depth. In blended
systems, insignificant or very small amount of calcium hydroxide is present and
hence prediction of carbonation depth using existing models becomes difficult.
In this study, a new approach has been developed to predict carbonation depth in
concrete made using blended cement based on total reserve alkalinity of the
system along with other factors. The carbonation depth predicted by the above
approach is in close relation with experimental data.

1 Introduction

Corrosion of reinforcement in concrete due to depassivation of steel bars induced by
carbonation is one of the major causes of deterioration of concrete structures [1, 2].
Carbonation is the reaction of hydration phases of cement present in concrete with
carbon dioxide present in the environment. The quantity of calcium hydroxide avail-
able in the system is one of the major factors influencing carbonation resistance of the
system. As carbonation proceeds in concrete, the amount of calcium hydroxide and
other calcium bearing phases reduce and extent of carbonation can be measured by
measuring calcium hydroxide content. The majority of cement available worldwide
includes supplementary cementitious materials (SCMs) as a mineral additive to
improve mechanical and durability properties of cement. The amount of calcium
hydroxide in such cements is lower due to the pozzolanic reaction of SCMs and
dilution effect [3, 4]. In such cases, carbonation of other hydration phases becomes
important. Because of the difference in molar solid volume of the hydration phases and
the phases formed on carbonation, the microstructure of concrete is altered [5, 6]. The
carbonation of calcium hydroxide results in an increase in molar solid volume,
however, volume change occurring on carbonation of other hydration phases is not
clearly established. Various literature has reported increase in porosity on carbonation
of cement containing SCMs [7, 8].

Diffusion of carbon dioxide in concrete is slow owing to its low concentration in
the atmosphere. To predict the long-term performance of concrete structures subjected
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to carbonation in short time use of mathematical modelling is done to estimate the
extent of carbonation. Most of the carbonation models available use amount of calcium
hydroxide (CH) available to predict the carbonation [9–12]. Moreover, the existing
carbonation model does not take into consideration the volume change occurring on
carbonation of hydration phases other than calcium hydroxide.

In this study, an attempt has been made to develop a carbonation depth prediction
model that can be functional to both Ordinary Portland Cement (OPC) and blended
cements. The carbonation resistance of a concrete system is described in terms of
reserve alkalinity of the system.

2 Materials and Methods

Two types of binder: Portland Pozzolana Cement (PPC) and Limestone calcined clay
Cement (LC3) were studied. PPC was produced by replacing 30% clinker with fly ash
and by interblending in a ball mill without balls to get a homogeneous mix. LC3 was
produced by replacing 50% clinker with 31% calcined clay, 15% limestone and 4%
gypsum. The details of the production of cement are given elsewhere [13]. Concrete
prisms were cast at a water to cement ratio of 0.35. After casting, the concrete samples
were cured under water for 120 days. Thereafter, the samples were preconditioned at
27 °C temperature and 60% relative humidity prior to exposure in carbon dioxide for
15 days. Half of the samples were exposed in 3% carbon dioxide concentration, 27 °C
temperature and 60% relative humidity whereas remaining samples were placed in 3%
carbon dioxide concentration, 27 °C temperature and 40% relative humidity. The
carbonation depth was measured at the different age of exposure using phenolphthalein
indicator. Cylindrical samples were cast to measure sorptivity according to guidelines
provided in ASTM C1585.

Mercury Intrusion Porosimetry (MIP) and reserve alkalinity were measured on
cement paste samples. The cement paste samples were also cast at the water to cement
ratio of 0.35 and cured for 120 days. Thin slices of 2–3 mm were cut and kept in
carbon dioxide exposure for 2 months at 3% carbon dioxide concentration, 27 °C
temperature and 60% relative humidity. MIP measurements were done on
non-carbonated samples i.e. after the end of the curing period and on carbonated
samples. The reserve alkalinity of cement paste sample was measured by titrating the
suspension of cement paste in the water against sulphuric acid.

3 Carbonation Mechanism and Implementation of Scheme

The rate of carbonation in concrete is simultaneously governed by the physical and
chemical characteristics of concrete. The rate is governed physically by diffusion of
carbon dioxide and chemically by the reserve alkalinity content of the concrete.
One-dimensional numerical diffusion model based on Fick’s second law is formulated
by solving equations for the concentration of carbon dioxide, alkali and relative
humidity numerically using finite difference method. Equation 1 shows the differential
equation used to compute the change in carbon dioxide concentration with time [14, 15].
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@Caq

@t
¼ D

@2Caq

@x2
þ S ð1Þ

where [CO2(aq)] (mol/m3) is the aqueous concentration of carbon dioxide, D(m2/s) is
the diffusion coefficient and S is the sink term. Similar, equations were used for
computing alkali concentration and drying of concrete with time. Since calcium ions
constitute the majority of alkalis in cement, the word alkalis and calcium are used
interchangeably.

The carbonation reaction takes place in the solution form between the dissolved
carbon dioxide and alkalis dissolved in pore solution. The rate of carbonation reaction
can be described as follows:

rN ¼ HRTK CO2 aqð Þ
� �

A aqð Þ
� � ð2Þ

where [CO2(aq)] (mol/m3) is the aqueous concentration of carbon dioxide, [A(aq)]
(mol/m3) is the aqueous concentration of the alkalis in pore solution, H is Henry’s
constant (mol/m3 atm), R (m3 atm/K mol) is the universal gas constant and K is the
reaction rate constant. For simplicity, the neutralization reaction is considered to be
instantaneous implying precipitation of calcium carbonate takes place right away
[11, 16]. Due to precipitation of calcium carbonate, more carbon dioxide and alkalis
can dissolve in the pore solution. The rate of dissolution of alkalis in pore solution
decreases with time, probably due to the reduction in the overall amount of alkalis
(because of precipitation of calcium carbonate) and formation of calcium carbonate
layer on the surface of hydrates impeding further dissolution of it [17]. The dissolution
of alkalis in pore solution was governed by Eq (3).

Rate of Dissolution : 10�5 � Present Reserve Alkalinity
Initial Reserve Alkalinty

ð3Þ

The diffusion coefficient of carbon dioxide is a function of porosity, relative
humidity and temperature. Papadakis et al. (1991) proposed an expression to compute
the value of diffusion coefficient [14]:

D ¼ 1:64� 10�6 � Pð Þ1:8� 1� R:H:ð Þ2:2 ð4Þ

where P is the porosity of concrete and R.H. is the relative humidity. However, the
author assumed uniform relative humidity throughout the concrete. Moreover, the pore
structure of concrete is known to change along with porosity on carbonation. The new
equation for diffusion coefficient of carbon dioxide based on Eq. 4 is proposed as
follows:

D ¼ 1:64� 10�6 � Pað Þa� 1� R:H:ð Þb�Ps ð5Þ

where Pa is the air filled porosity and Ps is the pore size factor obtained by dividing the
threshold pore diameter of the carbonated system to non-carbonated system. Air filled
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porosity value was obtained by multiplying the porosity obtained from MIP with
(1-R.H.). The MIP was carried out on cement paste samples and the porosity value
corresponding till 10 nm pore diameter was considered as the majority of diffusion of
external ions in concrete takes place through capillary pores [18]. The value of dif-
fusion coefficient changed with the change in relative humidity and porosity. The
porosity value in the model for a particular system was varied between the porosity of
non-carbonated and carbonated samples obtained from MIP. The rate of diffusion of
alkalis due to concentration gradient within concrete was assumed to be constant and it
was taken as 1 � 10−12 m2/s [12]. The wetting diffusion coefficient was computed
using rate of water absorption by concrete as described by Lockington et al.
(1999) [19]. The drying diffusion coefficient value was obtained by dividing the
wetting diffusion coefficient by a constant factor.

The differential equations were solved simultaneously considering one-dimensional
space. At time t = 0, it was assumed that all the interior points of concrete, the carbon
dioxide concentration is zero. Based on relative humidity at each point, the amount of
alkali dissolved was computed. In a saturated pore solution of concrete 43.2 mol/m3 of
hydroxyl ions can dissolve [14]. Time step of 10 s was used considering the stability of
the finite difference scheme. At each time step, the amount of alkalis consumed and
corresponding change in porosity value was made. It was assumed that the porosity
varied linearly from the non-carbonated value to carbonated value depending upon the
initial and final reserve alkalinity value of the sample. Therefore, after each time step,
the porosity value was updated. Similarly, the relative humidity value due to subse-
quent drying of concrete at each time step was also updated. After updating relative
humidity value, the porosity value was again updated to get the air-filled porosity.

4 Results

The porosity of non-carbonated (NC) and carbonated (C) samples corresponding to
pores greater than equal to 10 nm is given in Table 1. The reserve alkalinity values,
drying diffusion coefficient and pore size factor is also given in Table 1.

Figures 1and 2 show the carbonation depth measured using phenolphthalein indi-
cator test and predicted depth using model. All the results are not presented here due to
space constraints; however, similar trends were observed for experimental and pre-
dicted depth for all the systems.

Table 1. Compilation of experimental results

Porosity PS Reserve Alkalinity (mol/m3) Drying diffusion coefficient (m2/s)
NC C

PPC 6.94 11.36 5.38 1226 6.14E-11
LC3 12.15 14.33 5.36 1010 7.58E-11
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Fig. 1. Experimental and modelled carbonation depth of PPC sample exposed in 3% carbon
dioxide concentration, 27 °C temperature and 60% relative humidity

Fig. 2. Experimental and modelled carbonation depth of LC3 sample exposed in 3% carbon
dioxide concentration, 27 °C temperature and 40% relative humidity
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5 Conclusions

• The carbonation resistance of a cement can be described in terms of reserve alka-
linity of the system.

• The model described in the paper is able to predict the carbonation depth irre-
spective of the type of cement and exposure conditions used for carbonation.
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Autogenous Shrinkage and Creep of Limestone
and Calcined Clay Based Binders
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Abstract. This study explored the delayed strains in limestone and calcined
clay ternary blends. Autogenous shrinkage measurements are carried out over
2 months and compressive basic creep tests during 28 days after one month of
curing. All tests are done using mixed with calcined clay at different metakaolin
amounts or with variable mix designs. Results show that the presence of any
type of clay, except pure metakaolin, has a similar impact on both autogenous
shrinkage and basic creep. However, mix design seems to have an important
contribution. Shrinkage rate is higher for blends than PC at 28 days, although
reaching a similar amplitude at this age for most mixes. Creep amplitude and
rate are reduced when using the blended systems.

1 Introduction

Comfort and modernity often come at the expense of the environmental resources and
even the most basic rights, such as housing, come at a cost. Limitation of the envi-
ronmental footprint and sustainability are among the long-term objectives of most
industrial sectors, as they often come together with economic prosperity. Concrete is
the most produced material by volume, and is therefore accounted for a non-negligible
part of anthropic CO2 emission. Most of the greenhouse gases are emitted during
clinkerisation, originating from the chemical decomposition of the raw materials. The
use of Supplementary Cementitious Materials (SCM) – often by-products of other
industries – allows to decrease the clinker needed to obtain a binder, as well as reducing
the cost and improving durability properties. This philosophy has for long been applied
in the industry, as it allows to produce more binder using the same initial amount of
clinker, hence being economically and environmentally effective. Nevertheless, most
SCM come in limited amounts and cannot meet the increasing demand for building
materials, especially in developing countries. But among these SCM, limestone and
calcined clays have a considerable potential as both raw materials are widely available
and require very simple processing to be used in cement fabrication. The use of
limestone or calcined clay as SCM in binary blends has been studied by many [1–3],
but the combination of both materials in high replacement fractions is only a recent
approach [4]. Limestone on its own can be considered as an inexpensive, low reactivity
filler but it also affects the phase assemblage by promoting the formation of a stable
carboaluminate phase 6, especially in the presence of soluble aluminium. On the other
hand, metakaolin – the reactive phase of calcined clayey soils – is known to be a very
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efficient pozzolanic SCM. This material shows high reactivity and leads to porosity
refinement and therefore is an interesting but expensive SCM for improving durability.
Its effects on delayed strains is a decrease of the creep and shrinkage strains in sealed
conditions [6–8]. Recent research showed that a combination of limestone and meta-
kaolin could be used to replace a considerable fraction of clinker in a binder, whilst still
obtaining high compressive strength. The main reason for this is the fast pozzolanic
reaction of metakaolin and the extra reactivity of limestone thanks to the aluminates
brought by the pozzolan. Moreover, studies demonstrated that using calcined kaolinic
clays instead of pure metakaolin provided a very good source of metakaolin at a
fraction of the price and were therefore suitable for use as SCM [9]. Limestone and
calcined clay cements, referred as LC3 in this study, allow both high replacement
fraction of clinker by SCM and mechanical strength comparable to that of plain cement
(PC). The interest of such blends in regions with increasing cement demand is obvious;
however, the long-term dimensional stability of such binders is as critical as their early
age properties. This study explores the shrinkage and creep behaviour of limestone and
calcined clay ternary blends in autogenous conditions. Autogenous shrinkage is trig-
gered by self-desiccation of the microstructure, causing internal stresses, resulting in
macroscopic shrinkage and cracking potential if restrained. Creep is a time-dependent
phenomenon that is present during the entire concrete lifetime and can have some
deleterious effects, such as loss of prestress or excessive deformation of a structure [10].
On the other hand, moderate creep can avoid early age cracking, hence the importance of
a characterisation of this behaviour and its kinetics. The precise physical origin of these
phenomena is not fully understood yet, but water, porosity and the number of amor-
phous phases play a major role.

2 Materials and Methods

Plain cement samples were used as reference and compared with LC3 mixes at various
levels of replacement and clay purity. The same cement, a CEM I 42.5 N type, was
used in all type of mixes. Calcined kaolinic clays of varying metakaolin content – from
45% to 95% in mass – were used as substituents together with Omya Durcal 5 lime-
stone in the ternary blends. A minor addition of gypsum is required to control the
reaction of the extra aluminium coming from the calcined clay. The chemical com-
position of the materials used is summarized on Tables 1 and 2 resumes the studied
mix designs. Mixes are separated into two groups: the first group includes samples with
an identical mix design, but varying calcined clay grade and the second group contains
samples with variable mix design, but the same calcined clay (45% grade) for
substitution. All pastes were prepared with a water to binder ratio of 0.4, including an
addition of a PCE-based superplasticizer ranging from 0.4% to 1% depending the clay
used.

Autogenous shrinkage was measured following the method proposed in ASTM
1698, using a silicon oil bath at 20 °C to maintain the temperature. Two corrugated
tubes were prepared per mix and their strain was measured using a LVDT per sample,
acquiring every 5 min. As complementary measurement to autogenous shrinkage,
internal relative humidity was also measured for most of mixes. In this case,paste
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samples were coarsely crushed about 16 h after casting and placed in a container at
20 °C sealed with a RH sensor (Rotronic HygrologNT). Relative humidity was then
measured automatically every 15 min for 28 days. The sensors were calibrated before
and after the tests using salts in the range from 98% to 75% RH.

Paste samples for creep tests were cast into 25 � 25 � 80 mm prismatic moulds.
24 h after mixing, the samples were demoulded and wrapped in adhesive
aluminium to ensure autogenous conditions. Samples were then cured at 20 °C during
28 days, then loaded at 7.3 MPa, which is about 10% of the compressive strength
measured on cubes of 25 mm. A constant load is applied on the samples and the strain
is automatically monitored by 3 LVDTs during 28 days. The acquisition speed is one
reading every two seconds for the first ten minutes after loading, then one reading every
two minutes. Two samples were tested for each mix and averaged. The total duration of
shrinkage and creep measurements is therefore 56 days, including curing time.

3 Results

The autogenous shrinkage over time for the studied systems is presented on Figs. 1 and
2 for the two groups of mixes. All studied materials exhibit a moderate swelling during
the first hours after setting time. In this study, this expansion is removed and shrinkage

Table 1. Chemical composition of the materials used for plain cement and ternary mixes,
obtained by XRF analysis

Oxides CEM I CC 45% CC 50% CC 70% CC 95% D 5

CaO 63.6 0.1 1.3 0.8 0.0 55.0
SiO2 19.3 53.5 44.9 48.1 52.0 0.1
Al2O3 5.7 34.9 32.3 35.1 43.8 0.0
Fe2O3 3.6 3.4 15.4 9.4 0.3 0.0
MgO 1.6 0.1 0.8 0.5 0.0 0.1
Na2O 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.3 0.1
K2O 1.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.0
SO3 3.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0

Table 2. Mix designs of the studied blends, in mass fraction

Label CEM I C. clay Limest. Gyps. Water: binder

PC 100 – – – 0.4
LC3-50 (45%) 2:1 54 29 15 2 0.4
LC3-50 (50%) 2:1 54 29 15 2 0.4
LC3-50 (70%) 2:1 54 29 15 2 0.4
LC3-50 (95%) 2:1 54 29 15 2 0.4
LC3-50 (45%) 1:1 54 22 22 2 0.4
LC3-65 (45%) 2:1 70 19 10 1 0.4
LC3-65 (45%) 1:1 70 15 15 1 0.4
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strains were zeroed at the time of the local maximum after casting, in order to show
only the shrinkage part. For the first group of samples, the main features are the fast
stabilization of the LC3-50 (95%) 5 days after casting and the very similar shrinkage
behaviour of the other ternary blends, regardless of the calcined clay used. In addition,
shrinkage amplitude is quite similar between the PC reference mix and the LC3-50
(except the 95% grade) during the first month after casting, but still goes on after
28 days, when PC is stable. Regarding the second group of samples, the tendencies are
the same, but shrinkage is actually more important for the LC3-65 series, even if they
contain less clinker than the reference plain cement mix. A common feature to all the
ternary blends is a delay of the initial shrinkage onset due to the dilution effect from the
clinker substitution. As expected, the effect is somewhat more pronounced for the
LC3-50 series compared to the LC3-65 series. The mass difference of the samples
before and after the test is less than 0.5%, proving the suitable quality of the sealing.
Figure 3 shows autogenous shrinkage along with internal relative humidity. For all
samples, the initial drop in humidity corresponds to the shrinkage onset. At later age,
RH stabilises whereas shrinkage goes on for the LC3-50 (45%), (50%) and (70%)
samples.

Results on Fig. 4a show the evolution of basic creep compliance J versus loading
time for the first group of studied paste samples. Compliance (or specific creep) is
defined as the creep strain – in microstrains – divided by the applied stress. Creep strain
is obtained by subtracting the autogenous shrinkage from the total creep strain. Data are
plotted starting about 1 min after loading the sample, in order to remove the elastic
deformation and the instability during loading. From these results, it is noticed that the
substitution of cement with limestone and calcined clay causes a reduction in creep
compliance. This decrease does not seem to be related to the clay grade as all the
presented mixes display a similar behavior. The creep test results for the second group

Fig. 1. Autogenous shrinkage during the first 2 months after casting for the group of mixes with
varying clay purity. Initial expansion was removed.
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are showed on Fig. 4b. Contrarily to the autogenous shrinkage, a change in the calcined
clay to limestone ratio has a noticeable effect on creep compliance. In this case, creep
compliance decreases with increasing content of clay in the system.

It is useful to look at the kinetics of the creep strain to get an insight on the
underlying mechanisms. To that end, the first time derivative of compliance J was
computed using the general algorithm described in [11]. The resulting data is then
plotted on a log-log graph, appearing as straight lines for the groups of studied samples
on Fig. 5. The first derivative is then fitted using a simple logarithmic function with

Fig. 2. Autogenous shrinkage during the first 2 months after casting for the group of mixes with
varying mix design. Initial expansion was removed.

Fig. 3. Comparison of autogenous shrinkage (solid lines) and internal relative humidity (dashed
lines) for the first month after casting
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only two coefficients, in the form of ln J t � t0ð Þ
�

¼ B ln t � t0ð Þþ k. B is the slope of the
line, therefore linked to the mechanisms causing the strain, and k is the offset, related to
the history of the sample. The values are reported on the graphs as well. The coeffi-
cients B are similar among the LC3 samples and lower than that of PC, indicating that
the creep is occurring at a slower rate in the ternary blends.

Fig. 4. Basic creep compliance over loading time. (a) First group of mixes with varying clay:
after 28 days of curing, the effect of the substitution materials is similar regardless of their
quality. (b) Second group of mixes with variable mix design: in this case the proportion and
composition of the substituted cement fraction has an impact of creep compliance.

Fig. 5. Log-log plots of the first time derivative of compliance versus loading time. The caption
contains the values of the fitting coefficients, using the least squares method. The slope B is
similar among the ternary blends and lower than that of the PC sample.
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4 Discussion and Conclusion

In this study, autogenous shrinkage measurements were carried out over a two-month
period using ternary blends of limestone and calcined clay. Results showed that, for a
given mix design, the effect on shrinkage strain is similar regardless of the clay, except
when using pure metakaolin instead of a calcined clay. The main effects are a delay of
the onset of shrinkage due to a dilution effect and a noticeable strain rate still after
28 days, when a plain cement sample is stabilized. The amplitude of the autogenous
shrinkage is comparable to that of a plain cement reference for the first 28 month.
When changing the mix design but keeping the same materials, it was observed that a
variation in the calcined clay to limestone ratio had a very minor influence on
shrinkage, but that the total substitution level had an impact: total shrinkage was higher
for the mixes containing 65% of cement than for those with 50% of cement. This
feature could indicate the existence of an optimum mix design minimizing the
amplitude of autogenous shrinkage. The peculiar behavior of the mix using pure
metakaolin as one of the substituents could be due to its high surface are and fineness, a
consequence of the flash-calcination process, producing a highly reactive and
adsorbing material. The question of why the shrinkage rate is still considerable during
the second month is still under investigation: measurement of the internal relative
humidity of the materials showed no important drop in RH, which could be a driving
force for shrinkage.

The results of the basic creep tests showed that any substitution of cement with
limestone and calcined clay decreased the creep compliance of mature paste samples.
Similar to autogenous shrinkage, the reduction is comparable for mixes with the same
mix design but varying clay grade, including pure metakaolin. On the other hand,
changes in the mix design – be substitution level of calcined clay to limestone ratio –

have a measurable effect on creep compliance. The fact that there is an impact of the
calcined clay to limestone ratio on creep compliance proves that the creep compliance
reduction is not simply due to a decrease of the cement fraction in the binder.

Some questions remain open after this study, such as the reason causing some of
the materials to shrink after one month of hydration, considering that the relative
humidity is stable and that these same materials have a low creep compliance. In
addition, the mechanism causing a creep reduction in the ternary blends is not eluci-
dated yet. To that end, a more thorough characterization of the microstructure of the
samples is necessary. Indeed, a straightforward explanation would be that all the
samples have a similar microstructure and hydrates proportion, as they all have matured
for 28 days. However, other contributions – such as a physical impact on viscoelas-
ticity from the clay particles – have also to be investigated.
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Abstract. The effects of calcined kaolinitic clays as supplementary cementitious
materials (SCMs) on the performance of pastes and mortars have been well
studied. Less attention has been paid to the thermal transformation of halloysite
than that of kaolinite and its possibility to be used as SCMs. Halloysite and
kaolinite have identical chemical composition, except that halloysite may have
two molecules of H2O, as interlayer water. The content of additional water in the
interlayers of halloysite has a decisive influence on the crystal morphology, which
is generally curled rather than platy as in kaolinite. Common forms are elongated
tubes and spheroids. The aim of this investigation is to study the hydration of
blended cements with 25% of different calcined clays to evaluate the influence of
the content and the morphology of halloysite in the development of the hydrata‐
tion compounds, and compressive strength of mortars. Three clays with different
halloysite/kaolinite content, and different morphology were analyzed. The
hydrated phases present in pastes at 2, 7, and 28 days were identified by X-ray
diffraction (XRD), and the content of CH by differential thermal analysis (DTA/
TG). The compressive strength of mortars was tested at 2, 7, and 28 days. The
pozzolanic reactivity of the calcined clays was influence by the kaolinite content
and morphology of halloysite in natural clays. This results in different crystalline
and amorphous aluminic phases obtained at different ages, and that the ensemble
results differ, this affects the porosity and the compressive strength.

1 Introduction

One of the main objectives in the cement and concrete industry is promote reduce of
CO2 emission and energy consumption, for this purpose the use of supplementary
cementing materials (SCMs) in blended cements are a feasible option [1]. The effects
of calcined kaolinitic clays as SCMs on the performance of pastes and mortars have
been well studied [2–5]. Less attention has been paid to the thermal activation of halloy‐
site than that of kaolinite and its possibility of use as SCMs [6]. Halloysite and kaolinite
have identical chemical composition, except that halloysite may have two molecules of
H2O, as interlayer water. Additional water in the interlayers of halloysite has a decisive
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influence on the crystal morphology, which is generally curled rather than platy as in
kaolinite. Common forms are elongated tubes and spheroids [7].

The aim of this investigation is to study the hydration of blended cements with 25%
of different calcined clays to evaluate the influence of the content and the morphology
of halloysite in the development of the hydration compounds and the compressive
strength of mortars. Three clays with different halloysite/kaolinite content, and different
morphology were analyzed.

2 Materials and Methods

Three different halloysite/kaolinitic clays from Río Negro Province, Argentine, were select
to study as SCMs in blended cements. For this purpose, the clays were calcined at 700 °C,
to obtain metakaolinite (MK), an amorphous reactive phase, due to the complete dehydrox‐
ylation of clays minerals. Other crystalline phases, present as impurities, such as quartz,
cristobalite, trydimite and anatase, remain stable after thermal treatment [8]. The calcined
clays were ground and they were labeled as CC1, CC2 and CC3.

The clay minerals present in the natural clays have different morphologies. The
halloysite present in natural clays corresponding to CC1 has a tubular morphology, while
the halloysite present in natural clay corresponding to CC2 and CC3 has spheroidal
morphology, and it coexists with hexagonal plates of kaolinite. The halloysite/kaolinite
ratio is 100/0 for the natural clay corresponding to CC1, 75/25 for CC2 and 60/40 for
CC3 [8].

To study the hydration of blended cements a normal Portland cement (PC) was used.
For this PC, the mineralogical composition of clinker was C3S = 63.6%, C2S = 15.1%,
C3A = 2.8% and C4AF = 15%; 5.5% gypsum is used as set regulator and limestone is
the minor component. Blended cements (bc) were formulated with 25% by mass of PC
replacement by halloysite/kaolinitic calcined clays.

The hydration of blended cements (bc) was studied at 2, 7, and 28 days; the hydrated
phases were identified on paste and the compressive strength was determined on mortar.

Blended cement pastes were prepared using water to bc ratio (w/bc) of 0.5. At the
test-age fragments of paste sample was immersed in acetone during 24 h to stop the
hydration, dry overnight in oven at 40 °C and then cooled in a desiccator. The crystalline
phases were identified by X-ray diffraction (XRD) using a Bruker D2 PHASER diffrac‐
tometer. Complementary, thermal analysis (DTA/TG) was performed to analyse the
crystalline and amorphous hydrated phases, using a NETZCH STA 409 thermobalance.
Pore size distribution was determined at 28 days in fragments of pastes using a mercury
intrusion porosimeter (MIP-ThermoFisher Sc PA440), for pore size diameters from 7.3
to 14000 nm.

Compressive strength (CS) was assessed on mortars made with standard sand
EN-196-1 (1:3) and w/bc of 0.50. The CS was determined as the average of five speci‐
mens using an universal testing machine Instron 4485 at 2, 7, and 28 days.
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3 Results

At 2 days, the hydrated crystalline phases detected from PC hydratation were ettringite
(Ett) and calcium hydroxide (CH) for PC-pastes and blended cement pastes (Fig. 1a),
and unhydrated phases C3S, C2S, and C4AF. For bc-pastes, the intensity of the CH-
peaks is lower than that corresponding to PC-paste, showing dilution effect and some
CH-consumption to form C-S-H and C-A-H/C-A-S-H phases by the pozzolanic reaction.
The hemicarboaluminate (HC, C3A.CH0.5CC0.5.H12) and monocarboaluminate (MC,
C3A.CC.H12) phases are formed by the pozzolanic reaction between the reactive
alumina from the MK, the CH and calcium carbonate (C) from the limestone filler, a
minor component in the PC used. At 2 days, the lowest intensity of the CH-peaks occurs
for 25%CC3 paste, showing a high CH-consumption by pozzolanic reaction of this
calcined clay obtained from the clay with the highest kaolinite content (halloysite/
kaolinite ratio 60/40). The highest intensity of the HC-peaks is for 25%CC1 obtained
from the clay with the highest halloysite content and tubular morphology. This allows
concluding that the phases obtained as product of the pozzolanic reaction are different
when the ratio halloysite/kaolinite is different and the halloysite has different
morphology. At later ages (Figs. 1b, c) the intensity of the CH-peaks is low for the three
blended cements, and the intensity of HC-peaks and MC-peaks is higher.

Fig. 1. XRD patterns for hydrated pastes: (a) 2 days, (b) 7 days and (c) 28days

The results obtained by DTA for hydrated pastes are presented in Fig. 2. The first
endothermic peaks located at about 110–410 °C characterize the dehydration of C-S-H,
C-A-H and C-A-S-H [9]. C-S-H gel is a product from PC hydratation and pozzolanic
reaction. The C-A-S-H are cementing compound obtained from pozzolanic reaction
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where the C-S-H incorporate Al in its structure, like result of pozzolanic reaction too.
C-A-H compounds include HC, MC and Ett. Ett (C-A-S-H) starts to loss water at very
low temperature (~40 °C) and its complete decomposition into gypsum, hemihydrate
(C-A-H) together with an amorphous material occurs at 120 °C [10]. Ett remains stable
at 2, 7 and 28 days of hydration. The second endothermic peak located about 410–560 °C
characterizes the CH dehydroxylation. Table 1 reports the percentage of CH in mass
determined by DTA/TG. For PC-paste, the amount of CH increases with the age. On
the other hand, bc-pastes show lower CH-content than the corresponding to PC-paste
due to the consumption by the pozzolanic reaction, as determined by XRD (Fig. 1). At
2 days, 25%CC3-paste with calcined clay obtained from the clay with the highest
kaolinite content consumes the highest amount of CH, while after 7 days, calcined clays
obtained from the clays with high content of halloysite (25%CC2-paste and 25%CC3-
paste) consume high amount of CH. At 28 days, 25%CC1-paste with calcined clay
obtained from the clay with tubular halloysite consumes the highest amount of CH. The
aluminic phases appears as a shoulder of the first endothermic peak in bc-pastes at 2 days
(Fig. 2a), and it is more intense for all pastes after 7 days (Figs. 2b, c). At 28 days
(Fig. 2c), the area of the first peak is greater for bc-pastes due to the dehydratation of
compounds formed during the pozzolanic reaction: C-S-H, C-A-H and C-A-S-H.

Fig. 2. DTA curves of hydrated pastes: (a) 2 days, (b) 7 days and (c) 28 days.
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Table 1. CH content and volume of pores in hydrated pastes. Compressive strength of mortars.

Sample Amount of CH in
hydrated pastes, mass%

Compressive strength of
mortars, MPa

Volume of pore at 28 days
mm3/g

2 days 7 days 28 days 2 days 7 days 28 days Diameter
100–
14000 nm

Diameter
45–
14000 nm

PC 12.75 16.43 16.93 17.5 30.5 37.9 40.7 92.0
25%CC1 6.80 7.09 5.68 12.9 34.8 58.5 13.8 21.2
25%CC2 7.76 7.71 5.96 15.2 35.7 49.1 16.2 19.3
25%CC3 2.33 8.15 6.38 15.9 32.2 48.8 39.4 48.3

For blended cements, the higher compressive strength was developed by the mortar
25%CC3 at 2 days and by the mortar 25%CC1 at 28 days (Table 1). The volume of pores
with diameter up to 45 and 100 nm is lower at 28 days in pastes made with blended
cements, and it is lowest for bc-pastes with calcined clays obtained from clays with high
halloysite content (25%CC1 and 25%CC2), in this pastes the pore refinement is highest.

4 Discussions

The products obtained in pozzolanic reaction at different age were influenced by the
disponibility of reactive aluminum: the reactive aluminum present in tubular calcined
halloysite at early age produces mainly hemicarboaluminate, which remains stable
(Fig. 1), while the calcined kaolinite has more amounts of aluminum available in surface,
and then this is incorporated in the C-A-S-H gel (Fig. 2a). This causes that the consump‐
tion of CH in pozzolanic reaction to be different; it is higher at early age in blended
cements elaborated with high kaolinite calcined clay (Table 1). At later age the CH reacts
with the aluminum on the inner surface of the halloysite tubes, has more amount of
available and incorporates in C-A-S-H gel (Fig. 2). For this, the volumen of pores that
affect the compressive strenght is lowest, and the compressive strenght is highest for
blended cements elaborated with tubular halloysite calcined at 28 days (Table 1).

5 Conclusions

Blended cements elaborated with 25% of replacement of calcined halloysite/kaolinitic
clays as SCMs are pozzolanic. The hydrated phases obtained are characteristic of the
system MK-cement. The CH content is lower than those determined in hydrated pastes
elaborated with Portland cement and a higher content of aluminic phases were identified
as products of pozzolanic reaction. The pozzolanic reactivity of the calcined clays was
influence by the kaolinite content and the morphology of halloysite. This produced that
different crystalline and amorphous phases were obtained at different ages, and the
assemblage results different affecting the development of the porosity and the
compressive strength.
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Abstract. Waste materials from kaolinite processing was identified with a
content of 46% of kaolinite and calcined and used for preparing Limestone
Calcined Clay Cement (LC3). It has been found that thermal history of acti-
vation in the range of temperature from 750–800 °C does not change much the
reactivity of the calcined kaolinitic clay based on strength test. R3 (rapid, rel-
evant and reliable) calorimetry test method was also used for assessing the
reactivity of calcined kaolinitic clay, which gives a result in good agreement
with mortar strength test. The comparison test reveals that the reduction of
flowability due to the addition of calcined clay can be compensated with the
combination of limestone, and that the compressive strength of LC3-50 can have
equivalent strength to the pure Portland cement, indicating the high reactivity of
calcined clay and the synergy when combined with limestone. The design of a
flash calciner with a capacity of 600t/d and thermal consumption of 620 kcal/kg
in average is also introduced.

1 Background

In addressing the challenge in cement sector on large global CO2 emission, IEA-CSI
Cement Technology Roadmap to 2050 elaborated three categories of best available
technologies (BAT), i.e. Energy efficiency, Alternative fuels and Clinker substitutes [1].
Among which the use of clinker substitutes has been proven a solution worldwide that
can lead to immediate and remarkable reduction in CO2 emission of cement.

The development of a new ternary blended cement with combination of
limestone-calcined clay-clinker named as LC3 led by Professor K. Scrivener, EPFL and
international teams from Cuba and India set up a good example in developing a
relatively inexpensive and widely available SCM source capable of replacing up to
50% of clinker while maintaining similar performance to reference [2–4]. Durability of
the LC3 concrete has also been well proved [5] through laboratory test and field
exposure evaluation in terms of chloride ingress, alkali silica reaction, and sulfate
attack, etc.

Considering the fact that China is a country with abundant resources of kaolinitic
clay (Fig. 1) and more than half of world cement production, the LC3 solution is
expected to lead to a significant contribution to CO2 mitigation of cement industry.

This article aims to present the latest progress of developing LC3 using Chinese raw
materials and the design of a flash calciner with a capacity of 600tpd and thermal
consumption of 620 kcal/kg as an effort to further reducing the energy and emission
intensity of LC3.
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2 Raw Materials and Experiment

2.1 Raw Materials

2.1.1 Origin of Kaolinitic Clay
Waste materials from kaolinite processing was identified for further thermal activation
and preparation of LC3. The typical kaolinite-quartz mineral processing with an annual
capacity of 600 thousand tons kaolinite is illustrated below from raw mineral mining to
multi-stage separation and the finished product (Fig. 1 A * C).

The raw materials used for this study came from the process as shown in Fig. 1C.

2.1.2 Other Raw Materials
Other raw materials used for this study include PI cement, gypsum and limestone with
their basic characteristics indicated in Table 1.

2.2 Experiment

The chemical composition: measured by Bruker XRF analysis. The mineralogical
composition: measured via Bruker D8 XRD analysis and Rietveld refinement. Thermal
analysis: conducted with Mettler analyzer in a temperature range of 30–1000 °C at a
heating rate of 10 °C/min and N2 atmosphere. Mortar strength test: prismatic mortar
specimens with dimensions of 40 � 40 � 160 mm were prepared with w/c ratio of
0.50 and sand/cement ratio of 3.0 and 20 °C standard curing (equal to ISO standard) at
targeted ages from 1d, 3d, 7d, 28d to 90d. The reactivity test – mortar strength method:
comparison measurement of 28-day age mortar strength for reference cement and

Fig. 1. Mining and further processing of kaolinitic clay

Table 1. Basic characteristics of raw materials

Raw
materials

Description Purity Residue of 80 lm
square mesh sieve,
%

Reference
cement

A pure Portland cement for
the test of concrete
admixtures

Clinker:gypsum = 95:5 1.23

Gypsum A natural mineral 90% of CaSO4�2H2O 3.2
Limestone A natural mineral 91% of CaCO3 1.4
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targeted samples prepared by reference cement with 30% replacement by calcined clay.
The reactivity test – calorimetry method: heat release by isothermal calorimetry for a
paste prepared with calcined clay:Ca(OH)2 = 1:3, w/b = 1.2, etc. tested under 40 °C
which has been detailed on basis of RILEM TC TRM - Protocol for R3 model paste
preparation and test procedure [7]. Preparation of LC3-X: the cement propor-
tion = clinker:gypsum:calcined clay:limsestone = X:5: 2(95-X)/3:(95-X)/3. All the
components are grounded separately and inter-blended for preparing LC3-X.

3 The Characterization of the Kaolinitic Clay and Calcined
Products

3.1 Mineralogical and Chemical Composition

The moisture of intermediate waste after de-watering ranges from 30–35%. The
chemical composition by XRF analysis was presented in Table 2, and the miner-
alogical composition measured via XRD analysis presented in Fig. 2. Mineral phases
were semi-quantitatively analyzed with Rietveld refinement method. Thermal analysis
(TGA) was also conducted to identify the kaolinite content through the weight loss
between the temperature of 400 °C and 650 °C due to the de-hydroxylation of kaolinite
(Fig. 3).

Table 2. Chemical composition of kaolinitic clay

No. Chemical composition/%
SiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 CaO MgO SO3 K2O Na2O TiO2 P2O5 MnO LOI R

G-3 52.72 31.90 1.60 0.09 0.47 0.00 3.47 0.17 0.15 0.026 0.028 9.80 100.42

Fig. 2. XRD pattern of kaolinitic clay sample G-3
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It has been shown from XRD pattern (Fig. 2) that the raw materials mainly contains
muscovite, kaolinite and quartz with kaolinite content 39.40% from Rietveld
refinement.

Quantitative analysis of the mineralogical composition of the kaolinitic clay can
also be made by TGA through the weight loss 400 °C to 650 °C giving a calculated
kaolinite content of 46.64% in the kaolinitic clay waste. This result is a bit higher than
that by XRD Rietveld refinement.

3.2 Thermal Activation

The kaolinitic clay was mixed with 5% mass water and molded with pressure into a
disk shape green body. The samples, after drying, were calcined in electric furnace
under designated thermal activation history (M7506: 750 °C � 60 min, M8006:
800 °C � 60 min and M8018: 800 °C � 180 min). After calcined, the sample were
cooled under ambient temperature and ground in a laboratory ball mill for 30 min.
Residue of the ground calcined clay after passing through 80 lm square mesh sieve is
controlled below 5%. XRD analysis was also conducted for the three calcined clay
samples with the results indicated in Fig. 4.

It is found from the pattern in Fig. 4 that the characteristic diffraction peak of
kaolinite around 2h = 12° is remarkably reduced when subject to calcination and
completely disappears at 800 °C � 180 min.

Fig. 3. TGA curve of kaolinitic clay

Fig. 4. XRD pattern of calcined clay samples in comparison with unburnt one
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3.3 Reactivity Test

Sample M8018 was selected for RILEM TC TRM round robin test with two charac-
terization methods comparing with samples CC1 (Swiss pure meta-kaolin) and CC2
(Indian calcined clay).

3.3.1 Mortar Strength Method
The comparison result on the reactivity of M8018, CC1 and CC2 is shown in Table 3.
Certain amount of superplasticizer was also needed for CC1 and CC2 to keep their
mortar flow over 160 mm. The results reveal that the reactivity of M8018 lies between
that of CC1 and CC2 and that the mortar flowability of the cement with M8018 is
higher than CC1 and CC2.

3.3.2 Isothermal Calorimetry Method
Heat release by isothermal calorimetry for a paste was measured based on R3 model
with the results indicated in Fig. 5. It can be seen that R3 calorimetry test can well
demonstrate the reactivity of the meta-kaolin/calcined clay with its results in agreement
with mortar strength test.

Table 3. Physical property of cement

No. SCM 28d Compressive Strength, MPa Reactivity Index, % Mortar Flow, mm

T-0 Reference 57.1 / 211
T-1 +CC1 60.8 106.5 169
T-2 +CC2 47.5 83.2 170
T-3 +M8018 54.8 96.0 167

Fig. 5. Isothermal calorimetry test. L: Heat evolution rate curves, R: Cumulative heat curves
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4 Performance of LC3 Materials

Mortar strength test was conducted for LC3-65 and LC3-50 in comparison with ref-
erence cement (Fig. 6). It is found that the early age strength prior to 7-day decreases
with the increased addition of blended materials (calcined clay+limestone), while at
28-day and 90-day LC3-65 and LC3-50 exhibit similar strength which is very close to
the reference cement.

Experiment also shows that the addition of calcined clay at the dosage of 20-30%
caused considerable reduction in fresh mortar flow rate. This hopefully can be com-
pensated in concrete making when superplasticizers are applied.

5 Energy Efficient Calcining System

An energy efficient 600t/d flash calciner was designed by Sinoma Int’l for the thermal
activation of kaolinitic clay. The system is schematically shown in Fig. 7, which
includes 5-stage preheating cyclones, decomposing furnace and 2-stage cyclone and
fluidized bed cooling system. It should be noticed that this is calcining system only
without considering the pre-drying of the raw clay and post-grinding process. Raw clay
with 1% of moisture is assumed to feed into the inlet C1 cyclone. Coal as fuel is used
for calculating the thermal consumption of the flash calciner, which gives a range of
590–660 kcal/kg and 620 kcal/kg averagely. This indicates a remarkable reduction of
energy consumption for calcining system.

Fig. 6. Mortar strength test of LC3-65 & LC3-50 in comparison with reference cement
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6 Conclusion

(1) A kind of Chinese waste material was identified via XRD and TGA for quanti-
tative analysis. The reactivity of the calcined kaolinitic clay was characterized by
both mortar strength test and isothermal calorimetry test;

(2) LC3-65 and LC3-50 were prepared and proved to give equivalent 28-day com-
pressive strength when compared with reference cement, yet the early age strength
decreases with the increase of the blended materials in LC3;

(3) An energy efficient flash calcining system was designed with a capacity of 600t/d,
and thermal consumption is 620 kcal/kg in average using coal as fuel for the
calcination.
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Abstract. The aim of this work is focused to identify natural resources with
industrial potential to be used as supplementary cementitious materials (SCMs)
in Portland blended cements. Two clays obtained from the quarries near to Barker
in Tandilia System (Buenos Aires- Argentina) were studied. The geneses of these
rocks are by a hydrothermal alteration and include the presence of pyrophillite.
Whole-rock were characterized by XRD and FTIR spectroscopy indicating that
main clayed minerals are kaolinite (Si2Al2O5(OH)4), illite (K0.66Si3.33Al2.66

O10(OH)2) and pyrophillite (Si4Al2O10(OH)2) associated with feldspar. The
thermal transformation was studied by differential thermal analysis and the phase
changes were confirmed by XRD and FTIR. Samples of clays were calcined at
different temperature (550 to 1050 °C), the electrical conductivity was measured
and the dissolved silica in simulated pore water solution was quantified. The
pozzolanic activity was measured by the compressive strength activity index, on
blended cement mortars containing 25% by weight of calcined clays.

 Results showed pozzolanic activity after 7 days and the compressive strength
values exceed the rate of replacement for both clays. The high water demand of
sample containing pyrophillite can be attributed to the exfoliation that occurs
during the water loss process.

1 Introduction

Calcined clays may be attractive as supplementary cementitious materials (SCMs) since
clays are highly abundant and they are a rich source of alumina and silica which can
drive the pozzolanic reaction in blended cement [1]. In the natural state, the clay minerals
by their crystalline structure do not possess pozzolanic properties. However, they exhibit
pozzolanic activity when are calcined at temperatures between 600 and 900 °C and are
finely ground [2, 3]. Its use implies lower energy consumption and reduction in CO2
emission.

Several studies have been carried out on different types of clays to know their thermal
behavior and to analyze their potential use as pozzolanic addition in cement industry.
The Pyrophillite (P) clays have a structure that collapses above 1100 °C, accompanied
by formation of amorphous SiO2 and poorly ordered mullite. Li et al. [4] report that the
amorphous SiO2 in thermally treated P, is soluble in caustic soda solution. Illite (I) clays
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conserve the order of their structure layers despite the thermally treatment, even after
dehydroxylation [5]. Thermal activation of kaolinitic (K) clays produce metakaolinite
(MK), amorphous phase that reacts with the calcium hydroxide (CH) generated during
the hydration of Portland cement (PC) and contributes to its hydration.

Natural clays are complex systems as consequence the aim of this work is focused
to identify natural resources with industrial potential to be used as SCMs in Portland
blended cements. Two complex clays obtained from the quarries near to Barker in
Tandilia System (Buenos Aires- Argentina) were studied. The geneses of these rocks
are by a hydrothermal alteration and include the presence of K (Si2Al2O5(OH)4), I
(K0.66Si3.33Al2.66O10(OH)2) and P (Si4Al2O10(OH)2) associated with feldspars. The
thermal transformation of clays was studied at different temperature (550 to 1050 °C)
and their potential activity as SCMs were determined in blended cement containing 25%
by weight.

2 Materials and Methods

The studied clays were denominated PK1 and PK2. The crystalline phases were iden‐
tified by X-ray diffraction (XRD) with a Phillips XPW 3710 diffractometer and quan‐
tified using the Rietveld method and PANalytical HighScore Plus software. The thermal
stability of the phases present in the natural clay was determined by differential thermal
analysis combined with thermo-gravimetric analysis (DTA /TG) using NETZSCH STA
409 thermobalance.

The natural clays were placed as a bed in a vessel and calcined in an ORL oven to
the set temperature with a ramp of 13 °C min−1 and holding this value for 90 min. The
temperatures selected, from DTA/TG results, were: 550, 650, 750 and 1050 °C. Calcined
samples were grinding until the retained on 45 μm sieve (# 325) was lower than 12%.
The transformations of the crystalline phases present in the clays were studied by XRD
and FT-IR spectroscopy using a Nicolet Magna 500 spectrophomter.

Pozzolanic activity of calcined clays was proved using electrical conductivity test
(EC). The EC was measured using a Jenway 4010 conductivity meter at preestablished
time intervals after that the different calcined clays were added to the beaker containing
calcium hydroxide saturated solution. The test was performed at 40 ± 1 °C [3]. The
alkaline dissolution was carried out in order to quantifying the active silica of different
calcined clays in strongly alkaline medium in which they would be found if be used as
active additions to the PC. The quantification of dissolved SiO2 was performed with a
colorimetric analytical method.

At the selected calcination temperature, calcined clays were prepared to elaborate
blended cements (BC) with 25% w/w of replacement. Mortar (w/cm = 0.5 – sand:
cement = 3:1) was elaborated, the flow was determined and the compressive strength
(CS) of was measured on standard prisms at 7, 28 and 90 days. The strength activity
index (SAI) was calculated as the ratio of the CS of blended cement to the strength of
the plain cement at the same age.
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3 Results

3.1 Characterization of Clays

Both studied clays (PK1 y PK2) have a similarity chemical composition, with slight
differences in the percentages of their main oxides. The crystalline phases were identified
by XRD (Fig. 1a). The minerals present quantified by Rietveld method are: PK1: 25%P,
27%I, 40%K, 8%F; and PK2: 13%P, 33%I; 47%K, 7%F.

Fig. 1. (a) Diffractograms, (b) IR spectra and (c) DTA/TG of PK1 and PK2 clays

The highest I content quantified for PK2 by DRX-Rietveld is in agreement with the
higher content of K2O (3.65%), and the highest K content is in agreement with the higher
content Al2O3 (37.00%) in this clay. The FTIR spectra (Fig. 1-b) confirm the assignments
made by DRX.

Both clays show similar DTA/TG curves (Fig. 1-c): a wide endothermic peak is
observed between 550 and 600 °C, characteristic of the K-dehydroxylation and forma‐
tion of metakaolinite (MK). In this area, the P-dehydroxylation [6] has also been
reported. At approximately 990 °C, an acute exothermic peak corresponding to the
formation of the cristaline premullite spinel phase appears. It was reported as typical
peak in K-clay [7], as well as in P-clay [6]. The formation of crystalline phase decreases
the amount of reactive amorphous phase, necessary to pozzolanic reaction.

3.2 Calcined Clays

Based on DTA/TG results, four calcination temperatures were evaluated: 550, 650, 750
and 1050 °C. Figure 2 show the FTIR characteristic OH-stretching region of calcined
clays. As observed by DTA/TG at temperatures between 550 and 600 °C, the K-dehy‐
droxylation was produced to obtained amorphous phase MK. The four bands of OH-
stretching corresponding to K disappear at 550 °C. The sharp and narrow band of OH-
stretching corresponding to P at 3675 cm−1, decreases greatly with the increase of calci‐
nation temperature. It indicates than large amount OH groups of P are removed and
disappear over 1000 °C when the dehydroxylation is completed. The mean intensity
band centred at 3630 cm−1 and the shoulder at 3469 cm−1 assigned to the stretching of
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the OH groups of I, also decreases with the dehydroxylation process, and the formation
of amorphous phase.

Fig. 2. FT-IR spectra (4000-3000 cm-1) of calcined clays PK1 and PK2.

At temperatures over 550 °C, partial dehydroxylation of the I occurs but this does
not affect its crystalline structure and the reduction of the intensity of the basal planes
in X-ray diffractograms is seen [5]. It is also observed by XRD that the peak-intensity
of I and P decreases with the increase of temperature.

Figure 3a shows the EC as a function of time for the calcined clay–calcium hydroxide
solution. During the first 30 min, PK1 calcined at 550, 650 and 750 °C reduce its EC
more than calcined PK2. This behaviour indicates the high interaction of this calcined
clay with Ca(OH)2. The reactivity of PK1 is similar between 550 and 650 °C, but it
decreases at 750 °C. The reactivity of PK2 does not change between 550 to 750 °C. Both

Fig. 3. (a) EC (mS), (b) silica dissolved (mg/l) of calcined clays
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calcined clays have low reactivity at 1050 °C, according to the formation of crystalline
phase determined by DTA/TG and the consequent decrease of amorphous phase.

The amount of silica dissolved in ppm (mgSiO2/l solution) in alkaline solution is
associated with the amorphization achieved by the heat treatment. Crystalline phases
such as quartz and mullite are insoluble in alkaline solution [8]. For PK1 clay, with a
higher content of P, where the Si/Al ratio is higher than for K and I, the dissolved SiO2
content increases significantly with the increase of temperature up to 750 °C (Fig. 3b),
where the amount of P decreases. This dissolution decreases if the calcination is done
at 1050 °C, at which temperature, as observed by DTA/TG, the premullite [4] has crys‐
tallized. The clay PK2 has the same behavior but whit more moderate dissolution.

Silica and alumina reactive contribute to the pozzolanic reactivity in the calcined
clays. The higher reactivity of the calcined PK1, with least percentage of K can be
attributed to the P and I contribution. PK2 with high illite content shows less pozzolanic
activity. At 1050 °C, part of the amorphous phase obtained during the dehydroxylation
crystallizes and reduces the amount of amorphous reactive phase.

3.3 Blended Cement

Considering that complete dehydroxylation of the major phases and the biggest silica
soluble content (Fig. 3b) occurs between 550 and 650 °C, the selected temperature for
calcination was 600 °C to produce the SCMs. The physical characteristics of the calcined
and grinding clays were: PK1-600 (Blaine 879 m2/kg, RoS 45 μm 11.2%, density 2.54),
PK2-600 (Blaine 786 m2/kg, # 45 μm 6.4%, density 2.49). The properties of blended
cement mortars with PK1-600 and PK2-600 are reported in Table 1. The mortar flow of
blended cement is significantly lower (42 and 63%) than that of the control mortar
(122%). This behaviour may be due to the fact that the addition particles that replace the
cement particles have large specific surface that requires more water to wetting.

Table 1. Flow, compressive strength (CS) and strength activity index (SAI).

Flow (%) 7 days 28 days 90 days
CS(MPa) SAI CS(MPa) SAI CS(MPa) SAI

PC 122 34.5 1.00 46.6 1.00 53.8 1.00
PK1-BC 42 31.4 0.90 48.5 1.04 50.8 0.94
PK2-BC 63 29.4 0.85 48.0 1.03 50.0 0.93

For PK1-600 and PK2-600, the CS at 7 days is lower than the corresponding to plain
cement but it overcomes the dilution effect due to stimulation of cement hydration and
the pozzolanic reaction. The high reactivity of PK1 produces a quick contribution to CS,
but the CS at later ages (28 and 90 days) attains similar values for both calcined clays
attributed to the develop of pozzolanic reaction. The SAI attain a value near to 1 for both
blended cements at 28 days.
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4 Conclusions

The thermal treatment on two complex clays (kaolinite-pyrophillite-illite) from the
Tandilia system is characterized by: dehydration at low temperature, the dehydroxyla‐
tion of clayed phases from 500 to 600 °C, and the crystallization of premullite at 990 °C.
The collapse of structure of pyrophillite occurs when the calcination temperature
exceeds 750 °C as occurred with the illite phase despite the complete dehydroxylation.

In alkaline solution, complex calcined clays showed increasing percentages of
soluble silica when calcination temperature increases from 550 to 750 °C and it was
more marked in the PK1. At 1050 °C, the dissolved silica decreases significantly due to
the formation of premullite.

For these complex clays, the recommend calcination temperature was 600 °C,
considering the high pozzolanic reactivity of these complex calcined clays occurs
between 550 and 650°C.

For these clays, mortar flow decreases significantly when 25% by weight of replace‐
ment was used and the compressive strength shows a slight reduction at 7 days and a
great contribution at later ages reaching to SAI close to 1 at 28 days.
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Assessment of Calcined Clays According
to the Main Criterions of Concrete Durability

A. Trümer(&) and H.-M Ludwig

Bauhaus-University Weimar, Weimar, Germany

Abstract. One main obstacle impeding the implementation of calcined clays
into the building material market is the insufficient experience with the
long-term behaviour of the concerning concretes. To reduce this insecurity, a
comprehensive study was performed which covered most of the relevant
durability aspects of concrete made with calcined clay blended cements. For this
purpose, different clays based on kaolinite, montmorillonite and illite were
regarded which were fired at optimum temperatures according to the strength
contribution in cement. After substituting 30% of Portland cement with the
respective calcined clay, a number of investigations has been executed to show
the performance under different environmental conditions.
While the resistance against chemical working mechanisms like sulphate

attack, alkali-silica reaction and chloride induced steel corrosion is improved,
exposure to freeze-thaw changes and carbonation seem to limit the application
of calcined clays in concrete. From the latter facts, it results the demand for a
better understanding of the damaging processes and the material properties
suppressing them. Therefore, new criterions appear to which the optimization of
calcined clay manufacture has to be adjusted.

1 Introduction

Calcined clays are suitable materials to substitute the Portland cement part in concrete
using different synergy effects and giving economical and ecological benefits [1].
However, the experiences made in the last few years showed that the quality of cal-
cined clays varies in a wide range primarily due to the factors clay composition and
calcination procedure. This issue prohibits the exact prediction of concrete properties
only on the base of former collected data. Moreover, applying composite materials far
different from cement clinker always gives a shift in composition of hydration products
and quality of microstructure. Both aspects lead to uncertainties concerning the con-
crete properties, which have to be tested for every single calcined clay.

A lack of knowledge exists, first of all, in the question of influence of calcined clays
on the long-term behaviour of concrete. It can be expected that, due to dilution and to
the concerning pozzolanic activity, durability properties of concrete will be changed.
The smaller amount of information about this issue compared to the high quantity of
studies addressing the activation of clays is due to the high effort of performance tests
on one hand and, on the other hand, different criterions (determined with different
testing methods) for durable concrete in each country.
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The presented study describes a first step to evaluate calcined clays with respect to
durability demands in Germany. Whereas in former investigations, special issues of
sulphate and ASR (alkali-silica reaction) resistance have been addressed, the focus in
this work is laid on general requirements demanded from ordinary concretes. These are
the material behaviours under exposure to freeze-thaw changes, to chloride ingress and
to atmospheric carbonation.

2 Materials and Methods

Three different clays were selected, which can be described as impure, each repre-
senting a main clay type common in Germany: kaolin (consisting of 80% kaolinite),
illitic clay (45% illite) and bentonite (62% montmorillonite). The clays have been fired
in a rotary kiln at optimum temperature with respect to the pozzolanic activity in
cement. Here, as in all other tests, the binder was a mixture of 70% ordinary Portland
cement (OPC) and 30% of the concerning calcined clay. The following relative
strengths at 28 days were reached using the given calcining temperatures:

• calcined kaolin (cK): 700 °C 105%
• calcined illitic clay (cI): 900 °C 91%
• calcined bentonite (cM): 900 °C 106%

Concrete tests were performed on mixtures with 320 kg/m3 (blended) cement, w/b
ratio of 0.50 and natural aggregate of 16 mm maximum size. PCE super plasticizer was
used to adjust workable consistency. Slump and compressive strengths were tested
according to EN 12350-5 and EN 12390-5, respectively. A ground granulated blast
furnace slag (GBFS) was used as reference. To assess durability, the following tests
were performed.

The evaluation of the freeze-thaw resistance was done by applying the CIF method
(Capillary Suction, Internal Damage and Freeze Thaw Test) described by AUBERG [2].
Here, concrete half cubes were casted and stored 1 day in the mould, 6 days under
water (20 °C) and 21 days dry (20 °C, 65% rH). One surface of the half cubes is then
immersed in water, where it stays unaffected for seven days to allow a presaturation via
capillary suction. Afterwards the weathering starts, applying 56 freeze-thaw cycles
(FTC) of 12 h each with temperature changes between 20 and −20 °C. During that
time, water uptake, mass loss from surface and ultrasound velocity have been measured
frequently.

The resistance against chloride ingress was estimated following the instructions of
the Federal Waterways Engineering and Research Institute (BAW) [3]. That means drill
cores were taken from 56d cured concrete cubes, whose opposite surfaces were
immersed in KOH and NaCl solution respectively. After defined application of electrical
tension, penetration depth was measured to calculate the chloride migration coefficients.

Carbonation propensity was determined on standard mortars after a 91-day water
curing. The prisms produced according to EN 196-1 were exposed to 2.0 vol.-% CO2
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atmosphere to accelerate reaction. Carbonation depths were measured on freshly pre-
pared surfaces applying phenolphthalein indicator. The 56d values were used to cal-
culate carbonation progress under normal atmosphere (0.04 vol.-% CO2) applying the
√t-law.

3 Results and Discussion

Former results of the regarded types of calcined clay, which have been presented at
LC3 conference 2015 [4], showed improved durability behaviour of the blended
cements compared to pure OPC with respect to sulphate resistance and the risk of
damages related to alkali-silica reaction (ASR). To further complete this first overview
received by mortar tests, an additional study on concrete was performed.

Figures 1 and 2 show the results of the slump test and the compressive strengths of
the produced concretes. Using the same amount of super plasticizer, the slump of the
OPC sample is significantly higher compared to concretes with calcined clay. The bad
workability of the illite and montmorillonite sample surprises since this behaviour was
not observed in mortar. Obviously, the missing affinity of calcined clay particles to the
used PCE super plasticizer as well as the changed relation between paste and aggre-
gates have negative effects on the fresh concrete. The latter point seems likewise
responsible for a later strength contribution. While, with mortar samples, strength
values far beyond dilution have been measured after seven days, the concerning
concretes are significantly slower. The relative strengths received before, could not be
reached until an age of 28 days. Nevertheless, the order of pozzolanic activity is the
same like determined in all mortar tests indicating the metakaolin to be the best material
followed by the calcined products of montmorillonitic and illitic clay. However,
compared to the latent-hydraulic slag, even the metakaolin reacts slower contradicting
again the findings of the mortar tests. Only speculations can be made to explain this
lack of correlation between the pozzolanic activity in mortar and concrete. Possibly, the
quality of the interfacial transition zone differs in the two systems due to amount and
particle size of the respective aggregates. Further investigations are necessary to clarify
this phenomenon.

The freeze-thaw resistance of half concrete cubes under CIF testing conditions was
assessed in two different ways: first, ultrasound velocity was measured to calculate the
dynamic E-modulus giving information about the internal damage, and second, surface
damages were measured by weighing the material loss. The results of these methods
are presented in Figs. 3 and 4.

Both valuation methods show a clear difference between the performances of the
metakaolin sample on the one hand and the concretes with calcined illite and mont-
morillonite on the other hand. The first fulfil the criterions suggested in [2] for
frost-proof concrete safely whereas the two latter fail due to internal defects. One
possible reason is a different pore structure resulting in different water uptake during the
freeze-thaw weathering (not shown). Regarding only the decrease of dynamic
E-modulus, the OPC doesn’t perform much better although adsorbing less water.
However, the surface resistance of this reference sample is the best under all tested
concretes. In comparison to that, the concretes with calcined illitic and montmorillonitic
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Fig. 1. Slump of liquefied fresh concretes produced with 0.25% PCE super plasticizer

Fig. 2. Compressive strength development of hardened concretes

Fig. 3. Relative dynamic E modulus of CIF tested concretes vs. number of freeze-thaw cycles
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clay show a marked impairment although still satisfying the limits for both XF1 and
XF3. In case of the dynamic E-modulus, the material behaviour of these samples is more
similar to that of OPC, which, nevertheless, misses the limit values itself. Consequently,
it can be stated that calcined clays with sufficient amount of metakaolinite seem to be
uncritical in terms of freeze-thaw resistance whereas other materials fail the CIF test.
However, due to slow reaction of these calcined clays, their performance is perhaps
underestimated under these testing conditions since microstructural densification hap-
pens for a big part after 28 days. An extended curing time before starting the weathering
could therefore improve the material behaviour.

Chloride penetration was another issue addressed by this study. As shown in Fig. 5,
this is a damaging process which is suppressed effectively by using calcined clays as
cement substitute. Like before in performance tests concerning sulphate attack and
ASR, the improvement can be assigned firstly to inhibited transport mechanisms due to
lower capillary porosity. Another positive aspect is the binding of chloride ions by low
calcium C-(A)-S-H phases formed via the pozzolanic reaction of the calcined clays.

Fig. 4. Compressive strength development of hardened concretes

Fig. 5. Chloride migration coefficients of tested concretes
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Through these effects, the steel reinforcement is preserved against chloride induced
corrosion even under severe conditions (XS3, XD3).

However, steel corrosion can be caused as well by carbonation of cement stone
decreasing the pH of pore solution under a critical level of 9.0. Under this condition,
the steel is not passivated any longer by a protective layer. Concrete spallings due to
high volume of corrosion products are the consequence. Hence, attention has to be paid
to the preservation of the reinforcement by controlling the progress of carbonation.
Concerning this, it has to be considered that calcined clays, like all other pozzolanic
materials, consume Ca(OH)2 and, consequently, reduce the amount of buffer material
stabilizing the pH at 12.5. Figure 6 illustrates that the effect on carbonation velocity is
similar for all studied calcined clays being twice as fast as the progress in neat OPC
mortar. Applying the √t-law, this results in a carbonation depth of about 40 mm after
100 years, which is the normally projected life time of concrete constructions. The
thickness of concrete layer covering the reinforcement has to be adjusted accordingly.

4 Summary and Conclusions

The study show clearly, that concrete durability depends not only on the quality of the
calcined clay but also on the type of exposure. Generally, the before determined order
of pozzolanic activity of the three regarded materials could be confirmed (cK >
cM > cI). However, the extent of activity is significantly lower in concrete than in
mortar systems, which has to initiate further investigations particularly concerning the
quality of the interfacial transition zone between cement matrix and aggregates.

Due to this loss of effectiveness, some calcined clays rated as highly active in mortar
tests, like the fired bentonite, do not pass every durability test in concrete. Primarily, the
freeze-thaw resistance has to be considered critically. Here, only the metakaolin showed
satisfying results within in the chosen testing conditions, presumably due to its faster
reaction resulting in a denser microstructure of the hardened concrete.

Fig. 6. Carbonation velocity in air extrapolated from accelerated mortar tests using 2.0 vol.-%
CO2
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The other tests revealed the expected results known from other pozzolanic mate-
rials. In case of chloride ingress, this means significant improvement of resistance of all
tested samples. Consequently, chloride induced steel corrosion can be excluded nearly
completely. For reinforced concrete, carbonation represents the more dangerous
mechanism. Due to consumption of pH stabilizing Ca(OH)2 via pozzolanic reaction,
the carbonation front progresses faster into the concrete. As a result, corrosion of the
reinforcement has to be prevented by protective measures like increasing the concrete
cover.

The results indicate that calcined clays cannot be applied in concrete automatically
when pozzolanic activity was proven. Particularly, the freeze-thaw resistance varies
dramatically between the different qualities of calcined clays. Consequently, respective
tests have to be performed to confirm the suitability of a mixture before applying it in
praxis. For research, this aspect opens a wide field of necessary investigations to better
understand the mechanisms taking place under freeze-thaw conditions.
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Abstract. LC3 and LC2 produced in the plants of JK Lakshmi Cement were
used in the construction of several pavements, AAC blocks and other practical
applications like plaster and mortars. It was found that in most applications,
OPC could be easily replaced by the same weight of LC3 without a negative
impact on performance. Plain, reinforced and fibre-reinforced pavements were
cast using the cement and the construction could be carried out using usual
construction procedures.
LC3 and LC2 could also be used in the production of autoclaved aerated

concrete (AAC) blocks, without a significant change to the technology or per-
formance. It was found that a better cohesion and flow could be obtained by the
use of LC3 in place of OPC in mortars and plasters.
For most applications, it was found that a direct replacement of OPC by LC3

was possible without negatively influencing the performance of the product.

1 Introduction

Concrete is the most widely used building material in the construction of infrastructure
such as buildings, bridges, highways, dams, and many other facilities. Concrete usage
around the world is second only to water. Ordinary Portland cement (OPC) is the main
constituent of the concrete and its production contributes about 5 to 7% of total global
greenhouse gas emission [1], which possesses a potential problem for global warming.
It is estimated that by the year 2020, emissions will rise above the current levels by
approximately 50%.

In order to reduce emission from the cement industry, attempts have been made to
prepare blended cement using pozzolanic materials. The major drawback of the
blended cement is low early strength. Recently we found that if an appropriate amount
of calcined clay is mixed with the clinker at the time of grinding, properties to the
concrete are enhanced and emission of greenhouse gases is reduced. Combination of
calcined clay, limestone and clinker, also known as Limestone Calcined Clay Cement
(LC3) were used. In this paper properties and applications of LC3 has been discussed.
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2 Industrial Production of LC3 in India

Indian Government is committed to reduce industrial emission, particularly emission
from the cement industries. India is also a partner for signing treaty for climate change.
In an attempt JK Lakshmi Cement Ltd., New Delhi, in collaboration with TARA, New
Delhi and IIT Delhi developed the process for the industrial manufacture of LC3 for the
first time in India. At the same time, a new environment friendly additive for concrete
that makes it easier to produce high performance concrete at a lower cost was pro-
duced. Full-scale plant trial production of the cement was conducted at JK Lakshmi
Cement Ltd., Jhajjar Unit, Haryana, India on 6th & 7th Oct 2016 under real conditions.
Trial applications of the cement have shown that it can reduce as much as 30% CO2

emissions and 20% energy consumption in cement production. The performance of the
concrete produced using this cement exceeds those using cements commercially
available today in most aspects.

3 Materials and Experiment

China raw clay (Fig. 1) was purchased from Bhuj, Gujarat mines and the chemical
composition is given in Table 1. The calcination of 150 tons of Calcined Clay was
done at Shree Ram Minerals in the rotary kiln up to 800° successfully (Fig. 2). Cal-
cined clay is shown in Fig. 3. After the grinding process at JK LAKSHMI CEMENT
LTD, a production of 200 MT of LC3 was obtained. Clinker used was from
JK LAKSHMI CEMENT LTD, Sirohi, Rajasthan Plant, mineral gypsum with 80%

Table 1. Chemical composition of Calcined clay and LC3 (mass%).

Compounds SiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 CaO MgO K2O SO3 Na2O

Calcined Clay 61.95 22.97 3.21 11.73 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.11
LC3 33.28 14.48 4.30 39.65 2.73 0.49 2.13 0.40

Fig. 1. Raw clay mines Fig. 2. Calcination in rotary kil
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sulphate and low grade limestone from the mines of JK LAKSHMI CEMENT LTD,
Shirohi, Rajasthan Plant [1] were used. The Raw material proportions are given in
Fig. 4. Physical test results of LC3 are given in Table 2.

Table 2. Physical test of LC3

Sl.
No

Characteristic LC3 Industrial production (JK Lakshmi
Plant, Jhajjar)

(i) Specific gravity 2.88
(ii) (a) Blaine 637

(b) Retained on 90µ sieve 6.3%
(c) Retained on 45µ sieve 22.4

(iii) Standard Consistency 31.75
(iv) Initial, min(Setting Time) 115

Final, min (Setting Time) 155
(v) 1 day, Mpa, Compressive Strength 11.6

3 days, MPa, Compressive strength 25.40
7 days, Mpa, Compressive Strength 30.0
28 Days, MPa, Compressive
Strength

39.8

(viii) Soundness by Le Chatelier Method,
MM

0.45 MM

(ix) Dry shrinkage, Percent of Gauge
length

0.01

(x) Expansion in autoclave 0.02%

Fig. 3. Calcined clay Fig. 4. LC3 mix proportion
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4 Industrial Productions of Several Types of Concrete Using
LC3 Produced

4.1 Laying of Road Panel at JKLC- Jhajjar with LC3 Cement

To evaluate the performance of LC3 in concrete, constructing road panels of 64 square
meters were cast at JK LAKSHMI CEMENT LTD. plant the data are given in Table 3.

The variation of compressive strength with time in the presence of LC3 is shown in
Fig. 5.

Table 3. Raw materials and Mix design

Used raw material’s specifications:
SI. No Material Source Specific gravity

1 LC3 JK Lakshmi LC3 Cement 2.87
2 20 mm aggregate Kothputli, Rajasthan 2.68
2 10 mm aggregate Kothputli, Rajasthan 2.66
3 Manufactured sand Kothputli, Rajasthan 2.56
4 Admixture PC based (Make: Kunal) 1.08

Mix design for road construction (Per cubic metre):
Grade
of
concrete

Cement
(Kg)

Sand
(Kg)

Coarse
aggregate
20 mm
(Kg)

Coarse
aggregate
10 mm
(Kg)

Water
(Kg)

Chemical
admixture
(1.1% of
Cement)

W/C
ratio

M50 547 670 612 408 175 6.56 0.38

Fig. 5. Compressive strength of LC3
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It was observed that as the LC3 content increases the slump flow increases. Other
features of concrete made from LC3 are shown in Figs. 6 and 7.

5 AAC BlockProduction at JKLC- Jhajjar with Calcined
Clay

Autoclaves aerated concrete (AAC) block production was conducted at JK LAKSHMI
CEMENTLTD, Jhajjar Plant with calcined clay with the replacement of OPC grade
cement. The composition of the AAC blocks is shown in Fig. 8. The compressive
strength is shown in Fig. 9. A 6% increase in the strength of the blocks was observed
with the use of calcined clay.

Fig. 6. Self-compacting concrete with
LC3

Fig. 7. Testing of LC3 concrete

Fig. 8. Composition of AAC blocks Fig. 9. Compressive strength of AAC
blocks
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6 Conclusions

This study was carried out to evaluate the fresh and hardened properties of LC3

containing fiber s and AAC blocks with calcined clay.
The following conclusions can be made from the obtained results:

• It is possible to develop high strength self-compacting LC3 concretes of strengths
ranging from 50–60 MPa,

• The increase in LC3 content in Concrete Mixes increases the viscosity of the mix.
• Compressive strength increases with adding the 1% of Calcined clay and replacing

the OPC cement.
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Abstract. Replacement of 30% of ordinary Portland cement (OPC) by meta‐
kaolin (MK) reduces the CO2 intensity but negatively impacts the workability.
A critical challenge facing adoption of this next-generation infrastructure material
is developing admixture systems that impart workability similar to unblended
OPC while retaining the advantages in strength and environmental stability
conferred by MK. Hierarchical machine learning is a highly-supervised method‐
ology that integrates physical and statistical modelling to understand and optimize
complex systems. Here it is applied to designing admixture formulations for OPC-
MK blends, providing exceedingly rapid admixture development as well as
formulations tailored to specific materials. Elucidating how MK impacts worka‐
bility of these systems was addressed by screening the effects of superplasticizers,
viscosity-modifying admixtures, and water-reducing admixtures on pore solution
properties, OPC rheology and the colloidal properties of MK suspensions.
Changes in slump spread of 70% OPC/30% MK blends as a function of admixture
formulation were fit using regression methods. Increases in slump spread were
found to be a strong function of pore solution viscosity, effects of superplasticizer
on MK zeta potential and electrosteric interactions, and coupling between pore
solution viscosity and osmolality with MK zeta potential and electrosteric inter‐
actions, respectively. Work toward designing new admixtures that optimize these
interactions will also be pursued.

1 Background

Incorporation of minimally processed metakaolin into cement is an important strategy
for reducing the embedded carbon intensity but it negatively impacts workability [1].
Current admixtures designed for Portland cement are inefficient at reducing yield stress,
viscosity, and water requirements of clay-based blends. The goals of this research are
to use machine learning both to perform molecular design of new admixtures but also
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to optimize mix design in tuning the ratios of different classes of additives. The chal‐
lenges in applying machine learning in this area are the sparse datasets and the time-
intensiveness of performing experiments. These make the primary tasks in machine
learning – training and testing models – extremely difficult to accomplish.

Machine learning is focused on establishing relationships between system variables
(the bottom tier) and complex system responses (the top tier). A purely statistically
analysis of n system variables can require of order 2n or 3n data points to determine a
functional form of the response surface, and the complexity of admixtures and formu‐
lations for cement makes it impossible to use traditional approaches where there can be
10–20 molecular or formulation variables. Hierarchical machine learning is a method‐
ology developed to model complex physical systems and represented in Fig. 1. Physical
interactions that underlie the system responses are embedded as an intermediate tier that
bridges the large parameter space and the complex response space.

Fig. 1. In hierarchical machine learning, the responses of complex systems (top tier) as a function
of changes in experimental variable (bottom tier) are expressed as changes in constituent
interactions (middle tier) that are assumed to form the physical basis for the system responses.
The top and middle tiers are related through regression analysis of experimental data, and the
middle and bottom tiers are related through simple physical models [2]

2 Aim

Here we present the application of hierarchical machine learning to optimizing admix‐
ture design for blends of Portland cement and metakaolin. Two aims will be pursued:
(1) elucidate molecular design parameters for plasticizers that effectively reduce the
yield stress of the pastes, and (2) develop a computational model of formulating the
admixture (ADM) classes including superplasticizer (SP), viscosity-modifying agent
(VMA), and water-reducing agent (WRA) to optimize the workability of OPC-MK
pastes. This approach can be extended to PLCs as well.

3 Method

The adaptation of hierarchical machine learning to cement formulations is shown in
Fig. 2. Workability of the paste was system response to be optimize and was primarily
considered to be reflected in the slump spread, as measured by mini-slump. Blends of
ASTM C150 type I/II Portland cement and metakaolin were considered to be a three-
component system, and the single-physics interactions were partitioned into pore
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solution, Portland cement and metakaolin components. These in turn were considered
to be a function of water content and the different admixture classes explored here.

Fig. 2. The HML representation for the 70% OPC/30% MK system for which optimization of
the slump spread is the goal. At constant mineral composition, the experimental variables are the
water: cementitious ratio and the chemistries and concentrations of the admixtures. Abbreviations
used: pore solution (PS), admixture (ADM), superplasticizer (SP), viscosity-modifying admixture
(VMA), water-reducing admixture (WRA).

In the initial training set, the effects of the following SP, VMA, and WRA were
measured, listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Admixtures tested including superplasticizers (SP), plasticizers (P), water-reducing
admixtures (WRA), and viscosity-modifying admixtures (VMA). Members of the training set
were polycarboxylate ether (PCE), β-naphthalene sulfonate polycondensates (BNS),
lignosulfonate (LS) and polyethylene glycol-grafted (PEGylated) lignosulfonate (LSPEG), kraft
lignin (KL) and polyethylene glycol-grafted (PEGylated) kraft lignin (KLPEG), desugarized
molasses, and diutan gum.

Admixture Class
Standard PCE SP
High-performance PCE SP
BNS WRA
LS WRA
PEGylated LS (LSPEG) WRA
KL P
PEGylated KL (KLPEG) P
Desugarized molasses WRA
Diutan gum VMA
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The workability of Portland cement/metakaolin blends was assumed to be a function
of Portland cement workability, the colloidal properties of metakaolin, and the physi‐
cochemical characteristics of the pore solution. The following variables were incorpo‐
rated in the model of the middle tier, which represents the physical interactions that
underlie the rheological behaviour of OPC-MK paste (Table 2):

Table 2. Physical interactions represented in the middle tier. The coefficients will be determined
in the regression analysis

Parameter Symbol Coefficient
Pore solution viscosity η_ps b
Pore solution osmolality π_ps c
MK+ADM zeta ζ_mk d
MK+ADM sedimentation s_mk f
OPC+ADM slump S_opc e

4 Results

Slump spread values for 70% portland cement/30% metakaolin blends including some
of the plasticizers at various water-to-cementitious materials (w/cm) ratios in the training
set are shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Slump spread data for OPC-MK blend having different w:cm levels and different
admixtures (at 4 mg/mL). Colors represent neat OPC (light blue), LS (dark blue), LSPEG (gray),
KL (green), KLPEG (purple), high-performance PCE (brown).

The algorithm seeks to predict these values based on the physical interactions repre‐
sented in the middle tier of the model. This is accomplished by using standard tools of
machine learning, including regularized regression and cross-validation [3].

The first step in the model is developing a model to predict slump spread of the OPC-
MK blend as a function of the constituent interactions represented by the middle tier in
Fig. 1. The basis set of constituent interactions was the linear terms and quadratic terms
based on these. To identify the dominant terms, the least absolute shrinkage and selection
operator (LASSO) with leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV) were used to find a
variable set that would provide optimal fitting of the training set while still permitting
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fitting to test sets. LASSO is a powerful form of regularized regression using an L1 norm
to penalize the inclusion of nonessential variables through the parameter λ:

minw

(‖Xw − y‖2
2 + 𝜆‖w‖1

)
(1)

where X is a given input matrix, y denotes output vector, and w is the vector of model
parameters to be optimized. The LASSO trajectory for this dataset is shown in Fig. 4a.
Each curve represents the value of a coefficient for the physical variables and their
combinations as the value of λ was increased. The degrees of freedom represent the total
number of variables in a particular trajectory. The mean square error (MSE) was then
calculated for each set of coefficients based on LOOCV, which is shown in Fig. 4b.
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Fig. 4. (a) LASSO trajectory for the regularized regression predicting the OPC-MK slump as a
function of the pore solution, OPC, and MK parameters identified in the middle tier of Fig. 2. (b)
MSE plot as a function of the degrees of freedom.

The optimal number of parameters was found to be five, with coefficients:

b = −0.12 d = −0.53 be = −0.04 cd = −0.03 df = −0.24

The coefficient (d) governing the contribution of the adsorbed admixture to the MK
zeta potential was found to be a central factor in determining the slump spread of OPC-
MK blends. Since the zeta potential for all polymers was negative, this indicated that a
more negative value of admixture zeta potential resulted in an increase in the slump
spread. The magnitude of the coefficient indicated that this was a leading contribution,
although this also depended on the actual values of the zeta potentials. This MK-ADM
zeta potential parameter also coupled with the polymer osmotic pressure value (cd) and
the estimate of electrosteric interactions obtained via sedimentation (df). The other
contributing terms were the viscosity of the pore solution (b), which decreased slump
spread as this parameter increased, and the coupling between pore solution viscosity and
the measured value of the OPC+ADM slump spread (be). Other parameters, such as
osmolality of the pore solution, were found not to influence slump spread of OPC-MK-
ADM systems directly.
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The predicted form of the expression for OPC-MK-ADM slump spread was:

S = −0.12(𝜂_ps) − 0.53(𝜁_mk) − 0.04(𝜂_ps)(S_opc) − 0.03(𝜋_ps)(𝜁_mk) − 0.24(𝜁_mk)(s_mk) (2)

where the parameters in parentheses represent the values of the pore solution, OPC, or
MK characteristics that are tuned by the admixtures.

The next step in the analysis is to parametrize the middle tier of the model by the
bottom tier. For the molecular design of admixtures with optimal chemistries, this will
involve describing the admixtures by their chemical functional groups and molecular
architectures. For formulation optimization, this will involve parametrizing the middle
tier by the concentration dependence of the admixture classes. New admixtures or
combinations of admixtures will be prepared and their effects tested on the slump spread
of OPC-MK blends.

5 Conclusion

Hierarchical machine learning was applied to elucidating the important admixture inter‐
actions that determine the slump spread of OPC-MK pastes. Using a small training set
based on commercial SP, VMA, and WRA, a model was developed to predict the
behavior of these complex materials. The dominant variable was found to be the zeta
potential of the MK particles, and development of new admixtures and admixture
formulations based on these design principles will be pursued.
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Abstract. To address the sustainability concerns associated with Portland
cement clinker production, the ternary blend of limestone, calcined clay and
cement (which was named LC3) has recently been demonstrated to be an effi-
cient solution. This work aims to contribute to the development of this
promising material by applying latest techniques to characterize the
chemo-mechanical properties of the complex heterogeneous microstructure of
an LC3 paste by combining statistical nanoindentation and quantitative
SEM-EDS techniques (SNI-QEDS). The results showed that the mechanical
properties of LC3 come from a complex microstructure assemblage of C-A-S-H,
Al-rich hydrates and anhydrous grains. Thus, the LC3 microstructure is com-
posed by large anhydrous grains (clinker and calcined clay) embedded in a
cementitious paste made of hydrates incorporating finely graded grains of
anhydrous calcined clay, limestone and quartz. Moreover, the partial reaction of
the calcined clay, limestone and Portlandite formed C-A-S-H and other Al-rich
hydrates (likely including carboaluminates). Notably, the latter exhibited higher
mechanical properties than those of C-A-S-H. Finally, the present work provides
new knowledge for better understanding the complex LC3 microstructure
towards advanced modelling and mix design optimization.

Keywords: Limestone calcinated clay cement � Microstructure �
Nanoindentation � SEM � Quantitative EDS � Hardness � Modulus

1 Background: LC3 as a Sustainable Alternative to OPC

In the pursuit of sustainable construction materials with low environmental impact for
both industrialized and developing countries, the limestone-calcined-clay cements (LC3)
emerge as a promising alternative to conventional Ordinary Portland Cement (OPC).
Notably, the synergetic effects between Portland cement, finely ground limestone and
calcined clays allow the reduction of the clinker content by up to 50% without impairing
the 28-day strengths compared to OPC reference mixtures [1, 2]. As described in
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previous studies [1, 3–5], limestone particles not only act as a filler, but they can react
with the alumina provided by calcined clays in the presence of calcium hydroxide to form
hemi- and mono-carboaluminates [4, 6, 7], which refine the porosity of the cement paste
and thus improve its mechanical properties. In the past years, the LC3 technology has
been implemented at the industrial scale in different countries [2, 8, 9] following
experimental works covering complementary aspects of the technology, such as the
evaluation of the reactivity of calcined kaolinitic clays [10], or the thermodynamic
modelling of the hydration of LC3 mixtures [1]. Nevertheless, the complex LC3

microstructure is not completely understood and the development of the LC3 technology
would benefit from a better characterization of key microstructure parameters.

2 Aim: Understanding the Mechanical Properties of an LC3

Microstructure

This study aims to investigate the micromechanical properties of a promising LC3

cement paste manufactured using locally available Indian OPC, limestone and calcined
clay. The use of a “state-of-the-art” technique that couples statistical nanoindentation
and quantitative energy-dispersive spectroscopy (SNI-QEDS) provided original
insights on the complex assemblage of C-A-S-H, Al-rich hydrates and well-graded
anhydrous grains which composes the studied LC3 system. Notably, the investigated
microvolumes including both C-A-S-H and other Al-rich hydrates showed higher
mechanical properties than those of the C-A-S-H itself, which suggests that partially
hydrated calcined clay and AFm phases (likely including carboaluminates) contribute
to increasing the paste’s properties.

3 Method: SNI-QEDS on an LC3 Paste

The experiments were carried on an LC3 cement paste produced with locally available
Indian materials: 55% belite-rich OPC, 30% calcined clay and 15% limestone. The
paste was mixed at a water-to-binder ratio of 0.40 and cured for 28 days before
stopping the hydration by immersion of *2 mm thick specimens in isopropanol. The
specimens were then levelled with silicon carbide sandpaper and polished using a
lapping wheel with 6 lm, 1 lm and 0.25 lm diamond suspensions sprayed on per-
forated polishing cloths. Ultrasonic cleaning in isopropanol was performed between
each step.

As described elsewhere [11], the SNI-QEDS method was employed to statistically
investigate the chemo-mechanical properties of the different phases of the hardened
LC3 paste. First, a grid of 30 � 24 nanoindentation points spaced by 10 lm was carried
out using a trapezoidal loading with a sufficient holding period to avoid delayed
plasticity effects. For each single measurement, the indentation modulus (M) and the
indentation hardness (H) were estimated using the Oliver and Pharr method. Then, the
location of each probed indentation volume was automatically detected using a Matlab
algorithm, the coordinates of the indents were translated into the scanning electron
microscope (SEM) and then used as inputs for measurement of the chemical
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composition at each data point using SEM-EDS quantitative analyses with standards.
Furthermore, chemical mappings were performed over the nanoindentation grid.
Finally, a statistical deconvolution using the maximum likelihood approach and 5
classification variables (M, H, Si/Ca, [Al + Fe]/Ca, and sum of oxides SOX) was
employed to identify the chemical composition and the micromechanical properties of
clusters representing the main phases composing the LC3 microstructure.

4 Results: Visual Representations of the Clustered
Chemo-Mechanical Phases

Figure 1 presents a chemical composite mapping of the investigated Region Of Interest
(ROI) on the surface of the LC3 paste, which consists of the multilayer combination of
four chemical mappings (Si in red, Ca in blue, Al in green and Fe in grey). The main
phases occurring in the microstructure may be visually identified with colour contrasts:
large anhydrous clinker grains (i.e., belite nests) and calcined clay particles are
embedded in a complex matrix incorporating both hydrates and finely graded particles
of limestone, calcined clay and quartz (occurring as impurity in the raw materials). The
grid of nanoindentation datapoints is also displayed on Fig. 1 with markers corre-
sponding to the clusters obtained from the deconvolution of the coupled
chemo-mechanical dataset, as described in Fig. 2.

Fig. 1. Chemical composite mapping over the indentation points showing the different
anhydrous and hydrous phases along with the clustered data points (see the legend in Fig. 2).
The composite mapping consists of a multilayer combination of four elemental mappings (Si in
red, Ca in blue, Al in green and Fe in grey).
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As shown in Fig. 2, the SNI-QEDS dataset was described by a combination of 10
clusters, each having preferential (or characteristic) chemo-mechanical properties. Due
to the relatively small size of the chemical phases and their possible intermix (at a scale
smaller than the probed volume of EDS and nanoindentation, 1–2 lm), those clusters
generally include one or two predominant phases sometimes mixed with minor con-
tents of other phases. Figure 2a, b and c present three chemical representations of the
results with crosses indicating the theoretical (or typical) composition of the main pure
phases [12], which allowed identification of the clusters. The clusters extending
towards SOX �1 represent anhydrous materials (possibly mixed with hydrates):
siliceous clinker phases ( ), aluminous clinker phases ( ), calcined clay dense inclusions
( ) and quartz grains ( ). Interestingly, the results suggest a variable concentration of
calcium in microvolumes associated with calcined clay, although the raw material

Fig. 2. Representation of the statistical clustering results in the axes: (a) (Fe + Al)/Ca vs. Si/Ca,
(b) SOX vs. Si/Ca, (c) S/Ca vs. Si/Ca, and (d) M vs. H. The contour lines represent the 95%
confidence interval for each cluster.
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contains only traces of calcium: this suggests that the clay particles contains both
partially hydrated regions ( ) and denser non-reacted clay grains ( ). The range
SOX � 0.50–0.80 represents the hydrates, with the central cluster ( ) approaching the
chemical ratios for C-A-S-H and other clusters representing mixtures of hydrates
extending towards the poles of AFm phases ( ), limestone ( ), or calcined clay
( , possibly with strätlingite). Notably, the AFm-containing cluster ( ) represents a
significant proportion of the hydrates and its relatively low S/Ca values compared to
the monosulfoaluminate pole (AFmSO4) suggests that the AFm phases include car-
boaluminates (AFmCO3). Furthermore, ettringite and Portlandite were not observed.

Figure 2d shows the mechanical properties associated with the previously identified
clusters for both hydrates and anhydrous grains. The theoretical values are marked with
crosses, based on a previous literature review [11]. As expected, the clinker clusters
( and ) extend towards the highest theoretical values. The dense anhydrous calcined
clay cluster ( ) also reach values up to M � 70 GPa and H � 6 GPa, whereas the
partially hydrated calcined clay and the limestone containing clusters ( and ,
respectively) exhibits values up to M � 50–60 GPa and H � 2–3 GPa. Interestingly,
the mixtures of Al-rich hydrates and C-A-S-H ( and ) exhibit higher mechanical
properties than the cluster associated to C-A-S-H ( ), which suggests a reinforcing
effect of these phases into the binding matrix of C-A-S-H. Thus, the chemo-mechanical
clusters (Fig. 2) and their spatial mapping (Fig. 1) indicates that the calcined clay and
the limestone contribute to strength both into products of the AFm family and with
residual anhydrous particles, similarly as in the case of high volume natural pozzolan
concretes [13]. Further disclosing the microstructure signature of LC3 will allow
advanced modelling and optimization of the microstructure features which govern the
material-to-structure optimization.

5 Conclusion: The Macro-Scale Strength of LC3 Emerges
from a Complex Microstructure

Differently from OPC pastes where C-S-H is the main phase responsible for the
strength, LC3 exhibits a complex microstructure assemblage of C-A-S-H, Al-rich
hydrates, and anhydrous grains with a wide particle size distribution. Based on a first
application of the SNI-QEDS technique, which represents a state-of-the-art
chemo-mechanical analysis method for a cement-based microstructure, the following
preliminary conclusions can be drafted:

1. The chemical microstructure features of LC3 has been successfully mapped with
clusters having preferential chemo-mechanical properties, likely composed by one
or more chemical phases;

2. The regions in-between the large dense anhydrous grains (clinker and calcined clay)
are filled with hydrates embedding anhydrous or partially hydrated finely graded
grains of calcined clay, limestone and quartz;

3. The reaction of the calcined clay provided extra aluminum and silicon which
consumed the Portlandite to form C-A-S-H and other Al-rich hydrates (such as
carboaluminates);
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4. The Al-rich hydrates represent a significant proportion of the hydrates which
exhibits mechanical properties higher than those of the C-A-S-H.

This first SNI-QEDS analysis of an LC3 paste illustrated the complexity of its
microstructure and suggested a reinforcing role of the AFm phases in the C-A-S-H
matrix. Further investigations will focus on the extent of limestone reaction and its
effect on the chemo-mechanical properties of the phases.
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Abstract. Toward broadening utilization of higher fractions (i.e., >10% by
mass) of metakaolin (MK) in concrete construction, several key technical
challenges remain. Among these are those associated with differences in early
age properties deriving from greater MK additions; these include reduced
workability, more rapid slump loss, and increased heat of hydration compared to
traditional concrete. Due to competing dilution and acceleration effects associ-
ated with the introduction of finely divided limestone (and potentially more fine
cement), these effects can be potentially exacerbated or ameliorated when MK is
combined with Portland-limestone cement (PLC). This paper examines each of
these challenges and offers solutions, in the form of recommended admixtures to
improve workability and slump retention and refined heat of hydration models
which consider the contributions of MK.

1 Introduction and Background

As with other finely divided supplementary cementitious materials (SCMs) [1], uti-
lization of metakaolin (MK) at greater fractions than 10% cement by mass tends to
considerably increase water demand and decrease workability in concrete. In practice,
poor workability and rapid slump or flow loss (Fig. 1) can contribute to poor
pumpability, increased effort for consolidation, and decreased finishability. Improved
workability can be obtained through proper dosing of water-reducing admixtures
(WRAs), but guidance is needed regarding the most suitable admixture chemistries and
appropriate dosages needed to obtain necessary workability while avoiding incom-
patibilities (e.g., unpredictable set, prolonged set, segregation).

The fineness of MK also imparts considerable early age reactivity. While supple-
mentary cementitious materials commonly react more slowly and are less exothermic in
their reaction than the cement that they partially replace, MK is an important exception
to this generalization. When combined with cement, MK has been shown to increase
both the rate of cement hydration at early ages and to increase the peak typically
associated with aluminate phase reaction, as measured through isothermal calorimetry
[2–5]. In mass concrete, undesirable early heat development may lead to thermal
cracking or induce delayed ettringite formation, potentially compromising service-
ability and durability [6]. In cold-weather or hot-weather concrete construction,
knowledge of the rate of hydration can be useful for predicting setting and hardening
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rates, vital information in construction scheduling. Therefore, an ability to predict heat
generation in MK-containing concrete is an important topic of practical importance.

Additional reductions in clinker content can be achieved when MK is combined
with Portland limestone cement (PLC). Some PLCs are ground more finely than tra-
ditional Portland cements to compensate for potential dilution effects [7]. As a result,
the combination of PLC with MK can further influence workability, slump retention
and early reaction rates, in ways which are not well-understood or easily predicted due
to competing effects of dilution, nucleation, improved particle packing, and enhanced
and synergetic reactivity [7, 8].

2 Aims

The goals of this study are to identify field-ready strategies: (1) to overcome reduced
workability and to maintain setting behavior and (2) to address the use of MK in heat of
hydration models in MK-PLC blends.

3 Materials and Methods

Paste samples were prepared at water-to-binder (w/b) of 0.40, with 0, 10, 20, and 30%
by mass MK replacement (denoted MK10, MK20, and MK30), using high-purity
metakaolin (Burgess Pigment Company, Sandersville, GA) with Si/Al of 1.15 and a
mean particle size of 1.4 µm, as determined by laser particle size diffraction (PSD). To
address workability, mini-slump tests were performed to measure flow and slump
retention over 60 min, comparing among four commercially available water-reducing
admixtures: a mid-range WRA based on lignosulfonate chemistry and three high-range
WRAs, with one each of naphthalene formaldehyde condensate (PNS), polymelamine

Fig. 1. The change in the flow in cement paste with increase in metakaolin content, as measured
by mini-slump.
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sulfonate (PMS) and polycarboxylate ether (PCE). WRAs were each added first to the
mix water and then the water and WRA was added to the cementitious materials.
Samples were prepared with no WRA and with dosages of each of four WRA type
determined by mini slump to achieve equivalent flow. Later, mini-slump assessments
were repeated at 10-minute intervals to assess slump loss over one hour. For flow loss
measurements, samples were re-mixed for 10 s before mini slump flow was measured
at each time period. Tests were performed on an ASTM C595 Type IL PLC with a
mean particle size of 10.2 µm (by laser PSD) and calcium carbonate (CaCO3) content,
determined by thermogravitric analysis, of 11.8% by mass.

An empirical model originally developed by Schindler and Folliard [9] was used to
estimate the total heat of hydration, based upon cement composition, with the
assumption of fully hydrated cement [10]:

Hcem ¼ 500qC3S þ 260qC2S þ 866qC3A þ 420qC4AF þ 624qSO3 þ 1186qFreeCaO þ 850qMgO ð1Þ

where, Hcem is total heat of hydration of the cement (J/g) and qi is weight ratio of i-th
compound in terms of total cement content.

The effect of SCMs like slag and fly ash can be accommodated through a modi-
fication [10]:

Hu ¼ Hcemqcem þ 461qslag þ 1800qFA�CAOqFA

The degree of hydration at time t, a(t), varies between zero at the initial time and
one upon complete hydration:

aðtÞ ¼
HðtÞ
Hu

ð2Þ

Where H(t) is the cumulative heat of hydration (J/m3) released at t. This portion of
the study considered two ASTM C150 Type I, one Type V, and one Type II/V
cements, as well as two ASTM C595 Type IL PLC sources and then blends of these
with 10, 20, and 30% by mass MK. Hydration kinetics and cumulative heat of
hydration for each system was measured by isothermal calorimetry performed at 25 °C
according to ASTM C1679 [11]. Pastes were mixed externally following ASTM C305
[12] prior to being placed in the calorimeter (TAM AIR). The cumulative heat of
hydration of cementitious materials after 7 days was measured, and the degree of
hydration was calculated by dividing the measured heat of hydration, by the calculated
total heat of hydration for cement that is fully hydrated.

4 Results

4.1 WRAs for Enhanced Workability in MK-PLC Blends

As previously shown in Fig. 1, the flowability as measured by the mini slump test of
PLC-MK cement paste decreases by about 11% for each 10% increase in MK content
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at w/b of 0.40. This behavior demonstrates the need for an efficient WRA to improve
the flowability of PLC-MK blends, particularly with at the MK content increases.

However, when examining the dosages required to achieve flow values comparable
to the control (0% MK) for each of the four admixture chemistries examined (i.e., LS,
PMS, PNS, PCE), the results show that both the LS and PNS require significantly higher
dosage than the maximum recommended dosage [106 and thesis]. For the MK10 case,
the required dosage for LS far-exceeded the recommended limit and the required dosage
of PNS was at the recommended limit. With 20 and 30% MK, the required PNS dosage
was a several times the recommended dosage. Use of superplasticizers at such high
dosage rates may produce undesirable behavior including excessive set retardation or
false set; the latter is primarily found with lignosulfonate [13].

Both the PMS and PCE admixtures produced workability similar to the control
samples within the recommended manufacturer dosages, even at 30% MK replacement.
Moreover, the relationship between the required PCE admixture dosage and the
metakaolin replacement level was found to be linear [4, 13]. This is relationship
advantageous for predicting the required dosage of PLC-MK blends at different
metakaolin replacement levels, and facilitates practical upscaling of higher fractions of
MK in PLC concrete.

4.2 WRAs for Slump Flow Retention in MK-PLC Blends

In addition to improving the workability of MK-PLC mixtures, slump flow retention
over time is also important to ensure constructability. Here, the flow loss of PLC and
PLC with 10 and 30% MK paste with the two most promising admixture chemistries
assessed by mini-slump and calorimetry [13] - PMS and PCE - over a one-hour period
(Fig. 2). The highest 1-hour flow losses were observed with the PMS admixture,
measuring approximately 60% for the MK10 case and *80% for MK30. The MK

Fig. 2. Flow loss over one hour in Type IL pastes with 10 and 30% MK, as measured by
mini-slump. PCE and PMS admixture use in MK-PLC pastes are compared to neat cement
control.
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paste with PCE showed similar flow loss (25% at 60 min) to the PLC paste. It should
be noted that the flow loss was consistently slightly lower for the MK30 paste with the
higher PCE content.

4.3 Heat of Hydration Models

For the six cements (A-F) of varying composition considered, along with their blends
with 10 and 30% MK, Table 1 shows the calculated ultimate heats of hydration,
measured heat of hydration, and degree of hydration at 7 days, as determined through
isothermal calorimetry and existing empirically-derived heat of hydration models.
Cement A, a Type I Portland cement, has the highest heat of hydration, due to its higher
tricalcium silicate content, and the Type V Cement (Cement F) showed the lowest heat
of hydration, as expected.

Comparing the measured 7-day heat of hydration of neat cements and MK-blended
pastes, a trend of increasing heat with increasing MK content is evident. As a result,
predicted degrees of hydration of greater than 1.0 were calculated for the
MK-containing systems (as highlighted in red in Table 1); such results are clearly not
realistic. Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 3, the Schindler and Folliard [9] equations
tended to underestimate the heat generated at all ages, while equations proposed by
Riding et al. [10] (which considered two SCMs, fly ash and slag) tended to

Table 1. Predicted total heat of hydration (Hu), measured total heat of hydration H(t) and
degree of hydration (a) at t = 7 days for mixes containing 0, 10, and 30% MK, using equations
from [10].

Cement type Nomenclature Hu, J/g H(t),
J/g

a at 7 days
(unitless)

DH(t)/
qMK, J/g

ASTM C150 Type I
and blends

A 485.5 309.0 0.64
A+MK10 436.93 355.0 0.81 769
A+MK30 339.83 415.1 1.22 662

ASTM C595
Type IL and blends

AL 473.19 551.0 1.16
AL+MK10 424.36 557.0 1.31 611
AL+MK30 331.23 544.0 1.64 528

ASTM C150
Type I and blends

C 447.3 367.0 0.82
C+MK10 402.6 416.3 1.03 857
C+MK30 313.1 468.0 1.50 703

ASTM C595 Type IL
and blends

DL 462.0 379.0 0.82
DL+MK10 415.8 416.0 1.0 749
DL+MK30 323.4 482.0 1.49 703

ASTM C150 Type V
and blends

E 471.5 304.0 0.64
E+MK10 424.4 368.0 0.87 944
E+MK30 330.1 444.0 1.35 770

ASTM C150 Type II/V
and blends

F 447.2 318 0.71
F+MK10 402.5 370 0.92 838
F+MK30 326.7 470 1.44 824
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overestimate heat generation. These results demonstrate the need for more accurate
predictions of heat generation in the presence of MK.

Analysis of the calorimetry data suggests that heat derived from MK reaction is in
the range of 516–944 J/g, with average of 762 J/g of MK. Previous studies show that
MK contributes to the heat of hydration even after 7 days. Therefore, the MK heat
contribution is multiplied by a factor (1.15) to account for the further heat evolution
after 7 days. A modified equation, based upon [10], is proposed which accounts for the
MK contribution to the heat of hydration:

Hu ¼ Hcement:qcement þ 461:qslag þ 1800:qFA�CAO:qFA þ 876:5qMK ð3Þ

From here, a three-parameter equation for the degree of hydration is used to esti-
mate the degree of hydration over time for each cement paste mixture. As shown in an
example case for cement A with 10% MK in Fig. 3, the “stepwise” linear regression
model developed here shows a good fit to experimental data derived from MK-PLC
systems, as well as to modern cements and PLCs. C3S content, cement fineness, and
MK content were found to be significantly related to the ultimate degree of hydration.
And, while HRWRAs (needed for workability improvements) can delay cement
hydration in the first 6–10 h, their use was not found to affect the ultimate degree of
hydration significantly.

5 Conclusion

For maintaining flow at a consistent admixture dosage rate with increasing MK content
(up to 30%), polycarboxylate ether WRA chemistry is recommended; this admixture
also provided good flow retention properties in MK-PLC systems. Furthermore, an
empirically-based equation for heat evolution is proposed which accounts for MK

Fig. 3. Comparison of model fits shows the proposed stepwise model gives a better fit for
predictions of degree of hydration, based upon heat of hydration data, for MK-PLC systems.
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addition and can be used to predict degree of hydration in MK-PLC systems with
greater accuracy than existing models.
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Reactivity
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Abstract. This study focused on understanding the influence of different
amounts of calcite impurities (0 to 10% by mass) on the optimal parameters for
clay dehydroxylation and the reactivity of the final calcined clay. A surface
response experimental design was used to study the effect of maximum temper‐
ature, residence time and calcite content on different experimental responses.
Specific surface and particle size distribution were used to characterize the phys‐
ical properties of the calcined-clays. SEM coupled with EDS was selected to study
the particle morphology and the composition of the amorphous phase formed,
while XRD was used to assess the mineralogical composition after calcination.
TGA analysis was used to measure the remaining amounts of kaolinite and calcite
after calcination, while isothermal calorimetry was used to assess the reactivity
of the different calcined-clays obtained. It was observed that specific surface area
is the most sensitive parameter to variations in calcite content.

1 Introduction

Mineral additions, commonly referred as supplementary cementitious materials
(SCMs), are widely used either in blended cements [1, 2]. The use of SCMs, to replace
the more energy intensive clinker, leads to a significant reduction of CO2 emissions per
unit volume of concrete [3–5].

Clays are unique among the supplementary cementitious materials because of their
worldwide availability, since they are widely distributed throughout in the earth crust
[6–8]. The three clay types of major abundance are kaolinite, illite and montmorillonite
[9]. Heat treatment of kaolinitic clays between 600 and 800 °C leads to the dehydrox‐
ylation of its crystalline structure to give a state of more structural disorder known as
metakaolin [10–12].

In some regions, clays are naturally combined with limestone in the quarries.
Kaolinite is dehydroxylated between 600 and 800 °C [13]. Usually, clay is calcined at
800 °C to maximize the reactivity of the metakaolin in the calcined clay, higher temper‐
atures lead to reduced reactivity due sintering and then recrystallization [11].

There is lack of systematic studies exploring these interactions at temperatures of
800 °C or lower. This study explores the effect of limestone impurities below 10% by
mass on calcined clay reactivity.
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2 Materials and Methods

An experimental design aimed to assess the effect of 2 and 8% calcite impurities on
calcined clay reactivity was designed. The calcination temperatures were established at
600 °C and 800 °C, above and below the decarbonation threshold of calcite. Further‐
more, the effect of residence time was explored at a low (20 min) and high (60 min)
level.

Raw clay (kaolinite content of 71% as measured by thermogravimetric analysis
(TGA) and Durcal 5 calcium carbonate (calcite) were used. 250 g of material (un-
calcined clay and calcite) were weighted in individual 1L plastic containers for each
experimental point. Powders were blended together using a Turbula blender for 20 min.
Homogeneity of the obtained powder samples was checked with TGA on selected
samples. The variability between nominal and experimental calcite content was always
lower than 0.1% by mass. Calcination was carried out on 300 mL alumina crucibles.
Calcined samples were then stored in sealed containers until analysis.

2.1 X-Ray Diffraction (XRD)

X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) was used to monitor the crystalline phases formed upon
hydration. Measurements were carried out on freshly cut cement paste slices at 1, 7 and
28 days. The slices were mounted on a XRD sample holder and measured in Bragg–
Brentano mode using a X’Pert PANalytical diffractometer with CuKα source operated
at 45 kV and 40 mA. Samples were scanned from 7 to 70° 2θ with a step size of 0.0167
2θ, using a X’Celerator detector, resulting in an equivalent time per step of 30 s.

2.2 Isothermal Calorimetry

Isothermal calorimetry was used to assess the pozzolanic reactivity of calcined clays.
For this purposes, the R3 test proposed by Avet et al. [14] was selected due to its relia‐
bility and ease of interpretation for calcined clay benchmarking purposes. The test
considering pozzolanic and interaction with calcium carbonate (simulated LC3-50) was
selected. In this procedure, calcined clay is mixed with portlandite, calcium carbonate,
potassium sulfate, potassium hydroxide and water at 40 °C, and put into glass ampoules
inside the calorimeter under the same temperature conditions.

2.3 Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA)

TGA was used to assess the amount of calcined kaolinite in the annealed materials, as
it has been shown that this magnitude is the overwhelming parameter governing pozzo‐
lanic reactivity of calcined clay [14]. This parameter is defined as the difference on
kaolinite measured on the raw clay and the calcined clay, allowing to account for differ‐
ences in reactivity in case of partial dehydroxylation.
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3 Results and Discussion

3.1 X-Ray Diffraction

Figure 1 shows the X-ray diffraction pattern for materials calcined at 600 °C, with high
initial calcite content (8% by mass), for both low (20 min) and high (60 min) residence
time. It can be observed that the amount of calcite remains unchanged despite higher
residence time, as confirmed by TGA analysis where 8.02 and 8.11% contents of calcite
after calcination were measured for low and high residence time, respectively. The
difference in calcined kaolinite content (3.7 and 15.4% for RT = 20 and 60 min respec‐
tively, determined by TGA) is attributed directly to the difference in residence time
between both samples.

Fig. 1. X-Ray diffraction patterns for materials with 8% initial calcite content and calcined at
600 °C (K = kaolinite; Q = quartz; A = anatase; C = calcite).

Figure 2 shows the X-ray diffraction pattern for materials calcined at 800 °C, with
high initial calcite content (8% by mass), for both low (20 min) and high (60 min) resi‐
dence time.

Fig. 2. X-Ray diffraction patterns for materials with 8% initial calcite content and calcined at
800 °C (K = kaolinite; Q = quartz; A = anatase; C = calcite; L = lime).
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In this case, most of calcite is decomposed (6.51 and 2.23% remaining calcite content,
measured by TGA on RT of 20 min and 60 min, respectively). Despite free lime observed
on high residence time sample (0.43%), it doesn’t balance with the amount of calcite
decomposed. This finding suggests some calcium oxide goes into the amorphous phases.
The difference in calcined kaolinite content (41.72 and 55.06% for RT = 20 and 60 min
respectively, determined by TGA) is attributed to the difference in residence time
between samples. Figure 3 shows the X-ray diffraction pattern for materials calcined at
800 °C for 60 min, with low (2% by mass) and high (8% by mass) initial calcite contents.

Fig. 3. X-Ray diffraction patterns for materials with 2 and 8% initial calcite content, calcined at
800 °C for 60 min.

As observed in the comparison between samples calcined at 800 °C, calcite is
decomposed (0.65 and 2.23% remaining calcite content for 2 and 8% samples respec‐
tively, which represents 32.7 and 37.9% of their respective initial contents). When
comparing in this case the influence of different amounts of initial calcite under the same
calcination conditions, it is observed that calcite seems to negatively influence the dehy‐
droxylation of kaolinite (68.55 and 55.06% calcined kaolinite content for 2 and 8%
calcite materials, corresponding to 99 and 84% of their potential, respectively).

3.2 Isothermal Calorimetry – R3 Test

Isothermal calorimetry tests were performed over the obtained materials using the R3

method, in order to assess and compare the reactivity of the different calcined clays in
a quick and reliable manner. As a general trend, there is a dramatic increase in reactivity
observed in all of the materials when increasing the calcination temperature from 600 °C
to 800 °C. Figure 4 shows the heat flow (left) and total heat (right) plots for materials
calcined at 600 and 800°C, with low (2%) and high (8%) calcite contents, all of them
calcined for low residence time (20 min).
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Fig. 4. Isothermal calorimetry results for materials calcined for 20 min, at high and low
temperature and with different initial calcite content.

At 600 °C there is little impact of the calcite, and increased contents produces a slight
increase in reactivity. At 800 °C, higher contents of calcite seem to have a negative
effect on clay reactivity, however, the difference between 2 and 8% initial calcite mate‐
rials is small (<10 J/g solids at 6 days of hydration).

Figure 5 shows the heat flow (left) and total heat (right) plots for materials calcined
at 600 and 800 °C, with low (2%) and high (8%) calcite contents, all of them calcined
for high residence time (60 min).

Fig. 5. Isothermal calorimetry results for materials calcined for 60 min, at high and low
temperature and with different initial calcite content

At 600 °C and increasing the residence time to 60 min, the effect is similar to the
observed at 800 °C and low residence time (20 min). Reaction kinetics don’t seem to be
significantly affected during the first 24 h of hydration. At 800 °C, the difference in heat
evolved at 6 days (144 h) is more significant. Hydration kinetics seems also to been
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affected (sample M8 exhibits a slight acceleration during the first 12 h), suggesting that
the nature of the metakaolin may have changed.

In order to explore additional calcination parameter combinations, further experi‐
ments were conducted specially at temperatures below 800 °C. The normalized
(corrected by dilution effect) calcined kaolinite content is shown in Fig. 6 for 60 min
residence time.

Fig. 6. Normalized calcined kaolinite content for materials annealed between 600 and 800 °C
for 20 and 60 min

4 Conclusions

The following preliminary conclusions are derived from the results presented in this
report:

1. Calcined kaolinite content appears to still be the overwhelming predictor of calcined
clay reactivity on clays with calcite impurities.

2. Calcite has a negative effect on kaolinite dehydroxylation, leading to a reduced
reactivity of the material. The effect seems to be amplified with higher residence
time, temperature and higher calcite content. The best overall performance for high
levels of initial calcite content were obtained with 700 °C and 60 min residence time
as calcination parameters.

3. The effect of calcite impurities on clay reactivity seems to be twofold: it migrates
into the glassy phase and interferes with the normal dehydroxylation of kaolinite.
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Reactivity and Performance of Limestone Calcined-Clay
Cement (LC3) Cured at Low Temperature
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Abstract. Limestone calcined-clay cements (LC3) take advantage of the syner‐
getic effects of calcium carbonate reaction with the additional aluminium
provided by the calcined clay. As temperature decreases, calcium carbonate solu‐
bility increase, therefore, the early-age hydration kinetics and the optimal propor‐
tioning of the ternary cement system are modified. This study explored the reac‐
tivity and mechanical performance of different LC3 systems cured at 10 and 20 ºC.
Mixtures containing PC, PC-limestone and a LC3 blends with 50% clinker factors
and 2:1 clay-to-limestone ratio were cast and compared. Hydration kinetics were
assessed using isothermal calorimetry at each of the temperatures. The evolution
of porosity was studied during hydration by MIP. Compressive strength was
measured over time on cement paste cubes. Phase assemblage was monitored
using XRD.

1 Introduction

Environmental concerns, such as energy consumption and CO2 emission reductions,
have become of increasing concern in the construction industry during the last decades
[1]. Therefore, the use of supplementary cementitious materials (SCMs) as a means to
reduce the cement content in concrete mixes [2–5] and enhance the durability of the
material to increase the service life of concrete structures [6] have become of increasing
interest among researchers.

Mineral additions, commonly referred as supplementary cementitious materials
(SCMs), are widely used either in blended cements or added to concrete separately in
the mixer. The use of SCMs, leads to a significant reduction of CO2 emissions per unit
volume of concrete, and significant potential for use of wastes and by-products [3, 7].

Some SCMs will react with calcium hydroxide (CH) at ambient temperature to form
hydration products such as calcium silicate hydrates (C–S–H) [8]. However, as replace‐
ment rate increases, the mechanical properties of concrete are negatively affected,
particularly at early age, mainly due to the limited amount of CH available to react with
excess SCMs. In addition, some SCMs also negatively affect the setting and early
strength gain rate of concrete, imposing restrictions to construction pace [9]. Further‐
more, the available amounts of commonly used SCMs, such as fly ash, blast furnace
slags and natural pozzolans, are much lower than the worldwide demand of ordinary
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Portland cement (OPC). Consequently, research interest has shifted towards alternative
and more abundant sources of SCM’s such as calcined clays.

Clays are unique among the supplementary cementitious materials because of their
worldwide availability, since they are widely distributed throughout in the earth crust.
Heat treatment of kaolinitic clays between 600 and 800 °C leads to the dehydroxylation
of its crystalline structure to give a state of more structural disorder known as metakaolin
[10, 11].

Fine limestone is also commonly used in OPC-based materials. It has been estab‐
lished that limestone additions up to around 5% can react with the aluminate
containing phases in OPC, leading to the formation of mono and hemicarbonate
(AFm) phases [12–14]. The solubility of limestone is increased at lower tempera‐
tures, which is reported to lead to enhanced precipitation of carbonate-AFm phases,
leading to a decrease in porosity [15].

The combination of metakaolin and limestone in OPC-based systems can give
synergetic benefits from both well-known systems. The additional reactive alumina
supplied by metakaolin can enhance limestone reaction and allow higher replacement
levels with improved performance [16, 17]. For this reason, so called, LC3 (limestone
calcined clay cements) have become of great interest. This study focus on understanding
the effect of lower curing temperature on the hydration and strength development of
LC3 systems. In particular, the effect of the increased solubility of limestone in the
presence of aluminates from clay is explored.

2 Materials and Methods

Portland cement classified as CEMI 42.5R was used for the preparation of blended
cement pastes. A kaolinitic clay with 60.3% kaolinite content was used. The clay was
calcined at 800 ºC for 1 h. A limestone with D50 = 5 μm was used.

Blended LC3 cement samples were prepared with 2:1 clay-to-limestone ratio (c/l).
The gypsum content was adjusted in order to account for the additional aluminates
introduced by calcined clay addition. A volumetric water-to-solids ratio (w/s) of 1.234
(equivalent to a w/c ratio 0.4 by weight on the OPC system) was used for all of the
mixtures. The detailed mixture design is given in Table 1.

Table 1. Mixture proportioning for LC3 systems.

Mixture ID Clinker + Gyp
sum (% wt.
binder)

Limestone (%
wt. binder)

Calcined Clay
(% wt. binder)

Clay/ls ratio w/b

Control 100 0 0 – 0.40
LS225 77.5 22.5 0 – 0.41
LC350–2/1 55 15 30 2 0.43
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3 Characterization Techniques

Compressive strength was measured over 2 cm cubic samples at 1, 7 and 28 days.
Isothermal calorimetry was used to monitor hydration kinetics, along with X-Ray
diffraction (XRD) for phase assemblage assessment. Finally, mercury intrusion poros‐
imetry (MIP) was used to assess porosity refinement over time.

4 Results and Discussion

Compressive strength results at 1, 7 and 28 days are shown on Fig. 1. It can be observed
that at 1 day, the strength at 10 ºC is significantly lower compared to 20 ºC curing
temperature, mainly due to the slower cement hydration and the significantly reduced
rate of reaction of kaolinite at low temperature, reflecting its high apparent activation
energy. Therefore, the mechanical behaviour of the systems cured at low temperature
seems to be dominated by the Portland cement and limestone fraction. It is also observed
that at 7 days, the strength of the system with limestone (LS225) is higher for the samples
cured at 10 ºC compared to the same mixture cured at 20 ºC.

Fig. 1. Compressive strength of cement paste systems cured at 10 ºC and 20 ºC

At 28 days, the strength of the LC3 systems cured at 10 ºC is higher than the same
systems cured at normal temperature (20 ºC). On the other hand, the strength of the
Control system is also higher for the samples cured at 10 ºC at this age. This result may
be attributed to the coupled effect of precipitation of C-S-H with lower porosity [18]
combined with the reaction of limestone present in the cement (1.7% as measured by
TGA). The LC3-50 system also reaches higher strength when cured at low temperature,
suggesting that a similar mechanism as the LS225 system may be occurring and leading
to the observed mechanical performance improvement.

When comparing the compressive strength results at 1, 7 and 28 days with the heat
release per mL of water, a strong linear correlation is observed (Fig. 2). It is observed
that the trend points to higher strength levels for the low curing temperature systems for
the same amount of heat release, supporting the supposition that the nature and quality
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of the hydration products changed compared to normal curing conditions. LC3 systems
seem to deviate from the linear correlation at 20 ºC curing condition, probably due to
the overlapping of the clay reaction which further contributes to strength with a different
heat release footprint associated.

Fig. 2. Heat release versus strength plot for systems cured at 10 ºC and 20 ºC. Shown are points
corresponding to 1, 7 and 28 days strength measurements.

XRD measurements were used with mass balance calculations to obtain the phase
assemblage of the systems. This procedure allows computation of the amount of C-A-
S-H formed based on the stoichiometry (Ca/Si and Al/Ca ratios) measured on samples
of the same material using SEM-EDS. The results for the LC3 system studied are shown
in Fig. 3 for 28-day age at both curing temperatures. In order to account for the expected
density difference in C-A-S-H density at normal and low temperature, 2.03 was assumed
for 20 ºC and 1.91 for 10 ºC based on previous findings reported on the literature [18].
It is observed that a higher volume of solids is found in the low temperature sample,
which may explain in part the differences in strength observed at this age. This is
explained mainly by a slightly higher degree of reaction of clinker and metakaolin on
the sample cured at low temperature.

Figure 4 show MIP results for the LC3-50 2:1. It is observed that at 1 and 7 days, the
pore structure is coarser in the low temperature material, and also the total porosity is
higher. This is consistent with the observations made in compressive strength, were at
this ages the material exhibited lower performance. At 28 days, the pore structure is
almost equivalent between the systems.
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Fig. 4. Cumulative porosity of LC3-50 2:1 system at 1, 7 and 28 days measured by MIP

Figure 5 shows SEM micrographs at 28 days of Control and LC350 systems, cured
at low and normal temperature. In both cases, a coarser pore structure is observed in the
20 ºC samples compared to 10 ºC. These observations are in good agreement with the
compressive strength measurements presented.

Fig. 3. Phase assemblage for LC3-50 2:1 system at 28 days computed by mass balance, cured at
10 ºC and 20 ºC.
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Fig. 5. SEM micrographs (1000x magnification) of control and LC3 systems at 28 days, cured
at 10 ºC and 20 ºC.

5 Conclusions

From the results presented in this study, it is observed that the LC3 system can take
advantage of the enhanced limestone reaction in low temperature curing conditions.
However, the reactivity of clay is also significantly reduced. It was observed that at
28 days, the strength of the LC3 system cured at low temperature is higher compared to
their respective counterparts cured at 20 ºC. Isothermal calorimetry results also suggest
that the nature of the hydration products formed at low temperature is different. There‐
fore, the observed enhancements are attributed to the coupled effect of low porosity
(higher quality) C-S-H formation at low temperature and enhanced AFt phase formation.
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